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PREFACE

The purpose of the FORTH ENCYCLOPEDIA is to make available in one location all of the information necessary to use and understand
each individual word in the FORTH language. It is useful for everyone from FORTH beginners to FORTH experts. Just like any other
programmer's manual, this book is a tool wtrich allows the programmer to spend more time [solving the problemrr and less time I'fighting

the languaqe.'r

As FORTH programmers, we saw a need for documentation that would explain in one place everything one needed to know about a
FORTH word. It is our intent to relieve the programmer of the burden of sifting thiough multiple sources and/or FORTH code in order to
understend a desired FORTH definition.

The specific implementation doeumented is the 8080 Version f .1 (CP/M) fig-Model. However, the usefulness of this book is not limited to
just this implementation. Indeed, even non-fig-FORTH programmers will find it a useful reference. The activity of each definition is

both literally and conceptually described. Each definition references FORTH-79. Those words which have two or more activities
(defining words and compiler words) have all activities described in detail. The low-level code primitives are described in rrgeneric"

terms common to all assembly languages.

In summary, this book is truly a FORTH t'Encyclopedia'r as it provides information ranging from the overview to the internal details of
each definition. The acceptance of FORTH in the softwar€ community has been limited by a lack of this type of documentation. We

hope this and other recent publications will help satisfy that need.
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I-OW THIS BOO< IS ORGANIZED

Each word (or "definition') description follows this general format:

l. Word Name (Parameter Stack Activity)'
2. Text Section

e. Word Pronounciation
b. General Description
c. DetailedDescription
d. Example

t. Formal Parameters
4. High or Low Level Statement
5. Likely Error Messages
6. 'rRefer to" List
7. FORTH.79
8. Flowchart Section

a. High Level Flowchart (if applicabte)
b. Detailed Flowchart

I. Word l.lame (Pararreter Stack Activity) -- The first line of each description is printed in bold characters. The definition name i8 on
the left followed by the parameter stack activity enclosed in parentheses. The general format for parameter staek entries i3:

( before execution -- after execution )

When multiple stack parameters are listed, each entry is separated by a "\'. The lefthand entry is lowest on the stack, the righthand
entry is the top of the parameter stack.

HINT: By pronouncing il\' as trunderu and tr--n as "leaves" this horizontal stack format is quite readable. For example:

( valuellvalue2 -- valueJ ) becomes t'valuel under value2 leaves valueJrr

Some definitions return different stack conditions depending upon their input (for example, successful or unsuccessful completion of a

word). In these cases, each condition is listed separately.

Normally the stack parameters described reflect the 'rexecution time" (Sequence f) action of a word. (See "Definition of Sequence
Timestr SectionJ If a word has more than one action (e.g., execution time and compile time aetion)r the stack parameters for each
activity are listed separately.

2. Text Sectim

a. Word Pmnogrriatim - Since FORTH is intended to be a speakable language, the pronunciation (if necessary) is given inaide
parentheses.

b. General Dercripticr - The first part of the text section is usually a summary of the purpose of the definition.

c. Detailed De*ripticr - This section is the pertinent information concerning the word.

Compiler and defining words have two sets of actions and therefore the description of this category of words is divided into two
sections. The compile time action is listed followed by the execution time action.

d. Exanple - An example of a word which uses the described word is usually included.

J. Formal Parancters - This section contains a description of the rtat entryil and 'rat exit" parameter stack entries for the definition.
This normally reflects the execution time action of a word. Words with more than one ection have parameters for each action listed
separately.

If no stack parameters are presentr trat entryrt or ttat exitl is followed by the phrase ttNo parameterstt.

The activity of some words affect more than just the parameter stack. In those instances, all other affected parameters are also
described.

4. l-fgtr c Low l-evel State]rEnt - This states whether the word is a high level definition (comprised of other FORTH definitions) or an
assembly langtrage,code primitive.

5. Ukely Ertor tvbssages - This section describes the error melrseges which are most likely to occur when using this word. (Only the
mostiikely m"ssag"r are listed because serious error conditions can cause indeterminable enor messages.)

6. nRefer toi Litt - Lists words to refer to for more information.

7. FORTI+79 - This shows how the described word relates to the FORTH-79 Standard.
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8. Flowchart Sectim - All flowcharts usa the following format:

The flowcharts are generally divided into three columns. The leftmost column contains word names and labels. The middle column
contains a formal definition of the aetivity of the word. The rightmost column contains branch labels and comments describing the
activity of this word as it relates to the definition being discussed.

A right square braeket, located on the fat right of the comment column, encloses those words which would normally be grouped
together as a FORTH phrase. A phrase in FORTH is a logical grouping of words which when combined together produce a desired
result.

The larger, more complex words may also be divided into groupings analogous to sentences in English. These sentences are pnoceeded
by a comment enclosed in curly brackets.

The more complex flowcharts are accompanied by a high level (macro) flowchart so the overall action of the definition can easily be
grasped. Each box in the macro flowchart roughly corresponds to a curly bracket section of the detailed flowcharts.

The same general format is followed for the low level code primitives. Code definitions must always terminate with an eventual jump
to NEXT . This is shown with a dashed line extending across all three columns.

ABORT vs. GIUIT:

Either an ABORT or a OUIT may occur when an error condition arises. The contents of the ueer variable WARNING determines which
actim is taken. Flowchart references assume that a QUIT will occur.

ix



DEFINITION OF SEOUENCE TIMES

One of the major philosophical differerrces between FORTH and the more traditional programming languages is the-fact that the FORTH

compiler is itself composed of FORTH words. This compiler may also be extended at any time with the addition of new compiler words;

this causes a special set of problems to arise.

Specifically:

What is a word doinq at qy oiven time?

Is it being defined?

Is it being compiled?

Is it executing?

This ambiguity is made clear through the use of the terms Sequence 1, Sequence 2, and Sequence l. These sequences will be described in

ascending order of complexitY.

Sequence l:

The purpose of all FORTH definitions is to eventually execute. The act of executing is termed a definitiontsrrrun timerror rrexecution

timeit o; "sequence J', action. For example, dropping a value from the top of the parameter gtack is the rrrun time'r (Sequence ]) action of
the word DROP.

Sequence 2:

In order to be able to execute, a definition must first be compiled or assembled. The act of being compiled or assembled, thenr is the
trsequence 2r' time for the word beinq compiled. e.g., The Sequence 2 time for DROP is when DROP is being compiled.

in order to
word being

in the
state or

Confusion often arises when one considers the action of the compiler words themselves. Compiler words must exeqq-te

compile a definition. i.e., Compiler words execute (the compiler wordls Sequence I time) during the Sequence 2 time of the

compiled.

Compiler words normally have two sets of actions described; those at compile time (lequence 2) and those at execution time (Sequence

f). tne most common compiler words are contnol structure words such as ELSE . ELSE is used within a definition (FROG for example) to
produce a specific action when that word, FROG, is executed at its Sequence J time. This action is the Sequence ] action of ELSE. But,
in order toi glSg to be able to correctly perform this desired action, certain manipulations must be performed when FROG is being

"or.pif"a 
("t fnOC'r Sequence 2). The code within ELSE which performs these compile time manipulations determines the Sequence 2

action of ELSE. This dual action is true for all compiler words.

Sequence 1:

There are groups or types of words in FORTH which are defining words. (Defining words are generally classified.a-s w.ords,which do not
execute inihe svstemi'compile', state and which directly use the word CREATE (and not : ) to begin cleati_ng a definition.) These words

create compileidefrn-itions, or ',parentsr', which when executed at. compile time (Sequence 2) create "childten" definitions which then

execute (Gu"*e I) to perform some task. "Parent" definitions (e.g., VOCABULARY ) are created at lhg P-grentb. Sequence I time.
trChild" definitions (e.g., iORTH ) are compiled via the 'rparenttr at the ttchi=ldts Sequence 2 time. The "child'r then executes at its own

Sequence ) time (e.9., when FORTH executes, FORTH is made the CONTEXT vocabulary).

Always bear in mind that the Sequence time of any definition is relative to itself. It is p.erfectly legal and necessary for compiler words

to be executing (Sequence l) whil; a definition is being created (Sequence I or Sequence 2).

Some compiler words purposely switch the system back and forth between ststes while all the time remaining
definition-being-compiledis Sequence 2 time. At any given time, the trstaterr the system is in may be either I'interpretationrl
,,compilation" siate. Do not confuse the overall Sequence time ac(ion of a definition with the rrstate'r of the system.
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I

t ( vrf:\edacr -)
I (pmnounced rrstore.) stores the 15-bit value loeated in the second parameter stack entry into the memory location specified by the top

parEmeter stack entry.

Cl fu tho word u;d to store 8-bit (or byte or character) values'

@ haa the opposite effect of r. .

r At cttry - The top of th6 parqmetsr stack containB the 15-bit address specifying the memory location the value is to be

stored into. Tha second Etack entry contains the 16-bit value'

r At cxit - No Parametara.

I is a low level code Primitive.

Refer to C! , and @ .

FffiT}}79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for'. ie I .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.I

NEXT

I

Pop the address into

Pop theword value
into registers.

Store thB word value
into

I



!csP
rcsP (-)
ICSP (pronounced rtstore-C-S-P'r) saves the current parameter stack address in the usen variable CSp. This word is used in conjunctionwith ?CSP to determine if the parameter staek has become unbalanced due to a compilation epor.

An example of the use of ICSP ean be found in : .

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

ICSP is a high Ievel colon definition.

Refer to ?CSP .

FORTIIT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for lCSp .

Definitim: : jCSP (-) SP|E CSpj )

DOCOL

SP@ Get the address of the
next available
parameter stack
location.

CSP

;S

ICSP

time portlon of
: ) Save IP position
and begin executing
this definition.

Put current
parameter stack
pointer onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Put address of user
variable CSP onto
top of parameter
stack.

Store stack pointer
into CSP.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

2



t ( &.ble precbicr vahe - dable precbim quotient )

/l (pmnounced "sharp") performs a binary-to-ascii conversion of one digit of a double prccision value into an ascii character that ia placed
into a pictured rumeric output string. This output string is built downward starting frcm one byte befort PAD . The conversion proceeda
from right to left (low order digit to high order digit) with one I'columnrt being converted each time /l is executed. That is, the first time
/I is executed, the units digit is convertedl the next, the tens digit; the next, the hundreds digit; etc.

One digit is converted each time // is executed. /l uses the current BASE value as the conversion radix. The double precision value is
divided by the radix. The remainder is converted to an ascii digit; the quotient remains on the stack. (/I must first be executed to set up
for ll , /I is usd in the general form (/I # #> tn convert single digits. The form <ll tl /t... //) is used to convert as many digits as
specified. (Refer to /15 for converting an entire dor.ble precision rumber at one time.)

A double precision input value of zero simply results in an ascii output digit of zero.

D.R is an example of a'word that uses pictured rumeric output. /lS is an example of a word that uses /l .

* At errtry - The top of the parameter stack contains an unsigned l2-bit double precision value with the high order portion in
the first stack entry and the low order pmtion in the seeond entry.

Note: /l will actually mly convert a positive dor:ble precision value (i.e., only l1 bits). Therefore a DABS should normally
precede the (/l in a pictured numeric expression to convert negative double precision values to their absolute value. SIGN
is used to display the sign.

BASE contains the radix to be used in conversion.

At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the quotient of the original value divided by BASE in the form of a
12-bit unsigned double precision value with the high order portion in the first stack entry and the low order portion in the
second stack entry.

#

*

Characters will be placed into memory from high to low memory starting at the beginning of PAD and working toward the end of the
dictionary. HLD points to the last character converted.

/l is a high level colon definition.

Refer to 4l ,ll), /I5 , HOLD , SIGN , HLD , BASE , and PAD .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for /l is /l .

Definitim: z ll ( Dvalue - Dquotient )
BASE la M/MOD RC)T 9 OVER <

IF 7 + THEN l0 + HOLD i

LIT Set up to determine if
remainder is greater
than 9. (Must convert
to alpha character if
eoJ

Set up for ( . Put
remainder trover" the 9
so comparison can be
performed.

Set up for IF by
leaving a true flag if
the nemainder is
greater than 9 (the
character is an alpha).

Branch if the remainder
is not greater than 9;
do not convert it to
alpha.

DOCOL

BASE

M/MOD

Set up for @ .

Get the current base
Set up for M/MoD.

Divide the value by
BASE. Leave the
quotient on the stack
with the remainder
(which will be
converted to ascii)
below it.

Put the remainder onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

09H

OVER

@

Y

N

,

#

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the meter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BASE onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Divide the double
precision value on
the top of the
parameter stack by
the single precision

Rotate the top three
parameter stack
entries, bringing
the lrd entry to the
top of the stack.

top of the parameter

Place the literal
value 09H onto the

Copy the 2nd
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

entries with a true
flag (r) if the lst
entry > 2nd entry or
a false flag (0) if
not.

two
parameter

Is
truth flag

=0?

ROT

IF



Ge remaind". *J
I qreater than 9 so I
1 convert it to aloha I
[.0., rr' o). ' J

+

LIT
07H

THEN

,OH

HOLD

;S

Add 7 to the remainder
so it will be alpha
when ascii conversion
occurs.

This is the entry point
for the ttfalse portiontt
of the previous IF that
tested for alpha.

Set up for +.

Add lOH to the
remainder to ereate the
ascii character 0-9 or
A-F. (Actually any base
can be used; base 17
would allow the letter
G also.)

Move the ascii'ed
character to PAD. One
character to the left
of the previous one.

LIT

+

, Place the literal
value 7 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
values on the
parameter stack
their total.

DIGl

Place the literal
value fOH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
values on the
parameter stack
their total.

Decrement the
pointer lll-D and
store the character
on the top of the
parameter string
into the memory
location pointed to
by HLD.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the
ealling procedure.

a



#) ( ao*te precbim value - address\cotrnt ) # >
/l) (pronounced'rsharp-qreater-than") terminates a pictured numeric conversion expression. /l) drops the double precision conversion
value left by /l and replaces it with the beginning address of the converted character string and the string length (in a format suitable for
TYPE ).

/l) is used in the qeneral form:

<###>

D.R is an example of a word that uses pictured rumeric output.

At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a double precision value occupying the first and second stack entries.
HLD points to the beqinning of a converted pictured numerie eharacter string.

At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains an address pointing to the beginning of the converted pictured numeric
character string. The second parameter stack entry contains the character count of the strinq.

/l) is a hiqh level colon definition.

Refer to 1# , tt , /lS , HOLD , l-{LD , SIGN , and PAD .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for /l) is //) .

Definitian: z lD ( Dvalue - addr\count )
DROP DROP HLD A PAD OVER - ;

Calculate the length of
the converted character
string.

DOCOL

;S
DROP

DROP Drop the double
precision value left
over from /l from the
stack.

HLD Set up for GD . HLD
points at the last
character converted.

Pick up the beginning
address of the
converted character
string. (This is
actually the last
character converted.)

PAD Set up to calculate
character count. PAD
represents the end of
the converted character
string (i.e., conversion
went from PAD toward
low memory).

Set up for -.
Duplicate the beginning
string address.

*

*

@

,

Replace the top two
parameter stack
values with the
result of the top
value subtracted

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

#>

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Drop the 15-bit
entry on the top of
the parameter stack.

Drop the l5-bit
entry on the top of
the parameter stack.

the meter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
F[-D onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that addre$.

Place the beginning
address of the
output buffer onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

OVER



#s
,S ( udgrd &r5lc precisim valtr - 0\ 0 )

//S (pronounced,tsharp-Srr) performs a binary-to-ascii conversion of a double precision value into an ascii pictured numeric outprtt
charactep string. This character string is created in memory, startinq at one byte before PAD and workinq downward towards low
memory. The iord performs a // conversion until the original double precision value is completely converted to ascii. Actually /l is

called repeatedly until conversion is complete (i.e., the resulting quotient is double precision zero).

/lS is usd within a (/I //) expression. D.R is an example of a word that uses //S for pictured numeric output.

r At enhy - The top of the parameter stack contains an unsigned l2-bit double precision value which is to be converted
from binary to ascii. The high order portion is in the first stack entry and the low order portion is in the second entry.

BASE contains the radix to be used in the conversion.

* At exit - The first and second parameter stack entries contain a double precision value of zero.

Converted ascii characters are located in memory. HLD points to the last character converted.

/lS is a high level colon &finition.

Refer to 4l ,ll , /D, SIGN, I-{OLD, F[-D 
' 

and PAD .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for /IS is /lS .

Definitian: : tts ( Dunsigned value - 0 ,.0 )
BEGIN /l oVER OVER oR 0 =

DOCOL

BEGIN

OVER

OVER

OR

This is the entry point
f or the |trepeat portiontt
of the BEGIN-UNTIL
structure.

Convert the digit and
place its ascii value
into memory. HLD will
be aimed at the
charecter.

Set up for OR .
Duplicate the low order
portion of the double
precision value.

Set up for OR .
Duplicate the high
order portion of the
double precision value.

Set up for 0=. Both
words must be 0 or a
non-zero logical value
will result. i.e., The
truth flag will be
true.

UNTIL ;

UNTIL

;S

N

Set up for UNTIL .

Reverse the truth flag.
(i.e., If the value is
not yet completely
converted, make the
flag 0 so the UNTIL
will keep looping.)

The remaining quotient
(not the remainder) was
not 0, therefore
conversion is not
complete. Loop back to
beginning and continue.

Y

#

6

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
the value is zero;
otherwise, replace
the value with a
false flag (0).

DIGIStruth flag
=0?

Is

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interPret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

/IS

definition.

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP end
start interpreting

DIGIS

Convert one digit of
the double precision
value on the top of
the parameter stack
into pictured
numenc

Copy the 2nd
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Copy the Znd
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
paremeter steck
values with the
result of their
logical OR .
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GOV|PI-ESTATE: (-)
(Seqstce 2)

D(ECIJIION STATE: ( - addregs of specified word )
(Seqrcnce r)

' (pmnounced "tick") in execution state, I places the Parameter Field Address of a specified definition onto the top of the parameter
stack. In compilation statE it compiles the address into the dictionary. It is used in the form:

'nnnn

where nnm is the name of the desired word.

Since LITERAL is used within the definition, the word exhibits two characteristica!

1. If the system is in compilation state, the address is compiled into the dictionary as a literal.

2. If the system is in execution state, the address is left on the top of the parameter stack.

rsearches both the CONTEXT and CURRENT vocabularies. If the gecified word is not found, Error Message 0 ("?') is issued and a @UIT

occurs.

-FIND is the basis of ' since it performs the necessary dictionary search.

Note that t is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will thercfore execute at compile time.

COI,iP!LE STATE (Seqrrrrce 2):

* At entry - No parameters.

r At exit - The address is compiled as a literal into the definition being compiled. No parameters on the paramater stack-

D(ECIJTION STATE (Seqrsrce ]):

* At entf,y - No parameters.

* At exit - The address of the specified word is on the top of the parameter stack.

UKELY ERRM, MESSAGE:

? pronounced xHUH?r' (0) - The word in question cannot be found in the dictionary.

' is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to -nND .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for I is | .

Definitim: : r (--addr)
-FIND O= O ERROR DROP [COMPILE ] LITERAL ; IMMEDIATE

0 Set up for ?ERROR .

0 is the error message
number for trno matcht'
during a search.

Issue Error Message 0
("?") if no match
occurred.

NOTE: If an error
message is issued, a
GUIT will occur and
execution will cease
here.

In this case, the
length byte of the
specified word.

DOCOL

-FIND Look for a dictionary
match on the specified
word. TOS is set true
(1) if a match is
found; otherwiser it is
set to false (0).

Set up for ?ERROR .
Leave a true flag if a
match was not found.
(Reverse the flag left
by -FIND.)

?ERROR

7

Put the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter

Issue Error Message
0 ("?u) and OUIT if
the truth flag in
the second stack
entry is true

Drop the top value
from the parametet
stack.

this

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

the CONTEX

in the

and CURRENT
vocabularies for
Name Field match on
the next text word

the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (l) if
the value is zerol
otherwise, replace
the value with a

on0= DROP



Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

state, compile the
value on the top of
the parameter stack
as a 16-bit literal.
If in execution
state, leave the
value on the top of
the

comP

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definitim
and retum to the
calling procedure.

[COMPILE]

LITERAL

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

Since LITERAL is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICOMPILE I must be
used to compile it into
the definition. (Other-
wise, it would execute
instead of being
compiled. ICOMPILE ] is
only used at Sequence I
time tottcompilert
LITERAL into I snd
does not exist in I rs
(tick's) definition
when I is executed at
compile time (Sequence
2).

Compile the found
address into the
dictionary

or
leave the sddress on
the top of the stack.

I is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

I



( ( -)
( (pmnounced "left paren') is u-d to denote the beginning of a comment. It is used in the form:

( comment)

Note that ( is a FORTH word and therefore must be separated from the comment string by at least one blank. The comment must be
terminated by a ) ('tigtrt paren'). The terminating right parenthesis does not have to be preceded by a blank. Comments may appear
inside or outside of a definition.

The basis of ( is WORD . WORD is given the ascii value of ')" for an input delimiter parameter. WORD then keeps readinq (and ignoring)
text until encountering a ')" eharmter.

Note that ( is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

( is a high level colon definition.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ( is ( .

Definitim: : ( (-)
29 WORD ; IMMEDIATE

DOCOL

29H
Put ascii ")" (29H)
onto the top of the
staek as a delimiter
for WORD.

WORD NOTE: Since WORD
does not advance the
dictionary pointer
(DP), ttre comment is
effect ignored by the
system.

LIT

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition go it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
r{cfinitinn-

( is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

(

(Run time portion of
: ) Seve IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Put the literal
value 29H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

in-line text string
into the dictionary
until a delimiter
character, in this
cese a tr)rr, is

(Run time portim of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

I



(.")
(.9 Retum Stack ( addrers - address )

(J') (pronounced 'rparen-dot-quote") is the run-time procedure compiled by .t'. Its purpose is to output the text string compiled into the
dictionary by .'r .

(.") performs two basic functions:

I. (.") prints the character string compiled into the dictionary by .'r.

Z. (.") increments the IP past the character string so that interpretation beqins with the word follor*irg the string.

An example would be the printing of the characters {ABDtr via the word .rr (e.g., ." ABD" ). The following would be compiled into the
dictionary by .rr.

CFA

3 A B D

CFA of(.") A ofrrnext def ini tion"

Characters

Nurrber of characters
(.rr) will first execute COUNT to set up.the parameter stack for TYPE ; then it will increment the value on the return stack (which points
to the next definition to be interpreted) to point to the "next definitionts CFA'i.

* At entry - The top of the return stack contains the address of the length byte of the text string. (This address is normally
that of the next word to be executed but the text string is compiled rrin line'r and therefore immediately follows the
execution address of (.') .)

* At exit - The top of the return stack contains the address of the next word to interpret.

(.") is a high level colon definition.

(.") may only be used inside of a colon definition.

Refer to .rr .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (.") .

Definitim: : (.") (-)
R COUNT DUP l+ TYPE ;

DUP Aim IP at the beginning
string address. Set up
to increment IP to aim
at the next word to be
interpreted.

1+ Include the string
length byte in the
number of memory
locations to be skipped
over.

R> Get the address of the
text stringrs length
byte from the return
stack.

COUNT Calculate the address
of the next word to
interpret.

Put the calculated
address back onto the
return stack.

DOCOL

R)+)R

Get the address of the
stringrs length byte.
This is normally the
address of the next
address to be
interpreted. In this
case, though, it is the
address of the
beginning of the
string.

R

+

(.9

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition-

Copy the value on
the top of the
retum stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Put the length of
the text string onto
the top of the
parameter stack. Put
its beginning
address into the
second entry.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Add I to the string

Remove the top
of the return stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Replace the top two
values on the
parameter stack with
their

Remove the top
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum gtack.

lo

Set up for TYPE .

>R



TYPE Using the parameters
supplied by the
previous COUNT .

the device.

Output the specified
number of text
string characters to

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definitim
and retum to the
calling procedure.

tl



( + LOOP)
(+LOOP) ( irnrement value - )

(+LOOP) (pronounced trparen-plus-loop") is the execution time (Sequence 3) procedure for +LOOP . During compile time (Sequence 2),
+LOOP compiles the CFA of (+LOOP) into the definition being created.

The purpose of (+LOOP) is to serve as the run time end of a DO +LOOP sturcture. In doing so, it performs four primary functions:

I. (+LOOP) obtains the loop increment value from the top of the parameter stack.

2. (+LOOP) increments the loop Index by the increment value. Note that this value can be either positive or negative.

t. (+LOOP) performs a signed comparison of the newly calculated loop Index and the loop Limit.

4. (+LOOP) executes a branch back to thertDOtrportion of the structure until the Index is either equal to or gr€ater than the Limit
when irnrementing by a positive value or when the Index is greater than the Limit when ircrementinq by a negative value.

When either of these conditims occur, the Index and Limit are dropped from the return stack and execution continues with the word
after the DO +LOOP .

(+LOOP) differs fmm (LOOP) only in that the increment value is provided on the top of the parameter stack instead of defaulting to a
value of 1. Therefore, the code for (+LOOP) simply picks up the increment value from the parameter stack and jumps into the (LOOP)
routine immediately after (LOOP) defaulted to an increment value of 1. (Note that this refeN to the 8080 fig-FORTH Version I.I and
differs from the fig-ModelJ

Refer to +LOOP for a more high level description of the action of a DO +LOOP structure.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision increment value. Note that this value
may be negative. The top of the return stack contains the signed l6-bit Index value. The second return stack entry
contains the l6-bit signed Limit value.

* At exit to DO portim of lop - No parameter stack parameters. The return stack contains the current Index value in the
top entry and the original Limit value in the second entry.

* At exit fmm DO +LOOP - No paremeter steck parameters. The Index and Limit values are dropped from the return
stack.

(+LOOP) is a low level code primitive.

Refer to +LOOP , DO , and (LOOP) .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (+LOOP) .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

Note this differs from
the fiq-Model.

Refer to (LOOP).
Note this is an entry
point in the code for
(LOOP) as mentioned in
description of (+LOOP) .

+LOOP)

Pop increment value
from top of
stack.

t2



R>

(rcoD0 ( -) (;GODE)
(;CODE) (pronounced t'paren-semicolon-code') is a word normally used during Sequence 2 compilation. Its purpose is to compile the
beginning address of the assembly language code (which must physically immediately follow (;CODE) ) into the Code Field of the
definition being compiled.

(;CODO is actually the run time procedure for ;CODE . ;CODE is usually executed at Sequence I when defining a lparentrr word. The
rrparentrrdefining word is then execrted at Sequence 2 time to createrrchildrrdefinitions.

Refer to ;CODE for a complete description of this "parent"/uchild" relationship and the use of ;CODE .

* At entry - No parameter stack parameters. The top of the retum stack contains the address of the machine language code

to be eiecuted. The second word on the retum stack contains the address of the procedure that control should be returned
to after execution. Note this is the rea6;-tFat definitions ending in ;CODE (assembly language) do not need to be ended
witha;.

* At exit - No parameter stack parameters. The two return stack parameters are dropped from the return stack.

(;CODE) is a high level colon definition.

Refer to;CODE.

FORTFLTS: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (;CODE) .

Definitim: : (;CODE) (--)
I R> LATEST PFA CFA ] ;

tl

DOCOL NOTE: In this case, the
next IP position will
be the beginning
addre$ of the machine
code to be executed.

i.e., Get address of
machine code.

LATEST

PFA

CFA

Store the beginning
machine code address
into the Code Field
Address of the rrlatest'l
defined word.

NOTE: In this case, the
calling procedure
returned to is the
second entry of the
retum stack since the
machine code address
was the first.

;S

(;CoDE)

this

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Place the top of the
retum stack onto
the top of the

gtack.

Put Name Field
Address of topmost
word in CURRENT
vocabulary onto the
top of the parameter

Convert Name Field
Address to
Field Address. l-eave
result on top of
parameter stack.

Convert Parameter
Field Address to
Code Field Address.
Leave on top of
parameter etack.

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
locatim.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and r€tum to the
calling procedure.

l,



(ABORT)
(ABoRT) ( all stack values - )

(ABORT) (pronounced "paren-abutrr) is an intermediate word used between ERROR and ABORT . It is normally executed when
WARNING is negative and simply performs an ABORT .

(ABORT) is intended to be the thookrt for application error routines. Replacing the CFA for ABORT with that of a user defined error
routine and setting WARNING to -l allows the user routine to |tget controltr when an error occurs.

* At entry - The parameter and retum stacks may contain any values.

* At exit (ff m ABORT was executed) - Both stacks will be cleared and the system will be set to the exscution state. Refer
to ABORT.

* At exit (If rr ABffi.T was rlot execubd) - Both stacks are unchanged and no action was taken.

(ABORT) is a high level colm definition.

Refer to ABORT , WARNING , and ERROR .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (ABORT) .

Definitim: : (ABORT) (--)
ABORT ;

DOCOL

ABORT Note: ABORT executes
GIUIT so control does
not really return to
the callerl

;S

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

Reset stacks, put
system in execution
state, display
starting message on
the screen.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the

l4



(Do)
(Do) (Limit\Index-)

(DO) (pronounced "paren-dotr) is the exeeution time (Sequence l) procedure for DO . During compile time (Sequence 2), DO compiles the
CFA (Code Field Address) of (DO) into the definition being created.

The purpose of (DO) is to initialize a DO-LOOP structure for execution. It does this by transferring the user supplied Limit and Index
values from the parameter stack to the retum stack. The Limit and Index values can then be accessed by the run time procedures
(LoOP) and (+LooP) .

For example:
PARAM
STACK

Index
Limit

n1
nZ

RETURN
STACK

PARAM
STACK

RETURN
STACK

nI
n2

n5
n4

Index
L itim

nf
n4

Before
Execution
of (Do)

Af ter
Execution
of (Do)

Note that the Index is the top value both on the parameter stack and on the retum stack.

Also note that when the loop completes, (LOOP) or (+LOOP) have removed the Index and Limit from the return stack.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision Index (or Initial) value. The second
stack entry contains a signed 16-bit single precision Limit value. (Refer to DO .)

r At exit - The two parameters, Index and Limit, have been transferred to the return stack in the same order they appeared
on the parameter stack.

(DO) is a low level code primitive.

Refer to DO , LOOP , +LOOP , (LOOP) , and (+LOOP) .

Fffi.Tl'179: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (DO) .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1.

(Do)

up retum stack

pointer to
for two

more entries.

Decrement
make room

lue.
new pointer

Pop Index value frpm
stack.

Store it onto top of
retum steck.

Pop Limit value fmm
stack.

Stone it as second
entry on retum
stack.

NEXT
15



(FrND)
(FIND) Sc.c-essful - ( strirg aaa\ lrn - PFA\ rengn\ true flq )

(FIND) unrucce$ful - ( strirE aaA \ tgn - false flq )

(FIND) (pronounced t'paren-find") performs a dictionary search starting frorn a specified Name Field Address, (FIND) then lr,r:l-.s tci a
,natch on the character strinq pointed to by the second stack word. (FIND) will search an entire t'branch" of the vocabulary rricllnnary,
"ir:rvardly" toward the "trunk". The search stops when a 0 Link Field is encounteredl usually, but not necessarily at the end of t:re [:ORTI-l
v ocebulary.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit address pointer to the length byte (i.e., the first byte) of a
Name Field in the dictionary. The second stack entry contains a pointer (NFA) to the chanacter string to be used for
comparison. The first byte of this string contains the length of the following string.

* At exit - 9.ccessful - The top of the parameter stack contains a boolean true flag (I). The second stack entry eontains the
byte length of the Name Field (with the MSB set denoting the length byte). The third stack entry contains a l6-bit address
pointer (PFA) to the Parameter Field of the "foundrrdictionary entry.

* At exit - tlnuccessful - The top of the parameter stack contains a boolean false (0) flag.

(FIND) is a low level code primitive.

Refer to FIND , and VOCABULARY .

FORTFI-79: Thene is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (FIND) .

8080 fi9-FORTH
Version 1.1
(Variable Length
Names)

NEXT

Figure (FIND)-l
High Level Flowchart of (FIND)

Y

N

Each box roughly corresponds to the curly bracket comments in
the low level flowchart.

Y

(PFIN1)
field

(PFIN2)
are equal so

erform char by char
tson.

,|

Char
match

(PFIN])
Increment to end of
Name Field and chain to
next definition.

N

N

?

At end
Name Fie

At end
of dictionary

?

Set up trnot found'rup t'foundtt

(FIND)

Pop starting Name
Field Address.

PFINI

to match on

Pop beginning
address of character

future

Push (save)
beginning character
string address for

Field.

up length byte
dictionary Name

Pick
from

Compare Name Field
length with
comparison field

PFIN'
Are

lengths
-2

16

ftrre lengths *e." noil
{ eoual. Go chain to }
[3nother Name FieldJ



This is the entry point
to loop back and
compare another
character.

NOTE: fig-FORTH
dictionary entries have
MSB set to denote last
charecter of Name
Field.

No match, so exit from
loop.

No match so far so
continue looping and
look at the next
character in the Name
Field.

successfully
compared all characters
in the Name Field.
i.e., Found a
successful match. Set
up retum parametepg

exit.

(This wiu be rhe third
stack entry upon exit.)

Now back up through
Name Field until aiming
at length byte.

NOTE: In the fig-
FORTH dictionary, the
MSB of the length field
is set to 1.

(This will be the
second stack entry upon
exit.)

(This is the top of the
stack entry upon exit.)

Fhe tenqths *"." 
"orJllJ so perform a character I

I by characten I
lcomparrson. )

DPUSH

HPUSH

NEXT

Y

Push length onto
parameter stack.

Push truth flag onto
stack.

No match on that Name
Field, so increment to
the end of the current
Name Field, pick up the
link to the next
definition, loop back
and continue comparing.

Increment to end of
Name Field.

i.e., Most significant
bit set?

i.e., Get next Name
Field Address.

0 Link Field denotes
end of dictionary
thread.

Have reeched the end of
the dictionary without
a successful comparison.
Set up 'rnot foundrl
parameters and exit.

N

Y Y

Y

Y

N

Set truth flag as
true (t).

PFIN2

Aim at next char-
in Name Field.

Aim at next char-
acter in comparison

Compare characters
(ignoring end of
string bit (MSB).

PFIN'
Are

characters
-,,

PFIN2
At end

Name F
'2

Add 5 to Name Field
Address to obtain
Parameter Field

Field Address.
calculated

Replace top of the
parameter stack with

Backup I byte in
Name Field

til Length
field flag

.,

Pick up the length
te.

PFIN'

At
Name

?

Aim at next
character.

Get character

At
Name F

'l

Increment end of
Name Field pointer
by I so now aiming
at Link Field.

Pick up link to next
dictionary

?

dictionary
End of

on.

Discard addre$ of
character string to

17



Set truth flag as
false (0).

(Top of stack entry at
exit.)

HPUSH

NEXT

Push truth flag onto
parameter stack.

t8



(LrNE)

(UNE) ( Iire # \ screen * - beq lirr addr\ lirc length )

(LINE) (pronounced "paren-liner) converts a specified line number and screen number into the disk buffer.addre.ss of the specified line.
The value for the line length used is also returned. The specified screen is read into memory if necessary. (LINE) is used by .LINE to set

up parameters for TYPE .

(LINE) performs three basic functions:

I. (LINE) calculates whet block the line is in within the screen.

?. (LINE) then calculates the absolute block number.

,. (LINE) then executes BLOCK and calculates the memory address of the line.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision value specifing the screen number to be

used. The second stack entry contains a signed l6-bit single precision value specifying a line within the screen.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed l5-bit single precision byte_count of the specified line. The

second stack entry contains the l6-bit beginning memory address of the specified line. Trailing blanks are included. Use

-TRAILING to suppress trailing blanks.

(LINE) is a high level colon definition.

Refer to .LINE .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (LINE) .

Definitim: : (LINE) ( Iine //\screen ll -- beg line addr\line length )
>R C/L B/BUF +/MOD R> B/SCR * + BLOCK + CIL i

ltalculate the block 
-.l

'{ number containing thef
[-gpecified line. J

DOCOL

>R

B/BUF

ldalculate the relativEl
{block number of the }
fune within the screegJ

Temporarily save the
screen number.

Put the characters per
line onto the top of
the stack. Set up for
*/MOD.

Put number of bytes per
disk buffer onto the
top of the stack. Set
up for */MOD .

(Line length * line
number)/number of
bytes per buffer =
relative block number
within screen.

R>

B/SCR

*

+

BLOCK

Retrieve specified
screen number.

Put the number of
blocks per editing
screen onto the top of
the stack.

Blocks per screen *
specified screen number
= beginning block
number.

Beginning block number
+ relative block number
within screen =
ebsolute block number.

Go get the address of
the calculated absolute
block number.

CIL

(LINE)

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Remove the top entry
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

Place the constant
value named C/L
(40F0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

stack.

Place the eonstant
value named B/BUF
onto the top of the

tiply the 2nd and
)rd parameter stack
values and divide
their result by the
value on the top of
the stack. Replace
these values with
the quotient as the
top of the stack and
the remainder ag the
Znd

Remove top most
value from return
stack and place it
onto top of
parameter stack.

stack.

Place the constant
value named B/SC
onto the top of the

stack.

Multiply the top two
values on the

stack

Add the top two
values on the

Replace the block
number on the top of
the paiameter stack
with the beginning
memory address of
the block. Read the
block in from disk
if

*/MOD

t9



JEaleulate the beginning]
[=address of the line. J

+

clL

;S

Abeolute block address
+ remainder from
division (i.e., byte
displacement of
specified line) =
absolute address of
specified line and
scfeen.

Put the line count
(length) used onto the
stack. This sets up the
count for an eventual
TYPE.

eteck.

Add the top two
values on the

Place the constant
value named C/L
(40F0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

m



(LOOP)
(LooP) ( - )

(LOOP) (pronounced rrparen-loop') is the execution time (Sequence 3) procedure for LOOP . During compile time (Sequence 2), LOOP
compiles the CFA of (LOOP) into the definition being created.

The purpose of (LOOP) is to serve as the run time end of a DO-LOOP structure by performing the following functions:

l. (LOOP) increments the loop Index by l.

2. (LOOP) performs a siqned comparison on the newly calculated loop Index and the loop Limit.

t. (LOOP) executes a brancfi beck to the rrDO'r portion of the structure until the Index is either equal to or greater than the
Limit. When this condition occurs, the Index and Limit are dropped from the return stack and execution continues ahead.

(LOOP) mly differs from (+LOOP) in that the increment value defaults to 1 in (LOOP) instead of the increment value being provided on

the top of the stack as for (+LOOP) .

Refer to LOOP for a more high level description of the action of a DO-LOOP structure.

* At entry - No parameter stack entries. The top of the return stack contains the l6-bit signed Index value. The second
retum stack entry contains the l6-bit signed limit value.

* At exit to D0 potim of loop - No parameter stack entries. The top of the return gtack contains the 16-bit signed current
Index value. The second retum stack entry contains the 16-bit signed original Limit value.

* At exit from DO.LOOP - No parameter stack parameters. No return stack parameters.

(LOOP) is a low Ievel code primitive.

Refer to LOOP , DO , I , and (+LOOP) .

FOR.T!'*79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for (LOOP) .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.1.

This is the entry point
for (+LooP) . (The
specified increment
value has been popped
off of the parameter
stack.)

Y

N
Index is not ) to Limit
for positive Increment
values, or ) Limit for
negative increment
values
Continue looping using
offset branch value
pointed to by IP.
(Refer to flowchart for
BRANCH ).
Else, clean up return
stack and exit
DO-LOOP.

Now done with loop.
ItDroprr Index and Limit
from return stack.

Y

Set increment value
equal to I.

LOOPI

Pick up return stack
pointer.

Get Index off of top
of retum stack.

Increment Index by
increment value.

Store incremented
Index value back at
top of stack.

Aim at Limit value
(2nd item on retum
stack).

Subtract Index from
Limit (LIMIT-IND

Is

#?

increment
value a

negative

Subtract Limit from
INdEX (INDEX-LIMIT).

BRANCH

Is
result

lve

Update return
pointer to point
past Index and
Limit.

Increment IP to
point at next
dictionary entry
after the branch
offset.

NEXT 2l



(NUMBER)
(NJMBER) ( da-6le runber\ strirg addr - du.6le runter\ c$ar addr )
(NUMBER) (pronounced "paren-number') converts a string of ascii text beginning at the specified address plus 1(e.g., the length byte or
decimal point is skipped over) into a double preeision value of the radix speeified in BASE. (NUMBER) is used primarily by NUMBER .

Tle user variable DPL is irnremented to reflect the number of digits errcountered to the right of the deeimal point, provided that DPL
has been set to a value other than -l (refer to NUMBER ).

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l5-bit address of the ascii character string to convert. The first
byte of the character strinq is ignored.
The second and third entries on the parameter stack contain a32-bil double precision value (the most significant word
being the second entry) into uhich the converted numben is accumulated. This value should be 0 initially, but will be
shifted left one digit in the radix when the next digit is converted.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit address which points to the first non-convertible character
encoun tered.

The second and third stack entries contain the converted 32-bit unsigned double precision value. The second staek entry
contains the high order portion of the value. The third stack entry contains the low order portion.

(NUMBER) is a high level colon definition.

Refer to NTJMBER .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for (NUMBER) is CONVERT .

f)efinitim: : ( double number\ string addr -- double number\char addr )
BEGN 1+ DUP )R CA BASE (D DIGIT
WHILE SWAP BASE |a U* DROP ROT BASE (a U*

D+ DPL 16 I+ IF I DPL +! THEN
R>

REPEAT R> ;

@ Pick up the cument
numeric conversion
base. Set up for
DIGIT.

A tnue flag and the
converted number will
be left if conversion
is successful; else,
only a false flag is
left.

Branch past the
rhepeat" portion of the
structure if conversion
was unsucceslrful (i.e.,
exit from loop).

Put the most
significent numeric
word onto the top of
the stack (is double
precision number).
NOTE: This puts digit
as the low order
portion of the
multiplicand.

Set up to get base
value.

DOCOL

BEGIN

1+

Entry point for the
following BEGIN-
WHILE-REPEAT
structure.

First pass through--Aim
past the character
stringrs length byte.

All other pa$es--
Increment to next
di9it.

Duplicate the address
so it can be
temporarily saved.

Temporarily save the
digit address. (Will
later retrieve it just
before branching back
to the I+ ).

Pick up a character to
convert. Set up for
DIGIT.

Set up to get base
value.

DIGIT

WHILE

SWAP

Y

N

>R

DUP

c@

BASE

(NUMBER)

(Run time portion of
:) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

PNUMI

Increment the value
on the top of the
parameter stack by
1.

arameter stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the

Remove the top
from the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 8-bit memory
contents of that

the stack.

Place the address of
the user veriable
BASE onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the l6-bit memory
contents of that

Convert the ascii
character in the 2nd
parameter stack
entry to its binary
equivalent using the
value on the top of
the stack as a base
value.

PNUM2
Is

truth flag
=o?

steck

Swap the top two
values on the

the stack.

Place the eddress of
the user variable
BASE onto the top of

22
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@

u*

DROP

ROT

BASE

@

u+

D+

Replace the address
m the top of the
parameter stack with
the l6-bit memory
contents of that

the top two

roduct.

Perform an unsigned
multiplication using

stack entriea. Leave
a double precision

Drop the topmost
value from the
parameter stack.

Bring the lrd
parameter stack
entry to the top of
the stack.

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BASE onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 16-bit memory
contents of that
address.

Perform an unsigned
multiplication using
the top two
parameter stack
entries. Leave a
double precision
product.

form a double

stack.

precision addition
of two double
pnecision rumbers on
the top of the

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
DPL onto the top of

Pick up the current
numeric conversion
base. Set up for U*.

Multiply the previously
converted digit by the
base value.

Drop the most
significant word of the
previous U* .

Bring the least
significant portion of
the final double
precision number to the
top of the stack.

Set up to get base
value.

Pick up the current
numerlc convenslon
base. Set up for U*

Multiply the least
significant portion of
the final double
precision number by the
base.

Add the result of the
above U* to the final
double precision
number.

Set up to determine if
a decimal point was
encountered by
NUMBER.

G, * for tF. nrr. til)
.f Question: rrWas I L
I decimal point t

[3rcountered?" )

|a

l+

IF

Jiow multiply the leaJ|
[iqnificant portion. J

I

+!

DPL

R>

2t

on the top of the
parameter stack with
the l6-bit memory
contents of that
address.

Replace the

stack.

Add I to the value
on the top of the

truth flag
=o?

Is

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
DPL onto the top of

value in the 2nd

the
pointed to

the top psrameter
entry by the

Remove the top value
from the retum
stack and place it
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Y

Pick up the contents of
DPL.

If DPL was -1 (i.e., no
decimal point), make
the truth flag 0
(false). If it was 0
(i.e., was a decimal
point), make it I
(true).

Branch around the rrtrue
portionl of IF
statement.

Branch if a decimal
point was not
encountered.

A decimal point was
encountered.
DPL to point to one
more digit
of the dec

to the right
imal point.

DPL

THEN

Set up to increment
DPL.

Increment DPL to
reflect that one more
digit was encountered
to the right of the
decimal point.

Entry point from
rrfalse'r branch of
previous IF statement.
(i.e., M decimal
point)

Retrieve the digit
addre$ so can pick up
next character.



Branch.REPEAT

R>

PNUMBl

Branch back io "beginrr
portion of this
structure and continue.
(i.e., Loop back and
convert the next
character.)

Entry point from "whilert
portion of this
structure.

NOTE: At this point
eonversion was halted
becauge a
non-convertible
character wa8
encountered.

Retrieve the digit
address which in this
case points to the
non-convertible
character.

;S

Remove the top value
from the retum
stack and place it
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

calling

(Run time portion of
t ) Stop inter?ret-
ing this definitim
and return to the

2t



M*

*

i ( valuel \vah.re2 - Crgte prodrct )

* (prnnounced "times") multipliee two signed single precision values and rcplaces them with their signed eingle precision product.

* is simply a M* followed by a DROP to make the result a single preciaion value. (Note this differs from the fig-Model. The model usee
U* which is an unsiqned multiplyJ

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains q Bigned 16-bit value to be multiplied by the signed 16-bit value in the
aecond etack entry.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single precision pnodtict of the input multipliers.

* is a high level colon definition.

Refer to M* .

FORTBT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for * is * ,

Definitim: ; * ( valuel \value2 - single product )
M* DROP .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

DOCOL

Get an intermediate
double precieion
product.

DROP Convert the product !o
single preciaion.

;S

*

(Run time portim of
: ) Save IP and
stert int6r?reting

Multiply two eiqned
singl,e precision
velues and replace
them with their
double precisicr

Dmp the top value
from the parameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; ) Stop interprct-
ing thia definition
and retum to the
callinq procedure.

E



*t,
*l ( multiplier\ rnrltiplicand \airi*. - quotient )

*/ (pronounced "times-divide") performs a multiplication and then a division of three 16-bit signed single precision values according to
the algebraic statement (valuel * value2) / value3. A l5-bit signed single precision quotient is the outpui of this operation.

Logically */ is the same as the sequence:

valuel value2 * valueJ I

but */ carries the result of the multiplication as a l2-bit signed double precision intermediate rezult. This allows greater accuracy than
if a single precision intermediate product was used.

The basis of */ is */MOD . */ drops the remainder generated by */MOD . If a remainder is desired, ,"" */MOD .

* At entry - The parameter stack contains three l6-bit signed single precision values. The second and third stack entries
are to be multiplied together with the resulting product divided by the l6-bit signed sinqle precision value on the top of
the parameter stack.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit signed single precision quotient.

*/ is a high level colon definition.

Refer to */MOD .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for */ .

Definitiar: ! x/ ( muttiplier\ multiolicand\ divlsor -- quotient )
*/MOD SWAP DROP i

DOCOL

*/MOD Perform the multi-
plication, then the
division, and leave a
remainder and quotient.

SWAP Set up for DROP . Bring
the remainder to the
top of the stack.

DROP Drop the remainder,
leaving only the
quotient.

;S

*l

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

Multiply two single
precision values and
divide their product
by a single
precision value.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Drop the top value
from the paremeter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retufn to the
calling procedure.

26



*/MOD

*/1,4oO ( multiplicand \ multiplier \ divisor - remainder \quotient )

*/MOD (pronounced "times-divide-modtt) performs a multiplication and then a division of three 16-bit signed single precision values
according to the algebraic statement (valuel * value2) / valuel.

Both a 16-bit signed single precision quotient and a l6-bit signed single precision remainder (hence the rrMOD'r in the name) are the
output of this operation.

Logically */MOD is the same as the sequence:

valuel value2 * valueJ I

but */MOD caries the result of the multiplication as a f2-bit signed double precision intermediate result. This allows greater accuracy
than if a single precision intermediate product was used.

*/MOD is arithmetically identical to */ except */ drops the remainder.

* At entry - The parameter stack contains three l6-bit signed single precision values. The second and third stack entries
are to be multiplied together with the resulting product divided by the 16-bit signed single precision value on the top of
the parameter stack.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l5-bit signed single precision quotient. The second stack entry
contains a l6-bit signed single precision remainder.

+/MOD is a high level colon definition.

Refer to */ .

FORTB-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for */MOD is */MOD.

Definitim: : +/MOD ( multiplicand\ multiplier\ division - remainder\ quotient )
>RM*R>M/ ;

DOCOL

>R Set up for M* .
Temporarily save the
divisor on the return
stack.

Perform the (valuel *
value2) portion of the
operation.

Set up for M/ .
Retrieve the divisor
from the return stack.

Perform the division
leaving a remainder and
a quotient.

M*

R>

MI

;S

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

Multiply two single
precision values and
replace them with
their double
precision result.

Remove the top
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Divide a double
precisim value by a
single precision
value.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

27



+

+ (valuel\varue2 -valrr)
+- (Prcnounced 'rplusr) adds the top two 16-bit uigned numbers on the parameter staek and replaces them with their 16-bit signed aum.
Note that generation of a carry goes unnoticed.

* At Entry - The top and second entries of the parameter Btack contain the signed 16-bit single precision values to be
edded.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single precision sum of the two valuea.

+ is a low level code primitive.

FORTH-79r The FORTH-79 equivalent for + is + .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Verslon 1.1.

HPUSH Push sum back onto top
of parametgr eteck.

NEXT

+

first value .

second value.

the two values.

n



+!
+! ( valrr \adeers - )

+! (pronounced rrplus-storer) adds the l6-bit value contained in the second parameter stack entry to the 16-bit memory word addressed via

the entry on the toP of the stack.

This is a eommonly used method of incrementirq countem kept in memory'

F{OLD is an example of a word that uses +: ' /

r At atry - The top of the parameter atack contains the address of a l6-bit memory word to be used as an accumulator'

The gecond stactlntrytonfaine the signed t6-bit eingle precision value to be added to the word in memory'

* At exit - No parameters. The word in memory contains the eum of ite previoug contents and the specified value'

+l is a lor^, Ievel code Primitive.

FOFiTI'|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent of +l is +l '

8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.l

NEXT

+!

Pop rraccumulator

wordr memory

Pop imement value.

Add low order bytes.

Store low order
total into

Add high order bytes
with

Move hiqh order
total to

T'



+-
+- ( valrc to have sign set\ value nrhose sign is used - value urhose sign is set )

+- (Pronounced "plus-minus") negates the sign of the second stack value if the sign of the top stack value is negative. The top value is
then dropped.

The following truth table describes the outcome of all possible combinations:

Second Top of iEntrv Stack i Results

+Y2

+Y2

-v?

-v?

ABS is an example of a word that uses +- .

DOCOL

IF

+Vl

-vl
+Vl

-vt

Set up for IF . Branch
and do not negate the
second value if the top
value is positive.

Top of parameter stack
was positive so branch
around rrtrue portionrr
of IF structure.

+YZ

-v?

-v2

+YZ

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a siqned l6-bit single precision value. The second stack entry contains
the l6-bit signed single precision value which is to have its sign bit set.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the value originally in the second stack entry. The sign of this l6-bit
signed value is set according to the truth table. The original top of stack value is dropped.

+- is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ABS, and D+-.

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for +- .

Definition: : +- ( value\ signed value -- signed value )
& IF MINUS THEN ;

MINUS

THEN

Set the ttsecondtr stack
value to minus.

Entry point from rrfalse

branch" of previous IF
structure.IX

;S

Y

N

+-

) Save IP and
time portion of

start interpreting
this definition.

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (I) if
it is less than 0,
else leave a false

PMI
Is

truth flag
=0?

Negate (two's
complement) the
I6-bit value on the
top of the parameter
stack.

PMI

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

,0



+Bt-.t ( buffer ad&css - rExt buffer ad&ess\ O* I

+BUF (pronounced "plus-bufft) advances the specified buffer address to the address of the next buffer.

The action of +BUF is directly related to the physical arrangement of the buffers in a FORTH system.

+ BUF

A system normally contains several buffers. (Refer to Figure +BUF-I.) Each buffer consists of a one word header, a data portion, and a

terminator word. The header contains the block number arid an "update't flag in the high order bit (see UPDATE ). The length of the data

body is specified by the constant B/BUF. The terminator word consists of nulls and is used to flag the interpreter that the end of the

block has been reached.

These buffers are located in memory as a physically contiguous buffer array. While the buffers are physically contiguousr they are

logically treated as a',circular" array. A reference to +BUF always returns the address of the next buffer in the circular array.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit address of the beginning of a buffer.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a boolean flag which is false (O) it tne returned buffer address equals

that stored in PREV . Tni flaq is true (not 0) if the returned address does not equal that in PREV . (This flag is primarily
used by BLOCK to determine when all buffers have been scanned for the desired block number.) The second stack entry
contains the l5-bit address of the next buffer in the "logically circulat" buffer array.

+BUF is a high level colon definition.

Refer to BLOCK , PREV , UPDATE , and BUFFER .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for +BUF .

Definitisr: : +BUF ( buffer address - next buffer address\ftag )
B/BUF 4 + + DUP LIMIT = IF DROP FIRST THEN
DUPPREVt6- i

Update bit \ LOW l/Ef\4ORY 8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.1

number

Data Area
Lenqth=B/BUF
Note: the Block
numbers and Terminator
Flaqs are not irrcluded
in the data area lenqth.

erminator Flag

B/BUF Set up for + . B/BUF
specifies the length of
the data portion of a

buffer.

LIT
04

Set up for +. 4 must
be added to the buffer
length because of the
bufferrs Z-byte block
number header and the 2

bytes of zeroes for a
terminator.

Address
contained
within
FIRST.

+BUF causes
buffers to
be scanned
as if they
wete a
circular
string.

DOCOL

I

I g'**';mff1

+ Compute the length of
one buffer.

Aim at the next
buffer.

Set up for =.
Duplicate the new
buffer address so it
can be compared with
LIMIT.

+

HIGH MEMORY

Address contained
within LIMIT .

Figure +BUF-I
FORTH Buffer Structure

0000

data area

BUFFER I

BUFFER 2

0000

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value B/BUF (bytes
per buffer) on the
top of the parameter
stack.

Place the literal
value 4 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with
their signed sum.

sum.

Add the top two
stack values end
replace them with
their

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

0000

BUFFER 
'

BUFFER 4

0000
DUP

,t



@

,2

Place the constant
value LIMIT (the
first memory
location past the
end of the buffer
array) onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
values on the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
they are equal or a
false flag (0) if

are not

=o?
truth flag

Is

Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

Place the constant
value FIRST (the
beginning address of
the first buffer in
the buffer array)
onto the top of the
arameter stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

the
PR
the

the address of

meter stack.

system variable
EV onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that addr€ss.

LIMIT

IF

DROP

FIRST

THEN

DUP

PREV

Set up for =. If the
new buffer address
equals this address,
the buffer rrlimitrr has
been reached.

Determine if the new
buffer address has been
incremented past the
end of the buffers.

Branch aroundrrtrue
portion" if the LIMIT
has been reached.

Drop the newly
calculated buffer
address since it points
past the end of the
buffers.

Loop back to the
beginning of the
buffers. This operation
is what makes the
contiguous buffers into
a "logically circular
string of buffersrr.

This is the entry point
from the ttfalse branchtt
of the previous IF .

Set up for - .
Duplicate the buffer
address so it can be
compared with that in
PREV.

Set up for @ . PREV
contains the address of
the most recently
accessed buffer.

Set up for - . Pick up
the buffer address
currently in PREV .

Compare the new buffer
address with the most
recently accessed
buffer address. Leave a
false flag (0) if they
are equal and a true
flag (not 0) if they
are not. This flag is
primarily used by
BLOCK to determine
when all buffers have
been scanned for the
desired block number.

;S

fTest if have -.]
I incremented oast the I

El:"*enaittneJ

Y

N

top
entry from the

stack entry
replace the two

with their
difference.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.



+ LOOP

+LOOP

COMPI-E TIME: ( loop adeess\scurity cteck value - )
(Sequence 2)

DGC1.TTIOI{ TIME: ( irnrement value - )
(Seqrrcrrce r)

+LoOp (pronounced rplus-looprr) is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time

and those at execution time.

+LOOP is used to end a Do-LooP structure in conjunction with the word Do .

+LOOp may only be used within a colon-definition. Since +LOOP must be paired with a DO., DO leaves a J on the stack at compile time

(sequence 2) and +Loop checks for this value. since no other conditional or looping words leave a J on the stack, failure to pair +LooP

with a DO will cause an error condition to be signalled by ?PAIRS '

The apparent run time action (Sequence f) of ,+LOOP is to increment the loop Index by.the specified value and compare it with the Limit

value. This acrion is "";;;lir';;;"rr.*i'ui t-r-oop). tt the increment vaiue is poiitiv", a branch back to the,loop body, of the loop

]iJff;rr;"1j ;;fiH fr th" Ind"r is either la"g.r than or equal to the Limit. If lhe increment value is negative, e branch back to the

,,loop body,' is executed if the Index is larger tton tt" ui-it.' If a'tloop'back is not executed, the Index and Limit are dropped from the

return stack and execution continues with the definition following +LOOP.

Note that +LOOp is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set, and it will therefore execute at compile time'

C0MP|LE TIME (Sequerrce 2)t

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit single precision value.used-toprovide compiler security' The

value J is lert on ihl siact at compile time uy oo . tne secondstack entry contains a 16-bit address specifying the entry

point of the DO portion (i.e., the beginning of the t'loop body") of the DO-LOOP structure.

I At exit - No parameters.

EXECUTIOI{ nME (Seqrrrrc'e l):

* At 6ntry - (+LOOP) expects the top of the parameter stack to. contain a l6-bit signed single precision increment value

which is added to the Index value. The Index and Limit values are expected to be on the return stack' Refer to
(+LOoP).

* At exit - (+LOOp) drops the increment value from the parameter stack each time it is executed. It also drops the Index

and Limit values from ihe retum stack when the DO-LOOP structure is exited.

LIKELY ERRM. MESAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (fIH) - This word may only be used within a colon definition'

CONDITIONALS NOT pAIRED (1rF0 - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition being

compiled.

+LOOP is a high level colm definition.

Refer to (+LOOP) , DO 
' 

LOOP , and (DO) .

FORTltTg: The FORTH-79 equivalent for +LOOP is +LOOP '

+LOOP ( loop address\security check value-) ( compite time parameters )
I ?PAIRS COMPILE (+LOOP) BACK ; IMMEDIATE

Definitim: :

,,



,

COMPILE TIME rctim of +LOOP (Sequence 2): ( loop address\ security check value - )

(+LOOP)

DOCOL

BACK
A +LOOP with a
corresponding DO will
result in a I on the
stack, so check for it.

Set up for ?PAIRS .

;S

?PAIRS Issue Error Message IIH
(CONDITIONALS NOT
PAIRED) if top two
values not equal.

IMMEDIATE
NOTE: If an error
message is issued, a
GUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

COMPILE This puts (+LOOP) into
the definition being
compiled.

DGC1JTION TIME actiar of +LOOP (Sequerne f): ( irrrenrent value - )

Refer to (+LOOP) for the RUN TIME ection of +LOOP .

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time snd not
compiled into the
definition.

(+LOOP) is compiled
into the definition.

The address left by DO
is used to calculate a
return branch offset.
This offset is then
compiled into the
definition and
referenced by (+LOOP)
at execution time.

+LOOP is a compiler
word and therefore must
exeeute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

Execution time
portion of +LOOP .
Increment the Index
by the specified
value and test for

Calculate the
relative branch
offset from HERE to
the specified
address and compile
it into the
definition.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop intetpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

) Save IP and
time portion of

start interpreting
this deflnition.

Place the constant
value J onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

values on the

issue the specified
message and
if the truth

flag in the second

stack and

try is true

Compile the
execution address of
the following word
into the dictimary
The word is not
executed at this

time.

\



+ ORIGIN
+M,IGIN

COMPTLE TIME(Seqrrrre 2): ( - )

EXECIJTION TIME (Seqrrerce l): ( offset - address )

+ORIGN (pronounced ,,plus-origin") is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time
and those at execution time.

+ORIGIN is used to obtain the address of a particular start-up parameter located within the t'origin parameters'r.

The ',ORIGIN'! is a location in the FORTH system that marks the beginning of a series of parameters primaPily used to initialize the
system (see COLD ).

The following list of parameters, taken from the 8080 fig-FORTH Version I.I listing, are used to initialize the user variables:

GFSET PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

0 S0 Initial parameter stack pointer address.

2 R0 Initial retum stack pointer address.

4 TIB Terminal Input Buffer address.

6 WIDTH The number of characters saved in a Name Field.

I WARNING The flag denoting error message status.

l0 FENCE The address below which the dictionary cannot be forgotten.

12 DP The next available dictionary location.

14 VOC-LINK The pointer to the last chronologically added vocabulary (FORTH at start up).

By supplying +ORIGIN with a byte offset (or word offset on word addressable machines), the address of a specific parameter can be

obtained.

COMPI-E TIME (Seqence 2)t

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

D(ECIJTION TItvlE (Seqrprrs 1):

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed (best to be positive though) sinqle precision offset value.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit address of the specified origin parameter.

+ORIGN is a hiqh level colon definition.

RefertoCOLDandtheuservariablesS0,R0,TIB,WIDTH,WARNING'FENCE,DP,andVOC-LINK.

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for +ORIGIN .

Definitim: : +ORIGIN ( offset -- address ) ( execution time )
ORIGIN + ;

t,



COMPILE TIME actio of +ORIGIN (Sequence 2): ( - )

This compile time action of +ORIGIN is shown because of the odd way the FORTH fig-Model provides the origin area address at
compilation time.

DOCOL

LITERAL

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Place the ORIGIN
parameter area address
(0 in this example)
onto the top of the
parameter stack while
compilinq.

Compile the ORIGIN
address into the
dictionary.

When +ORIGIN is
executed, add the value
on the top of the
parameter stack to the
origin address.

Get the beginning
address of the Origin
Parameter Area.

Add the offset to the
beginning address to
give the address of the
desired parameter.

+

;S

EXECIJTION TIME actim of +ffIGIN (Seqr.erre I): ( offset - address )

DOCOL

;S

ORIGIN
LIT

+

+ORIGIN

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Compile the value on
the top of the
parameter stack into
the definition
preceded by a LIT .

their sum.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

+ORIGIN

ts

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Place the literel
value ORIGIN (i.e.,
the address of
ORIGIN in this case)
onto the top of the

meter stack.

the ir sum.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with

x



,

, (value-)

, (pronounced ,,comma') compiles (i.e., stores) the 16-bit value on the top of the parameter stack into the next available dictionary
location and advances the dictionary pointer.

, is the primary compiler word. This is the principle means of compiling a word into the dictionary (e.g., INTERPRET uses , to compile
definitions into the dictionary).

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the value to be stored into the dictionary.

* At exit - No parameters.

, is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to INTERPRET.

FORT*79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for , is ,.
Definitim: : ' (value-)

HEREI 2ALLOT i

DOCOL

HERE Set up for !

'rCompilerrthe value
into the dictionary.

Allot 2 bytes for the
8080 fi9-FORTH Version
1.1.

ALLOT Aim Dictionary Pointer
(DP) past the word just
stored.

2

;S

t

(Run time portion of
: ). Save IP and
start inter?reting
this definitim.

stack.

Put addrcse of next
available dictionary
locatim onto top of

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
locatim.

stack.

Put the constant 2

onto the top of the

Allot two memory
locatims.

(Run time portim of
; .) Stop interprct-
ing this definitim
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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- ( minrend\tttt"n"na - differcnce )

- (pronounced',subtract" or t'minus" in FORTH-79) is a signed single precision subtraction that subtracts the entry on the top of the stack
from the second stack entry and replaces both values with their difference.

The high level subtraction is performed by two's complementing the subtrahend and then adding the two values together.

At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision value which is the subtrahend in the
subtraciion. The second stack entry contains a signed 16-bit single precision value which is the minuend in the
subtraction.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed l5-bit single precision difference between the two input
values.

- is a high level colon definition.

Refer to MINUS.

FORTI-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for - is - .

Definitim: : - ( minuend\ subtrahend -- difference )
MINUS + ;

DOCOL

MINUS Set up for + . Set up
for two's complement
trsub trac tiontr.

Adding the twors
complement of the
subtrahend to the
minuend is the same as
subtracting an
uncomplemented
subtrahend from the
minuend.

*

+

;S

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

its twors

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with

Replace the top two
values on the top of
the parameter stack
with their sum.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

,8



--) (prcnori-ced "next-blocktt) is used at the end of a text screen in place of ;S to force interpr€tation to c;,rirtirire cn ic the next
seque;ll! l:!i)aeen.

Note: It is not'rlegalt'to continue a colon definition onto the next screen (i.e., a ; must terminate a definition before a --) is issued).

As a matter of programming style, it is often desirable to create a |tload screen'r which specifically loads each screen via LOAD (with
each LOAD followed by a comment describing the screen to be loaded) rather than loading multiple screens via --> . This makes it much
easier to keep track of what is being loaded.

--) is an IMMEDIATE word sirrce its purpose is to increment to the next screen during compilation. This means thet its precedence bit is
set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

+ At entry - No parameters.

r At exit - M parameters.

UKELY ERROR I'{ESSAGiES:

USE ONLY WHEN LOADING (f6H) -- This word should only be used when loading.

--) is a high level colon definition.

Refer to LOAD , and INTERPRET .

Fffi,TFl-79: --) is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the 'TFORTH-79 Referenced Word Set".

Definitim: :
?LOADING O IN !
IMMEDIATE

B/SCR BLK |a OVER MOD - BLK +l i

@ Set up for MOD . Pick
up the block number
currently being
interpreted.DOCOL

OVER

MOD

Get a copy of B/SCR :l

IN

?LOADING

0

B/SCR

Make sure the contents
of BLK is not 0 (i.e.,
input coming from
disk).

Set up for I .

Set up to reset IN to
0.

Initialize IN to 0 so
interpretation will
begin at the firct
character of the block.

By convention a screen
is 1024 bytes long. The
number of physical disk
blocks (or sectors)
composing a screen
varies with each
system.

Set up for MOD . BLK
contains the block
number curently being
interpreted. A zero
denotes terminal input.

Get the remainder of
the current block
number divided by
blocks per screen. This
is the relative block
number from the
beginning of the
current screen.

Set up for +1. Sub-
tract this remainder
from B/SCR. The
difference is the
number of blocks to the
beginning of the next
screen.

NOTE: The previous
B/SCR BLK @ OVER
MOD - sequence is
necessary because there
may be more than one
physical block per
screen. Since the --)
may occur any where on
the screen, a simple
increment to the next
physical block will not
suffice. The beginning
block numben of the
next sequential screen
mugt be computed.

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

15H (USE ONLY
LOADING) and GUIT if
not

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

arameter staek.

Place the address of
the user variable IN
onto the top of the

Store the specified
16-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

Place the constant
value of the number
of physical disk

per editing
onto the top

the parameter

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BLK onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

copy
stack
top of the parameter
stack.

the second
value onto the

I6-bit parameter
stack entry by the
entry on the top of
the stack and
replace the two
values with the
l6-bit remainder of

16-bit stack value
from the second
stack entry and
replace the two
values with their

the top

BLK

,9



the steck.

Place the addrees of
the user variable
BLK urto the top of

value.

IncEment the
specified mamory
loeatian by the

time portion of
; ) Stop inter?ret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedute.

+l

;5

BLK

TMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
&finltion.

Set up for +1. Aim at
BLK so it can be
irrcremented.

Aim BLK at the
beginning of the next
gcreen.

--) is a compiler word
and therefore must
exec{te during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
the next Bcreen.

ttt



-DTJP

lf zero: ( vahpl - valel)

If rur-zsro: ( vahpl - vatrrl \vahpl )

-DUP (pronounced rrdash-dupe') duplicates th6 top of the parameter stack if its value ie non-zero. For example:

0 -DUP will result in 0 being left on the stack.

102 -DUP will result in 102 102 on the stack.

* At enry - The top of the parsmeter stack contains a value to be duplicated.

* At exit - The value is duplicated if it is non-zero. In either caee, the originel value i3 on the top of the stack.

-DUP is a high level eolm definition.

Refer to IF .

Fffi,TFL79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for -DUP is ?DUP ("query-dupe').

Definitim: : -DUP ( valuel - value I or value I\ valuel )
DUP IF DUP THEN i

DOCOL

DUP Duplicate value for
IF.

Branch around rrtrue

portionrr if value is 0.

DUP

THEN Entry point from rrfalse

branchrr of previore
IF . Velue wa8 zerro so
no duplication.

YIF

.DUP

;S

of
).

start interpreting
this definitim.

atack.
top of

Ie
truth flag

-0?

stack.

Duplicate the toP
value on the

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interplEt-
ing this definition
and r€tum to the

4l



-FIND
-FIND
Sr.rcesoful: ( - era\ tength \ true nq )

l}srccersful : ( - false flaq )

-FIND (pronounced "dash-find") reads a word from the input stream and then searches the CONTEXT and CURRENT vocabularies for a

definition whose name matches the input word.

The basis for -FIND is (FIND) .

* At entry - The next text word in the input stream (delimited by blanks) is used as the character string to search for- The

parameter stack contains no input parameters.

r At srEcesaful exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a true flag (l). The second entry contains the matching
definitionts length byte. The third entry contains the matching definition's Parameter Field Address (PFA).

* At un$r€elsful exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a false flag (0).

UKELY ERROR. MESSAGES:

? pronounced trHUH?n (0) -- The word in question cannot be found in the dictionary.

-FIND is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (FIND) , and WORD .

FORTF'! 79: The closest FORTH-79 Lrquivalent to -FIND is FIND .

Definitim: : -FIND ( .- pfn\ lenqth\ true flag )
( -- false flag )

Aim st the top of the
CONTEXT vocabulary
set up for (rtNo) .

DOCOL

@

BL Set up delimiter value
for WORD.

This moves the
character string being
searched for to HERE

ser up for (FIND) by
placing the address of
the text strirg being
searched for onto the
stack.

coNTExT eontains ai-
indirect pointer to the
top of the CONTEXT
vocabulary.

Aim at a location
inside the CONTEXT
VOCABULARY
definition which points
to the top definition in
that vocabulary.

(FIND)

DUP

0=

Search the CONTEXT
vocabulary first.

Duplicate the truth
flag left by (FIND) .

I = Found
0 = Not Found

(The flag is duplicated
so that a copy of it
will remain after
execution of the
following IF
statement.)

Set up for IF . The

"true portionrr of the IF
statement will be
executed if no match
was found in the
CONTEXT vocabulary.

WORD

HERE

CONTEXT

@

-FIND

definitim.
start interpreting
) Save IP and
un time portion of

Place the constant
value (20H) for an
ascii blank onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Input the next
trwordrr from the text
stream and place the
character string at
HERE.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parsmeter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
CONTEXT onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replace the l6-bit
address on the top
of the parameter
stack with the
1,6-bit contents of
that memory
Iocation.

the parameter

-bit eontents of
that memory
locetion.

l6-bit
on the top

with the

Search the
dictionary,

inning with the
specified address,
looking for a match
on the specified
character string.

stack.

Duplicate the value
on the top of the

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (I) if
its value is equal
to zero. Elser with
a false flag (0), if
it is a non-zero.

12



IF Y

N
The truth flag after
the 0= was falee (i.e.r
found match). Branch
around trtrue portiontr
of IF-THEN structure.

Drop the rrfalserr truth
flag result from the
previous (FIND) .

Set up for (FIND) . Aim
at the character string
to search on.

Set up for (FND) to
search the CURRENT
vocabulary.

Search the CURRENT
vocabulary and leave a
truth flag on the top
of the parameter
stack.

This is the entry point
for the itfelseil branch
Of the IF-THEN
shuqture. (i.e., The
word was not found.)
False flag is left on
8tack.

fio match found in the-'l
I corurrxr vocabularY. I
'f Try searching the ' I
[gunnerur 

vocabulary.l

DROP

HERE

LATEST

(FIND)

THEN

;S

DFINI
Is

truth flag
0?

Drop ttle top value
from the parerneter

Place the address of
next available

Iocation
the top of the

stack.

the Name
Address of the

word in the
ENT

onto the top of the
meter stack.

Search the
dictionary,
beginning with the
specified address,
lookirg for a match
on the specified
character

DFINl

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

1'



.TRAILING
-IRAILING ( begiming addA cornt - beqirninq addr\ cqrnt )

-TRAILING (pronounced I'dash-trailinr;I!) suprEsses trailinq blanks when outputting a character string with TYPE. The input parameters
for -TRAILING are identical to those for TYPE (as set up by COUNT ). Using these parameters, -TRAILING examines the character
string and reduces the character count so that trailing blanks are not output by a subsequent TYPE. -TRAILING scans baekwards frorn
the last character towards the first character. The first non-blank character errcountered stops the scan.

.UNE is an example of a word which uss -TRAILING .

r At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the character count of the text string including any trailing blanks.
The second entry contains the true beginning address of the text string (i.e., the first character after the count byte).

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the adjusted character count of the text string excluding any trailing
blanks. The second entry contains the beginning address of the text string.

-TRAILING is a high level colm &finition.
Refer to COUNT , and TYPE .

FORTH-79: The FORTIJ-79 equivale'rt for -TRAILING is -TRAILING .

Definitim: : -TRAILING ( beginning addr\ count -- beginning addr\ count )
DUP O DO

OVER OVER + I - CA BL -
IF LEAVE
ELSE I .
THEN

LOOP ,

OVER Set up for +. Copy the
count.

DOCOL

+ Calculate the address.

JGet up roopl
[qarameters:,

DUP

(Do)

DO

OVER

Duplicate count. Count
is used as a loop count
parameter and as a
character count when
inside the loop.

Set zero as the Index.
(i.e., Loop count 0
times.)

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
-TRAILING's Sequence
2).

I Set up to subtract I
from the address.
(i.e., True beginning
address plus count
equals one byte past
the end of the string.)

Calculate the address
of the character to
examine.

Pick up character to
examine.

Set up for comparison
( - ). will compare
character with'blank".

Is the character a
blank? Set truth flag
to non-zero if not.

c@

This is the entry point
for the jump from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structur€.

Add the beginning BL
address to the count
(or adjusted count) to
get the address of the
charecter to examine.
Remember: The
examination moveg

Set up for +. Copy the
address.

-TRAILING

de

Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

return

Move loop control
characters (Index
and Limit) to the

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
l6-bit values on the
top of the parameter
stack with their
16-bit total.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the top

difference.

stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

the address
the top of the

perameter stack with
the 8-bit memory
contents of that

Place the constent
value (20H) for an
ascii blank onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

tract the top
stack entry from the

stack entry

fference

and neplace the two
values with their

4[



IF

LEAVE

ELSE

THEN

(LOOP)

LOOP

Y ;s

N
Character is a blank,
so branch around tttrue
portion" of IF
statement.

Character wag not a
blank.

Exit loop leaving
address of first
non-blank character on
stack.

Branch around 'rfalse
portion" of IF
statement. (i.e., The
character is not a
blank).

Entry point for "false
portionl of previous IF
statement. (i.e., The
character was a blank.)

Charecter was a blank.
Set up to decrement
eount by 1. (i.e., To
truncate a trailing
blankJ

Decrement the string
count by I.

Entry point for the
physical end of the
previous IF statement.

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and contirue
decrementing until
encountering a
non-blank character.

lf Index is = or ) then
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index and
Limit values from the
retum stack.

I

N

Y

return to the
procedure.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition

Is
truth flag

=0?

Force exit from loop
by setting loop
Limit equal to
current Index.

Branch.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
steck.

Subtract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their
signed difference.

Increment the Index
value.

Is
value

=Or>
Limit value
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. ( value to be qrhut - )

. (pronouneed rrdot'r) performs a binary-to-ascii conversion (pictured numeric. output) on the-16-bit signed value on the top of the stack

anb prints the resuit ifoUowed by one'space) on the output device. The sign is printed only if the value is negative. The eurrent value in
BASE is used as the conversion radix.

NOTE: Since this is a signed conversion, problems arise when attempting to display 16-bit addresses which have their high order (sign) bit
set. The set bit is interf,reted 

"" " n.g"iir" bit and the value is displayed as a 15-bit negative number. This can be avoided by using U.

which puts a zero onto the stack on to-p of the original value thereby making it a positive double precision value and then uses D. to print
the result.

The basis of . is D. . (The pictured numeric words; (/l , /lS , SIGN , and /I) I are used to actually convert the value. These are located in

D.R ).

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed l6-bit value to be converted and printed.

* At exit - No parameters.

. is a high level colon definition.

Refer to D. , and D.R .

FORTIIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for. is .

Definition: : . (value--)
s-->D D. I

DOCOL

s->D

D.

;S

this nition

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

ex
le precision

on the top of
parameter stack
a f2-bit double
ision value.

ascii conversion on
the l2-bit double
precision value on
the top of the
parameter stack and
print it on the

a

device.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

&



.n (-) ."

." (pronounced "dot-quote') is a special FORTH word that exhibits both execution and compile time traits. The purpose of the word is to
output a text string. When this string is output depends upon the state of the system when the word is executed. When execution begins,
a test is made to determine if the system is in execution or compile state.

.'r is used in the form:

.rr text string "

where the terminatinq delirniter is a " (quote).

lf the system is in execution state (i.e, .ttis not inside of a definition), the text string is output immediately. If the system is in compile
state, .rrbehaves as a standard compiler word and ther€fore exhibits two separate types of behavior: compile tirne and execution time
behav ior.

At cornpile time - the execution-time procedure address (that of (.") ), the length of the string, and the string itself are compiled into the
Parameter Field of the definition. (Refer to (.") for a description of what this definition looks like in the dictionary.)

At execution time - the procedure (.t) outputs the text strinq.

The maximum allowable string length is installation dependent.

* At entry - .tt must be followed by the character strinq to be output and delimited by " (quote).

* At exit - No parameters.

." is a high level colon definition.

." is defined as IMMEDIATE and therefore has its precedence bit set causing it to execute during compilation.

Refer to (.') .

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for .rt is .rr.

Definition: : ." (-)
22 STATE |a IF COMPILE (.') WORD HERE C@ I+ ALLOT

ELSE WORD HERE COUNT TYPE
THEN ; IMMEDIATE

fiot., The system isill
J compilation state so L
I compile the text string I
[-!to the definition. )DOCOL

LIT
22H

STATE

COMPILE This COMPILE executes
when .t' is being used
within a definition
(i.e., at Sequence 2).

(.') is put into the
definition by the
previous COMPILE .
NOTE: Before
completion of execution,
(.") will increment the
inner interpreter pointer
(IP) past the following
text string (at
Sequence J).

NOTE: WORD reads the
text string into the
dictionary but does not
advance the dictionary
pointer ( DP ).

Set up delimiter
charecter ( a quotation
mark) for WORD.

Get the STATE the
system is in to
detenmine which portion
of." to execute:

0 = Execution
(X) = Compilation

Branch around rrtrue

portionrr and
immediately output the
text string. Do not
compile.

(.,)

@

WORD

I

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

Put the literal
value 22H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Put the address of
the user variable
STATE onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the rnemory contents
of that address.

-0 ?
truth flag

Is

Put the execution
address (CFA) of the
following word into
the next available
dictionary location.

Run time portion of
." . The CFA of
this word will be
compiled into the
dictionary.

the text string
into the dictionary.
Store the string
length followed by
the string itself
into the next
available dictionary

IF

N

Y
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Put the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 8-bit memory
contents of that

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by I.

ti

Add the value on the
top of the parameter
stack to DP (dic-

Branch.

HERE

c@

l+

ALLOT

ELSE

WORD

HERE

COUNT

TYPE

The top of the stack
will be aiming at the
length byte.

Get string length in
preparation for
ALLOTting the
dictionary space
occupied by the text
string.

Include the length byte
in the amount of
memory to be
ALLOTted.

i.e., Allocate the
memory space already
occupied by the text
string

Branch around'rfalse
portiontrof previous
IF.

Entry point for "false
portionrr of previous IF
statement which tested
that the system was in
execution state.

The top of the stack
will be aiming at the
length byte. Set up for
COUNT.

Set up for TYPE.

Using the parameters
supplied by COUNT.

THEN

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

Entry point from branch
around ttfalse portionrr
of previous IF
statement.

.tt is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

fiota, The svstem [l
I in execution "trt" "o 

I

I output the text string I
[-innmediatelv. )

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

DO

Read the text string
into the dictionary.
Store the string
length followed by
the string itself
into the next
available dictionary
location.

Put the address of
the next available
dictimary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Put the length of
the text string onto
the top of the
parameter steck.
Put its beginning

into the

device.

Output the specified
number of text
string characters to
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.UNE (lirpl\screenf-)

.LINE (pronounced "dot-line') prints a line'of text from a screen stored on disk. Trailing blanks are suppressed and not printed.

The basis of .LINE is (LINE) . The constant C/L spec ifiee the line length'

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision v.alue which is the desired screen

number and the s"&nA entry contains a signed 16-bit single precision value which is the desired line number.

* At exit - No parametens.

.UNE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (LINE) .

Fffi,TF79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for.LINE.

Definition: : .LINE ( line /I\screen ll --)
I (LINE) -TRAILING TYPE ;

DOCOL

(LINE)

-TRAILING

TYPE

.LINE

;S

.LINE

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

Convert the
specified line and
screen numbers into
a buffer address.
Read in the
specified screen if
nece$rary.

Modify the character
count of the
specified character
string to suppness
tnailing blanks.

Type onto the output
device the specified
rumber of characters
starting at the
specified addrees.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling pmcedurc.
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.R

.R ( value \ n.u widtn - )

.R (pronounced "dot-R) performs a binary-to-ascii conversion (pictured numeric output).on the signed 16-bit value in the second stack
entry and prints the result right justified in a field whose minimum width is specified by the value on the top of the stack. For example,
if a field width of I0 is specified and only J characters are printed, the remainder of the field will be left padded with 7 blanks (6).

12, I0 .R would result in ffiE6 l2l

Note, howeverr that the field width parameter specifies only a minimum field width. The entire value is always print-e,J even if it
exceeds the specified fieid rvidth. No truncation occurs and no trailing blank is printed.

The current value in BASE is used as the conversion radix.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed l6-bit value which specified the field width of the converted
ascii string. The second stack entry contains a signed 16-bit value to be converted and printed.

* At exit - No paremeters.

.R is a high level colon definition.

Refer to D.R .

FORTH-79: .R is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the I'FORTH-79 Referenced Word Set".

Definitisr: : .R ( value\ field width )
>R S-->D R> D.R :

DOCOL

Temporarily save field
width.

s->D

R> Retrieve field width.

D.R

>R

;S

.R

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Remove the top value
from the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

precision
on the top of

paremeter stack
a l2-bit double

precision value.

Remove the top value
from the return
3tack and place it
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

binary-to-ascii
conversion on the
specified double
precision value into
the specified field
width.

a

(Run time portion of
; ) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedune.

xt



I
/ ( aivioena\ diri*" - quotient )

/ (pronounced "divide') divides a 16-bit signed single precision value by another 16-bit signed single precision value and replaces them
with their 15-bit signed quotient. The second stack value ie divided by the top stack value.

The basis of / is IMOD . /MOD leaves a quotient and remainder. / drops this reminder. This is very similar to, but opposite from MCr) ,
which drops the quotient.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit signed single precision divisor. The second stack entry
contains a 15-bit signed single precision dividend.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack conteins the l6-bit signed single precision quotient.

/ is a high level colon definition.

Refer to /MOD.

FORTII-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent fot I is I .

Definition: : / ( diviaend\ divisor -- quotient )
/MOD SWAP DRoP i

DOCOL

/MOD Leave the quotient on
the top of the stack
with the remainder
under it.

SWAP Set up for DROP . Get
the remainder onto the
top of the stack.

DROP Drop the remainder and
leave the quotient.

;S

I

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Divide a signed
single precision
value by the signed
single precision
value on the top of
the parameter stack

mare inder(leaving
and ent).

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Drop the top value
from the psrameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop inter?ret-
ing this definitim
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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>R

/MOD
/um ( oivioena \ai"i*. - remainder\ quotient )

/MOD (pronounced "divide-modtt) divides a 16-bit signed single precision value by another 16-bit signed single precision value and replaces
them with a l5-bit signed quotient and a 16-bit signed remainder. The remainder takes its sign from the dividend.

Note that /MOD uses a single preeision dividend while M/ uses a double precision dividend.

The basis of /MOD is M/ . The single precision dividend is converted to double precision and then an M/ is preformed.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l5-bit signed single precision divisior. The second stack entry
contains a single precision 16-bit signed dividend.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack containsthe l6-bit signed quotient. The second stack entry contains the 15-bit
signed remainder.

/MOD is a hiqh level colon definition.

Refer to M/ .

FORTIITS: The FORTH-79 equivalent for M/ is M/.

Definition: : /MOD ( dividend\ divisor -- remainde\ quotient )
>R S-->D R> Ml ;

DOCOL

Get the divisor out of
the way.

s->D Convert the single
precision dividend to
double precision.

R> Retrieve the divisor.

MI Perform the division
leaving the signed
remainder and
quotient.

;S

/MoD

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

precrslon
on the top of

the parameter stack
into a signed double

extend the
single
value

value.

Remove the top value
of the return stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Divide a signed
double precision
value by the signed
16-bit value on the
top of the parameter

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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0

0 (-o)
0 is a sirqle precisiur CONSTANT value. This value is used so often that it hag been made into a CONSTANT. Thia was done to save

compiling- tirire. Beforc converting a character string into a numeric value, INTERPRET first eearcheg both the CONTEXT and

CURRENT vocabularies. A aignifica-nt amount of time cin be aaved if a name match can be found during the dictionary sBarch instead of
aaarctring both vocabularies and then converting the value.

r At cntry - l'rlo parametera.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed l6-bit single precision value 0.

FORTII-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent fon 0 .

5'



0<
(X ( value - truth flq )

(X (prrnounced I'zero-less-than") examines a signed value on the top of the parameter staek and replaces it with a true flag (f) if tne
rumber is less than zero (negative) or with a falsa flag (0) if the number is greater than or equal to zero.

SIGN is an example of a word that uses [X .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack containa the signed 16-bit single precision value to be examined.

* At exit - The top of the parameter staek contains a truth flag.

(X is a low level code primitive.

Refer to SIGN .

FORTIIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for (K is (X .

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version 1.1

i.e., Generate a carry
if the sign bit was set
(negative).

i.e., Asaume value will
not be negative.

HPUSH Put truth flag onto top
of parameter stack.

NEXT

Y

(X

Get value off of top
parameter stack.

Add it to itself.

Set truth flag false

Set truth flag to true
(1) ginee velue ig
negative.

Is
carry bit

set ?
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0=
O= ( vahre - trutfr flq )

0= (pronounced "zero-equal,) examines the value at the top of the parameter stack and reptaces it with a true flag (I) if the value is

equal to 0 or rvith a false flag (0) if the value is not equal to 0'

0= is often used to set up for an IF by complementing the truth flag so the statamentrs rttrue portionrt (as opposed.to the trfalse" or ELSE

portion) can perform the desired funttion. This rnakes for more readable FORTH. kr this instance the word NOT should be used for
clarity. f.l0T is defined as:

:NOT0=i

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single precision vslue to be examined.

* At 6xit - The top of the parameter stack contains a truth flag.

0= is a low level code primitive.

Fffi,Tll-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for 0= is 0= .

8080 fig-FORTH
Vereion 1.1

io., Assume will not
equal zero.

HPUSH Push tmth flag onto
top of parameter
steck.

NEXT

Y

0=

Pop value off of top
of parameter etack.

Set truth flag false
(0).

Set truth flag to true
(r).

Is
value
0?

Value does equal zero.
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OBRANGH
OBRAI\EH ( trut aa - 1

This execution ti"ne (Sequence J) code (pronounced rtzero-branchr) is compiled into a definition (Sequence 2) by IF , UNTIL , and WHILE
to perform a conditional branch. If the flag on the top of the parameter stack is 0 (false), the offset to which IP points at entry is added
to IP to cause either a forward or baekward branch depending upon the value of the offset (hence the name, 0BRANCH ). If the flaq is
true, no branch is taken. Refer to BRANCH .

* At entny - The top of the parameter stack contains a 15-bit boolean truth flag.

* At exit - M parameters.

0BRANCH is a low level code primitive.

Refer to lF, UNTIL , WHILE, and BRANCH.

Fffi.TB79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for OBRANCH

8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.l

Get truth value.

Y

N
Go ealculate branch
address and branch.
(Refer to flowchart for
BRANCH.)

Do not branch, continue
on to the next
definition.

NEXT

OBRANCH

top of parameter

JMP BRANCH
Is

truth flaq
=0?

offset value.
IP past

%



1

r (-r)
1 is a single precision CONSTANT value. This value ia used 80 often that it has been made into a CONSTANT. This waa done to save

compiling- ti;ne. Before converting a character string into a mimeric value, INTERPFIET first aearches both the CoNTEXT and

CUingUf vocabularies. Asignifica-nt amount of time cin be eaved if a name match can be found during the dictionary search instead of
searctring both vocabularies and then converting the value.

* At entr, - No parametera.

* At oxit - The top of the parameter stack containe the signed 16-bit single precision value I.

FORTF#79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for I .
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I

+

ts

1+
l+ ( value - value+l )

1+ (pronounced rone-plusr) adds I to the value on the top of the parameter stack.

Note: The algebraic rules of signed addition apply here.

* At €ntry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 15-bit single precision value.

* At exit - The signed l6-bit single precision value on top of the parameter stack is incremented by 1.

I+ is a high level colon definition.

FORTI-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for 1+ is l+ .

Definition: : 1+ ( value -- va|.:e+I )
1+i

DOCOL

1+

time portion of
:) Save IP and
Btart interpreting
this definition.

Put the constant
value 1 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Add the top two
parameter values on
the parameter stack.

(Run time portion of
; ) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling pr'ocedure .
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2

z (-2,
2 is a single precision CONSTANT value. This value is used so often that it has been mede into a CoNSTANT. This was done to save

.ompiring- ti;n.. Before converting a character string into a numeric value, INTERPRET first searcheg both the CoNTEXT and

CURRENT vocabularies. n .ig"iii."-^t ;mount of time cin be saved if a name match ean be found during the dictionary search instead of
searching both vocabularies and then convertinq the value.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single precision value 2.

Fffi,Tll.79: There ie no FORTH-79 equivalent for 2 .

,9



2

2+
2+ ( vahre - vatue+2 )

2+ (pronounced rrtwo-plusrr) adds 2 to the 16-bit value on the top of the parameter staek.

Note: The algebraic rules of signed addition apply here.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack eontains a signed 16-bit single precision.value.

* At exit - The value on top of the parameter stack is incremented by 2.

2+ is a high level colon definition.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for 2+ is 2+ .

Elefinition: .. 2+ ( value - value+2 )
2+i

DOCOL

+

;S

2+

time portim of

de

:) Save IP and
start interpreting

Put the congtant
value 2 onto the top
of the. parameter
stack.

Add the top two
paremeter values on
the parameten stack.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interPret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure

a



3
, (-rt
! ia a single prccisicr CONSTANT value. ThiS value is used so often that it hae been made into a CONSTANT. This wag done to save

compiling- tim6. Before converting a character string into a numeric value, INTERPRET first aearches both the CONTEXT and

CUFTRENT vocabularies. A significa-nt amount of time cin be saved if a name match can be found during the dictionary search instead of
searcfiing both vocabularies and then converting the value.

* At grtry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter etack contains the signed l5-bit aingle precision value f.

FORTH-Ih There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for 1 .
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COMPILETIME: (-)
(Seqrrence 2)

DGCUTIoNTIME: (-)
(Seqrrnce f)

: (Pronounced "colon't) is the defining word used to create (i.e., define) a high level FORTH definition. It is used in the following format:

: Specified name Body of definition i

: is a defining word and therefore exhibits two different sets of action; those actions at compile time and those at run time.

The compile time (Sequence 2) action of : is:

I. To create a definition header in the dictionary for the name specified

?. To enter compile mode by setting the user variable STATE to a non-zero value (see STATE ).

t. To set the CONTEXT vocabulary the same as the CURRENT vocabulary.

A colon definition is terminated with either i or ;CODE .

The Code Address of the execution time portion of this word is compiled into the Code Field Address (CFA) of every colon definition
word. 8080 Version I.1 fig.-FORTH references this routine via the label DOCOL . The purpose of this code is to save the cument position
of the Interpreter Pointer (lP) and begin execution of the body of this definition (i.e., thread "downrtone level of threaded code).

The execution time (Sequence l) action of DOCOL can be symbolically described in high level terms as follows:

IP @ Fetch the contents of IP . ( IP points to the next CFA , i.e., rrwordrr to execute.)

RP @ I Fetch the address of the top of the return stack and store the address of therrnext word to executerron it.

-2 RP +l Decrement the return stack pointer.

W @ Fetch the contents of W. ( W points to the Code Field of the definition being executed. DOCOL is the Code Field
procedure that is executing.)

2+ IP ! Increment W to point to the Parameter Field entry following the Code Field and store this address into IP. The system
has chained down one level of nesting and the Parameter Field of this new definition will now be executed.

Note that : is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

COMPILE TIME (Seqrprrce 2):

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

D(ECIJTION TIME (Seqtrnce ]):

+ At Entry - No parameters.

* At Exit - No parameters.

TIKELY M.ROR MESSAGES:

? pronounced trHUH"tr (0) - Ttre word in question cannot be found in the dictionary.

EXECUTION ONLY (12H) -- This word must not be used while the system is in compile mode.

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED (f4H) -- The poeitim of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

: is itself a high level colon definition.

Refer to STATE, and VOCABULARY .

FORTF[-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for: is : .

Definitim: : (--) (eompiletime)
?EXEC ICSP CURRENT @ CONTEXT I CREATE I (;CODE)

Note: The (;CODE) is followed by assembly language sequence J time code.
IMMEDIATE
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COMPILE TIME actian of : (Seqrence 2): ( - )

DOCOL

?EXEC

ICSP

CURRENT

CONTEXT

i.e., If user variable
STATE is not zero.
NOTE: If an error
message is issued, a
GUIT will occur and
compilation will
immediately cease.

Compiler securitY--
compiler emors are
often reflected bY an
unbalanced stack.

Make CONTEXT
vocabulary equal
to CURRENT
vocabulary.

(This is done only
becauge it is a common
practice.)

(;CoDE)

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

i.e, Plaee the address
of the run time code
portion of: into the
CFA of the word being
defined. The top of the
return stack in this
case points to DOCOL ,
the run time code for : .
This run time code
immediatelY follows
(;CoDE).

Note (;CODE) is
compiled into : bY

;CODE.

: is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during comPil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can comPile
other definitions.

@

trStartrr compilation.
i.e., Set STATE to a
non-zero value.

the top of the
return itack and
place it into the
Code Field of the
word being defined.
NOTE: A; is not
necessary when
(;CODE) is executed
because the (;CODE)
pops the top of the
retum stack and
stores it and then
executes a; itself.
This returns control
to the procedure
which, in this case,

off
definition.

start interpreting
) Save IP and

time portion of

Issue Error Message
I2H (EXECUTION
ONLY) if not

pointer position in
user variable CSP.
This will be checked
at end of comPila-
tion and an error
message issued if

l9a

the parameter

the address of
user variable

onto the

that address.

the address
the top of the

stack with
memory contents

stack.
the parameter

onto the top

Place the address of
the user variable

ified memory

the specified
into the

Create a dictionarY
header for this
definition. Note
that it obtains
"namettby reading

m.
input data

CREATE
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D(ECUTION TIME*tiqr of : (Seqrence f): ( - )

NOTE: This code physically immediately follows the compile time (Sequence 2) code for : .

This is a high level representation of the 8080 assembly language code in the 8080 fig-FORTH Version 1.1 listing.

( IP is already in
registersJ

RP@

i.e., Save outer
definition or text
interpreter position
and thread down one
level.

-2 RP

W@2+
Aim W at the first CFA
in the parameten (body)
of this definition.

IP!

NEXT Go execute this
definition.

+l

DOCOL

at return stack.

Store IP on top of
return stack. i.e.,
PUSH.

Aim at next
available entry on
retum stack.

retum stack
pointer.

Increment W (was
already incremented
once by NEXT).

Put this value into
IP.

6
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,,

COMPILETIME: (-)
(Seqtrence 2)

EXEC1JTIONIIME (-)
(Sequence l)

; (pronounced "semicolon') is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and
those at execution time.

; is used to terminate a : ("colont) definition.

The compile time (Sequence 2) action of ; is:

I. To compile ;S (the execution time procedure of ; ) into the definition being created.

2. To SMUDGE the smudge bit.

,. To place the system back into interpret mode (from compile mode) so that the next input data stream word can be interpreted.

The execution action (Sequence l) of ; is actually that of ;S. Basically lS "chains back" tp one level of nesting and !'returns control" to
the definition that rrcalled" the definition now executing ;S .

Note that ; is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set, and it will therefore execute at compile time.

COtvlPlLE TIME (Seqrprrce 2):

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit -No parameters.

EXECUTION TIME (Seqrrrne l):
* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - M parameters.

IIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (If H) - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

DEFINITION NOT FIMSHED (f4F0 - The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

; is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ;S , and : .

FOR,TFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ; is ; .

Definitist: : ,

l
(-)
?CSP COMPILE ;S SMUDGE [ ;

6'



,

( Run time portion
of ; ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

FINISHED) and
if the stack

pointer position
does not match that
stored in CSP .

le the CFA of

d

the following
definition into the

Chain up to the
definition which
'rcalledrr this
definitim.

Toggle the SMUDGE
bit in the definition
being created.

Stop compilation and
start interpreta-
tion.

time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

COMPILE TIME actian of ; (Seqr.crce 2): ( - )

DOCOL

?CSP

EXEC1JTION TIME actim of ; (Seqrrnce l): ( - )

The execution time action of; is that of;S.

;S

COMPILE

SMUDGE

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be exeeuted at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definitim.

OUIT if the parameter
stack has been left
unbalanced by some act
of compiling this
definition.

This compiles the
execution time
procedure ;S into the
definition being
compiled (at Sequence
2).

1S executes at Seq
J, not et compile time
(Sequence 2).

: would have originally
smudged the bit. Now
trunsmudge'r it to make
it a rrfindable[
correctly compiled
word.

Stop compiling and set
up the system so that
it can interpret the
next input data stream
word.

; is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

t

6



coDE ;GODE
DEFIMTIONTIME: (-)
(Sequenee t)

EXECUTIONnME: (-)
(Sequence 2)

;CODE (pronounced "semicolon-code') is a defininq word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at definition
time and those at execution time.

;CODE is a Sequence 1 defininq word that is used to create Sequence 2 defining words. ;CODE is used in conjunction with another
defining word (one that creates the header of the defining word being created) to create defining words ("parents') that in turn creete
other words ("ch ildren').

When creating a defining word (at Sequence I), ;CODE acts as a dividing line between the high level words that create the 'rchild" (at
Sequence Z) ana tne assembty language code words that are the "child's" run time procedure (at the rrchildrs'r Sequence )). See Figure
;CODE-I.

The function of ;CODE is very similiar to that of DOE$ except ;CODE defines the beginning of a eode procedure while DOES) defines
the beginning of a high level procedure.

At Sequence I (i.e., when creating the rrparentrr defining word), ;CODE first compiles the address of its run time procedure, (;CODE) ,
(which actually executes at Sequence 2 when the I'child't is created) and then stops compilation.

ENTII UCHILD"
Sequence )Sequence I Sequence 2

A defining word

;CODE

Code level execution
time procedure.

The defining word The defining word
ls created.

t
is executed.

'1,

A definition is
created via the
defining word.

which creetes which

Figure ;CODE-I
Action of ;CODE

At Sequence I (i.e., when compiling the I'parent" defining word), the high level words which will create the trparent" durinq Sequence 2

are compiled into the dictionary. ;CODE denotes the end of the 'rparent'sr Sequence 2 compiling procedure and the beginning of the

"child'sil execution time procedure. Therefore, ;CODE must perform two main tasks:

I. It must first compile (;CODO into the definition. This execution time procedure for ;CODE actually executes at Sequerne 2

when the trparent'r is creating the 'rchild'r. Its function is to point the "child'sl Code Field at the Sequence J code procedure that
"livest' in the rrparentrr definition.

2. ;CODE must then stop compilation. This is done because prior to ;CODE are hiqh level definitions whose addresses are compiled
into the dictionary, but after ;CODE are assembler directives which must execute in order to assemble op-codes into the
dictionary. These assembler directives are not IMMEDIATE . Therefore, the system must be taken out of compile state so the
interpreter will execute these directives.

;CODE also SMUDGEs the header created by whatever defining word was used to begin the definition.

Note that the Version l.I 8080 fig-FORTH does not set CONTEXT to the ASSEMBLER voeabulary. To rectify this problem, the word
ASSEMBLER should immediately follow ;CODE .

;CODE only executes at Sequence 1. (;CODE) executes at Sequence 2. (Refer to (;CODE) .)

The end effect of ;CODE is that the dictionary definition structure of the "child" is determined by the words pr€ceding ;CODE ; but,
when the "child" executes at Sequence 1, the code followinq ;CODE is executed. 6l

Name Field

Link Field

Code Field

Compile time words

;CODE

Code level execution
time procedure.

Name Field

Link Field

Code Field

Address of execution
time code procedure.

Parameter Field



This allows whole new families of dictionary structures and their associated run-time codes to process these structures to exist. An
example of a structure could be a graphics control table while the code followinq ;CODE could display the table.

Note that ;CODE is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at cornpile time,

DEFINITION TIME (Sequerrce t):

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

D(ECIJTION TIME (Sequence 2):

* At enhy - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED (14H) -- The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

;CODE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (;CODE) , DOE$ , and (BUILDS .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ;CODE .

Definition: : ;CODE (-)
?CSP COMPILE (;CODE) ICOMPILE] [ SMUDGE ;
IMMEDIATE

DEFINITION TIME rctim of ;CODE (Seqrerne 1): ( - )

ICOMPILE] Since I is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICoMPILE ] must be

DOCOL used to compile it into
the definition during
Sequence I. (Otherwise
it would execute
instead of being
compiled.) [COMPILE ]
is only used to I'compile"
I into ;CODE and does
not exist in ;CODE's
definition when ;CODE
is executed at a later
compile time (Sequence
2).

?CSP

COMPILE

(;CoDE)

Compile (;CODE) , the
run time portion of
;CODE, into the
dictionary where it
will be executed when
the word being created
is executed (Sequence
t).

This word is not
executed while ;CODE is
being compiled
(Sequence I); but is
executed when;CODE is
used to create a new
definition (Sequence
2),

I will be executed at a
later comoile time
(Sequence 2). (The
purpose of the I in
this later compile time
is to stop Sequence 2

compilation so that the
assembler commands
which follow can be
executed to rrcompilerr

code into the
dictionary.)

This is executed at
Sequence 2. It prevents
the new definition from
being 'rfound'r until the
smudge bit is toggled
with another SMUDGE
upon successful
completion of
compilation.

time portion of

de fi nition.

: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

NOT FINISHED) if
the Stack Pointer
(SP) address differs
fmm the value
previously stored

14H

Compile the CFA of
the following
definition into the

the CFA

point to the
following code

most recently
ned word to

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.
Compile the CFA of
the following
definition into the

Set STATE to 0
(i.e., stop
compilation and
start interpreting
the following data

Toggle the "smudge"
bit in the length
bit of the Name
Field.

68
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(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling pmcedure.

;S

IMMEDIATE
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

;CODE is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

DGCUTION TIME *tian of @DE (Seqrrrne Z): ( - )

The Sequence 2 action of ;CODE is to compile a (;CODE) into the definition being compiled.

The execution time (Sequence l) action of ;CODE is (;CODE)
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;s
;s (-)
;S (pronounced "semicolon-S'r) is the execution time (Sequence 1) procedure compiled by ; . Its purpose, at the end of a colon definition,
is to trchain backrr to the next higher level by popping the retum address of the calling procedure off of the retum stack.

;S is also used to stop interpr€tation of a screen.

The action of ;S can be symbolically described in high level terms as follows:

RP @ Aim at the top of the retum stack. (The top of the return stack contains the rrreturnrt address. i.e., The address of the
next "word" to execute located within the Parameter Field of the definition which "calledrr the definition this ;S is in.)

@ IP I Fetch the address of the next "word" to execute and store it into IP .

2 RP +! Increment the retum stack pointer (i.e., free up this location).

IP is all set to execute the next rtwordt'. The last thing ;S does is execute NEXT (which the. executes the 'rnext" word).

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

;S is a low level code primitive.

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ;S is EXIT .

Note: This is a high level reprcsentation of the 8080 assembly language code in the 8080 fiq-FORTH Version I.1 listing

8080 fig-FORTH
Version l.l

RP@

larPl
i.e., Replaee cument
Interpr€ter Pointer
with address previously
saved when this
proeedure was called.

2RP+!

NEXT

;S

Pick up retum steck

Piek up top of
retum stack and put
it into IP .

Aim at next entry in
retum stack.

retum stack
nter.
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< ( valrf \value2 - flq )

( (pronounced "less-than') performs a signed comparison of the top two single precision values on the parameter stack and replaces them
wiih a boolean tn:th flag. The flag ii true (non-zero) if the second stack entry is less than the top stack entry (hence the name

"less-than'). Otherwise the flag is false (0) if the second stack entry is equal to or greater than the top entry. Note that this is just like
an in-fix operation in which the operator has been moved outside. For example:

5 < 4 (in-fix) is the same as 5 4< (post-fix)

MAX is an example of a word wttich uses( .

This is a signed comparison.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed l6-bit single precision value to be compared with the second
entry utrich is also a signed 16-bit single precision value.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a true boolean flag (non-zero) if the second stack entry is less than the
top of the stack or a false boolean flag (0) if it is greater.

( is a high level colon definition.

FORTF{-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ( is ( .

Definitim: : ( ( valuel\value2 -- flag )
-0<i

DOCOL

Determine if the second
stack entry is smaller
than the first.

(x Set the truth flag to
true (1) if the second
entry is smaller than
the first; else, leave
a false flag (0).

;S

time pontion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

t top

difference.

stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
it is le$ than 0;
else, replace it
with a false flag
(0).

(Run time portion of
; ) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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<#
<# ( - ) ( Refer to rAt entrytr section )

(/l (pronounced'tless-than-sharp') begins a double precision integer pictured numeric conversion expression.

Pictured numeric conversion converts values on the stack into ascii strinqs which are formatted according to picture specifications. This
is similiar in concept to the BASIC PRINT USING or COBOL PICTURE statements.

The character string is created in memory, starting one byte before PAD and working backwards toward low memory. The conversion
takes place one digit at a time startinq with the one's column, then the tents column, etc. (That is why memory is filled in a right-to-left
direction.)

The user variable HLD contains a pointer to the last converted character (see HOLD ).

For example, the general structur€ of a pictured numeric expression is:

<tt # lls SIGN

signstart one multiple
d ig itsdigit

Some exr.rrnoles are:

<ll it ll tI lls /l) gives at least 4 disits.

<tl tl ll 2EH HOLD lls ll> gives 2-decimal places.

The phrase (/l ,lS SIGN S) is used by the word D.R .

The description of /l describes the binary-to-ascii conversion Process in more detail.

The specific purpose of (/l is to initialize the pointer in HLD to aim at the beginning of PAD . ( </l can be modified if it is desirable to
create the string elsewherei e.g.r in the memory of a rnemory mapped CRT display, etc.). Once executed, (/l should not be used again
until a /I).has been executed as this would cause converted characters to overlay previously converted characters in PAD . Also, no
words should be executed d.rring pictured conversion which would cause the end of the dictionary, hence PAD, to change location.

NOTE: Although this word by itself requires no parameters, correct FORTH coding techniques suggest that parameters not be introduced
during the string conversion process. Therefore, pictured numeric conversion pamlneters should be set up prior to the execution of tiiis
word.

* At entry - Although this word does not require any entry parameters, the top of the parameter stack should contain e

ll-bit value to be converted and output (see /l ) with its high order portion in the first entry and the low order portion in
the second entry. (Note the fl-bit value. /l correctly converts only positive values. Therefore a DABS should normally
precede the (/I to convert negative double precision values to their absolute values.) If the output character string is to be
signed, an optional l6-bit signed value may be located in the third stack entry. This parameter sets up for SIGN . (Refer
toSIGN for a complete description of this parameter and how to set it upJ

* At exit - This word by itself leaves no output parameters on the stack. Refer to /l) for output of the pietured numeric
conversion sequence.

(/l is a hiqh level colon definition.

Refer to ll ,ll> , SIGN, HLD , and HOLD .

FORTF['79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for (/l is (/l .

Elefinitisr: : <# (--)
PAD HLD 1

Initialize the pointer
HLD with the beginning
address of PAD .

DOCOL (Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition. ;S

PAD In 8080 fig-FORTH
Version l.I, PAD is
located 68 bytes past
the end of the

dictionary.

F{-D

It>

end

Store the second
stack entry into the
specified memory
location.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

<#

Place the address of
the output character
buffer PAD onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
HLD onto the top of

72
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< BUILDS

<B[J[-DS

DEFIMIIONTIME (-)
(Seqrrrrce l)
D(ET1.'TIONTIME (-)
(Sequence l)

<BUILDS (pmnourrced 'buildst) is a defining word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at definition time and
those at execution time.

<BUILDS is a Sequence I defining word which is used to create Sequence 2 defining words. Words created by (BUILDS are then used to
create other words. e.g., <BUILDS (Sequence 1) is used to create the defining word VOCABULARY (Sequence 2) which in turn creetes
vocabulary definitions such as FORTH, EDITOR , and ASSEMBLER . Such a word is then executed (Sequence l) to set the point at which
dictionary searches start.

<BUILDS is normally used in conjunction with DOED . When used this way, (BUILDS rtbuildsrr (hence the name) a dictionary header for
the new definition. Refer to Figure (BUILDS-I. This header is actually the definition for the constant 0. Definitions between <BUILDS
and DOES) are executed at compile time.

The words between <BUILDS and DOES) are executed at Sequence 2 time while creating a new definition. The words following DOES)
are executed at Sequence f time when exeeuting the new definition. (Refer to Figure (BUILDS-1.)

The compile time (Sequence 2) action of (BUILDS is to simply rtbuildrra dictionary header for the new definition. This header is.actually
the definition for the conetant 0. DOES) then overlays ti'rii header with execuiion time (Sequence 1) pointers for the word (refer to
DOED ). The Code Field Address is overlayed to point to the execution time code for DOES> . The first entry in the Parameter Field
(the 0) is overlayed with the address of the new definitionrs execution time (Sequence l) definitions. This is the address of the first word
following DOE$.

The action of (BUILDS and DOE$ can be more easily understood by observirg how the words VOCABULARY and FORTH are created and
used. VOCABULARY ia created at Sequence L with (BUILDS and DOED . The words following DOE$ are compiled into the dictionary
at Sequence I but will not be executed until Sequence I as explained later. Then, at Sequence 2, when VOCABULARY is executed to
creatr a new definition (named FORTH in this example)i the following happens:

1. <BUILDS creates a constant 0 header, with the first Parameter Field entry filled in with the 0 value. (Ttris is important to note
becauae this 0 wiII be overlayed by DOED with the address of the execution time definitions for FORTH , which in turn means
that the first Parameter Field entry in a(BUILDS-DOES) definition is not available for use.)

2. The words following <BUILDS are also executed at Sequence 2 to build (compile) the voeablulary definition.

,. The Pseudo Mme Field is compiled into the definition.

4. The Vocabulary Link Field is compiled into the definitim.

,. The Chronological Link Field is compiled into the definition. ( <BUILDS has no Sequence I time action. i.e., When FORTH is
executedJ

6. After the Chronological Link Field is compiled, DOES) executes. Remember this is the compile time (Sequence 2) time action
of DOE$ . DOE$ first overlays the Code Field of the definition being created, FORTH , with the Code Field Address of
DOES)'s execution time (Sequence l) code.

The 0 in the first Parameter Field entry is overlayed with the address of the next dictionary location following DOE$ . This is the
address of the execution time procedlre (Sequerrce l) of the example word, FORTH . The words following DOES) were compiled at
Sequence I into the VOCABULARY definition.

Note this distinction: The execution time (Sequence 1) procedure for the example word, FORTH, (the definition created by
VOCAzuLARY at Sequence 2)i exists in VOCABULARY , not in FORTH. The firgt entry Parameter Field in FORTH EiqE to this
execution time procedurc.

When FORTH is executed at Sequence ), ite Code Field points to the execution time (Sequence l) code for DOE$ . The execution time
purpose of DOES) is to transfer contrcl'to the execution time procedure (remember DOE$ is for high level definitions) for the exarnple,
FORTH . It doea thia by fetching FORTH rs execution time address from the first Paranreter Field entny and placing it onto the return
stack and calling NEXT. This code also eauses the address of the second Parameter Field entry to be placed onto the top of the
pararneter stack.

The execution time prucedure for FORTH is then executed physically in the last half of VOCABULARY , then control returns to the word
following FORTH.

DEFINIMN nME (Seqr.nrrc 1):

t At mtry - No parametera.

r At Gxit - M parameters.
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DGC1JTION TIME (Sequerce l):
* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

DICTIONARY FULL (2) - The dictionary has grown into the Terminal Input Buffer.

DEFINITION NOT FIMSHED (14F, -- The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was whan this definition started
beirg compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

<BUILDS is a high level colon definition.

Refer to DOE$ , VOCABULARY , FORTH , and ;CODE.

FORTH-79: Ihe FORTH-79 equivalent for (BUILDS is CREATE . Refer to FORTH-79 Stendard.

Definitian: : (BUILDS (-)
0 CONSTANT i

Sequence I Sequence 2 Sequence)

The defining word
is created

which creates

The defining word
ls ted

A definition is
created via the
defining word"'1"'

which creates

Figure (BUILDS-1
Compile Time Action of (BUILDS end DOES)

Name Field

Link Field

Code Field

High level execution
time procedure

DOES>

<BUILDS

<BUILDS

Name Field

Link Field

Code Field

Pointer to run time
pFocedure

Compiler words

DOES>

Execution time
procedure

;S
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0

DEFIMTION TIME *tim of <BU[-DS(Seqcm'e 1): ( - )

DOCOL

This is just a
temporary value.

CONSTANT This simply builds a
definition header. The
Code Field and
Parameter Field
contents will be
overlayed by DOE$ .

;5

D(ECUTION TIME *tim of<BUILDS: ( -)
<BUILDS simply creates a headen for a definition and thenafore has no Sequenee 2 or Sequence f time action.

time portion of
: ) Save IP and

interpreting
definition.

value
the

the constant
0 onto the top
perameter

Field points to
run time code
CONSTANT and

meter Field

ified constant

a
whose

first

the

time portion of
.) Stop interpret-

pnocedure.

ing this definition
and return to the
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= ( valuel\vatu e2 - tlq)

- (pronounced "equals") compares the top two values on the parameter stack and replaces them with a boolean ftag. The flag is true (1)
if the values are equal. The flag is false (O) it tne values are not equal.

EXPECT is an example of a word which uses = .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed l6-bit single precision velue to be compared for equality with
the second stack entry, which is also a signed 16-bit single precision value.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack conteins a boolean flag. The flag is true (I) if tne input values were equal and
false (0) if they were not equal.

= is a high level colon definition.

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for = is =.

Definition: : = ( valuel\va!ue2 -- flag )
-o= i

DOCOL

Subtracting the two
values compares them
for equality.

0= A zero will be on the
stack onlv if the
true values were equal.
0= changes this 0 to a
true flag because it is
iltruerr that the values
were equal.

;S

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Subtract the first
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their
difference.

Replece the value on
the top of the etack
with a true (I) flag
if the value is
zero. Otherwise,
replace it with a
false

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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) ( vahrN vah.o2 - truth flq )

) (pronounced rtgrcater-than") comparea the two top-most signed l6-bit valuas on the Parameter steck and, rcplaces them with a truth
na!. Tne truth itag is set true (I)'it tne second vaiue is greater than the top of the atack value and false (0) if it is lees than or equal to
the top of the stack value.

At execution time, ) simply swaps Parameters and performs a ( comparison.

r At mtry - The top and second parameter stack entries contain the signed l6-bit single precision vqlues to be compared-

* At exit - The top of the perameter stack containe a truth flag._ Thie flag ia eet true (1) if the second etack value was
greater then the top of the'atack velue. OBherwise, it i8 set falge (0).

) is a high level colm definition.

Refer to ( .

FORTII-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ) is ) .

Definitim: : ) ( valuel \value2 -- flag )
SWAP < ;

DOCOL

SWAP Set up for (
compsrkon.

Sirrce the two valuea
wer€ swappedr the
logical result of this
operation is identical
to>.

;S

of(Run Portim
r ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

Swap top and second
parameter stack
valuee.

Reptace the top two
parameter atack
entries with a true
flag (1) if the
fir-st entry io lees
than the second

a false
if not.

or

(Run time portim of
; J stop interpret-
ing thh definition
and retum to the
celling pmcedure.
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>R
>R ( value to be placed 6lto rrtum stack - )

)R (pronounced rto-Rrt) pops a number from the top of the parameter stack and pushes it onto the top of the retum stack.

Note: Care must be taken to ensure that the retum stack is restored to its original condition before returning to the calling procedure.

This is usually accomplished through the use of R) (e'g', : NEW-woRD )R " " D ; )'

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit velue to be placed onto the return stack.

* At exit - No parameter stack parameters. The top of the return stack contains the velue previously on the top of the

parameter steck.

)R is a low level code primitive.

Refer to R) .

FORTI-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for )R is )R .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.1

i.e., Decrement stack
pointer by 2.

NEXT

>R

Get value to be
placed onto retum
stack.

Pick up retum stack
pointer.

Meke room for new

Save new retum
stack pointer.

Stuff value onto
newly calculated toP
of retum stack.
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@

?
? ( adee!. of vehre to be ur$ut - )

? (pronounced rrquesticr-markrt) performs a binary-to-ascii conversion on the signed 16-bit value contents of the specified memory
location and prints the reeult on the output device. For example, I variable name followed by ? prints the contents of thet variable.

The current value in BASE is us6d as the conversion radix.

* At sntry - The top of the paremeter stack contains the memory addrese of the 16-bit signed value to be converted and
printed.

* At exit - M parameters.

? is a high level colon definition.

Refer to D.R.

Fffi,TI-|-Zh The FORTH-79 equivalent for ? is ?.

Definitim: : ? ( address - ){4.:

DOCOL

Set up for.. Get
value to beprinted.

;S

time ofortionp
IPSave and

this definition.
inter?reting

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of thet location.

s
inary-to-ascli

conversion on the
value on the top of
the stack and print
it otrt.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
end rctum to the
calling procedure.
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?COMP
?coMP ( - )

?COMP (pronounced I'question-compile') issues Emor Message IIH and a GUIT (8080 fi9-FORTH Version 1.I) if the system is not in
compile mode. In this case, compile mode is defined as the user variable STATE containing a non-zero value.

The standard error text for this word is "COMPILATION ONLY' USE IN DEFINITION".

The exact nature of the action taken when an error mesnage is issued depends upon the contents of the user variable WARNING . (See

WARNING and MESSAGE ).

lf WARNING contains a 0 value, only the error message number is output and then a OUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a positive, non-zero value, the message number is used as an offset (plus or minus) relative to Line 0 of Screen 4.
(e.g., A message number of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being disptayed.) After the messaqe is issued, a GUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a negative value, normally -1, (ABORT) is executed. No message is output.

?COMP is used by compiler words to ensure that the system is in compile mode. COMPILE and several of the conditional words are

examples of words wtrich use ?COMP .

* At Bntry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

?COMP is a high level colon definition.

Refer to WARNING , MESSAGE, STATE , ERROR , (ABORT) , OUIT 
' 

and COMPILE .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?COMP.

Definition: : ?COMP ( -- )
STATE 16 iI= 11 ?ERROR ;

?ERROR Issue Error Message if
not in compile mode.

DOCOL Note: If an error
message is issued, a
QUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

STATE
;S

Get the contents of
STATE.

Test what state FORTH
is in.

IIH
Place the number
corresponding to the
error message,
COMPILATION ONLY,
USE IN DEFINITION,
onto the stack.

@

LIT

error message and
GIUIT if the truth
flag in the second
entry is true

spec

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

?COMP

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

meter stack.

Put address of user
variable STATE onto
the top of the

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
the value is zero;
otherwise, replace
the value with a
false flag (0).

Place the literal
value llH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.
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?csP
?csP (-)
?CSp (pronounced rquestion-C-S-Pt) issues Error Message 14H and a GUIT if the cument parameter stack pointer position does not equal

that stored in the user variable CSP .

The standard error text for this word is trDEFINITION NOT FINISHEDI.

This is most often used in compiler security since an unbalanced stack often neflects a compilation error. Normally a ICSP is used to

save the stack pointer position when beginning compilation (e.g., in : ) and ?CSP is used to check it when finishinq compiling.

The exact nature of the action taken when an error me$age is issued depends upm the contehts of the user variable WARNING. (See

WARNING and MESSAGE ).

If WARNING contains a 0 value, only the error message number is output and then a GUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a positive, non-zer, value, the message number is lrsed as an offset (plus 9r minus) relative to Line 0 of Screen 4.

(e.g., A mestage number'of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being displayed.) After the message is issued, a QUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a negative value, normally -I, (ABORT) is executed. No message is output.

An example of the use of ?COMP can be found in ;CODE -

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

?CSP is a high level colon definition.

Refer to WARNING 
' 

MESSAGE 
' 

?ERROR 
' 

STATE , (ABORD , and GIUIT .

FOR.TH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?CSP .

Definition: : ?CSP ( -- )
SPtd CSP ld - 14 ?ERROR i

?ERROR Display the error
message (DEFINITION
NOT FINISHED) if the
pointers are not equal.

Note: If an error
message is issued, a
AUIT will also occur
and execution will stoP
here.SP@

DOCOL

csP

Set up for -.

Set up for @ .

Set up for -

Set the flag for
?ERROR . Compare the
contents of CSP with
the current position of
the stack pointer.

Put the value for Error
Error Message I4H
(DEFINITION NOT
FINISHED) onto the
stack.

;S

@

LIT
14H

Issued the spec
error message and
OUIT if the truth
flag in the second
entry is true

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

?CSP

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

the parameter

Place the current
parameter stack
pointer onto the top

the

the address of
user variable
onto the top of

8tack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that addreas.

entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
valueg with their

the top

Place the literal
value 14H onto the
top of the parameter
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?ERROR
?ERROR ( tnrUr R4 \error lvbrsage Nrrrben - )

?ERROR (pronounced t'question-error') issues the specified error message and a GUIT if the truth flag is true (non-zero).

The exact nature of the action taken when an error message is issued depends upon the contents of the user variable WARNING . (See
WARNING and MESSAGE ).

If WARNING eontains a 0 value, only the errof message number is output and then a OUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a positive, non-zero value, the message number is used as an offset (plus or minus) relative to Line 0 of Screen 4.
(e.g., A me$age number of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being displayed.) After the message is issued, a GTUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a negative value, normally -I, (ABORT) is executed. No message is output.

FORGET is an example of a word which uses ?ERROR.

*

DOCOL

SWAP

ERROR

ELSE

DROP

At entry - The top of the parameter stack conteins a signed 16-bit single precision message number value. The second
stack entry contains a boolean truth flag.

* At exit - No parameters.

?ERROR is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ERROR, MESSAGE, WARNING , OUIT, ABORT, and (ABORT) .

FORTFI.79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?ERROR .

Definition: : ?ERROR ( flag\ error messege number )
SWAP IF ERROR ELSE DROP THEN

THEN

;S

This is the entry point
from the |ttrue portionrl
of the lF statement.

IF Y

Set up for IF. Swap
the emor meslrage
number and the truth
flag.

Branch if the truth
flag was zero, i.e.,
there was no error.

Truth flag was
non-zero. Display an
error message and
GIUIT.

Braneh Eround the
rrfalse portion'r of the
previors IF structure

This is the entry point
for the fifalse portion'r
of the IF structure.

i.e., There was no
ertor.

Drop the urnrsed error
message number.

N

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Swap the top two
velues on the
parameter staek.

=0?
truth flag

Is

Display the
specified error
message (based on
WARNING ) and
execute OUIT.

Branch.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

Drop the top value
frcm the parameter
staek.t2



?EXEC
?EXEC ( - )

?EXEC (pronounced "question-executer) issues Error Message 12H and a GUIT if the system is not in execute mode. In this caset
execution mode is defined as the user variable STATE containinq a value of zero.

The standard error text for this word is UEXECUTION ONLYtr.

The exact natur€ of the actim taken when an error message is issued depends upon the contents of the user variable WARNING . (See

WARNING and MESSAGE ).

If WARNING contains a 0 value, only the error message number is output and then a OUIT is performed.

If WARNING conteins a positive, non-zero value, the mesriage number is used as an offset (plus or minus) relative to Line 0 of Screen 4.
(e.g., A message number of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being displayed.) After the message is issued, a GIUIT is performed.

lf WARNING contains a negative value, normally -1, (ABORT) is executed. No message is output.

: (colon) is an example of a word which uses ?EXEC.

r At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

?EXEC is a high level colon definition.

Refer to WARNING , STATE , ERROR , (ABORT) , and GUIT .

FORTI-|-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?EXEC .

Definitim: : ?EXEC ( -- )
STATE ld 12 ?ERROR i

DOCOL

STATE

Get the contenb of
STATE.

12H
Put the number of the
error me$taqe,
EXECUTION ONLY,
onto the stack.

?ERROR Issue Error Message 12H
if not in execution
mode.

Note: If an error
message is issued, a
QUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

@

LIT

;S

EC

this definition.

time portion of
) Save IP and

interpreting

Place the address of
the user variable
STATE onto the top
of th6 parameter
stack.

Replace the addregs
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Place the literal
value I2H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the specified
emor me*sage and
OUIT if the truth
flag in the second
entry is true

(Run time portion of
; ) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure. 8'



?LOADING

"-OADING 
( _ )

?LCIADING (pronounced rrquestion-loading') issues Error Message 16H and executes a GUIT if the system is not loadinq f,'crr disk.

The standard error text for the word is'USE ONLY WHEN LOADING".

The system normally receives input from disk (loading) or from the terminal keyboard. The user variable BLK contains a zero if the
system is receiving input from the terminal input buffer. ?LOADING teets the contents of BLK and issues the emor message if BLK
contains a zero.

The exact nature of the action taken when an error me$age is issued depends upon the contents of the user variable WARNING . (See

WARNING and MESSAGE ).

If WARNING contains a 0 value, only the error message number is output and then a QUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a positive, non-zeno value, the message number is used as an offset (plus or minus) relative to Line 0 of Screen 4.
(e.g., A message number of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being displayed.) After the message is issued, a GtrUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a negative value, normally -I, (ABORT) is executed. No message is output.

--) is an example of a word which uses ?LOADING .

r At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

?LOADING is a high level colon definition.

RefeT to ?ERROR , STATE , MESSAGE 
' 

WARNING , (ABORT) , ANd QUIT .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?LOADING.

Definitian: : ?LOADING ( -- )
BLK ld O= 16 ?ERROR ;

?ERROR Issue Error Message I5H
if not loading from the
disk.

DOCOL
Note: If an error
message is issued, a
GUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

BLK Set up to get contents
of BLK .

Pick up the contents of
BLK . A value of zero
signifies that the
system is inputting
from the terminal. A
non-zero value reflects
the block number being
loaded.

0= Set the flag for
?ERROR . Make true
truth flag if BLK
contained zero (i.e.,
was inputting from
terminal).

I6H
Set up for ?ERROR.
Place the rumber of the
Error Message, USE
ONLY WHEN LOADING,
onto the stack.

;S

@

LIT

Issue the specified
error me$age and
OUIT if the truth
flag in the second
entry is true

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

?LOADING

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the arameter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BLK onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter steck with
a true flag (1) if
the value is zerol
otherwise, replace
the value with a
false fl (0)

Place the literal
value l6H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.
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?PA!RS
?PAIRS ( valuel \value2 - )

?pAIRS (pronounced "question-pairs,) issues Error Message tlH and executes a GUIT (8080 fiq-FORTH Version 1.I) if the top two l5-bit
values on the parameter stack are not equal.

The standard error text for this word is 'TCONDITIONALS NOT PAIRED".

This word is normally used during compilation to evaluate compilation conditionals.

The exact neture of the action taken when an error message is issued depends upon the contents of the user variable WARNING . (See

WARNING end MESSAGE ).

If WARNING contains a 0 value, only the error mesaage number is output and then e GUIT is performed.

tf WARNING contains a positive, non-zeno value, the message number is fsed as an offset (plus or minus) relative to Line 0 of Screen 4.
(e.g., A message number of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being displayed.) After the message is issued, a OUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a negative value, normally -1, (ABORT) is executed' No message is output'

AGAIN is an example of a word which uses ?PAIRS .

* At €ntry - The first and second perameter stack entries contain l6-bit values to be compared for an equal condition.

r At exit - No parametere.

?PAIRS is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ?ERROR, WARNING, MESSAGE, STATE 
' 

(ABORT) , and QUIT.

FORTII-?9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?PAIRS .

Definitim: : ?PAIRS ( valuel\value2 -- )
- I] ?ERROR i

DOCOL

Set up for ?ERROR .
A result of zero means
that the two values are
equal. Else, the value
will be not zero.

Set up for ?ERROR .
Put the number of the
error message,
CONDITIONALS NOT
PAIRED, onto the
stack.

?ERROR Issue Error Message IIH
if the two valueg were
not equal.

Mte: If an error
me$age is issued, a
OUIT will algo occur
and execution will stop
here.

LIT
I'H

?PAIRS

this

(Run time portim of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

SLbtract the top
value on the
parameter stack frcm
the second value on
the stack.

Place the literal
value l5H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

emor message and
OUIT if the truth
flag in the second
entry is true
(nm-zero).

specified

(Run time portim of
; ) Stop interPret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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?STACK
?STACX (-)

?STACK (pronounced "question-stacki) checks for stack underflow and stack overflow and executes ?ERROR if either condition has
occurred.

Stack underflow generally occurs when the stack pointer "backed uprrbehind the initial starting location.

Stack overflow generally occurs when the stack has "grown" into the PAD area just below the end of the dictionary.

The exact determination of stack underflow and overflow is installation dependent which makes ?STACK an installation dependent
word.

The standard error text for this word is "EMPTY STACKtr and I'STACK OVERFLOWtr.

The exact nature of the action taken when an error message is issued depends upon the contents of the user variable WARNING . (See

WARNING and MESSAGE ).

If WARNING containe a 0 value, only the error message number is output and then a GUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a positive, non-zero value, the melsage number is used as an offset (plus or minus) reletive to Line 0 of Screen 4.
(e.g., A message number of 2 results in Line 2 of Screen 4 being displayed.) After the message is issued, a OUIT is performed.

If WARNING contains a negative value, normally -I, (ABORT) is executed. No message is output.

INTERPRET is an example of a word which uses ?STACK.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

?STACK is a high level colon definition.

RefeT to ERROR , WARNING , MESSAGE , GUIT , ABORT , and (ABORT) .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?STACK .

Definition: : ?STACK ( -- )sP,, s0 {a swAP LK I ?ERROR
LX 7 ?ERROR i

SWAP A SWAP is necessary
because the SP@ had to
be penformed first so
as not to affect the
stack location with the
s0@.

DOCOL

Set up for tX . Get the
current stack pointer
value.

Set up for @ . S0
contains the initial
value of the stack
pointer.

Fetch the initial value
of the stack pointer.

SPE HERE 80 +

tx Set truth flag for
?ERROR. Mte: This
is an gnpjgggl
comparision. The fig-
FORTH model uses (
which is signed and can
cause emors if an
address is greater than
TFFF (H).

Set up for ?ERROR .
Place the number of the
error message, EMPTY
STACK, onto the stack.

Issue Error Message I
if stack underflow has
occurred.

NOTE: If an error
mesllage is issued, a
GUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

liest for stacfl
funderflow. J

SP@

I

s0

@

?5TACK

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the address of
the stack position
onto the top of the
parameter stack as
it was before SP@

meter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable S0
onto the top of the

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Replace the top two
stack values with a
true flag (I) if the
top of the stack's
absolute value is
less than the second
stack entry's
ebsolute

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the perameter
stack.

la true

the specified
error me33a9e and
OUIT if the truth
flag in the second
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sPla

Now test for stack
overflow. i.e.,
Determine if the stack
has grown to within I28
bytes past the end of
the dictionary.

Set up for tX . Again,
get present stack
pointer location.

Set up for +. HERE
gives the address of
the end of the
dictionary.

Set up for + . This is
the length of PAD and
the text buffer for
this installation.

Set up for LX .
Calculate the upper
most limit for the
stack.

Set the truth flag for
?ERROR . Test if
overflow has occurred.
Note the unsigned
comparison.

Set up for ?ERROR .
Put the number of the
error message, STACK
OVERFLOW, onto the
stack.

Issue Error Message 7H
if stack overflow has
occurred.

Note: If an error
message is issued, a
GUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

LIT

HERE

80H

+

?ERROR

LX

LIT
7H

;S

Place the address of
the stack position
onto the top of the
parameter stack as
it was before SP@

te

Place the address of
the next available
dictimary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the literal
value 80H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

their sum.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with

Replace the top two
stack values with a
true flag (f) if the
top stack's absolute
value is less then
the second stack
entryrs absolute
value.

Place the literal
value 7H onto the
top of the paremeter
stack.

message and
the spec

OUIT if the truth
flag in the second
entry is true

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
ealling procedure.
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?TERMINAL
?TERMNAL (-nq)

?TERMINAL (pronounced ilquestion-terminal") is an installation dependent word that is normally used to determine if there is a character

ready to be input from a terminal.

This word is sometimes used to determine first if the break key has been pressed; then if any other key has been pressed.

INDEX is an example of a word wttich uses ?TERMINAL .

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter staek contains a truth flag.

A true flaq (1) indicates that a charaeter is ready. KEY can then be used to read that character.

A false flaq (0) indicates that no key has been pressed.

?TERMINAL is a low level code primitive.

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ?TERMINAL .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.I

Put flag onto top of
the stack.

NEXT

Y

?TERM

truth flag.

Set truth flag.
Key

pressed
?
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@

g ( nrnnry addrerc - l6+it rnrruy cantentr )

@ (pmnounced I'fetchtr) replaces the l5-bit address on the top of the parameter stack with the l6-bit memory contents of that address.

@ is the primary meang in FORTH of acceasing data stored in memory.

NOTE: This word 'rfetchestt word (16 bit) values; C@ is used to fetch byte (8 bit) values.

LOAD ia an example of a word which uses @.

* At entry - The top of tlte parameter stack contains the l6-bit address of the memory word to be fetched.

r At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit contents of the spBcified memory word.

@ is a low level code primitive.

Refer to C@ .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for @ is @ .

8080 fis-FORTH
Version I.I

NEXT

@

Pop addrees pointer.

up high order
of memory word.

Aim at next byte.

te
up
of

low order
mernory

the ter stack.

Pr.rsh contents of
word onto the top of

g,



ABORT
ABORT (-)

ABORT can be considered the warm start routine for the FORTH system. ABORT resets the parameter stack, displays a start up
messaqe, sets CONTEXT and CURRENT to FORTH , sets BASE to DECIMAL , and issues a OUIT (which stops any compilation and starts
interpretation from the input terminal).

ABORT is commonly called by (ABORT) ufien WARNING is -1 and an error condition has been detected.

COLD is an example of a word urhich uses ABORT .

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

ABORT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (ABoRT) , CoLD , and GTUIT .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ABORT is ABORT .

Definitim: : ABORT ( - )
SPI DECIMAL ?STACK CR .CPU .I' FIG-FORTH 8O8O VER I.I X

FORTH DEFINITIONS AUIT i

SP:

DOCOL

DECIMAL

?STACK

.CPU

(.')

ODH

FIG-FORTH

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version l.l

Make sure the staek is
within bounds.

Print the following
output message.

Print lI eharacters
including the release
and version number.

This prints the
character strirg
trFIG-FORTHX.

FIGREL+l0H
ADOT
FIGREV+l0H

FORTH

DEFINITIONS

OUIT

;S

This prints the release
and version number.
e€., In the 8080
Version 1.I listing it
would be rrl.Irr.

Initialize CONTEXT to
aim at the FORTH
vocabulary.

Initialize CURRENT to
aim at the FORTH
vocabulary.

Initialize data stream
input to come from the
terminal.

Note: The above OUIT
never allows this 1S

to execute.

CR

FlG-release Number
in ascii, ascii
'rdotrr, and FIG-
vergion Nlmber
in ascii.

Set CONTEXT with
the address of the
FORTH vocabulary.
(i.e., Search the
FORTH vocabulary.)

Set CURRENT equal
to CONTEXT. i.e.,
Append definitions
to the vocabulary in
CONTEXT.

terminal.

Stop compiling and
start interpreting
commands from the

(Run time pontion of
; J Stop intetpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling prccedur€.

ABORT

th lon.

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Initialize the stack
pointer.

Set the base used in
rumberic conversion
to base 10.

I (EMPTY ST
Error Message 7
(FULL STACK) if ttre
parameter stack is
or.rt of bounds (i.e.,
either staek under-
flow or overflow

e
or

OU t device.

an ascll
camiage retum and
line feed to the

ln.

Display the CPU
Number that this
version of fig-FORTH

Run time portim of

Compiled length of
the message to be

Character string to
be output.
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ABS

ABS ( rigfEd vahn - SohrE valure )

ABS (pronouncedtrabsoluterr) converts a signed single precision value on the top of the parameter stack lnto its absolute unsigned value.

M* is an example of a word that uses ABS '
* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit signed value'

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack eontains a 16-bit unsigned abolute value.

ABS is a high level colon definitim.

FORT*?9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ABS is ABS.

Definitim: : ABS ( siqned value -- absolute value )
DUP +- i

DOCOL

DUP Set up for +- .
Duplicate original
signed value.

lf value 'rs positive,
nothing happens. lf
negative, the value is
negated, making it
positive (i.e.,
ebsolute value).

+-

;S

AB5

time portion of

is definition.

: ) Save IP and
start intetpreting

the

the l6-bit
on the top of

stack.

is negative.

Negate th€ znd stack
entry if the top

of
.)

procedure.

thie definition
retum to the
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AGAIN
AGAIN

C0MPILE TIMEs ( loop address\l - )
(Sequence 2)

DGC1JTIONNME(-)
(Se+rerce l)

AGAIN is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

AGAIN is used to mark the end of an infinite loop structure in the form:

BEGN rrl-oop Body" AGAIN

There is no exit from a BEGIN-AGAIN loop. If an exit is necessary, another type of loop structure should be used.

BEGIN-AGAIN loop structures must always be used within a colon definition.

The compile time ection (Sequence 2) of AGAIN is to compile a BRANCH into the dictionary. Secondly, it resolves the loop body entry
point address provided by BEGIN into a return branch offset used by BRANCH and stones this offset into'the dictionary.

Some compiler-security is provided by checking for a I on the top of the stack. BEGIN leaves a I m the stack. Since no other compiling
words leave a I on the stack, failure to pair an AGAIN with a BEGIN will cause an error condition to be detected by ?PAIRS . Nod tha[
this is not foolpmof.

The execution time action (Sequence 1) of AGAIN is to unconditionally branch back to its corresponding BEGIN (i.e., the beginning of the
"loop body'). AGAIN accepts no input parameters and leaves nothing on the stack.

The BRANCH , compiled into the definition at compile time, is what performs the looping.

AGAIN may mly be used within a eolon ( : ) definition.

Note that AGAIN is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set, and it will therefore execute at compile time.

GUIT is an example of a word wtrich uses AGAIN.

COMPILE TIME (Seqrrcrce 2):

* 4t entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit signed single precision value I used for compiler security.
The second stack entry containg the l6-bit entry point address of the "loop bodyrr portion of the BEGIN-AGAIN stnicture.

i At exit - M parameters.

DGCUTION TIME (Seqrrcrrce l):
* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - M parameters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (l]H) - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

CONDITIONALS NOT PAIRED (frF0 - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionels within the definition being
compiled.

AGAIN is a high level colon definition.

Refer to BEGIN, and BRANCH.

FORTI'{-79: AGAIN is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the T!FORTH-79 Referenced Word Set'r.

Definitim: : AGAIN ( loop address\l - ) ( compile time )
1 ?PAIRS COMPILE BRANCH BACK ; IMMEDIATE
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COtvlP[-E TIME *tim of AGAIN : ( loop ad&ess f - )
(Seqrrrrce 2)

DOCOL

Set up for ?PAIRS .

D(ECUTION TIME actim of AGATN : ( - )
(Sequerpe 1)

I

BEGIN

BRANCH

Entry point to
beginning of "loop
bodyrr.

Branch back to BEGIN
using the previously
calculated and stored
backwards offset.

?PAIR5

COMPILE

BRANCH

BACK

IMMEDIATE

An AGAIN with a
corresponding BEGIN
will result in a 1 left
on the top of the
stack. An error message
will be issued and a
OUIT will occur if not.

This puts BRANCH into
the definition being
compiled.

BRANCH is compiled
into the definition. It is
not executed et compile
time.

The address left by
BEGIN is used to
calculate a return
branch offset. This
offset is then compiled
into the definition and
referenced by BRANCH
at execution time.

AGAIN is a compiler
word and therefore muat
execute durirq compil-
ation (Sequenee 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

There is no exit
from a BEGIN-AGAIN
loop.

BEGLOOP

rrLoop bodyrr.

BEGLOOP

of AGAIN.

Unconditionally
branch back to the
beginning of the
rrloop body'r. BR
is the run time

AGAIN

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Issue Error Message
1]H (CONDITIONALS
NOT PAIRED) and
OUIT if the top
two stack values
are not ual.

Compile the Code
Field Addre$ (CFA)
of the following
definition into the
dictionary.

Run time portim of
AGAIN.
Unconditional brench
based on input truth
flag.

Calculate the
relative branch
offset from HERE to
the specified
address and compile
it into the
definition.

procedurc.

(Run time portim of
; ) Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the

Set ths precederrce
it of this

definitim so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.
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ALLOT
ALLOT ( rurter of dorage tcatianr - )

ALLOT advances the DictionaryPointer (DP) the specified number of storage locations. Its primary purpos€ is to reserve or rallotrr
memory space in the dictionary. The particular length of a storage location is dependent upon the address tyie of the processor used.

Jr is an example of a word which uses ALLOT .

r At entry - The top of the Parameter stack contains a 16-bit signed number specifying the number of storage locations to
be allotted.

* At exit - No parameters.

ALLOI is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to DP .

FORTT'|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ALLOT is ALLOT.

Definitioru ALLOT ( number -- )
DP +'. i

DOCOL

DP is the Dictionary
Pointer.

Allot the space. i.e.,
Add the nr.rrnber of
locations to allot to
the next available
dictionary location
pointer.

;5

DP

+l

ALLOT

(Run time p
: ). Save IP

ortim of
and

start interpr€ting
this definitim.

the address of

stack.

the user variable DP
onto the top of the

Add the specified
15-bit value to the
contents of the
specified memory
Iocatim.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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AND

AtA ( valuet\vahr2 - logical readt)

AND performs a bit-wise logical AND function on the top two values on the parameter stack and replaces them with their logical result'

BUFFER is an exarnplo of a word which uses AND.

* At entry - The top of stack and seeond entry contain the 16-bit values to be AtrDed.

* At exit - The top of the stack contains the t6-bit logical result'

AND is a low level code Primitive.

FORTllTg: The FORTH-79 equivalent for AND is AND .

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version 1.1

Push result back onto
stack.

NEXT

AND

Pop first value.

Pop second value.

Al.lD low order bytea.

Al.,lD high order
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B/BUF
B/BIJF ( - bytea per buffer )

B/BUF (pronounced rrbytes-per-buffer") is a single precision CONSTANT value. This constant places the number of bytes per disk buffer
onto the top of the parameter stack. This value reflects the number of bytes transferred between mass-storage and memory by
BLOCK.

The number of buffers in a system can be determined using B/BUF by subtracting FIRST from LIMIT end then dividing the result by
B/BUF (i.E., LIMIT FIRST - B/BUF / ).

( LINE ) is an example of a word which uses B/BUF.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed l6-bit single precision value of the number of bytes per disk
buffer.

Refer to BUFFER , +BUF , BLOCK , LIMIT , and FIRST .

FORTH-79: B/BUF is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the I'FORTH-79 Referenced Word Set'r. Note that the size of
a FORTH-79 buffer is 1024 bytes (1K).
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B/SCR

B/SCR ( - btckr pa screen )

B/SCR (pronounced ,blocks-per-screen') is a single precision coNsTANT value. This constant places the number of blocks per editing

screen onto the rop 
"f 

th;;;;il;ie. giack. By ionlention, an editing gcreen in FORTH contains 1024 (decimaD or lK chanacters. The

*reen is normally organized into 16 lines of 64 characters. The constant C/L specifies how many characters are used per editing line.

MESSAGE is an example of a word wtrich uses B/SCR.

* At Gntry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single pr-ecision value of the number of blocks per

editing screen.

FORTH-79: There h no FORTH-79 equivalent for B/SCR .
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BAGK
BAg< ( entry poirt address - )

!A!K .is primarily used while compiling loop structure words at Seguence 2. It resolves the supplied address into a backwards (hence
BACK ) braneh offset and compiles the offset into the dictionary.

For example, during comp_ilation (Sequence 2), f)O supplies the beginning adcJress of the rloop body" to LOOP . BACK (contained withinLOoP ) converts this address into an offset and then compiles it for-(LooP) to use *ftJn-'tr"n"6ing back,rdurini execution time(5equence ,).

LOOP is an example of a word which uses BACK.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit entry point address.

* At exit No parameters.

BACK is a high level colon definition.

NOTE: Although BACK is a word used by compiler words, it is not an IMMEDIATE word itself.

Refer to DO, and LOOP.

FORTFLT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for BACK .

Definitim: : BACK i entry point address - )
HERE., i

DOCOL

HERE

;S

Set up for -. Get the
address of where the
offset will go.

Calculate the offset.
(Offset address minrs
entry point addressJ

Compile the offset into
the definition.

BACK

Run time portion of

is definitirr

: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Place the address of
the next available
dictimary location
onto the top of the
perameteP stack.

difference.

tract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

value on the top of
parameter stack

available dictimary
location end advance
the dictimary

the

the next

ter

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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BASE

BASE ( - aam adders )

BASE is a uer variable that contains the eurrent number base (or radix) used for input and output numeric conversion.

HEX and DECIMAL are examples of words that set BASE . Executing HEX etores a 16 (decimal) into BASE. Executing DECIMAL stores
a I0 (decimal) into BASE .

. (trdottr) references BASE when performing a binary-ascii conversion.

(NUMBER) references BASE when performing ascii-binary conversion.

Note that the sequence BASE ? will always result in a itlOrr being output no matter what base the system is in. Since this is the
correct answer, use the sequence BASE @ f - which will print a tr9n for a DECIMAL base, an rFtr for a HEX base, etc. Another
alternative is defining the word BASE? . : BASE? BASE @ DUP DECIMAL . BASE I ; This word will display the base in decimel
without destroying the contents of BASE.

The user variable BASE is stored as a l5-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upon the processor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

r At exit - The top of the parameter Btack contains the address of the user variable BASE .

Refer to HEX , DECIMAL , (NUMBER) , . , and USER .

FORTtf.Zl: The FORTH-79 equivalent for BASE is BASE .
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BEGIN
BEGIN

COMPI-E TIME ( - entry point addrcss\ I )
(seqrrrne 2)

DGCUTIONTIME (_)
(Seqrence,)

BEGN is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two diffenent sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

BEGIN is used to mark the beginning of an indefinite, repetitive loop structure.
f orms:

It is used as the beginning of three types of loops in the

BEGIN I'Loop Body'r UNTIL

BEGIN rrloop Bodyrr AGAIN

BEGIN rrSet Conditional" WHILE t'True Portion" REPEAT

A BEGIN-type loop structure must always be used within a colon definition.

BEGN-type loops differ from DO-LOOP 's in that a BEGIN loop is not limited from its start to a specified number of passes through the
loop as is a DO-LOOP . Once started, a BEGIN-type loop may execute indefinitely; or for some stiuctures, until a specified condi[ion is
met.

The compile time action (Sequence 2) of BEGIN is very simple. BEGIN places the address of the next available dictionary location onto
the parameter stack. (i.e.r It passes the beginning address of the rrloop bodytt to UNTIL , REPEAT or AGAIN so that these words can
compile a retum branch into their respective definitions.)

To provide compiler security, the value I is placed onto the top of the parameter stack so that UNTIL , AGAIN , WHILE or REPEAT can
check for it. This provides a somewhat secure (but not foolproof) method of checking for un-balanced loop structures.

The apparent run time actim (Sequence I) of BEGIN is to serve as a retum entry point for the rrloop back,'word at the end of the
structure. (Really BEGIN does nothing because the branch which is executed is actually imbedded within the ',loop back,' definition)

Note that BEGIN is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

QUIT is an example of a word which uses BEGIN.

COMPILE TIME (Seqrrnce 2):

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit signed single precision velue I used for compiler security
The second stack entry contains a 16-bit address specifying the location of the first word of the "loop bodyr'.

O(rc1JTION TIME (Seqrrrrce I):

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - M parameters.

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (If H) -- This word may only be used within a colon definition.

BEGIN is a high level colm definition.

Refer to UNTIL , AGAIN, WHILE , and REPEAT .

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for BEGN is BEGIN .

Definitiqr: : BEGIN ( -- entry point address \1 ) ( compile time )
?COMPHEREI;IMMEDIATE

TN



COtvlP!-E TIME *tio of BEGN (Seqrrrrce 2): ( - entry point aaarerr \ f )

DOCOL

?COMP BEGIN must be used
within a colon
definition.

HERE Get the location of the
beginning of the loop
body.

UNTIL AGAIN WHILE
end REPEAT all expect
I on the top of the
stack.

IMMEDIATE BEGIN is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

E)(ECI TIO I TIME ctian of BEGN (SeqrptEe ,): ( - )

There is no run time actim for BEGIN .

I

;S

BEGIN

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

GIUIT if not
and

Issue Error Message
IlH (COMPILATION
ONLY, USE IN

Place the address of
the next available
dictimary locatim
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

the constent
lue I onto the top
the parameter

time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

Set the precedence
it of this

im so it
be executed at

time and not
into the

lol



BL
BL (-MH)

BL (pmnounced xB-L') is a sinqle precision CONSTANT value. This constant places the ascii value for the eharacter rtblankil (or ttspace')
onto the top of the parameter stack. Thig value is e 20 (hex) or a 12 (decimal). Referencing a blank via the name BL makes FORTH
more readable.

BL is commonly ued as a dalimiter parameter for WORD . This not only makes the definition more readabler (e.g, BL WORD ), but it
allows less chance of introdrring I I'wrong baserr bug. For example, if the editing screen is in decimal base, a blank ic a52iit the base le
hex, a blank is a 20. This is sometimes a lxrunce of error.

-FIND is an example of e word wtrich uses BL.

* At entf,y - No paremeters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 115-bit sirgle precision value of an ascii blank character.

Refer to WORD.

FORftl-T9: There 'rs no FORTH-79 equivalent for BL .
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BLANKS
BLAN<S ( begiming adde!! \ I of byter to btank - )

BLANKS clears a specified region of memory to ascii blanks (20F0.

BLANKS is simply a FILL with the fill character (20H) "hard codedrr.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the beginning address of the memory to fill. The gecond stack entry
containi the positive l6-bit number of bytes (8080 fi9-FORTH version) to fill.

* At exit - No parameters.

BLANKS is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to FILL .

FORTH-79: BLANKS is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the "FORTH-79 Refenenced Word Set'r.

Definition: : BLANKS ( beginning address\/l -- )
BL FI!.I- ;

DOCOL

Set up for FILL. Set
20H as FILL character.
The stack now contains:

20H
# of Bytes
Begirning Address

FILL Fill memory with
blanks.

BL

;S

BLANKS

(Run time portim of
: ) Save IP and
start inter?reting
this definitim.

Place the value of
the constant BL
(20H) mto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Fill memory using
specified address,
length, and fill

(Run time portim of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

lo,



BLK
BLK ( - aata ad6es )

BLK (pronounced irB-L-K,) is a user variable which contains the number of the block currently being interpreted. If BLK containe a zerot
the input data stream is from the terminal.

WORD references BLK to determine the address of the input date stream.

LOAD and ..) set BLK with the mess storage block being transferred to memory.

GtrUlT sets BLK to 0, meanirq that input is frcm the terminal

The user variable BLK is stored as a 16-btt sirqle precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upon the processor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the psrametef staek contains the address of the user variable BLK .

Refer to WorRD, LOAD, -), and USER.

FORTFI-79: Ttre FORTH-79 equivalent for BLK is BLK .
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BLOCK
BI-OO< ( ACreO blck nrrben - dete address of desired blck )

BLOCK is used to access data kept in mass storage. (Since disk is the most common mass storage, further refererrces will be to t'diskt'
and not I'mass storage".) BLOCK is a virtual memory type access word. This means that the desired block number is reiplaced with the
memory address of that block. The type of storage, the device number and other physical attributes may be treated as being transparent
to the externsl operation of the word. This also means that data that has been flagged as modified, but which still resir:les in memory, is
written back to disk before that location is overwritten with new disk data,

BLOCK transfers data from disk to a buffer. A FORTH system normally contains several physically contiguous buffers, with the last
buffer ttlinked'r by oftware (see +BUF ) back to the first buffer to form a "logically circularrr array of bufiers. (Refer to +BUF for a
more complete description of these buffers.)

The management of these buffers falls into two separete (but related) categories; buffer-referencing and buffer-allocation/disk eccess.

The furptim of buffer-referencing management is to minimize disk accesses. BLOCK 's primary responsibility is to perform
buffen-referencing management. If buffer-allocation is necessary, BLOCK calls BUFFER (see BUFFER ).

The basis of buffer-referencing management is to possibly save a disk access by first examining all buffers in the buffer array to
determine if the desired block is curtently in memory. The search begins with the most recently referenced buffer (pointed to by the
system variable PR.EV), andpnoceeds cyclically through the buffer anray until, if no match is foundrIITEIIii6Egain to the most recently
r.eferericed buffer. Note that although the search takes place sequentially in the direction of buffer-gllgcallgg, there is no guarantee
that the search takes place in descending order of the most recently referenced to least recently refeiCncerl buffer. This is because
there is only me referencing-pointer ( PREV ) and references to blocks in rnernory buffers may take place in any random order.

Buffer-referencing management works because r€ferences to blocks are usually eoncentrated within the same set (but not neeessarily
numerically close range) of block rumbers.

As previously described, if a newly allocated buffen has been flagged as being modified (see UPDATE ); the contents of that buffer is
written to disk and not just overlayed with the new data. An updated buffer may be forced to disk before this allocation process by using
the word FLUSH .

It is extremely important to note that the size of a buffer (i.e., the number of bytes read by BLOCK) is an arbitrarily set value. This
value is stored in the constant B/BUF. This means that wtrile the buffer size may correspond to the sector size of the disk being used, it
does not have to. It elso means thet in a fig-FORTH system, BLOCK does not automatically read in a IK byte source screen. (This is a
possible source of cmfusim to those awitctring between fig-FORTH and some FORTH, Inc., type systems. i.e. In fig-FORTH, a BLOCK is
not necessarily synonymous with a scrcen.)

The word R/W penforms the physical device selection and data transfers. Each storage device in the system has a unique range of block
rumbers assigned to it. This allorrrc each block in the system to be unique. It is also in keeping with the virtual aspect of BLOCK in that
device aelectim is based solely rpm block rumber range. (e.g., Drive 0 may contain blocks I through 799; while Drive 2 may contain
blocks 800 through 1199, etc.)

This explicit addressing does pee a slight prcblem, however. For example; it is difficult to remember that certain data on a diskette
may reside at block 160 when the diskette is in Drive 1; but that, when the diskette is in Drive 2, that same data on the same diskette
may rcside at blmk 560.

BLOCK solves this pmblem through the use of the user variable OFFSET . Immediatety upon entry, the contents of OFFSET is added to
the desired block rumber. This allows implicit drive selection by previorsly setting (i.e., biasing) OFFSET to the starting block number of
the selected drive. (See DRO and OnTfExgEs& block addressing may be periormed by ensuring that OFFSET conlains the value 0
before calling BLOCK .

( LJNE ) is en example of a word which uses BLOCK.

r At ontry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit value specifying the desired block number. The maximum
blmk rumber range is fmm 0 to )2767. The most-significant bit must be0 as this is used as the I'update" flag.

* At exit - The top of the paremeter stack contains the l6-bit memory address of the data portion of the desired block.

BLOCK is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to BUFFER , B/BUF, UPDATE, FLUSH, OFFSET , DRo, DRl , end R/W.

FORTII-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for BLOCK is BLOCK .

BLOCK ( block rumber -- address )
OFFSET@+ >R PREV|Q DUPO R-DUP+
IF

BEGIN
+BUF O= IF DROP R BUFFER DUP R T R/W
DUP@ R- DUP+0=

UNTIL
DUP PREV !

THEN R> DROP 2+ i

Definitian: :

2 - THEN
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Buffer referencing
Management

DOCOL

OFFSET

PREV

DUP

Y

Set up for @ . OFFSET
is set by DRO on DRI to
allow switching between
drives. (Refer to
DRO.)

Pick up the rumber of
blocks to offset.

Add the offset to the
desired block rumber

Temporarily save the
desired block number on
the return stack.

Set up for @ . mEV
eontains the address of
the most recently
referenced disk buffer.

Get the address of the
most recently
referenced disk buffer.

fio* determine if thll
J desired block numben L

I equals that pointed I
(_! bv PREV . )

la

+

>R

@

Figure BLOCK-I

High Level Flowchart of BLOCK

Drplicete the block
addregs for future use.
(Beginning addre$ +
BUF.)

@ Get the block number
the block pointed to bY
PREV.

Set up for - . Get the
deeired block rx.rmber
from the return stack.

BLOCK

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start intetpreting
this definition.

Place the address of
the user variable
OFFSET onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Replace the top two
values m the
parameter stack with
their total.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and plaee it
onto the top of the
return stack.

the stack.

Plcae the address of
the system varieble
PREV onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
panameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

meter stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the

Replace the addrers
on the top of the
perameter stack with
the memory contents
of that addregs.

Copy the value on
the top of the
retum stsck onto
the top of the
paremeter 3tack.

BLOCK

Calculate absolute
block nrmber.

?

block
Is

in last buffer
ferenced

next buffer to
determine if desired
block is already in

Aim at next buffer.

?

buffers
checked

Is

1
buffer

desired
block in this

so re-alloca
oldest allocated

ffer after writing
contents to disk if
update flag was
Read the desired

from disk into
newly allocated

Buffer-allocation

N

Y

N

Y

onto the top of the
rs data address
the desired

EXIT

l06
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+

Subtract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the top
two values with
their signed

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

the ir sum.

stack values and
replace them with

the top two

Is
truth flag

=0?

Aim at the next disk
buffer.

Replace the value on
the top of the

I if the value is
stack with

otherwise,
the value

the

DUP

BEGIN

+EIUF

Compare the desired
rumber with the most
Pecently r€ferenced
block number.

Set up for +.
Duplicate the truth
flag left by comparing
desired number with the
most recently
ref erenced .block
number.

The presence of a set
update bit in the
buffer will cause the
comparison of the two
block numbers to leave
a misleading flag.
Adding the flag to
itself stnips off this
update bit (MsB), if it
was set, by eausing an
overflow thus leaving a
correct flag.

IF

DROP

BUFFER

DUP

R

IF Y

6".fo.- buffel)
{ neferencirq I
IanaOement. J

JEn"in to the nexil
lqrrrer. J

N Branch if the desired
block number is equal
to the last referenced
block number. Therefore
the data is already in
memory and its address
is available.

Entry point for "UNTIL
portionrrof BEGIN-
UNTIL structure.

Otherwise, scan the
other remaining disk
bufferg to detenmine if
the desired block is
already in memory.

R

I

R/w

+BUF returns an address
and a truth flag which
is false (0) when the
r€tumed address equals
that in PREV.

Set up for IF .
Complement the truth
flag so the rrtrue
portionrr of the IF will
be executed if the
r€tumed addrcss equals
that in PREV .

2

0=

Set up for - .

lo7

Y

N
Branch if the next
buffer address does not
equal that in PREV .
i.e., All buffers have
not been examined so do
not perform disk access
yet.

Drop the buffer address
provided by +BUF .

Set up for BUFFER .
Get the desired
block number.

This prepares the least
recently allocated
buffer location to
receive a sector of the
desired block from disk
and stores the block
number into it. (i.e.,
perform buffer
allocation management.)

Set up for - and R/W .
Duplicate the buffer
data address so it can
be changed later to the
buffer address.

Set up for R/W. Get
the desired block
number.

Set up for R/W. A I on
the stack signifies a
read.

Thie actually performs
the read of one sector
into the previously
selected buffer
location.

Gth".*i""..".""" tJ
{ disk ana read in the I
I desired block. )

BLOC'
Is

truth flag
=O?

Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

Copy the value on
the top of the
retum stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

data area address of
the next available
buffer onto the top
of the parameter
stack. Write the
buffer to disk if
the update bit is

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Copy the value on
the top of the
return stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Plece the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter

Perform a physical
masa storage access
and either read/
write one block of
data from/to the
dev

Place the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the panameter



@

R

+

r08

The data portion of a
buffer is preceded by
two bytes of block
number data. Back up
and point to the
begiming of the
buffer.

This is the entry point
fr€m the previous IF .

Now set up the condi-
tional flag for the
UNTIL by determining
if the current buffer
contains the desircd
block nrmber.

Duplicate the buffer
address on the top of
the parameter stack.

Pick up the block
number of the buffen.

Get the desired block
number again.

Compare the desired
block rumber with the
current bufferts block
number.

Set up for +.
Duplicate the result of
the comparison.

The presence of a set
"update" bit in the
buffer will cause the
comparison of the two
block rumbers to leave
a misleading flag.
Adding the flag to
itself strips off this
update bit (MSB), if it
was aet, by caueing an
overflow thus leaving a
correct flao.

Set up for UNTIL .
Complement the boolean
value left by + . If
the block rumbers are
equel, the flag will be
0 but UNTIL will
c6ntinue looping if
given a 0; so the 0
must be made a 1, and
vice versa.

UNTIL

DUP

PREV

THEN

R>

DROP

Y

N
Branch back to BEGIN
portion of the loop and
examine the next buffer
to see if it contains
the desired block
number.

Upon exit from the
BEGIN-UNTIL loop, the
desired block is in
memory and its buffer
address is on the top
of the parameter stack.

Set up for future 2+.
Duplicate the buffer
address.

Set up for I . PREV
contains the address of
the most recently
referenced buffer.

Set PREV to point to
the current buffer.
If a disk access was
performed, USE will now
equal PREV ,

This is the entry point
from the first IF in
BLOCK (i.e., The IF
just prior to the
BEGIN ).

Control is passed here
if the desired block is
already in the most
recently referenced
buffer; therefore
skipping the buffer
scan end disk access.

Retrieve the desired
bloek number from the
return stack.

Discard it.

Incnement the buffer
address by 2 to aim at
the data portion of the
buffer.

DUP

THEN

DUP

2+

;S

entry from the
stack entry

replace the two
lues with their

difference.

BLOC]

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Copy the value on
the top of the
retum stack onto
the top of the
panameter gtack.

Subtract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

their sum.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a I if the value is
zero; otherwise,

the value

Is
truth flag

=0?

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

the stack.

Place the address of
the system variable
PREV onto the top of

Store the specified
value on the top of
the perameter stack
into the specified
memory location.

Remove the top of
the retum stack and
place it onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Drop the top value
frcm the parameter
stack.

Increment the top
parameter steck
value by 2.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
irlg this definition
and retum to the
calling procedune.



BRANGH

BRA,I€H ( -)
This exeutim time (Sequence f) code ia compiled into a definition (durirg Sequence 2) by ELSE , AGAIN , LOOP , +LOOP , and REPEAT
to ceJse *r unconditional branct.

NOTE: At entry IP wilt be aiming at an offset rtrich is added to IP to caure either a forward or backward branch.

Also note that negative branch addrras can be obtained by using a lrtworg complementrr value of the offget.

r At 6ntr, - llo parametera.

+ At exit - No parameters.

BRAMH is a low level code primitive.

Refer to ELSE , AGAIN, LOOP , +LOOP , and REPEAT .

FORTF[-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for BRANCH.

8080 fig-FORTH
Vension 1.1

IP is aiming here.

NEXT Execute the next word
uoing the newly
calculated IP address.

BRANCH

Tr8ngfer IP to work
r€gister.

set fium

Pick up low and high
order bytes of off-

Add the offset.

Replaee the old IP
value with the newly
calculated value.

l0!,



BUFFER
BUFFER ( blek runber - data address )

BUFFER is a buffer management word used to obtain the address of a buffer which may then be used for transfer of data from mass
storage (usually disk) to memory. BUFFER also writes the data portion of any buffers flagged as "updated" to disk.

There are two forms of buffer management in FORTH: buffer-referencing and buffer-allocation/disk access.

The buffei-refererning manaqement is primarily the responsibility of BLOCK (see BLOCK). Buffer-referencing management keeps
track :if rvhich buffer was most recently referenced on the supposition that it is likely that this buffer will be referenced again. If the
most-recpatly-referenced buffer does not contain the desired block number/data. the remaining buffers arc also examined. If it is

determined that the data is not already in memory, the data must be read from disk. Before any data transfer can occurr a buffer must
be allocateC. It is the purpose of BUFFER to perform and manage this allocation process.

The way in which buffers are allocated is closely related to the way buffers are logically arrayed in memory. A FORTH system normally
contains several physically contiguous buffers wtih the last buffer "linked" via +BUF back to the first buffer to form a'rlogically circular"
array of buffers.

A buffer address is obtained via the word +BUF. (See +BUF for a more detailed explanation of the buffer structure.) Given a buffer
address, +BUF always returns the address of the next loqical buffer in the circular queue.

Buffer allaatim is performed on the basis of the t'oldest allocated" buffer being re-allocated for use as therrnewest allocated" buffer.
(The mty exception to this method is when the most reeently referenced buffer, pointed to be PREV, would be overlayed. Since it is

likely that the data in this buffer will be referenced again, it is wise not to allocate and overlay the contents of this buffer.)

Since BUFFER uses +BUF to obtain the address of the next buffer to allocate, buffer-allocatim is also "circular'r. This rrcirculartr

allrcation automatically causes the I'oldest allocated" buffer to be used for re-allocation.

BUFFER stores the address of the next buffer to allocate (i.e., "use') into the system variable USE. Note that this is the next buffer to
allmate, not the one just allocated.

Another function of buffer is to write data which has been flagged as rrupdatedrr or changed (see UPDATE ) to disk. This prevents data
wfrich has been modified and flaqged as updated from being overwritten with new data. This contributes to the virtual memory action of
BLOCK by making explicit writes to disk of modified data unnecessary.

It is extremely important to not€, however, that the simple act of modifying data in a buffer will not cause it to be written back to
disk. The update flag must be set in order for this to occur.

It is also equally important to note that setting the update flag does not absolutely quarantee that data will be written to disk. This
write mly oce,urs when a buffer is allocated. If the system is restarted, or powered off, or the desired disk is removed from the drive;
the data will not be written to the desired location. This problem is easily solved, though, by using the word FLUSH to force all updated
buffers to be written to disk before allowing any of the conditions mentioned above to occur.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l5-bit unsigned block rumber which will be assigned to the newly
allocated buffer.

At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 15-bit address of the beginning address of the date portion of the
newly allocated buff er.

BUFFER is a high level colm &finition.

Refer to BLOCK , +BUF , USE , PREV , and FLUSH

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for BUFFER is BUFFER.

Definitim: : BUFFER ( block rumber -- address )
USE la DUP >R
BEGIN +BUF UNTIL
usE: R@0< IF R2+
R! RPREVI R)2+ i

R{a TFFF AND O R/W THEN

T

tt0



BUFFER

Pick up (from USE )
the address of the
buffer to allocate.

Find the next buffer
to allocate,
skipping over the
most recently
referenced buffer if
necessary. Save this

update
flag set in

?

Is

buffer being
allocated

ite buffer
to disk

mber into buffer
new block

Make this buffer
also the most
recently referenced.

Retum addre$ of
data portim of
buffer.

DOCOL

USE

DUP

BEGIN

+BUF

fEi"t up the address oi[
[!he buffer to allocatlf

N

USE contains the
address of the block
buffer to "usett (i.e.,
to allocate next).

Set up for +BUF. Get
the buffer address
contained in USE .
i.e., The address of
the buffer that is
going to be allocated.

Set up for )R

Temporarily save the
address of the buffer
to allocate.

The following loop gets
the address of the next
buffer to allocate
while ensring that it
is not the most
recently referenced
buffer. This will not
wor* on a system with
only one buffer.

This is the entry point
from the UNTIL portion
of this BEGIN-UNTIL
structure.

Get the address of the
buffer which has been
allocated for the
longest amount of time,
i.e., the oldeat
buffer.

@

>R

Figure BUFFER-I

High Level Flowchart of BUFFER

BUFFER

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the arameter stack.

Place the address of
the system veriable
USE onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

zuFF1

Replace the buffer
address on the top
of the parameter
stack with the
addreeo of the next
buffer in the
logically cireular
buffer array. Leave
a truth flag of 0 if
the address equals
that in PREV .

ru



UNTIL

USE

(X

R

@

IF

R

lt2

N

N

Y

Y

If the oldest alloceted
buffer is also the most
recently referenced
buffer (i.e., that
pointed to by PREV ); a
loop back to the BEGIN
will occur. This is
because chances are
that this buffer is
likely to be referenced
again and therefore
should not be overlayed
with the new block data
from disk.

Set up for l.

Stuff USE with the
address of the next
buffer to allocate.

Set up for @ . The top
of the return stack
contains the address of
the buffer that is
being allocated.

Pick up the block
number from the buffer
being allocated.

Test to see if the
update bit is set.
(Sirre the update bit
is the MSB, when it is
set, the word has a
negative value.)

trIFx the update flag
wes set, the true
portion of the
following IF statement
writes the data
contents of the buffer
to disk.

Branch if the update
flag was not set.

Get the address of the
buffer being allocated.

R

@

0

R

BUFFI
Is

truth flag
=0?

the stack.

Place the address of
the system variable
USE onto the top of

Store the specified
16-bit value into
the specified memory
locatim.

Copy the value on
the top of the
retum stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

lace the value on
the top of the
Parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
the value is less
than zero
(negative);
otherwise, Feplace
the value with a
false (0).

Is
truth flag

=o?

Copy the value on
the top of the
return stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by 2.

Copy the value on
the top of the
return stack onto
the top of the
panameter stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

top of the parameter
stack.

Place the literal
value TFFFH onto

Logically AND the
top two values on
the parameter stack
and replace them
with the logical
result.

the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

a phyeical
mass storage accesg
and either read/
write one block of
data from/to the

BUFF2

Copy the value on
the top of the
return stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Store the specified
l5-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

LIT

2+

TFFFH

AND

R/W

THEN

Set up for R/W . Aim at
the data portion of the
buffer (i.e., skip over
the block number).
Leave the address on
the stack.

Set up for @ . Again
get the address of the
buffer beinq allocated.

Set up for AND . Again
pick up the block
number.

Set up for AND .7FFFH
is a logical mask which
if ANDed will leave all
but the most
significant bit (the
update flag).

Set up for R/W . Strip
the update bit from the
block number.

Set up for R/W . A zero
input to R/W signifies
a write operation is to
occur.

Write the data portion
(the block) of the
buffer to its
appropriate block
locetion on disk.

This is the entry point
from the previous IF .

Set up for ! . Again
get the address of the
buffer being allocated.

Store the desired block
number (passed as an
input paremeter to
BUFFER ) into the
buff er being allocated.
This also clears any
set update flag.

font.ot is passea nel
{ if the contents of the }
I buffer was not flaqged I

Ias updated. )



R Again get the addrese
of the buffer being
allocated.

PREV contains the
addreas of the moet
recently referenced
buffer.

Make thia newly
allocatod buffer also
IEGiifrecently
referenced buffer.

Remove the eddrcas of
this newly allocated
buffer from the return
stack.

Skip over the block
nrlmber and retum the
begiming address of
the data portian of the
buffer.

PREV

2+

R>

;5

tum stsck onto
top of the

Bteck.

Copy the value on
the top of the

the meter stack.

Place the addrees of
the system variable
PREV onto the top of

the spec
16-bit velue into
the specified memory
lmetim.

Remove the top value
of the retum etack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Increment the top
parameter staek
value by 2.

(Run time portion of
; ) Stop interpret-
ing this definitim
and retum to the
calling procedure.

u,



c!
Ct (bye\ddrelo-)

C! (prunounced tE-storet) stores a byte (or rchareeterrr--hence rtCil-store) from the top of the stack into the apecified memory location.

Word addressing computers may need further specification.

I is the word ued to store 16-bit values into memory. C@ has the opposite effect of Cl .

HOLD is an example of a word wtrich uses Cl

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit address specifying the location the byte io to be stored into. The
second entry contains a 16-bit word. The low order 8-bits are stored into memory. The high order 8-bits are ignored.

* At exit - M parameters.

C! is a low level code primitive.

Refer to C@ , and l.
FORIH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for C! is C!.

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

NEXT

Pop the address into
the

Pop the byte into a
r€gister.

Store the byte into
memory,

114



c,
q ( rdrgle byte vatrc - )

C, (prunounced rE-commarl) etores the low order sirgle byte, or character (henee, ttCtt comma) from the top of the parameter stack into
the next available dictionary location and advances the dictionary pointer.

The word , is used to store l6-bit values.

r At enhy - The low order 8-bits of the top parameter stack value contain the value to be stored into the dictionary.

* At exit - No parameters.

C, is a high level colon definition.

Refer to DP .

FORTH-79: C, is not explieitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the "FORTH-79 Referenced Word Settl

Definition: : C, ( byte value -- )
HERE C: I Al_t-oT ;

DOCOL

HERE

Store the byte into
dictimary.

ALLOT

I

Aim Dictimary Pointer
( DP ) psst byte just
stored.

;S

C,

this

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Place address of
next available
dictionary location
onto top of
parameter stack.

ifled memory

the specified
value into the

the parameter

the constsnt
I onto the top

Allot one memory
locatim.

(Run time portim of

ealling procedrre.

ln9
.) Stop interprct-

this definition
retum to the

u5



G/L
C/L ( - fiar*ert per editirg [r: )

C/L (pronounced rE-slash-L') is a single precbion CONSTANT value. This constant places the nurnber of charactErs per editing line onto
the top of tha parameter stack. FORTH editing screens normelly consist of 1024 (declmaD characters organized as 16 lines of 64
characters.

VLIST is an exarnple of a word which uses C/L.

* At iltry - M parameters.

r At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single precision velue of the number of characters per
editing line.

FORTH-79: There is no FOR.TH-79 oquivalent for C/L.

ll6



c@
Ce (eos-byb)

C@ (pmnounced r€-fetchr) roplaces an address on the top of the parameter stack with the 8-bit contents of thet memory loeation.

Note that @ is used to fetch 16-bit values fmm memory.

CREATE is an example of a word wtrich uses C@.

* At srtry - The top of the parameter stack eontsins the l6-bit addr€ss specifyirg the memory location from wtrlch the byte
will be fetched.

* At exit - The low order 8-bits of the top of the paremeter stack contain the 8-bit contents of the specified memory
address. The high order 8-bits of the top of the parameter stack contain zeros.

C@ is a low level code primitive.

Refen to @ .

FORTI'|.79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for C@ is C@ .

8080 fis-FORTH
Version 1.1

Push fetched byte onto
stack.

NEXT

c@

Pop address into
registers.

Pick up byte from

Zero out high order
portim of word.

lt7



CFA
CFA ( Paraneter Field Addrers - Code Field Address )

CFA (pronounced 'C-F-A!') eonverts a given Parameter Field Address ( PFA ) of a dictionary definition into its Code Field Addrcss
( CFA ).

The structure of the header of a FORTH definition is:

Name Field Variable lenqth
Link Field 2 byte address pointer
Code Field 2 byte address pointer
Parameter Field Variable length

An example of the use of CFA can be found in the word (;CODE) .

+ At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit Parameter Field Address of a FORTH definition.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit Code Field Address of the specified FORTH definition.

CFA is a high level colon definition.

Refer to NFA , LFA , and PFA .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for CFA . A FORTH-79 program msy not address into a definitionrs Code Field.

Definition: : CFA (PTA--CFA),_

DOCOL

Decrement the PFA by 2
and are now aiming at
the CFA.

2

;S

CFA

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

stack entry from the
second stack Bntry
and replace the two
values with their

top

difference.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interPret-
ing this definitim
and retum to the
callirg procedure.

u8



CMOVE

CMOVE ( surce address\ &stinaticr address\ lenqth - )

CMOVE (pronourrced 'C-move,) is a character (byte) oriented wond which moves a character string byte-by-byte from-the source address

to the destinatim proceeding towards high memory. Note that bytes are moved from the beginning of the string first; therefore the
destinatim string eannot ovirlap the sorirce striry. (Some versions of FORTH use the word (CMOVE (backwards CMOVE ) to move
strirgs r,vhich overlap in this manner.)

Note, however, that if the destination address is I byte higher than the source addness, CMOVE will have the effect of rippli
byte throughout the specified length of memory. This ripple effect only works for read/write memory. It will not work for
memory (such as specialized video displays). This is because the byte to be moved must be read from memory.

ng the first
write-only

* At 6ntry - The top of the parameter stack contains the unsigned 15-bit length of the string to move. The second entry
contains the destination address and the third entry contains the souree address.

* At exit - No parameters.

CMOVE is a low level code primitive.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for CMOVE is CMOVE.

8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.I

Y

CMOVE

Pop length

Pop destination
address.

Pop source address.

up $urce

addres3.
ment source

Store eharacter.

Increment
destinatim address.

length

I'l

Dme?

NEXT

ie.rCount=0?
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COLD
COLD ( -)
COLD is the "cold-starttr routine for the FORTH system. The purpose of COLD is to initialize user variables to their startup values and
then call ABORT .

COLD may be executed from the terminal. Its effect is to remove all definitions except the basic FORTH vocabulary and reset the
system.

COLD performs seven basic tasks (8080 fiq-FORTH version 1.1):

1. Empties the buffers.

2. Sets disk density.

t. Initializes USE and PREV buffer pointers.

4. Selects Drive 0 as the mass storage device.

5. Disables the printer.

6. Initializes the following USER variables: S0, R0, TIB, WDTH, WARNING, FENCE, DP, and VOC-LINK.

. 7. Calls ABORT.

NOTE: The exact nature of COLD is installation dependent.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

COLD is a high level colon definition.

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for COLD .

Definitian: : COLD ( -- ) ( 8080 Version 1.1 )
EMPTY-BUFFERS O DENSITY : FIRST UsE : FIRST PREV I DRO
0 EPRINT ! ORG+I2 UP 6 + 10 CMOVE ORIG+C td FORTH+6 I
ABORT i

FIRST

0

DOCOL

EMPTY-
BUFFERS

DENSITY

8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.l

Initialize the disk
buffers.

Set up for !

DENSITY is a variable
commonly used in
fi9-FORTH
implementations which
specifies whether
single or double
density disk drives are
in use.

In this case,
initialize the system
for single density
drives.

USE

FIRST

Set up for I . FIRST
is the address of the
rrfirst" disk buffer.
NOTE: The 8080
Version 1.I listing uses
LIT BUFI instead of the
constant FIRST .

Set up for ! . USE is
used by buffer-
allocation management
(see BUFFER ) as a
pointer to the next
buffer to allocate (or
ttusett).

Initialize USE with the
address of the rrfirstrl

buffer.

Set up for ! . FIRST
is the address of the
rrfirstrrdisk buffer.
NOTE: The 8080 Version
1.1 listing uses LIT
BUFI instead of the
constant FIRST .

Set up for I . PREV
is used by buffer-
accesning manaqement
(see BLOCK ) as a
pointer to the last
buffer referenced.

COLD

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

se the contents
of all disk buffers
to zero. Clear all
update bits.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Place the address
of the user variable
DENSITY onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Store the specified
value into the
speeified memory
location.

Place the
the constant FIRST
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the address of
the system variable
USE onto the top of
the parameter stack.

Store the specified
value into the
speeified memory
location.

Place the value of
the constant FIRST
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

the r stack.

Place the address of
the system variable
PREV onto the top of

t20

PREV



LIT

DRO

EPRINT

LIT
ORIG+I2H

Gitiatize atl -l
{ n..r"".a, ur"a}
[aariables. )

CMOVE

LIT
ORIG+0CH

@

LIT
FORTH+6

ABORT

Initialize PREV with
the address of the
I'firstrt buffer.

Initialize the system
to use drive 0.

Set up fon ! .

EPRINT is a variable
commonly used in
fig-FORTH installations
to denote the state of
the printer.

Disable the printer.

LIT
UP

LIT
6

Set up I'origin"
parameter for CMOVE .
ORIG + 12H is the
beginnirg of a string
of values used to
initialize user
variables.

Set up for + . UP is
the beginning of the
user variable data
area. Words located
here ere referenced by
USER variables.

Set up for +. The
portim of the user
area to be initialized
is 6 bytes from the
beginning.

Set up rrdestination"
parameter for CMOVE .

Set up rrcountrl

parameter for CMOVE .
I words are to be moved
(i.e., 16 bytes).

+

LIT

;S

the specified
value into the
specified memory
Iocatim.

device.

lect disk drive 0
the mass-storage

the constant
lue 0 onto the top
the parameter

the

stack.

value (i.e., the
addrees in this
case) of EPRINT
ontg the top of the

the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

the literal
(i.e., the

in this case)
ORIG + I2H

the top of the
ter

value (i.e., the
eddress in this

variable data
area) onto the top

the parameter

of UP (the
of the

Place the literal
value 5 onto the top
of the parameter

the ir 3Um.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with

stack

Place the literal
value 10 (H) mto
the top of the

l0H

tzl.

the specified
tes from
memory

specified memory

by
ed

on.

location to

mber of
specifi

Place the literal
value (in this case,
the address) of
ORIG + OCH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Place the literal
value (in this case
the address) of
FORTH+6ontothe
top of the parameter
stack.

location.
fied memory

Store the specified
value into the

meter and retum

up message.
data from the

e werm

itialize the

Issue a

i.e.,

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

Initialize the data
portion of the
following USER
variables:

s0

RO

TIB

WIDTH

WARNING

FENCE

DP

VOC-LINK

InitiaI param
stack address
Initial retum
stack address
Terminal Input
Buffer Addr
Width of
Name Field
Messaqe dis-
play control
trForgetrr

Boundary
Dictionary
Pointer
Vocabulary
Chaining
Pointer

Aim the FORTH
vocabulary link pointer
at the last (topmost)
word in the FORTH
vocabulary.

Set up for @ . This
points to the address
of the topmost word in
the FORTH vocabulary.

Set up for ! . Pick up
the address of the last
word in the FORTH
vocabulary.

Set up fon I . This is
the address of the
"vocabulary link field"
in the FORTH
vocabulary definition.

lnitialize the FORTH
vocabulary link
pointer.

Bring the system up the
rest of the way.

ftaonr -- i.e., Perforri)
[:e warm start. J



GOMPILE
COMPILE

COMPILETIME: (-)
(Sequence 2)

EXECUTIONTIME: (-)
(Sequence ,)

COMPILE is a "formrt of a compiler word and therefore has two sets of actions; an apparent compile time action (Sequence 2) and an
execution time action (Sequence 3).

COMPILE causes the CFA of the word immediately following COMPILE (in the input data stneam) to be compiled into a definition. The
CFA to.be compiled is specified at Sequence I time when COMPILE is itself compiled into a compiler or defining word (i.e., the
"parentt').

COMPILE TIME -- How this I'CFA specificationrr occurs is quite simple. When COMPILE is encountered in the input data stream, its CFA
is automatically compiled by the Interpreter. When the word following CFA is encountered, (i.e., the rrspecified" word) its CFA is also
automatically compiled into the dictionary immediately following COMPILE rs CFA . Note that this is a normal compilstion sequence.
There is no correlation between COMPILE and the word "to be compiledrrexcept that the CFA of the word 'rto be compiledrr immediately
follows the CFA of COMPILE .

EXECUTION TIME -- Since COMPILE performs compiling, it is important to keep in mind that COMPILE rs execution time (Sequence 1)
occum at the word 'tto be compiled's" (i.e., the "childrs') comoilation time (Sequence 2).

The specified CFA is actually compiled into a definition at Sequence 2 time when the compiler/defining (the 'tparent'r) word executes
(creates a "child') thereby executing COMPILE .

When COMPILE executes, the CFA it is to compile into the definition being compiled is physically
location following COMPILE 's CFA . This is also the location of the next CFA to be executed and
has been placed onto the top of the return stack by DOCOL .

COMPILE obtains this address fmm the retum stack, uses it to fetch the
to the retum stack. This skips over the I'specifiedr CFA and will cause
COMPILE finishes-

located in the next Parameter Field
therefore the address of this location

specified CFA, then increments the address by 2 and returns it
the location following the speeified CFA to be executed when

An example of the use of COMPILE is the conditional branch word IF . The execution time procedure for IF is 0BRANCH . This is
specified within the source code for IF as COMPILE OBRANCH . At Sequence I when IF is compiled, the CFA 's for COMPILE and
0BRANCH are compiled into IF 's definition. Later, during Sequence 2, when IF is executed, the CFA for 0BRANCH is compiled into the
rrchildrsrr Parameter Field.

This eoncept of specifing the
Sequence 2 is called "deferred

name of the definition to be compiled at Sequence I but not ectually compiling it into a deflnition until
compilationtr.

COMPI-E TIME (Seqr.rerce 2)r

* At entry - No parameters however COMPILE must be followed by the word desired to be compiled into the dicitionary.

* At exit - No parameters.

D(ECUTION TIME (Seqtprrce ,)r

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGS:

? pronourrced nFluH?tr (0) -- Tfre word in question cannot be found in the dictionary.

COMPILATION ONLY (11F0 - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

COMPILE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to INTERPRET, and IF.

FORTF!T9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for COMPILE is COMPILE.

Definitiqr: : COMPILE (-) (executiontime)
/COMP )R DUP 2+ R) la , i
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COMPI-E TIME actim of COMPILE (Sequeme 2): ( - )

NOTE: Although COMPILE performs compilation, it has no compile time action itself. Instead, COMPILE relies upon the normal
compiler mechanism of the Interpreter to do the following:

1. The Interpreter must compile the CFA of COMPILE into the parent definition.

2. The Interpreter must compile the CFA of the definition whose CFA is to be eventually compiled into the Parent definition.

Input Data Stream
to'rParentrr De finition.

Parameter Field of
ttParenttt De FROG

EXECTUTION TIME actian of COMPILE (Sequerne ,): ( - )

(a Set up for,. Using
the remaininq address
on the parameter stack,
pick up the contents of
the rrword to be
compiledrsrr Code Field.

DOCOL Note: This places the
address of the word
following COMPILE onto
the return stack.

?COMP

DUP

2+

If an emor message is
issued, a QUIT will be
executed and
compilation will stop
here.

Get the address of the
word following
COMPILE.

Now have two addresses.

Increment this address
by 2. Now aiming at the
next entry after the
word to be compiled.

This CFA is in the
dictionary so it ean be
compiled; not so it can
be executed.

Put new return address
back onto the top of
the return stack.

Store the Code Field
Address into the next
available dicitionary
position ( HERE ).
i.e., COMPILE it into
the dictionary.

>R
;S

CFA of COMPILE

CFA of Definition
to be Compiled

( FROG ).

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Store (compile) the
value on the top of
the parameter stack
into the next
available dictionary
location and advance
the dictionary

time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

COMPILE

of

this definition.
interpreting

H (COMPILA
Y, USE IN

and
GUIT if not

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by 2.

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

R>

12,



CONSTANT

CONSTANT

COMPILE TIME): ( value - )
(Sequerrce 2)

EXEC1JTION TIME: ( - value )
(Sequerrce l)
CONSTANT is a defining word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

A CONSTANT in FORTH has the same effect as a constant in most other computer languages. That is, a memory location containing a
fixed value that can be referenced via a name. CONSTANT does differ from other languages in that it is active. When the constJnt
name is executed. the constant value is placed onto the top of the parameter stack.

The compile time action of CONSTANT is to define a named l6-bit constant in the form:

n CONSTANT cccc

where n is the constantrs value and ccc,c is the value's assigned name (e.q., 26 CONSTANT MAX-LETTERS).

The execution time action of CONSTANT , when the named constant is referenced, is to push this 15-bit value onto the top of the
parameter stack.

It is possible to change the value of a RAM-based constant but this is extremely poor prollramming practice. VARIABLE should be used
if the value must change.

An example of the use of CONSTANT are the words LIMIT and FIRST . These words are used in +BUF .

COMPILE TIME (Sequence 2):

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit single precision constant value. The constantrs name must
immediately follow CONSTANT in the input stream.

* At exit - No parameters.

EXECUTION TIME (Seqrrrce l):
* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the previously defined l6-bit value.

LIKELY ERROR. MESSAGES:

DICilONARY FULL (2) -- The dictionary has grown into the Terminal Input Buffer.

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED (14H) - The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

CONSTANT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to VARIABLE , and +BUF .

FORTFIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for CONSTANT is CONSTANT.

Definitim: : CONSTANT ( value -- ) ( compile time )
CREATE SMUDGE , ;CODE

Note: The assembly lanquage execution time code follows the ;CODE .

L24



COMPLE TIME actiqr of CONSTANT: ( value -- )
(seqrrnce 2)

DGC:IJTIOI{ TIME actim of CONSTANT : ( - vdue )
(Seqrsrce r)

Aim at constant value.

DOCOL

CREATE NOTE: The Code Field
Address will be aimed
at the beginning of the
Parameter Field.

] SMUDGE This "cancels[ the
previous SMUDGE done
in the previous
CREATE.

NEXT

This actually places
the constant value into
the Parameter Field of
the word.

(;CoDE) (;CODE) places the
address of the
following dictionarY
entry into the CFA .
Therefore, the run time
code immediately
follows this definition.

trlorE: The execution time (sequence l) code for GoNSTANT physically and immediately follows the ;coDE in the 8080 fig-FoRTH

Version I.L

CONSTANT

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

header for this
word. (i.e., Length
byte, Name Field,
Link Field, and Code
Field.)

a

Toggle the SMUDGE
bit.

Pop a 16-bit value
fmm the top of the
parameter stack and
store it at HERE in
the dictionary.

Place the address of
the following run
time code portion of
CONSTANT into the
Code Field ( cFA )
of the newly created
header. Then retum
to calling procedure.

Aim at
Parameter Field of
definition being
executed:

Pick up constant
value

Push constant onto

stack.
of parameter

t2,



CONTEXT
C:ONTEXT ( - Oata ddress )

CONTEXT is a user variable whieh contains a pointer to the vocabulary which is to be searched first.

CONTEXT is set to point to a specific vocabulary by executing that vocabulary name. For example, FORTH causes CONTEXT to be
aimed at the FORTH vocabulary. At system starLup, CONTEXT is initialized to FORTH by ABORT which is called by COLD . Note that
this means that any time an ABORT occurs CONTEXT will be aimed at the FORTH vocabulary.

The use of CONTEXT is fully explained in the description of the word VOCABULARY .

The user variable CONTEXT is stored as a l6-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upon the processor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable CONTEXT .

Refer Lo VOCABULARY , ABORT r and USER .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for CONTEXT is CONTEXT.

rzs



COUNT

COLNT ( text string ed&ess - text address \ char count )

COUNT replaces the address of a text string with the byte length and byte address of the text string. The first byte of the text string

must contain the string lenqth. The text musi begin at the secorid byte. ( WORD automatically provides this format.)

BEFORE

Top of stack points here

AFTER

Top of stack = 4
2nd entry points here

COUNT is often used before TYPE .

." is an example of a word which uses COUNT.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the beqinning of a text string (the length byte). This

first byie of the string musi contain the length of the text (not including the length byte itself).

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack eontains the length of the text string. The second entry contains the actual
beginning text address.

COUNT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to TYPE.

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for COUNT is COUNT.

Definitim: : COt.rNT ( text string address -- text address\char count )
DUP I+ SWAP C@ ;

DOCOL

DUP Duplicate length byte
address for l+ .

l+ Aim at the first
character of the text
strinq.

SWAP Bring the length byte
address to the top of
the stack to set up for
c@.

c@ Put the text string
length onto the top of
the stack.

;S

EtrITEI

COUNT

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

parameter stack.
the top of

stack

Add I to the value
on the top of the

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

the address
the top of the

byte contents of
stack with

memory

time portion of
; J StoP interPret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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CR

cR (-)
CR (pronounced I'carriage-retumr) is an installation dependent word whleh usually transmits a carriage rgtum and a line feed to the
selected output device

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

CR is a low level eode primitive.

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for CR is CR .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

NEXT

CR

0ltput a carriage
retum.

Output a line feed.

t28



CREATE

CREATE ( -)
CREATE is a defining word used to [createrr the header portion of a FORTH definition. It is used in the form:

CREATE definition name

CREATE builds a standard FORTH header. That is to say that it creates a Name Field, a Link Field, and a Cocje Field. Words that
directly use CREATE are classified as being "defining wotds".

The beginning and ending bytes of the Name Field have their high order bits set. The "smudge" bit in the Name Field is also set. The

maximum rumber of chaiaclers saved in the Name Field is controlled by the value stored in the user variable WIDTH.

Before creating a header, CREATE checks both the CONTEXT and CURRENT vocabularies to determine if the new definition name is
unique. If it is not, the message IISN'T UNIOUE" is issued. The definition header is ereated in either case.

The Link Field is set to point to the last definition added to the vocabulary. Therrcumentirvocabularyrsrrvocabulary pseudo link fieldrl
(not to be cmfused with ihe VOC-LINK field) is changed to point to the definition beinq "created". (See VOCABULARY .)

The Code Field is set to point to the Parameter Field which follows the header. Note that no Parameter Field space is alloeated.

: (colon) is an example of a wold wtrich uses CREATE .

* At entf,y - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

DICTIONARY FULL (2) - The dictionary has grcwn into the Terminal Input Buffer.

CREATE is a high level colm definition.

Refer to WDTH , VOCABULARY , CURRENT ' WARNING and : .

FORTH.79: In FORTH-79 the word CREATE now has the same meaning as the fig-FORTH <BUILDS . Refer to FORTH-79 Standard.

Definitisr: : CREATE (-) (8080Version1.I)
-FIND
IF DROP NFA ID. 4 MESSAGE SPACE THEN
HERE DUP C{a WIDTH |E MN l+ ALLoT DUP A0 TOGGLE
HERE r - 80 TOGGLE LATEST , CURRENT l0 :
HERE 2+ , ;

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

8080 fiq-FoRTH
Version 1.1

NOTE: Besides
searching for a match,
-FIND algo causes the
next input stream word.
to be moved (by WORD )
to HERE -- which is
exactly where the
character string needs
to be to become the
Name Field of the
definition being
created.

DOCOL

.FIND

G'"r. for duolicatJl
J n"." and issue Error I
lMessage 4 ("ISN'T I

tuNrauE) if needell

Figure CREATE-I
Higfr Level Flow Chart of CREATE

CREATE

Search the
dictionary for a
duplicate name and
issue an 'iISN'T
UNIOUET message if

Allot dictionary
space for the Name
Field.

the beginning,
and smudge

the definition
to the previors

finition.

the definitim
to the [vocabularY

fieldrr.

the Code
Field.

CREATE

ls

Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

ter match on
next word in

both the

vocabu-
for a

stream

T and

I7ll)



YIF

DROP

NFA

SPACE

THEN

N
Branch if a match was
not found. Else, the
name of the definition
being created is e
duplicate of an already
existing definition and
Emor Message 4
(''ISN'T UNIoUEI) is
issued. (No (ABORT)
is issued).

Drop the Name Field
length left by -FIND .

Set up for ID. .
Convert the PFA
(Parameter Field
Address) left by -FIND
into the NFA (Name
Field Address) of the
matching definition.

Print the name of the
duplicate definition.

PrintrrISNrT UNIOUEi
(or 4).

Follow the message with
a blank.

This is the entry point
from the false branch
of the previous IF .

If the definition being
cFeated was unique,
control is paased
directly here; else,
trISN'T UNIQUEN
message was issued
and control then
passes here.

Now ttcreatert the
definition header.

ID.

LIT
4H

Set up for MESSAGE .
Error Message 4
(UISN'T UNIGUE').

HERE

DUP

c@

WIDTH

MIN

I+

@

MESSAGE

CREAI
=0?

truth flag
Is

Drop the top value
from the perameter
stack.

ified Parameter
Address into

Name Field

the

of the

Output the specified
Name Field onto the
output device.

Place the literal
value 4 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the specified
message

ARNING contains a

, just issue the
nrmber.

e to Line 0
Screen 4 Is

value.

device.
to the output

agcu space

TI

u0

ALLOT

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Replace the address
the top of the

stack with
the 8-bit low order

contents of

the perameter

the address of
user variable

onto the top

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memoly contents
of that address.

Replaee the top two
parameter stack
entries with the
smaller of the two
values.

value I

Increment the top
parameter stack

the spec

dictionary pointer
(i.e., regerve the
specified amount of

to the

[-c.""t" the Name -l
./ ri"ra. 

. 
Set up.to attow I

I space in the dictionaryl

[-!r the Name Field.J

The length byte (i.e.,
the beginning of the
name of the definition
being created) is
pointed to by HERE .

Set up for I . This NFA
will later be stored
into the "vocabulary
link fieldrrof the
current vocebulary
definition.

Set up for MIN . Get
the character count of
the definition name.

WIDTH contains a value
from I to fI which is
used to determine how
many bytes of a
definition name are to
be used in the Name
Field.

Set up for MIN .

Set up for l+ . MN
compares the actual
length of the
definition name with
the maximum allowable
name length and retains
the lesser of the two.
This value is then used
to set the number of
bytes in the Name
Field.

Set up for ALLOT .
The numben of bytes
allocated for the Name
Field must include one
additonal byte for the
Name Field length.

This reeerves the
calculeted number of
bytes in the dictionary
for the Neme Field. If
WIDTH wag amaller than
the actual length of
the name, the remainder
of the name will be
truncated (overlayed)
as the rest of the
definition ia created.



DUP

LIT
AOH

TOGGLE

HERE

l

80H

TOGGLE

LIT

LATEST

;s

trt

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Place the literal
value AOH onto the
top of the perameter
stack.

Complement the
specified memory
location with the
specified bit
pattern.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

top

replece the two

entry from the
stack entry

lues with their
difference.

the literal
value 80H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Exclusive-OR the
byte at the
specified address
with the specified
bit mask.

of the parameter

Place the Name Field
Address of the last
definitim added to

CURRENT
onto the

8",
bits]Name Field

Set up for TOGGLE .

Duplicate the address
of the beginning of the
Name Field.

Set up for TOGGLE .
The AOH is composed of
an 80H which is the
"beginning of Name
Field bit" and a 20H
which is the smudge
bit.

This rrORrsrr the bit
mask into the length
byte.

Set up to eventually
TOGGLE torrend of
Name Field bitrr. NOTE:
The previous ALLOT
"allotted" space in the
dictionary for the Name
Field. The address
returned by HERE now
points to the first
byte past the end of
the Name Field.

Set up for - .

fT,nu ,n" "vocabutaJ
I link oointer" to the L
1 definition beinq (
[3reated. )

This creates the Link
Field for this
definition (i.e., the
Link Field is chained
to the next higher
definition in this
vocabulary).

The value in CURRENT
points to the
'ivocabulary link fieldrl
in the 'rcurrentrr
vocabulary def inition.

Pick up the address of
thertvocabulary link
field.'!

Store the previously
duplicated NFA of this
definition into the
"vocabulary link fieldrl
(i.e., update the
vocabulary pointer so
that it now points to
the latest definition
appended to the
vocabulary.

This is the address of
the Code Field ( CFA )

Adding 2 to the CFA
points to the beginning
of the Parameter Field.

This creates the code
field. The Code Field
is left pointing to the
Parameter Field.

@

CURRENT

HERE

2+

[r."t" 
the Code Field]

Back up one byte to aim
at the last character
in the Name Field.

Set up for TOGGLE .
The 80H bit is the rrend

of Name Field'r flag.

This "ORrstr the 80H bit
into the last Name
Field character.

LATEST returns the
address of the
definition that this
definition must be
linked to.

llnk the derinition J
J the previous definitionl
I in the vocabularv I

[sYin. )

Store comPl the
l6-bit value on the
top of the parameter
stack into the next
available dictionary

the parameter

the address of
user variable

ENT onto the

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter steck.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by 2.

Store (compile) the
16-bit value on the
top of the parameter
stack into the next
available dictionary

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.



csP
CSP (-aataffieas)

CSP (pmnounced rrC-S-F' for Compiler Stack Pointer) is a user variable which is u96d as a temporary storage location for the stack
pointer position.

This is normally used as a compiler security check. A word such ae : will execute ICSP which stores th6 stack pointer position into CSP ,
before_compiling a definition. Then, before the new definition is "un-smudgedn, ?CsP i:s executed. ?CSP compares iha value stored in
CSP with the current stack pointer and issues an error message if the two are not equal"

The user variable CSP is stored as a l6-bit single preciaion value" When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upm the pr-ocessor used.

* At entry - No parameter!,

* At exit -The top of the pafameter stack contains the address of the user variable CSP .

Refer to : , ICSP , ?CSP , and USER .

FORTF}.79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for CSP .

t2



CURRENT
CI-RRENT ( - aata addreas )

CURRENT is a user variable that contains a pointer to the vocabulary to which definitions are 'tcurrently" being appen,iecl to.

The use of CURRENT is fully explained in the description of the word VOCABULARY .

The user variable CURRENT is stored as a l6-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low orden bytes may be switched
depending upon the processor used.

CURRENT is set to point to a specific vocabulary by executing the word DEFINITIONS , that copies the vocabulary pointer in CONTEXT
into CURRENT. At system startup, CURRENT is initialized to FORTH by ABORT wttich is cdlled by COLD . Note that this means any
time an ABORT occurs, CURRENT will be aimed at the FORTi-l va:obulnry.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the addr€ss of the urer variable CURRENT .

Refer to DEFINITIONS, VOCABULARY, ABORT, and USER .

Fffi,T}l-7!L The FORTH-79 equivalent for CURRENT is CURRENT.

tt



D+
D+ ( &uOte \aorlte - l2$it arm )

D* (pronouncei "l)-plustt) adds the too two 32-bit signed values on the parameter stack and replaces them with their l2-bit siqned oum.

Note that generation of a carry goes unnoticed.

( NUMBER ) is an example of a word which uses D+ .

* At entry - The top and second words of the parameter stack contain a J2-bit siqned double
most significant portion on the top of the stack. The third and fourth stack entries conta
added.

precision value with the signed,
in the other l2-bit number to be

* At exit - The top and second stack entries of the parameter stack contain a l2-bit signed double precision sum with the
signed, most significant portion on the top of the stack.

D+ is a low level code primitive.

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for D+ is D+.

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

i.e., Aim at fourth
entry on staek.

Save IP on the steck.

Uses memory to register
add.

HPUSH

NEXT

Push high order word of
l2-bit result.

D+

Aim at least

second l2-bit value.
word of

IP with
this

high order word
first l2-bit
lue.

Pop low order word
of first l2-bit
velue.

Add low order words

values.
first and second

second l2-bit
high order word

words.

low order bytes
carry of finst and

high order

Add high order bytes
+ carry of first and
second high order
wonds.

Pop previously saved
IP.

Push low order word
of l2-bit result.

tr0



D+-
Dr- ( dorile \ rlrqte - Aor$le )

D+- (prcnounced 'D-plus-minust) negates the sign of the double precision value in the second and third stack entries if the sign of the top

single precision value is negative. The top value is then dropped.

The following truth table describes the outcome of all possible combinations:

SECOND ENTRY TOP OF STACK RESULT

+D2 +VI +D2
+D2 -VI -D2
-DZ +Vl -D2
-DZ -Vl +D2

DABS is an example of a word that uses D+- .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision value. The second stack entry contains

the signed, high-order po.lion of a l2-bit double precision value. The third stack entry contains the low-order portion of
tiis double precision value.

* At exit - The single precision value is dropped. The l2-bit double precision value is on the top of the parameter stack with

the signed high oider portion on the top of the stack. The low order portion is in the second stack entry.

D+- is a high level colon definition.

FORT$79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for D+- .

Definitim: : D+- ( double\single -- double )
IK IF DMINUS THEN i

DOCOL

IK Set up for IF. Branch
and do not negate the
second value if the top
value is positive.

IF

The top of the stack
was positive, so
branch.

DMINf,.JS Set the t'secondrr gtack
value to minrs.

THEN Entry point from rrfalse

portion" of previous
tF.

Y

N

;S

D+-

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the value on
the top of the
parameter gtack with
a true flag (1) if
the value is less
than 0 (negative);
otherwise, replace
the value with a
false (0).

DPMI
Is

truth flag
-0?

Negate (twora
complement) the
fZ-bit value on the
top of the parameter
stac*.

DPMI

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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D.

D. (dorble-)

D. (pronounced ttD-dot') performs a binary-to-ascii conversion (pictured numeric output) on the l2-bit signed double precision value on

the top of the stack and prints the result on the output device followed by one space.

The sign is only displayed if the value is negative.

D. does not pad with blanks. Use D.R if a specifie minimum field lenqth is needed.

The current value in BASE is used as the conversion radix.

The pictured numeric output words <# , tls, SIGN, and /I) are used to actually perform the conversion. These are located in D-R which
is used by D. .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed lZ-bit double precision value to be converted and printed.

* At exit - No parameters.

D. is a high level colon definition.

Refer to D.R .

FORTI-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for D. is D. .

Definition: : D. ( double -- )
0D.R i

DOCOL

Set up for D.R. Put
field width onto the
top of the stack.
(Note: D.R does not
truncate. The value
will always be
completely printedt
even if it is larger
than the field width.
In this case, anything
is larger than the
field width. This is a
programming rrtrick" to
prevent padding blanks
from being appended to
the output.)

D.R

0

;S

D

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
steck.

Perform a
binary-to-ascii
eonversion on the
specified double
precisim value into
the speeified field
width.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling prccedure.
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D.R

D.R ( arlu\Reu wiatn - )

D.R (pronounced "D-dot-R',) performs a binary-to-ascii eonversion (pictured numeric ouput) on a signed l2-bit double p-recision value and

prints the result in a right justified field whoie minimum width is gecified by the value on the top of the stgck. e.9., If a-field lenqth of
i0 is specif ied and only 

-5 
characters ere printed the remainder of the field wiil be left padded with 7 blanks (b) For exarnple:

ILt 0 10 D.R results in trtrffil21

Note, however, that D.R is rather rrstupidtr. If a field length of J characters is specified but the input value is large enough to print 10

characters all ien characters will be printed. i.e., D.R does not truncate values larger than the field width. For example:

121456 O , D.R results in 125456

No trailinq blank is printed. Use D. if a minimum width field is not needed.

The current value in BASE is used as the conversion radix.

The sign is mly displayed if the value is negative.

The basis of D.R is /l . D.R is a good example of how to set up parameters for signed pictured numeric output.

D. is an example of a word wtrich uses D.R .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed l6-bit value which gecifies the field width of the converted
ascii string. The second and third stack entries contain a signed l2-bit double precision value to be converted and printed
with the signed high order portion in the second stack entry and the low order portion in the third stack entry.

* At exit - No parameters.

D.R is a high level colon definition.

Refer to(/l , # , SIGN, /lS, and /l).

FORT}!T9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for D.R is D.R .

Definitim: : D.R ( douule\field width -- )
>R SWAP OVER DABS <# #S SIGN /I> R> OVER SPACES TYPE i

DOCOL

<ll

#S

>R

SWAP

OVER

Temporarily save field
width.

Set up for OVER . Put
high order signed
portion of the value
into the second entry.

Set up for SIGN . This
puts the double
precision value back
into the correct format
while leaving the
I6-bit signed portion
in the third entry for
SIGN to use.

Set up for pietured
numeric conversion by
getting rid of the
sign.

SIGN

#>

R> Retrieve field length.

Set up for -. Get the
converted text length
so can subtract it from
specified field length.

D.R

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Remove the top value
from the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum gtack.

Exchange the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Duplicate the second
stack entry onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Convert the double
pnecision value on
the top of the gtack
into its abeolute
value.

Begin pictured
numeric eonversion.

Convert the double
precision value on
the top of the
parameter stack into
ascii.

a mirus sign
in front of the
pictured numeric
text if the third
parameter stack

ls

End pictured numeric
conversion and get
up parameter stack
to TYPE the
converted text.

Remove the top value
of the r€turn steck
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Duplicate the second
stack entry onto the
top of the parameter
8tack.

DABS OVER

L'7



Set up for SPACES .
Field width minus texL
tength equals number of
bytes to pad with
spaees.

;5

SPACES

TYPE

stack entry
and replace both of

velues with

Subtract the top
stack value fmm the

Output
rumber

the specified
of spaces.

at the specified

onto
thelcedev
of

starting

(Run time portim of
; .) Stop interpr€t-
ing thia definition
end reLum to the
calling procedure.

rr0



DABS
DABS ( siqrEd danble value - absolute double value )

DABS (pmnounced ,'D-ABS'i for Double ABSolute) replaces a signed l2-bit double pnecision number with its absolute value. That is,

negative values are made positive.

M/ is an example of a word which uses DABS .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed high order signed portion of a l2-bit double precision

value. ihe second stack entry contains the low order portion of the value.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the high order portion of the absolute value of the original number- The

second stack entry contains the low order portion of the value.

DABS is a high level colon definition.

Refer to D+- .

FOR.TB79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DABS is DABS .

Definition: : DABS ( signed double -- ahsolute double )
DUP D+- ;

DOCOL

DUP Set up for D+- .
Duplicate the sign
portion of the original
value.

D+- If original value is
positive, nothing
happens (as it is
already absolute). If
original value is
negative, the sign
portion is negated,
making it positive'
i.e., absolute.

;S

DABS

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start inter?reting
this definition.

Duplicate the top
I6-bit value on the
parameter stack.

Neqate the -bit

ts

double precision
value in the second
and third stack
entries if the top

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interPret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

w,



DECIMAL
DECIMAL ( _)

DECIMAL sets the user variable BASE to 10 (decimal). This causes all numeric input and output conversions to be performed in decimal

(base 10).

Note that this is not an IMMEDIATE word.

* At cntry - No Parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

DECIMAL is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (NUMBER) , and BASE .

FOR,TI'i-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DECIMAL is DECIMAL '

Definitimr : DECIMAL (*)
OA BASE ! ;

DOCOL

LIT
OAH

BASE

Store the literal value
OAH G0 decimal) into
BASE.

;5

DECIMAL

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the literal
value OAH onto the
top of the Parameter
stack.

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BASE onto the toP of

Store the specified
value into the
epecified memory

(Run tlme Portion of
; J Stop interPrct-
ing this definition
end retum to Ehe

calling proeedure.
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DEFIMTIONS (-) DEFINTTIONS
DEFINITIONS is used to specify the vocabulary into which new 'tdefinitions" are to be added (hence the name "DEFINITIONS").

Vocabularies in FORTH serve to limit the scope of a name; therefore, it is necessary to be able to specify which vocabulary a given name

is to be appended. The user variable CURRENT points to the vocabulary which "cumently" will have new definitions appended to it.
DEFINITIONS copies the contents of the user variable CONTEXT into CURRENT. CONTEXT points to.the vocabulary which is to be

searched first when performing dictionary searches and is set to point to a specific vocabulary by stating (i.e., executing) the vocabulary
name.

For example: Stppose a vocabulary named CAMERA has previously been created via the word VOCABULARY. Executing CAMERA sets
CONTEXi to point to CAMERA (i.e, CAMERA will be searched first). Executing DEFINITIONS then copies CONTEXT into CURRENT
(i.e, new definitions will now be added to CAMERA).

Normal usage would be in the form:

CAMERA DEFINITIONS

This not only causes definitions to be added to CAMERA but also helps produce highly readable, understandable FORTH listings
describing exactly what is happening.

CREATE is the word which actually uses the data in CURRENT to append a new definition to a vocabulary. Refer to VOCABULARY for
a mor€ extensive explanation of vocabularies and the words which support them.

r At entry - No parameters but the user variable CONTEXT must contain a pointer to the vocabulary to which new
definitions are to be added.

* At exit - No parameters.

DEFINITIONS is a high level colon definition.

Refer to VOCABULARY, CURRENT, CONTEXT , and CREATE.

FffiTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DEFINITIONS is DEFINITIONS.

Definitian: : DEFINITIONS ( .- )
CONTEXT 6 CURRENT :

DOCOL

CONTEXT

@

CURRENT

Set up for @ .
CONTEXT contains a
pointer which pointe to
the Vocabulary Link
Field of the vocabulary
to be aearched first.

Fetch the pointer from
CONTEXT.

CURRENT contains a
pointer which points to
the Vocabulary Link
Field of the vocabulary
into which definitions
ere to be added.

;S

Make CURRENT equal
to CONTEXT, i.e.,
definitions will now be
appended to the
vocabulary pointed to
by CONTEXT. (The
vocabulary which was
pointed to by CONTEXT
when DEFINITIONS was
executed.)

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory

.)
time portion of

procedure.

Stop interpret-
this definition
retum to the

DEFINITIONS

time portim of
) Savo IP and

interpreting
is de

the address of
uer variable

onto the
of the

stack.

stack with

Replace the address
on the top of the

Place the addrese of
the user variable
CURRENT onto the
top of the
parameter stack.
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DIGIT
In Rarqe - ( cirer \Uae - binary digit \ t",r" nq )
Out of Rurge - ( drar \ ba- - fal* flag )

DIGIT converts an ascii character into its binary equivalent using the specified base value. Either the binary "digit" and a true flag are
returned or iust a false flag is returned depending upon DIGIT's success.

Validity checking is performed such that a character whose original value is less than lOH (i.e., less than ascii "0") or between JAH and
40H inclusive (greater than ascii rr9rr but less than ascii "A') is automatically invalid. After conversion from ascii to binary, any rrdigit"
larger than the specified base is also invalid.

There is no ascii upper range validity test. The character may be whatever scale the speeified base allows.

DIGIT works by first converting the ascii character to a binary value by stripping the ascii offset (l0H) from the character. Then validity
checking is performed and finally the value is tested to ensure it is within the maximum base range.

(NUMBER) is an example of a word wtrich uses DIGIT .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains an unsigned l6-bit single precision value specifying the base value.
The second stack entry contains an ascii character to be converted to a digit.

i At exit (digit within range) - The top of the parameter stack contains a "true" boolean truth flag. The second stack entry
contains the binary "digit".

* At exit (ot of rarge) - The top of the parameter stack contains a "false" boolean truth flag. No "digit" is returned.

DIGIT is a low level code primitive.

Refer to (NUMBER) .

FORT}i'T9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for DIGIT .

Gest it character is ill
{ th" ,"nq" of ascii 0 tof
[:scii 9 inclusive. )

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.I

Subtracting fOH from
the character strips
the value of its ascii
offset. (e.g., A diqit
value of ascii 2 is
)2H, subtracting 10H
leaves 2H -- the true
digit value.)

Branch if subtracting
fOH resulted in a
negative value. The
character was less than
aseii rr0rr.

Branch if the chanacter
(now a digit) is within
the range of 0-9.

Gh."."t". is not o-9 J
] now determine if it is t
I greater than or equal I

I to ascii A. )

NOTE: In aseii, valid
characters range from
lOH to I9H and 4lH
up. Subtracting 7 from
the value ttskipsrr over
the gap between l9H
and 41H.

If the digit value went
negative after
subtracting 7, the
cheracter fell in the
range between l9H and
41H.

Character is within the
valid aseii range. Now
determine if it is
within the maximum
base range.

Y

N

N

Y

DIGIT

Pop base value.

Pop ascii character.

Subtract lOH from
the ascii character.

DIG12
Is

char ( rr0rr

?

DIGIl
Is

char( = 9
?

Subtract 7 from
character velue.

DIG12

7

Is
digit now

DIGIl

DIG12
Is

cher ) base
1

L12

N

Y

N

Y



Set truth flag in H
to true.

DPUSH

HPL'SH

NEXT

Push digit value onto
stack.

Push truth flag onto
stack.

flnvaria 
crraractel[

DIG12

Set truth flag in H
to false.

HPUSH

NEXT

Push truth flag onto
stack.
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DLITERAL

DI-ITERAL

COMPI-E nME ( double - )
(Sequerne 2)

EXEC1JTION TIM& ( - dq.ble )
(Sequence r)

DLITERAL is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those aetions at compile time and those at execution
time.

DLITERAL has no effect (and does not signal an error) if not executed within a colon definition.

The compile time action (Sequence 2) of DLITERAL is to compile a dynamically calculated fZ-bit value into a definition. The end result
of this compile action is the same as using LIT twice. The heart of DLITERAL is LITERAL, which in turn compiles LIT into the
definition being compiled. The INTERPRETER compiles LIT into a definition rrautomaticallyrr upon encountering a 16-bit numeric value
in the input stream. However, if this numeric value is calculated dynamically durinq compilation, it will not exist in the input stream and
therefore some other method must be used to compile LIT and the value into the dictionary. This is done by using the word LITERAL.

Since DLITERAL is concerned with a double pr€cision value, LITERAL is used twice.

An example of the use of DLITERALwouId be in dynamically calculating a maximum limit value to be used as a parameter. This
calculation will be performed only once, at compile time, instead of each time the parameter is used. The definition would look like this:

: xxx [ //-oF-ENTRIES 2@ /I-OF-PARMS 2@ D+ ] DLITERAL DOIT ;

I stops compilation, /I-OF-ENTRIES and /I-OF-PARMS contain double precision values which are fetched and then added together to
form the double precision limit value which is left on the stack. ] resumes compilation and DLITERAL compiles the ,z-bit limit into the
definition.

The execution time action of DLITERAL is that of LIT . Thet is, upon execution of each LIT , the compiled 15-bit value is placed onto
the top of the parameter stack. NOTE that DLITERAL is an IMMEDIATE word. This means thet its precedence bit is set, and it will
therefore execute at compile time.

C!N,iPLE TIME (Sequerrce 2):

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed high order word of a l2-bit double precision value. The
second stack entry contains the low order portion of the velue.

r At exit - No parameters.

D(ECIJTION TIME (Sequerpe l):
* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed high order word of a l2-bit double precision value previously
compiled into the dictionary. The second stack entry contains the low order portion of the value previously compiled into
the dietionary.

DLITERAL is a high level colon definition.

Refer to LITERAL, LIT, [, ], and INTERPRET.

FORT}*.T9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for DLITERAL

Definitim: : DLITERAL ( double -- )
STATE la IF SWAP

eompile
LITER

time )
AL LITERAL THEN ; IMMEDIATE
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COiVIPILE TIME *ticr of DI-ITERAL (Seqrrcrce 2)': ( doubte - )

DOCOL

STATE Set up for GD . STATE
contains a value which
indicates the state
FORTH is in at any one
time.

@ Set up for IF . Pick up
the contents of STATE .

Y

N
Branch if not
compiling. Jr.rst skip
everything and exit.

IF

LITERAL

LITERAL

THEN

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of the preced-
ing definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition being
compiled.

At execution of
DLITERAL, compute the
low order portion of
the f2-bit value.

At execution of
DLITERAL, compute the
high orden portion of
the l2-bit value.

Entry point fnom the
false branch of the
previous IF .

i.e., Was not compiling
so branch here and
ex it.

DLITERAL is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

Gtherwise, this is -.]
I comoilation time. so I

'l 
"o.iit" the valu; into I

I 
the definition. )

SWAP Swap the high and low
order words of the
double precision value
so they will be in the
proper order.

D(ECUTION TIME actim of DLITERA- (Seqrsrce l): ( - do$le )

LIT
Compiled
Value

LIT
Compiled
VaIue

Place the low order
portion of the l2-bit
value onto the top of
the parameter stack.

Place the high order
portion of the l2-bit
value onto the top of
the parameter stack.

DLITERAL

Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the address of
the user variable
STATE onto the top
of the perameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of thst address.

DLITl
Is

truth flag
=0?

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Compile a LIT
followed by the
value now on top of
the stack into the
dictionary.

Compile a LIT
followed by the
value now on top of
the stack into the
dicionary.

DLITI

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

stack.

Place the literal
eompiled value onto
the top of the

stack

Place the literal
compiled value onto
the top of the
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DMINUS
DMlD.ltJS ( AorfU - rEgative dor.tle )

D1!,1INLIS (pronounced ,'D-minusr for Double MINUS) replaces the l2-bit signed value on the top of the parameter stack with its twors

complement.

* At entry - The top and second words of the parameter stack contain a signed l2-bit double precision value with the signed,

most significant portion on the top of the stack.

* At exit - The top and second entries of the parameter stack contain the two's complement of the given vqlue with the

signed, most significant portion on the top of the stack.

DMINUS is a low level code primitive.

FORTltTg: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DMINUS is DNEGATE.

8080 fiq-FoRTH
Version l.l

HPL'SH Push high order 15 bits
of complemented word.

NEXT

DMNUS

Pop high order word.

Pop low order word.

Subtract lowest
order byte from
z ero.

Subtract with carry
second byte.

third te.
Subtract with carrY

order byte.
t with carry

Push low order 16
bits of complemented
word.
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DO

COMPILE TIME: ( - toop aaaress\ 3 )
(Sequence 2)

EXEC1JTION TIME: ( Limit\ Index - )
(Sequerce ))

Definitim: :

DO is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution time.

DO is used to rnark the beginning of a fixed r€petition loop structure. This is identical in purpose to the FORTRAN DO and the BASIC
FOR statements. DO is used to cr€ate a DO-LOOP in conjunction with LOOP or +LOOP in the form:

DO "loop body" LOOP

DO rrloop body" (Increment Value on stack) +LOOP

The compile time action (Sequence 2) of DO is to. compile (DO) into the definition and also to leave the entry point address of the next
definition followinq (DO) on the parameter stack (i.e., the beqinning address of the rrloop body't portion of thj lbop.) This address is then
u.sed at compile time by LOOP or +LOOP to generate a braneh offset. To provide compiler seeurity, the value ) is placed on the top of
the parameter staek so that LOOP or +LOOP can check for it. This provides a somewhat secure (bul not foolproof) method of cheeking
for un-paired DO rs and LOOP ts.

The apparent execution time action (Sequence l) of DO is actually performed by (DO) . This action is to remove the Index and Limit
values from the parameter stack and place them onto the return stack to be used as inputs to LOOP or +LOOP . The Index (atso refemed
to as Initial) value is incremented (or decremented) and compared with the Limit by LCiOp or +LOOP each pass through the DO-LOOp .

The loop Index is accessible within the DO-LOOP structure by using the word I .

A il DO - LOOP " structure may be used only within a colon definition.

Refer to (DO) and I for a more detailed explanation of the execution time behavior of DO .

Note that DO is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

INDEX is an example of a word which uses DO .

COMPILE TIME (Sequence 2):

* At mtry - No parameters.

* ft elit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit single precision value l. This value is checked by LOOP or
+LOOP to provide compiler security. The second stack entry eontains a l6-bit address pointing to the first definition to
be executed as the trloop body[ portion of the DO-LOOp structure.

EXECTJTION TIME (Seqtrnce f):
* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 15-bit signed Index value. The second stack entry contains the

l6-bit signed Limit value.

* At exit - No parameters on the parameter staek; however, the retum stack now has the Index value on the top of its stack,
and the Limit value as the second entry on its stack.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (rlH) -- This word may only be used within a colon definition.

DO is a high level colon definition.

Refer to LOOP , (LOOP) , +LOOP , (+LOOP) , (DO) , and I .

FORTII-79: The FORTH-79 equivalenr for DO is DO.

DO

DO ( -- loop address\ 1 ) ( compite time )
' CoMPILE (Do) HERE 3 i TMMEDIATE

lo7



COMPILE TIME actim of DO (Seqwnee 2): ( - toop addreas\ 1 )

DOCOL

COMPILE This puts (DO) into tne
definition being
compiled.

(Do) (DO) is compiled into
the definition during
Sequence 2.

HERE The address of the
firgt word of the group
of words to be
repeatedly executed
inside of the loop is
put on the stack so
LOOP or +LOOP can use
ir.

LOOP or +LOOP expect
a J to be on the top of
the stack.

,

;S

IMMEDIATE

EXEC1JTION TIME actim of DO (Sequerrce f),: ( Limit value\Index value - )

Refer to (OO) tor the EXECUTION TIME action of DO .

Set the precedence
it of the preced-

ing definition so it
will be executed at

time and not
into the
being

DO is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

DO

time portion of

is definition.

: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

ecution address of
the following word
into the dictionary.
The word is not

ecuted at this

mpile the

ile) time

Execution time
Sequence l) portion

of DO . Transfer the
Index and Limit
values from the

eter stack to
the retum stack.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the constant
value J mto the top
of the paremeter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interPret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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DoEs> DOES>
DEFIMTIONNUE (-)
(sequeme I)

D(EC:UTION nME: ( secmd Pararneter Field Address - )
(Sequence 2)

DOE$ (pronounced "does") is a defining word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at definition time and
those at execution time.

D-OE2 is a Sequence I defining word that.is used to cr€ate Sequence 2 defining words. DoES) is normally used in conjunction with
<BUILDS to create defining wolds(rrparentst) which in tum create other words("childrenr).

An overall explanation including exarnples of the use of (BUILDS and DOES) is included in the description of (BUILDS.

When creating a.defining.word (at Se-quence I), DoE$ acts as a dividing line between the high level words that will create the rchild" (at
sequence z) and the high level words that are the trchildrstr run time procedure (at the uchildts;i Sequence )).

;CODE is used to create code level run time procedr.rres. See Figure DOE$-I.

The compile time ection of DOE$ is to overlay the lrchildrr definition's Code Field with the address of the execution time code forDOE$ . It also overlays the first Parameter Field location with the address of the definition following DOE$ in the rrparent[
definition. This is the address of the ttchildtsrr first execution time procedure. When words that are then created with this defining wordexecute, the run time code of DOED transfers control to the procedure following DOED . (Refer to Figure DOES)-2.)

Sequence I

The defining word
is cr€ated

'1,wfiich creetes

TPARENTtr

Sequence 2

The defining word
is executed

'lwhich creates

Figure DOES)-I

Compile Time Action of (BUILDS and DOES)

trCHILDtr

Sequerrce 1

A definition is
created via the
defining word

DOEs>

High level execution
time pmcedure

5
<BUILDS

5

Name Field

Link Field

Code Field

Compiler words

Execution time
procedure

<BUILDS

5

5

;S

DOES>

Name Field

Link Field

Code Field

Pointer to run time
procedure
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trPARENTN ilCHILDtr

DODOES
run time
code for
DOES>

DODOES causes the run time procedur€ in the 'rparent" defining word to be executed when the "child" executes.

The "childrs'r execution procedure that r€sides in the I'parent't is executed during Sequence 1.

Figure DOES)-2

Execution Time Action of DOES>

The execution time portion of DOE} is DODOES . This code performs two primary furrtions:

I. It places the address of the "child's,r parameter Field (actually the second entry in the Parameter Field) onto the top of the

parameter stack so it will be available for the run time program'

z. It nests the retum address of the ,childrr definition being executed and transfers control to the ttchildtsrr run time procedure

(urtti"tt is physically defined in the [parent'r defining word definition)'

Note that many ,,children,r can be created via a single '!arent" defining word and all of the "children't reference the same execution time
(Sequerrce )) procedure located within the "parent" definition.

In high Ievel terms, the action of DOES) can be symbolically described as follows:

Ip@ Rp@ I push Ip onto the retum stack. i.e, Nest the address of the next word to be execut6d so the syetem can retum after
executing the run time Procedure.

-2 Rp +l Increment the retum stack pointer to point at the next availeble retum stack location.

W@ 2+ Ipl W is now aiming at the Code Field of the I'child'r definition. Increment it by 2 so that W points to the pointer that

aims at the run time Procedure.

NEXT Execute the pnocedure W is indirectly pointing to'

DOE$ may only be used within a colon ( : ) definition.

VOCABULARY is an example of a word wttich uses DOE$ .

DEFIMTION TIME

* At entry - lrlo parametere.

r At exit -No parameters.

DGCTUTION TIME (Seqr.nrre J execrrtim time of the Urild9:

* At 6ntry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit address of the second Parameter Field entry in the rrchildrsrr

;"f;il;r. 
'ib-*Lu* 

the first Parameter Field entry was filled in by DoE$ at compile time (Sequence 2), the second

entry is the first locetion available to the definition')

t At exit - Nb Parameters.

Name FieldName Field

Link FieldLink Field

Code FieldCode Field

Pointer to run
time procedure

Compiler words

Execution time
procedure

DOES>

<BUILDS

5

5

;5

uo



UKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED (t4H) - The position of the parameter stack pointet is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

DOED is a high level colon definition.

Refer to <BUILDS , ;CODE , and NEXT .

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DOES) is DOE$.

I)efinitiur: : DOE$ (-) (compiletime)
R> LATEST PFA I ;CODE

Note: the assembly language execution time code follows the ;CODE '

Note that the fig-FORTH Model version of DOES) uses the first word of the Parameter Field as a pointer to the execution time
(Sequence l) procedure. (This sometimes causes problems because PFA returns the true PFA, while the I'definitionrsrr Parameter Field
actually begins one word later.) This pr-oblem is solved in FORTH-79. FORTH-79 DOES) does not utilize the first Parameter Field
location. Also note that in FORTH-79, CREATE is paired with DOED instead of (BUILDS .

DEFINITION TIME actim of DOED : ( - )

DOCOL

R>

LATEST

PFA

NOTE: It must be
remembered that DOES)
is a defining word.
When DOES) is
executed, the top of the
retum stack contains
the address of the word
followirg DOE$. The
words following DOES)
are to be executed when
the word created by
DOED is executed.
Therefore, their
beginning address must
be obtained vie the R) .

This givea the address
of the definition
currently being created
by DOE$.

Set up for ! . The
address of the
execution time code for
the definition being
created by DOES>
(obtained via the above
R) ) must be stored
into the first
Parameter Field.

Store the address of
the definitions to
execute (when the word
being created is
executed) into that
word's first Parameter
FieId Iocation.

(;CoDD <BUILDS filled the Code
Field of the word being
created with the
address of the run time
code for CONSTANT .
(;CODE) now overlays
that address with the
address of the run time
code for DOE$.
Note that at compile
time (;CODE) eventually
performs the same
action as 1S .

D(EC1JTION TIME actim of DOED : ( addr - )

Note: This is a ySDlmachine dependent routine. The following is
the 8080 fiq-FORTH version 1.I routine.

<BUILDS-DOES) is used
in a compiling word.
That compiling word is
then used to create a
new definition. (e.g,
<BUILDS-DOE5} creates
VOCABULARY,
VOCABULARY then
creates FORTH .)

The following execution
time code for DOED is
executed when the
definition created by
the compiling word
(e.9., FORTH )
executes.
NOTE: Register usage
in the 8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.1 is:

BC=IP
DE=W
HL = Work Register

which follows.

ite theE
A of the word

created to
to the code

DOES>

time portion of

loalth is

: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

parameter stack.
onto the top of

created

Place the Name Field
Address of the most

Address on the
of the parameter

meter Field
Address of the same

the Name

into the

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.
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L52

LHLD RPP

DCX H

MOV M,B

DCX H

MOV M,C

SHLD RPP

D

Push IP (which is
currently pointing at
the next definition to
interpret) onto the
retum stack. NOTE:
This portion of code is
identical to the "RJSH
IPrrcode in DOCOL.

Pick up the retum
stack pointer.

Aim at the next
available byte in the
return stack.

Move the high order
portion of IP to the
return stack.

Aim at the next
available byte in the
return stack.

Move the low order
portion of IP to the
return stack.

Store the return stack
pointer.

Aim W at the Parameter
F ield. NOTE: DE was
already irrcremented one
byte by NEXT. Also
note thet W points to
the Code Field of the
word being executed.
Incrementing W by two
aims W at the
Parameter Field.

The Code Field of a
word created with
DOES) contains the run
time code for DOES) .
(i.e., The code being
explained right now.)

Move the low order
address of the run time
code for this word into
IP.

Aim at the next
Parameter Field byte.

Move the high order
address of the run time
code for this word into
IP.

Aim at the next
Parameter Field byte.
NOTE: This increment
is important because
part of the run time
action of DOES) is to
place the address of the
rrParameter Fieldrrof
the definition being
executed onto the top
of the parameter stack.

HPUSH

NEXT

HPUSH pushes HL (the
address of the first
usable Parameter Field
location) onto the
stack.

NEXT then transfers
control to the iun time
code for the definition
being executed.

The compile
of DOE$ is

time action
to put the

run time code address
for the word being
created in the first
Parameter Field
location. W has been
incremented to aim at
the address in the
Parameter Field. Now
put this code address
into IP . The following
code differs from
DOCOL. XCHG put
the Parameter Field
Address into HL so that
the code address in the
Parameter Field can be
moved via HL from
memory to BC
(remember BC is the IP
reqister).

MOV C,M

INX H

MOV B,M

INX H



DP ( - aata ad&er) DP

DP (pmnounced rD-Pr for Dictionary Pointer) is a user variable that contains an address pointer to the next available dictionary
location. It is initialized during system startLp by COLD with data from the origin parameter ar€a.

The word HERE places the contentB of DP onto the top of the parameter etack. The words ALLOT and FORGET alter the contents of
DP.

The usr variable DP is stored ss a 16$it sirgle preciaion value. When in memory, the high and low ord6r bytes may be switched
depending rpm the procesoor ueed. Note that the word DP is not always a user variable. The phyeical location of DP is installation
dependent (i.e., memory, a rogieter, etc.).

* At ontry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter steck conteins the address of the user variable DP .

Refer to COLD , HERE, ALLOT, FORGET , and USER .

Fffi,TH-nh There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for DP.
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DPL
DH- ( - Oata addrcgs )

DPL (pronounced'tD-P-L't for Decimal Point Location) is a user variable thet feflects the number of digits found.to the right of a decimal
point when converting a numeric character string into a numeric valrre. iAr:t-ually, it is relative to the last decimal point encountered.)
The words NUMBE|I and (NUMBER) perform this conversion. If a dr-..ci,nai orint is not encountened, NUMBER leaves a -1 in DPL .

INTERPRET uses the contents of DPL to determine if a numeric value is to be treated as single pr€cision (i.e., DPL contained -I so no
decimal point was encountered) or double precision (i.e., DPL did not contain -1 so a decimal point was errcountered). Although
INTERPRET uses a decimal point only for purposes of determining pr€cision, this does not mean that an application cannot use the value
stored in DPL to process the decimal point location.

The user variable DPL is stored as a l5-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upon the proeessor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

+ At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable DPL .

Refer to NIJMBER , (NUMBER) ,INTERPRET, and USER .

FORTFI-79: DPL is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the "FORTH-79 Referenced Word Set[. Note that DPL as
described in the Reference Word Set is used for numeric output. not input.
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DPUSH
DPIJSH (-value)

DPUSH is strictly an 8080 fig-FORTH Version l.I inner interpreter routine entry point.

Entry at this entry point causes the 16-bit eontents of the DE register pair to be pushed onto the top of the parameter stack. Then the
contents of the HL register pair is also pustred onto the top of th6 parameter stack then NEXT is executed.

Refer to NEXT .
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DRO DRl
DRo (-)

DR.l (-)

DRO and DRI are standard FORTH mass storage device selection words. These words store a block rumber offset into the user variabte
OFFSET r so that the programmer can reference a selected device as if the block rumbens for that device begin with block zero.

All FORTH mass storage I/O is virtual VO. That is, desired information is referenced via block rumbers, which to the programmer, are
synonymols to the memory address of the desired data. The type of mass storage, the hardware addresses, and the media are normally
transparent to the pmgrammer.

Each storage device on the system has a unique range of block rumbers assigred to it. This allows device selection to be based solely
tpon block rumber range. For example, Disk Drive I may contain blocks 0 through 799; wtrile Disk Drive 2 may contain blocks 800
through 1199.

This explicit addressing does pose a slight pmblem, however. For instance, it is difficult to remember that certain data on a diskette
resides at block 160 when the diskette in Drive 1; but the same data r€sides at block 960 when the diskette is in Drive 2.

BLOCK solves this problem through the use of OFFSET . Immediately upm entry, the contents of OFFSET is added to the desired block
rumber. This allows implicit drive selection by previously setting (i.e., biasing) OFFSET to the starting block rumber of the selected
drive. Explicit drive selection may be performed by ensuring that OFFSET eontains the value 0 before calling BLOCK .

Tle purpose of drive selectim wolds aFe to fill the user variable OFFSET with a bias value equal to the starting block rumber of the
desired device. That way (for identical devices) a particular block of data can always be referenced via the same block rumber.

Note that dsrice selectim words aIE not limited to DRO and DRI . Another common, but not standard, selection word is MTO which is
used to select a tape drive. Device selection words ar€ obviously installation dependent.

* At enhy - No parameters.

r At exit - No parameters.

DRO and DRI are high level colm definitions.

Refer to BLOCK , R/W , and OFFSET .

FORTFLT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for DRO or DRI .

Definitisr: : DRo (-)
DRO.BEGBLK/I OFFSET I

DOCOL

DRO-
BEGBLK/I

OFFSET

Set up for I .
this example.
starting block number

For
the

of Drive 0 is placed
onto the stack. This
constant would be
defined as

600 CONSTANT
DRO-BEGBLK'I

Set up for !.

Initialize OFFSET to
the beginning block
number of the desired
device.

;5

DRO

) Save IP and
time portion of

start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value of DRO-
BEGBLK/I (6OOFO

onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
OFFSET onto the top
of the paremeter
stack.

Store the specified

location.

into the
memory

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
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DROP

DROP ( Yalus to bo dopcd - )

DROP discarda the l6-bit vslue pr€cently on the top of the parameter stac*.

DROP ie commonly used to diacard parametes from the stack before exiting a word or procedure. #) is an example of a word which uses

DROP.

* At mtry - The top of the parsmeter stack contains the 16 bit value to be discarded.

* At exit - This value has been discarded (dropped).

DROP is a low level code primitive.

FORTI*.?9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DROP is DROP.

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

NEXT Do nothing with value
just popped. i.e., Drop
it.

DROP

Pop top of etack.
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DUP

DUP ( valrp I -vakrc I \value l)

DUP (pronounced rrdupetr) drplicates the l6-bit value presently on the top of the parameter stack.

D-UP is e vely commdlly used word. It io usually used to make a copy of an input parameter so the original value will still be available
after an intermediate word 'ruses up" the input parameter.

COUNT is an example of a word wtrich uses DUP .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack eontains the 16-bit value to be duplicated.

* At exit - The first and second l6-bit stack values are equal.

DUP is a low level code primitive.

FORTFIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for DUP is DUP .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.1

Push same value back
again. i.e., Duplicate
ir.

NEXT

DUP

Pop top of stack.

Push it back.

I5O



ELSE

ELSE

@tvlP[-E TIME (Seqrnnce 2): ( offset address \ 2 - offset address \2 )

EXECUTION TIME (Se+nrne ,)t ( - )

ELSE is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actionsl those actions at compile time and those at execution time.

ELSE is used as the beginning of the "false portiont'of an IF structure in the form:

IF "True Portionu ELSE "False Portionn THEN

(Beware -- this differs in form fmm the PASCAL IF-THEN-ELSE structure.) The use of ELSE in this type of structure is optional. _lf
ELSE is omitted, a false boolean input causes control to simply branch to the word immediately following the THEN . When used, ELSE

must be located within an IF-ELSE-THEN structure. ( ENDIF may be used in place of THEN .)

An IF-ELSE-THEN structure must be used within a colon definition.

The compile time action (Sequence 2) of ELSE is to compile a BRANCH into the definition being compiled. (This BRANCH is what
divides tire structure into two parts. After the I'true portion" executes, the BRANCH is encountered and control is passed around the
t'false portion" to the word immediately following the THEN .) The location following BRANCH is reserved for the branch address. This

location address is then placed on the parametei stack so that it may be later resolved by THEN. Finallyr the branch offset for the

6BRANCH in the preceding IF statement is resolved by exeeuting an ENDIF or THEN . If the ELSE is left out of the IF structure' the

terminator THEN (or ENDIF ) resolves the offset.

Some compiler security is pmvided by checking for, and also leaving, a 2 on the top of the stack. An ELSE without a preceding IF will
pmbably not encountei a i on the top of the stack. (NOTE: During compilation, IF leaves-a 2 on the top of the stack.) This is not
iootproot however. An ELSE followed by another ELSE will not be detected by checking for a 2 since ELSE also leaves a 2.

The run time action (Sequence l) of ELSE is to prevent execution of the "true portion" of the structure from proceedinq sequentially on

into the ,'false portionr of the structur€. At compile time, the branch offset of the 0BRANCH in the IF was resolved by ELSE to point to
the "false portion,. A false boolean flag (0) input to the IF will cause this branch to be taken and the rrfalse portiontr will be executed.

Note that ELSE is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set, and it will therefore exeeute at compile time.

@MPLE TIME (Seqrrrpe 2)t

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single precision value 2 used for compiler security.
The second stack entry contains a l6-bit address specifying the memorylocation where the offset is to be stored. (This

address is also used to compute the offset itself.)

* At exit - The top of the parameter staek contains the 16-bit signed single precision value 2 used for compiler security.
The second stack entry contains a l6-bit address specifying the memory location where the offset is to be stored by the
terminating THEN or ENDIF . (This address is also used to compute the offset itself.)

EXECUTION TIME (Seqr.erce f):

* At entry - No parameters.

+ At exit - No parameters.

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (UH) - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

CONDITIONALS NoT PAIRED (frF{) - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition being

compiled.

ELSE is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to lF, THEN, ENDIF , and BRANCH.

FORTF[.79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ELSE is ELSE .

ELSE ( offset address\ 2 -- offset address\ 2 ) ( compile time )
2 ?PAIRS COMPILE BRANCH HERE O , SWAP 2

COMPILEENDIF 2 i IMMEDIATE

Definitim: :

t9



2

@MP[-E TIME ctian of ELSE (Sequerce 2): ( offset ddreas\ 2 - offset eddres \ 2 )

SWAP

DOCOL

2
Set up for ?PAIRS .

?PAIRS
ICOMPILE]

A preceding IF will
have left a 2 on the
stack. If the IF is
missing (i.e., the 2 is
missing) issue an error
mesltage and OUIT.

COMPILE This puts BRANCH into
the definition being
compiled.

ENDIF

BRANCH BRANCH is compiled
into the definition. It is
not executed at compile
time.

HERE Get the location that
the 0BRANCH in the IF
will branch to. i.e.,
The first word in the
trfalse portionrr.

;S
Set up for ,

Store 0 into the
dictionary as a place
holder for the branch
offset.

IMMEDIATE

Now compile an ENDIF
into ELSE . The purpose
of this ENDIF is to
cause the OBRANCH in
the IF to branch to the
rrfhlse portionit of the
gtructure at Sequence I
time.

Set the precedence
bit of the preced-
ing definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition being
compiled.

Set up for ENDIF .
Bring the address of
the branch offset
location of the
previous IF to the top
of the stack.

Set up for ENDIF .
ENDIFexpectsa2on
the top of the stack.

Since ENDIF is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICOMPILE I must be
used to compile it into
the definition.
ICOMPILE I is only used
to compile ELSE (at
Sequence 2) and does
not exist in ELSE rs

definition when ELSE is
executed at compile
time (Sequence 2).

Set the OBRANCH
offset in the preceding
IF to branch to and
execute the rrfalse
portionrt of the
structur€. This will
execute during
Sequence 2 when ELSE
executes.

The ENDIF which
terminates this
structure also expects
a 2 to be on the top of
the stack.

ELSE is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

2

0

stack.

Swap the top two
velues on the

Place the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

Resolve the supplied
address into a
forward branch
offset and store
this offset into the
location reserved
for it.

Place the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

ELSE

time portion of
) Save IP and

interpreting
is definition.

the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

meter stack and

PAIRED) if they

top two
on the

not equal.

following word
the dictionary.

The word is not
ecuted at this

the
address of

ile) time.

Unconditionally
branch via the
following offset to
another definition
in the dictionary.

stack.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the

Place the constant 0
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Store the value on
the top of the stack
into the next
available dictionary
location.
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ExEcUnoN TIME cdan of ELSE (Seqrrrpa 
'): 

( - )

YIF

ELSE

After executirg the
Ittrue portionrr, execute
the BRANCH and skiP
around the'rfalse
portionrr using the
previously calculated
and stored forward
branch offset.

This ia the entry Point
branched to by the
false path of the IF
statement.

-o?
truth flag

ls

structure.
portionrr of IF

AFTERTHEN

Branch eround the
"false portictrt.
BRANCH is the run
time portion of
ELSE.

FALSE

ttFalse portionrr of
IF structure.

AFTERTHEN

THEf.l Thig ig the entry Point
tha ELSE branches to.
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EMIT
EMIT ( character to EMIT - )

EMIT outputs the character on the top of the stack to the output device.

TYPE is an example of a word wtrich uses EMIT .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit value of which the low order 8-bits are to be output.

* At exit - No parameters.

EMIT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to OUT.

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for EMIT is EMIT .

Definitim: : EMIT ( character -- )
PEMIT I CIUT +l

8080 fiq-FoRTH
Version l.l

DOCOL

PEMIT Low level 8080
fig-FORTH Version l.I
word.

Set up fon +l

OUT Set up for +l .

Increment OUT by l.

;S

+1.

EMIT

this definition.

time portim of
) Save IP and

interpreting

and ir.

Pop character off of
the top of the stack

lue I onto the top
the constant

of the parameter
stack.

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
OUT onto the top of

Add the specified
l5-bit value to the
contents of the
specified memory
locatim.

time ofortionp
.) interprctStop

ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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EMPTY.BUFFERS
EMPW-BIJFFERS ( -)
EMPTY-BUFFERS erases the eontents of all of the buffers to zero. All update bits are erased to zero. Note that the null terminating
word at the end of each buffer is also reset to zero. (Refer to +BUF for a detailed description of the buffersJ

EMPTY-BUFFERS can be used to prevent modified (and subsequently "updatedil data) from being written and therefore changinq data
already on disk.

The word is also used just after system start-up, prior to any disk accesses. This is done because at start-up timer the buffers are
un-initialized and contain random data. It is possible that the update bit of a buffer may be randomly set on and the block number may
be a valid block number. If this happened, random data would be written over a valid block on disk whenever BUFFER first allocabed
that buffer.

The name EMPTY-BUFFERS is purpeely made rather eumbersome to type to prevent accidental execution because of its potentially
destructive power.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

EMPTY-BUFFEIIS is a high level colon definition.

Refer to +BUF , UPDATE , and FLUSH .

FORTFI'79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for EMPTY-BUFFERS is EMPTY-BUFFERS.

Definition: : EMPTY-BUFFERS ( _ )
FIRST LIMIT OVER - ERASE

ERASE Clear the entire buffer
array to zeros.

DOCOL

FIRST Set up for -. Get the
starting address for
ERASE.

LIMIT Set up for ERASE. Get
the ending address for
ERASE.

OVER Set up for -. Copy the
beginning address
rroverrr the ending
address and put it onto
the top of the
paEmeter stack.

Set up for ERASE .
Celculate the number of
bytes to erase by
subtracting the copy of
the beginning address
from the ending
addr€ss. This leaves
the buffer length and
beginning address still
on the stack.

;S

Clear an area of
memory starting with
the specified
location for the
specified number of

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

EMPTY-BUFFERS

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the constant
value FIRST (the
beginning address of
the buffer array)
onto the top of the

Place the constant
value LIMIT (the
first memory
location past the
end of the buffer
amay) onto the top
of the parameter
staek.

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameten
stack.

Subtract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and r€place the two
values with their
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ENGLOSE
EI{CLOSE ( beg *.ring addr\ offset to lst. mn+lim\ offset to Ist detim \ offset to lst urexamined c*rar )

ENCLOSE performs a parsing furction upon a given text string. Given a beginning text address and a delimiter clraracter, ENCLOSE
scans the text and leaves its results on the stack. These results are in the form ofbyte offsets from the beginninq of the text address.
The pararneters returned by ENCLOSE are:

I. An offset to the beginning of a delimited string (i.e., the first non-blank character).

2. The offset to the end of that same string.

,. The offset to the next byte to examine.

4. The original beqinning address.

This primitive is normally.used by WORD to parse the input data stream into inclividual words delimited by blanks. Note: To avoid any
confusion, the "text stringt'parsed by ENCLOSE is a pure character string, not characters pneceded by a length byte. (Actually, WORD
creates the length byte using the offsets retumed by ENCLOSE .)

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l5-bit value of which the low order 8-bits are the delimiter
character. The second stack entry eontains the 16-bit beginning address (inclusive) of the text string to be parsed.

* At exit - The qeneral form of the pararreter stack rpm exit is:

Top of stack - Offset (relative to specified beginning address) to first unexamined character (i.e., character at which to
start next scan).

Second entry - Offset to the lst delimiter after text.

Third entry - Offset to the first non-delimiter character.

Fourth entry - Beginning address of character string to parse as specified at entry.

There are three specific conditions that may arise when parsing any given character string.
condition and a description of the stack upon exit from that condition:

The following is a description of each

CONDITION I - Scan encounteFed a null character befone encountering any non-delimiter characters.

Condition of stack at exit:

Top of stack - Offset to null.

Second entry - Offset to byte following rrull.

Third entry - Offset to null.

Fourth entry - Beginninq address of character string to examine.

coNDITIoN 2 - scan enountered non-delimiter chanacte(s) terminated by a null.

Condition of stack at exit:

Top of stack - Offset to null.

Second entry - Offset to null.

Third entry - Offset to first non-delimiter character.

Fourth entry - Beginning address of character string to examine.

CONDITION J - Scan encountered non-delimiter characters terminated by a delimiter character.

Condition of stack at exit:

Top of stack - Offset of first unexamined character.

Second entry - Offset to first delimiter after non-delimiter characte(s).

Third entry - Offset to first non-delimiter character.

Fourth entry - Beginning address of character strirq to examine.

NOTE: The fig-FORTH 8080 Version 1.1 of ENCLOSE cannot correctly parse undelimited text strings with a length of more than 255
by tes.
16{



EI€LOSE ia a low level code primitive.

Refer to WORD.

FORTH-D: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ENCLOSE

Y
NEXT

l,l

Character string
contains at leagt
one non-delimiter
and non-null
charactBr.

NEXT

NEXT

Figure ENCLOSE-I

High Level Flow Chart for EITELOSE

IrlOTE: Each box mughly corresponds to a curly brecketed notation in the low level flow chart.

Y

Y

next

retum
t.a delimiter

,|

Is it

retum parameters
Condition 2.

Is it
a null ehar

?

Initializatim.

Skip over leading
delimiter

r€tum parameteE
Condition 1.

ls,



8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.1

Fourth stack entry at
exit.

In this case, text is a
null. (Second stack
entry at exit.)

In this case, it is the
null itself. (Top of
stack entry at exitJ

filip ou". leading I
I de lim i ter charac tersjf

NEXT

Count = -1
Address=Address-1

Skip over leading
delimiter cheracter

This count is the
offset to the first
non-delimiter
character. It will be
the third stack entry
at exit.

Loop until find
non-delimiter.

Got non-delimiter
character.

Third stack entry at
exit.

Encountered rull before
any non-delimiter
character. Set up
return parameters for
Condition I and exit.

fEharacter strinq 
-l

I contains at leasl one I
l non-delimiter and I
[non-null 

character. 
I

[,,",nin. 
next characte![

Y

Scan for a null or
delimiter.

Null encountered in
cheracter string before
a delimiter was
encountered. Set uP
return parameters for
Condition 2 and exit.

In this case, it is a
null. (Second stack
entry at exit.)

NOTE: Null stops search
immediately go it ie
also first cher not
included. (Top of stack
et exit.)

|l

Y

]l

Y

Pu$ the offset to
the first character
following text onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Decrement offset
count to aim at
null.

Push the offset to
the first character
not examined onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

ENCLOSE

Pop delimiter
character off of
parameter stack.

stack.

Pop beginning
address of text to
scan off of

Push beginning
address back again
so will be fanrth
returned parameter.

Initialize offset
count and scan
address.

Aim at next
character.

Increment offset
count.

?

Is
ita

delimiter
char

Push offset to first
non-delimiter
character.

lst

,|

non-delim
char =

null

ent offset

Aim at next
character.

Increment offget
cqjnt.

ENCL4

?

Is
this

a delim
char

?

a null
char

Is
this

Puslr present offset
as first delimiter
after text.

first char not

prcserrt offset
as offsot to
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NEXT

Encountered
non-delimiter
charac ter(s) termin6ted
by a delimiter. Setup
r€tum parameterg for
Condition I and exit.

Second entry at exit.

Top of stack at exit.

present offset
first delimiter

text.

offset by

offset to first
not

NEXT
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END
E}.ID

COt\,lPlLE TIME (Seqrrme 2): ( lop eaOress\ I - )

EXECIJTION TIME (Seqrrrrce 1): ( rtth flaS - )

END is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution time.

Note: trENDtr has been replaced by UNTIL. This is because END will eventually replace ;. UNTIL is the preferred usage, but END is
still valid.

END is ued to mark the end of an indefinite, conditional loop structur€ where repetition continues until the boolean input to END is
tPUe.

END is ued in the form:

BEGIN "Loop Body" END

( UNTIL shqrld be used in place of END .)

BEGN-END structures must always be used within a colon definition.

I! is important to note that in using a BEGIN-END structure, the rtloop bodyrr will always be executed at least once. This is because the
exit conditim is not tested 'runtil" after the rrloop body" has been executed. This is known as a rrpost-testrr loop. If the exit condition
must be tested before rrloop body" execution, the BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structurc should be used insteed.

END is actually a Sequence 1 compiling word. That is END compiles (drring Sequerrce I) another compiling wort, UNTIL, into its
definition. Then (at Sequence 2) wtren END is executed, the word UNTIL does the actual compiling into the definition being created.

The apparent Sequerne 2 compile time action of END is to compile a OBRANCH into the dictionary. (Actually this is performed at
Sequence 2 via the UNTIL which was compiled by END at Sequence I.) Secondly, it resolves the "loop body" entry point address provided
by BEGIN into a retum branch offset used by the 0BRANCH and stores this offset into the definition.

Some compiler security is provided by checking for a I on the top of the steck. An END without a preceding BEGIN will probably not
encounter a I on the top of the stack. (During compilation, BEGIN I saves a I on the top of the stack.)

The execution time action (Sequence l) of END is to provide a conditional repetitive branch back to the looprs corresponding BEGIN (i.e.,
the begiming of the "loop bodyD. The input parEmeter to BEGIN is a boolem flag. If this flag is false (0), control returns to the first
word in the rrloop body" (iust after BEGN ). If ttre boolean flag is true (not 0), no branch occurs and the loop is exited. That is, repetitive
loopinq continuesrruntilrthe exit conditional is true.

The 0BRANCH, compiled into the definition at compile time, is what controls the looping.

Note that El.lD is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that itsprecederrce bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

COI{PILE TIME (Seqrrerne 2):

At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 15-bit signed single prccision value L used for compiler security
The second staek entry contains the l6-bit entry point address of the "loop bodyil portion of the BEGN-END structure.

* At exit - No parameters.

EXEOJTION TIME (Seqrrrrce 5):

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit signed single prccision bmlean flag used to control the
conditional looping of the structurc.

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERRffi, MESSAGES:

COMFLATION ONLY (llH) - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

CONDITIONALS t\DT PAIRED (flF0 - Therc is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition beinq
compiled.

END is a high level colm definition.

Refer to UNTIL , BEGIN and 0BRANCH .

FORTII-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for END is UNTIL .

Definitisr: : END ( loop address\ I -- ) ( compile time )
ICOMPILE] UNTIL ; IMMEDIATE

*
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END

time portim of
) Save IP and

intetpreting
is definitim.

IMMEDIATE word.

once compilation of
following

ie80
ile a 0BRANCH

lve the
backward

time portion of
.) Stop interpret-

procedrre.

this definition
r€tum to the

COtvlPl-E TIME ctim of EID (Seqrprrce 1): ( lop addrelc\ f - )

DOCOL

ICOMPILE] END is simply a
redefinition of UNTIL
but since UNTIL is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICoMPILE] must be
used to compile it into
the definition. (Other-
wise it would execute
instead of being
compiledJ ICoMPILE ]
is only used (at Sequence
l) to compile UNTIL
into END and does not
exist in END rs

definition when END is
executed at compile
time (at Sequence 2).

UNTIL UNTIL will be executed
at a later comoile
time (Sequence 2) when
END is executed.

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the prccedence
bit of this
definitim so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definitim.

END is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during
compilation (Sequence
I) so that it can
compile UNTIL into the
definition.

D(ECUTION TIME cttm of EI$ (Scqrrrpa r)E ( tnitr fiq - )

Refer to UNTIL .
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ENDIF

EI\DTF

COMPI-E IIME (Seqrrrrce 2] ( offret sddress\ 2 - )

D(ECIJTION nME (Seqrrrce ,)r ( - )

ENDIF is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actione; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

ENDIF is used to mark the end of an IF-ENDIF or IF-ELSE-ENDIF structure.
ENDIF rnust be used in the form:

( THEN is the pneferred usage, but ENDIF is still velid.)

IF rrtrue portionrr ENDIF
OR

IF 'rtrue portion" ELSE "false portionil ENDIF

An IF-ENDIF structur€ must be used within a colon definition.

The compile time (Sequence 2) action of ENDIF is to compute a forward branch offset, calculated from the supplied Offset Address to
the next available memory location following ENDIF (supplied by the HERE in ENDIF ) and to store that offset in the location reserved
by the previous IF or ELSE statement.

IF
This address of this cell
is left on the stack by IF.

OFFSET
points
to EiTDIF
cell.

ENDIF then stores this
offset value.

ENDIF

Some compiler security is provided by checking for a 2 on the top of the stack. IF and ELSE leave a 2 on the 8tack at compile time
(Sequence 2). Since no other conditionel or looping words leave a 2 on the stack, failurr to psir an ENDIF with an IF or ELSE will cause
an error conditim to be detected and signaled via ?PAIRS .

The executim time (Sequence l) action of ENDIF is to simply serve as the destination of e forward branch frorn a pnevious IF or ELSE
statement. It is just a label.

Note that ENDIF is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its pnecedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

COtvlP[-E TIME (Seqrerce 2]
* At enry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single precision value 2 used for compiler seeurity.

The second stack entry contains a 16-bit address used to calculate the branch offset address of a previous IF or ELSE.
The second stack entry is also the memory location that offset is to be stored into.

r At exit - No parameters.

EXECT IION TIME (Seqrnrce ,)e

t At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - M parameters.

LIKEL"' ERRM. MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (flH) - Thia word may only be ueed within a colon definition.

COI\DITIONALS NoT PAIRED (lrF, - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the deflnition being
compiled.

ENDIF is a high level colon definitim.

Refer to IF, ELSE, and THEN.

FORTI-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ENDIF is THEN .

Definitim: : ENDIF ( offset aaaress\ 2 -- ) ( compile time )
?COMP 2 ?PAIRS HERE OVER - SWAP I ; IMMEDIATE

OBRANCH

OFFSET

t
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COMPI-E TIME actim of EIrDF (Seqrrrce 2): ( offset address \ Z - I

DOCOL

?COMP ENDIF must be used
within a colon
definition.

Set up for ?PAIRS .

?PAIRS A preceding IF or ELSE
will have left e 2 on
the stack. If there is
no 2, something is
missing; issue an emor
me$age and QUIT.

HERE Get the location to
wtrich the previous IF
or ELSE will branch.

OVER Set up for -. Place
the prcviously supplied
offset location over
the branch destinetion
location.

Destination address
mirus the branch
address equals the
branch offset.

SWAP Set up for !

Stone the calculated
forward branch offset
into the branch
location in the
previous IF or ILSE
gtatement.

D(ECUTION TIME acticr of EITDIF (Sequerrce r): ( - )

ENDIF serves as the destination of a forward branch from a
pnevious IF or ELSE etatement. ENDIF is simply a label and has
no run time code or action.

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of the pr€ced-
ing definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition being
compiled.

ENDIF is I compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitione.

2

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

ENDIF

time ofonporti
IPSave and

start interpreting
this definition.

Issue Error Message
lTH (COMPILATION
oNLY, USE IN
DEFINITION) and
OUIT if not
c

Place the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Issue Error Messaqe
1'H (COT.DITION-
ALS NOT PAIRED)
and GIUIT if the
top two stack values
are not

stack

Place the address of
the next available
dictimary locetion
onto the top of the

Copy the second
parameter staek
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Subtract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

difference.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

17r



0

ERASE

ERASE ( beqiming addrero \ I of bytes to erac - )

ERASE cleers a specified region of memory to zeros (01-.1).

ERASE is simply a FILL with the fill character (0) 'hard codedrr.

EMPTY-BUFFERS is an example of word wtrich uses ERASE.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l5-bit single precision rurnber of bytes to erase. The second stack
entry contains the l6-bit beginning address of the memory to erese.

* At exit - No parameters.

ERASE is a high level colm definitim.

Refer to FILL .

FORTH-79: ERASE is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the "FORTH-79 Referenced Word Set'r.

Definitim: : ERASF__. .( beginning addres\ /I -- )
0 FILL i

DOCOL

Set up for FILL . Set
0 as FILL character.
The stack now
contains!

0
/l of bytes
beg address

FILL Erase memory to zeros.

;S

ERASE

time portion of
:) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

stack
the parameter

the constant
0 onto the top

Fill memory using
specified address,
lergth, and fill
character.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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ERROR
ERROR ( rrssqe t - cmt€nts of IN\ curtents of Bl-K )

ERROR dieplays some type of error message, stops compilation, and restarts interpretation from the terminal.

The form of the error meltsage to be displayed is governed by the contents of the user variable WARNING .

If WARNING contains a negative rumber, a (ABORT) is performed and only the standard startup message is displayed. Note that
(ABORT) may be modified to call a user created error routine.

If WARNING contains a zero, the message number supplied as an input parameter is simply printed as an [error number'r. This is often
used for non-disk installations or when a disk that does not contain the error me$ages is being used (e.g., ,MSG # 2t).

If WARNING contains a non-zero peitive number, the input parameter is used as e line number offset relative to Line 0 of Screen 4. The
contents of this lire is listed on the output device (e.g., trDICTIONARY FULL'). Note that message number 0 gives no message, just ,r?'r
(pmnourrced 'thuh?'). Algo note that the error message number may be a negative value. It will stili be referenced via Line 0 oi Screen 4.

The contents of IN and BLK are saved to aid in determining where and why the error occurred.

Some systems use a word called WHERE which inputs this information and displays the line and word \Afiere the error occurred.

?ERROR is an example of a word wfrich uses ERROR .

* At ontry - The top of the parameter stack containe a siqned l6-bit number used as an offset in lines (either positive or
negative) rclative to Line 0 of Screen 4. Either the runrUer or the contents of the specified line will be dieplayed if
WARNING contains I positive number.

* At axit -.The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit block rumber of the block being interpreted when the error
occumed (the contents of the user variable BLK ). The second stack entry contains the l6-bitlelative byte location of the
next wold to be intetpreted (the contents of the user variable IN ). These two parameters can then be used to aid in
determining where and wtrat the emor wes.

ERROR is a high level colon definition.

Refer to MESSAGE, WARNING , N , and BLK .

Fsl,TH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ERROR .

Definitio: : ERROR ( message rl -- IN\BLK )
WARNING @ (X IF (ABORT) THEN
HERE COUNT TYPE .N?U MESSAGE SP!
IN @ BLK |E OUIT ;

IF Y
8080 fI9-FORTH
Version 1.1

Set up for @ . The
contentg of WARNING
is used to determine
what ERROR ection to
take.

Set up for (X . Piek
up the contenb of
WARNING.

This is supposedly a
test to see if WARNING
contaim -l but any
negative number will
produce the same
rcsult.

N

ERROI

Branch around tttrue
portionrr of IF .

Branch if WARNING is
not negative.

ABORT . i.e., Restore
the stack, FORTH
DEFINITIONS , pnint
startup message and
OUIT . OR -- execute
user defined error
routine.

This is the entry point
for the THEN portion of
the IF-THEN etructure.

WARNING wes not
negative, therefore
Iist the character
string that caused the
error and execute
MESSAGE.

DOCOL

WARNING

[t"-i* the contents ol]
UARNTNG. )

(ABORT)

THEN

@

Is
truth flag

=O?

Execute ABORT or
a user defined
rcutine.

ERROR

this de

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Plaee the addr€ss of
the user variable
WARNING onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replaee the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that addr€ss.

falge (0).

the top of
the parameter stack
with a true flag (1)
if the value is leas
than 0, elee leave a

fi
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HERE

COUNT

TYPE

tt .2\

MESSAGE

sP!

BLK

IN

@

@

u4

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter string.

the message
address on the top
of the parameter
string with its
starting address and

th.

the specified
mber of characters

output device.
ified address to

at the

Output the character
string delimited by
quotes to the output
device.

Output (based on the
eontents of
WARNING ) either
the specified line
number ( WARNING =
0) or the message on
that relative line
rumber ( WRRrutruC =
1).

Initialize the
parameter stack
pointer from S0

stack.

Place the address of
the user variable IN
onto the top of the

of that address.

Replace the address

memory contents
stack with

the top of the

onto the top of
ter steck.the

Place the address of
the user variable

the address
on the top of the

stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

[L", ,nr word that I
l:ausea 

tne ERROR .I
OUIT

;S

Stop compilation, go
back to the terminal
and wait for operator
resPonse.

Set up for COUNT .
During interpretation,
words are read into
memory starting where
HERE is pointing.

Set up for TYPE.
Convert the address of
the message into the
parameters required for
TYPE.

List the character
string that could not
be interpreted.

Follow the TYPEed
eharacter string with a
question mark.

MESSAGE uses the line
rumber that was the
input parameter to
ERROR. If WARNING
is 0, only the number is
listed. Otherwise, the
number is used as an
offset from line 0 of
screen 4.

Drop everything that is
now in the parameter
stack.

Set up for @ . IN
contains the location
of the next word to be
interpreted.

Place the contents of
IN onto the stack for
future rcference.

Set up for |@ . BLK
contains the block
number being
interpreted.

Place the contents of
BLK onto the stack for
future reference.

Gtace ttre contents ol'l
{ IN ana BLK on the I
[3arameter 

stack. )

Initialize the
return stack, stop
compilation, and
start interpreting
from the input

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop inter?ret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.



EXECUTE

EXEC1JTE ( Code Field Address - )

EXECUTE "executes'r the definition whose Code Field Address ( CFA ) is on the top of the parameter stack. That is, EXECUTE transfers
control to the definition whose CFA is on the top of the stack, executes that definition only, and then returns control to the next
definition following EXECUTE .

This is action identical in phitosophy to the IBM t6OlrTO EX (execute) instruction.

EXECUTE is the means by which vectored execution arrays can be used in FORTH.

EXECUTE is the 'rheart[ of INTERPRET . The dictionary is searched for each incoming word in the dsta stream. When the word is
found, its CFA is placed on the steek and the definition is then executed via EXECUTE .

The internal operation of EXECUTE is quite simple. The top of the stack is moved into W and then a jump indirect is performed through
W. W is then incremented to point to the Code Field of the definition being executed.

This operation is quite similar to that of NEXT except that the address of the next definition to execute comes from the top of the
parameter stack instead of from IP.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the CFA of the definition to be rrexecutedrr.

* At exit - No parameters.

EXECUTE is a low level eode primitive.

Refer to NEXT , and INTERPRET .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for EXECUTE.

Place the CFA into W.

NEXTI Jump indirect to
exeeute the specified
definition. Control
will retum back to
where IP is pointing.
(i.e, The definition
following exeeute.)

EXECUTE

Pop the top of the
stack into

t7,



EXPECT
D(PECT ( Ueqinninq bxt destinatim address\ cfiaracter cornt - )

EXPECT inputs characters from the terminal to the specified address until the specified count is reached or until a carriage retum is
encountered.

At least one null is appended to the end of the text stpeam. The carriage return character is always replaced with a blank followed by a
rull. The blank and null are delimiters for WORD and INTERPRET .

EXPECT checks for backspace characters. If a backspace is encountered, the loop Index is decremented so that the backspace is not
irnluded in the character count. The backspace character is still included in the text stream. If the backspace character was
encountered in the first character position, i.e., tryinq to back up+"s-st the beginning; the character (which is an ascii 0B) is decrernented
by I thereby converting it into an ascii BELL character (07). The BELL character is still included in the text stream. (The loop Index
was decremented when the backspace was encountered.)

In multitasking FORTH environments, EXPECT is the primary task switching word. i.e., Input from any one of sevenal terminals causes
that terminalrs task to become active.

OUERY is an example of a word which uses EXPECT .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed l5-bit single precision character count value. This value is
added to the specified address to determine the DO-LOOP Limit, so although negative values are legal, great care must be
exercised in their use. The second stack entry contains the l5-bit beginning memory address where the text str€am is to
be stored.

* At exit - No parameters

EXPECT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to OUERY.

FOR.TFI79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for EXPECT is EXPECT.

Definitisr: : EXPECT ( beginning text destination address\ count -- )
OVER + OVER
DO

KEY DUP 0E +ORIGIN ,ld =
IF

DROP 0SOVERI=DUP R>2- +)R-
ELSE

DUP 0D = IF
LEAVE DROP BL O

ELSE
DUP

THEN
IC: 0II+l

THEN
EMIT

LOOP DROP ;

(Do)

DOCOL

OVER

OVER

DO

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into the
definition by DO .

This is the entry point
for the jump from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.

Read a character from
the keyboard.

Set up for +.

Set up for DO . Add
beginning address to
limit to calculatetrlimitrrfor DO.

Set up rrinitial'r value
for DO . Put beginning
address on the top of
the stack.

KEY

+

EXPECT

lm e oflonport
IPSave and

start interpreting
is definition

the second
stack

lue onto the top
the perameter

the top two
stack values end

their
them with
ned sum.

Copy the second
parameten stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Move loop eontrol

return stack.

racters (Index
Limit) to the

it for an input

top of the parameter

keypress.

onto the

the ascii
of the

L76
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DUP Dup the character

Set up for +ORIGIN .
The backspace character
value is stored 14
bytes from the
beginning (i.e.,
origin) of the FORTH
nucleug.

Aim at the backspace
character velue for
this system.

Fetch the backspace
character value.

Is the character just
typed in a backspace?

Branch if the character
is !!Qf a backspace.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with
their $lm.

Is the current
character address equal
to the begiming
addrese?

Backspace must
ttreset/backspacert the
loop Index so can still
input maximum
of characters.

Duplicate the truth
fleg result of the
previous equal.

Get the DO loop Index
value from the return
gtack (i.e., current
address). (This is not
a recommended
programming techniqueJ

Set up for -.

Back up current address
two bytes.

Add the truth flag
result of comparing
current address with
beginning address:

0 = Not at first char
I = At first char so

canrt backspace

Put the adjusted DO
loop Index value back
on the retum stack.

Subtrect the DUP red

truth flag from the
backspace character
(previoualy LIT 08). If
a backapace was
attempted from the
beginning character
location the truth flag
ig a I. Leave either a
BELL oT a BACKSPACE
character on the stack.

LIT
OEH

+ORIGIN

DROP

R>

DUP

>R

|a

?

IF Y

N
+

Jin" "n"o"t". 
i"J

lbackopace. J

LIT
08

Drop the input
character.

Place an ascii
beckapace character
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Put the beginning
addrcss onto the top of
the parameter stack.

Get the current
charactEr address.

G"ur. a beep if t.i"al
{ to backspaee from the I
I beginning character I

llocation. )

OVER

I

Replace the top two
values on the
parameter staek with
a true flag (l) if
they arc equal or a
false flaq (0) if
they arc not

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the constant
value 2 onto the top
of the parameter

Subtract the top
stack entry fmm the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their
signed difference.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and plaee it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

top

difference.

stack entry from the
second etack entry
and replace the two
values with their

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

lue
of

the literal
OEH onto the
the parameter

area

the offset
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the addrees of the
specified origin

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Replace the top two
valuee on the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
they are equal or a
false flag (0) if
they are not equal.

EXPE2
Is

truth flag
=0?

Drop the top value
from the parameter
gtack.

Place the literal
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Copy the secmd
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
staek.

Place the loop Index
onto the top of the
parameter 8tack.
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ELSE

DtJP

ODH

IF

LEAVE

DROP

fl"*::::'"'*"'no'"]

This is the entry point
for the rrfalse portiontl
of the previous IF that
tested if the character
was a backspece.

Duplicate the character
on the top of the
stack.

ODH is the ascii value
for a carriaqe return.

Is the input character
a carriage retum?

Branch if the input
character is not a
carriage return.

The input character is
a carriage return.
Replace it with a blank
and a null.

The input character was
a carriage retum so
set up to exit the
loop.

Drop the duplicated
carriage retum
character from the top
of the staek.

Replace the carriage
retum with a blank.

Put a null onto the
stack so it will be
stored into the
character string.

Branch around the
"false portionfl of the
IF structure.

ELSE

DUP

THEN

THEN

EMIT

This is the entry point
for the previous IF .
(i.e., the character
was not a camiage
retumJ

Duplicate the
character.

This is the entry point
fmm the I'true portion"
of the previous IF .
(i.e., the character
was a carriage retum.)

Get the character
string address to etore
the character.

Store one of the
following:

I. The character.
2. A backspace char.
l. A bell if tried to

backspace from the
beginning char
position.

4. A null if a C/R
was entered.

Set up to put a null at
the end of the
character string as it
now exits (even though
this may not yet be the
end).

Get the current
character addresa.

Point to the next
character location.

Store the null in the
next character
location.

This is the entry polnt
from rrtrue portimrr of
the lF which conpared
for a backpacc.

Echo thc cheracter back
to the terminal,
including a baekpaee
character or bell or
cartiage rutum.

Thia executlon tlmc
portim of LOOP b
compiled lnto the
definition by LOOP .

LIT

Y

0

1+

BL

0

PEz

r stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the

Place the literal
value ODH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
values on the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
they are equal or a
false flag (0) if
they are not equal.

=o?
truth flag

Is

Set Index to Limit
so that next
execution of LOOP
will cause exit from
DCILOOP structur€.

Drop the top value
from the perameter
stack.

Place the constant
value of an ascii
blank (20FD onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

e the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Branch

EXPEA

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack

PE5

Copy the loop Index
onto the top of the
perameter stack.

Store the specified
8-bit value into the
specified memory
locetion.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Copy the loop Index
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by 1.

Store the specified
valua into the
apeclfied memory
locatim.

Ortput the escli
charactsr on th" top
of the parametcr
stack to tha output
device.

Incroment the Indcx
value.

178
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LOOP

DROP

N

Y
Loop back if Index does
not equal Limit and
get another character.

If Index is = or ) than
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index and
Limit values from the
retum stack.

Drq the b
charactar

eglnning
addreas.

;S

Is
value

=or)
it value

?

Drop the top velue
frcm the parameter
ataek.

and return to the

time portion of
.) Stop interpret-

this definition

t79



FENCE
FEI{CE ( - aata addrsac )

FENCE is a user variable used in conjunction with FORGET to set a boundary past which FORGET cannot forget. This prevents the
programmer from inadvertently forgetting too much of the dictionary. FENCE is initialized at start Lp time by COLD witi data from
the origin parameter area but its contents may be changed at any time to reflect a new dictionary structure.

The words:

I FROG FENCE !

will not allow forgetting below the named definition (in this case, FROG ).

The user variable FENCE is stored as a 16-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending rpon the processor used.

i At errtry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable FENCE.

Refer to FORGET, and USER .

Fffi.TFl-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for FENCE .
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FILL

FILL ( cart addrees \ cortnt \ fill ctraracter - )

FILL "fillstteach location of a specified region of memory with a specified byte value.

Note: This word may be installation dependent on other than 8-bit machines.

This version of FILL differs from the fi9-FORTH model in that it is a low level code primitive. The high level version of FILL (based on

CMOVE ) works colectly when filling Gad/write memory. However, it will not work correctly when fillinq write-only memory such as

specialized video display memory. fhis is because the "ripple fill't used by CMOVE requires that the byte to be moved be read from
memory. This code versim of FILL does not use CMOVE or trripple fill" and therefore will work correctly when filling write-only
memory.

ERASE and BLANKS are examples of words that use FILL .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit value of whieh the low order 8-bits are the fill character. The

second stack entry contains a I6-bit unsigned rrcount", i.e., the number of locations to fill. The third stack entry contains
a I6-bit "starting address" (irrlusive).

* At exit - No parameters.

FILL is a low level code primitive.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for FILL is FILL.

8080 fis-FORTH
Version I.I

[", a loc"ri"0

E"r 
ro for fill lool|

Fest it fiued alil
f_lcations. J

BEGIN furntion starts
here. (i.e., This is
the entry point from
the loop back to fill
another location.)

REPEAT function of
loop. (i.e., Go fitl
another locationJ

NEXT

Y

Note: This is en 8080
tectnique to test if a
l6-bit value is equal
to zero.

WHILE function of loop
is here. (i.e, Exit if
the specified amount of
memory has been
filled.)

FILL

Pop fill byte.

Pop count.

Pop beginning
address into index
register.

FILL]

into accumulator.
t low order count

igh order count.
accumulator with

FILL2
Is

count =
0?

Put fill character.
into accumulator.

Store fill character
into memory via
index register.

Increment index
register.

Decrement count.

FILLI

FILL2

l8l



FIRST
FTRST (-address)

FIRST is a single precision CONSTANT value. This constant places the memory address of thErtIiFt"(lowest) block buffer in the buffer
arrsy onto th;tod of the parameter stack. Refer to +BUF for an example of the usage of FIRST . Also see BLOCK and BUFFER for a

description of the buffer arraY.

Conversely, UMIT is the eonstant Lhat reflects.the upper ilIimittr (niqhegt) block buffer addregg.

* At Entry - No parameters.

* At exlt - The top of the perameter stack contains the l6-bit memory address of the first buffer in the buffer-array.

Refer to LIMIT , +BUF , BLOCK , and BUFFER .

FORTI-|-791 There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for FIRST.

to2



FLD
FLD (-Oataaddrer)

FLD (pronounced "F-L-Dil) is a user variable which is intended to control field length in pictured numerie output.

FLD is not cumently used in the fig-FORTH model.

The user variable FLD is stored as a l6-bit single preciaion value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending tpon the processor used.

* At entry - M parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameten stack contains the addrese of the user veriable FLD .

FORTIIT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for FLD
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FLUSH
FLUSH ( - )

FLUSH writes to disk all the buffers in the buffer array that have been flagqed as "updated".

FLUSH is FORTH's virtual memory equivalent to 'rtraditional" languages 'rwrite-to-disk" command.

A buffer is flagged as being 'rupdatedrrwhen the most significant bit (i.e., the update bit) in the header portion of a buffer is set to one.
(Refer to +BUF for a detailed explanation of the buffer structure.) This update bit is set via the word UPDATE .

Flagged buffers will automatically be written to disk by BUFFER when the buffer is allocated to a new block number while executinq
BLO|K . Sometimes it is desirable or even necessary to force writing of these updated buffers from memory to disk before this
re-allocation takes place.

Examples of when it is desirable to FLUSH the buffers are:

1. Before changing disks (this ensures that the updated data is written to the proper disk).

2, Before Ieaving FORTH.

1. Before powering down the system.

Typing FLUSH immediately after finishing editing a source screen is a good habit to develop to prevent inadvertently removing a disk
before the newly edited data is written to it.

If there are no "updated" buffers (buffers with a set update bit), FLUSH has no effect. Executing EMPTY-BUFFERS prior to executing
FLUSH means no data will be written to disk.

The basis of FLUSH is BUFFER . The word BUFFER is contained within a DO-LOOP which is executed as meny times as there are
buffers in the buffer array. BUFFER then re-allocates each buffer and writes any "updated'r buffer data to disk.

Note that, within FLUSH , BUFFER re-allocates each buffer to block number 0 (8080 fiq-FORTH Version f .f). A side effect of this
operatim ir tft"t 

" 
reference (with BLOCK) to a block that was in memory prior to the execution of FLUSH will cause a disk access. This

happens becaue the buffer allocation gcheme has been re-initialized even though the data portion of the block is still in memory.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

FLUSH is a high level colon definition.

Refer to BUFFER , +BUF, UPDATE, and BLOCK .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for FLUSH is SAVE-BUFFERS.

Definitim: : FLUSH ( _ )
NBUF 1+

O BUFFER
,

DROP

0 Set up for DO . Set the
ttinitialtt parameter for
DO to 0.

DOCOL

(Do)

0Do

LOOP

[-*, u, toop 
"or.i"l

[bo-r-ooe )

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
FLUSH's Sequence 2).

This is the entry point
for the jump from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.

DO
NBUF

1+

Set up for DO. Get
the number of buffers.
i.e., The number of
times to loop.

Set up for DO . Create
the rrLimit" parameter
for Do . (The Limit
must be I more than the
desired number of
loopsJ

[ru*," 
one tutre]

0 Set up for BUFFER .
Tell BUFFER to allocate
buffers to block number
0.

FLUSH

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value NBUF (the
rumber of buffers in
the system) onto the
top of the parameter

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by I.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Move loop control
characters (Index
and Limit) to the
return stack.

FLUSI

Plaee the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the paremeter
stack.
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Alleate a disk
buffer to the
apecified block
rumber. Write the
buffer contents
(flagqed as

to the

Dmp the top value
fmm the perameter
stack.

the Index

FLUSI

Is
value

?

=or)
Limit value

(Run time portim of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this &finitim
and r€tum to the
calling procedure.

BUFFER

DROP

(LOOP)

LOOP

Write out any buffers
with their update bits
set.

Drop the buffer data
address returned by
BUFFER.

This execution time
potion of LOOP is
compiled into ttiei
deflnition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index doea not equal
Limit and contirnre
nffu*ringtr buffers.
io., Loop back if all
buffers have not yet
been fluehed.

lf Index ia = or ) than
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index and
Limit valuee from the
retum stack.

il

Y

;5
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FORGET
FORGET (-)

FORGET deletes definitions from the dictionary. The specified definition and all definitions following, up until the end of the dictionary,
are rrforgottenrr.

FORGET is used in the form:

FORGET rrdefinitionnamerr

In the fig-FORTH version of FORGET , the programmer must ensure that the CONTEXT and CURRENT vocabularies are the same or the
emor message DECLARE VOCABULARY will be issued and the FORGET will GUIT or ABORT .

FORGET searches the dictionary for the first occurrence of the specified definition name and changes DP (the Dictionary Pointer) to
point to the located definition. That definition (and all following) is I'forgottenr and will be overlayed when the next new definition is
created. The CONTEXT and CURRENT vocabulary linkages are also modified to drop the forgotten definitions from the vocabulary
chain.

FORGET is a very powerful word. It is possible to forget the entire dictionary, including FORTH itself. To limit the scope of this
powerful word and to prevent accidental forgetting of important definitions, the user variable FENCE is used. FENCE is a user variable
which contains an address below which it is not possible to FORGET .

WARNING: Using FORGET in a system comprised of multiple vocabularies will probabty (but not necessarily always) cause the system to
crash.

FORGET , as defined in the fig-FORTH Model, is "unaware" of any vocabularies other than the vocabulary refemed to by CONTEXT and
CURRENT . As described in VOCABULARY , multiple vocabularies are logically structured like branches on a tree; but they are
physically structured as a one-dimensional linked list. The fig-FORTH Model version of FORGET simply uses I'brute forcel to forget a
portio'r of this one-dimensional dictionary from the end up to and including the specified definition. The fact that there may be
vocabulary links which now point into a rrforgotten, dictionary is not taken into account. Any reference to such a vocabulary having a
rbrokenrr chain will produce undeterminable results.

* At entry - No perameter stack entriee. The word immediately following FORGET in the input data stream is the name of
the definition to be rrforgottenrr.

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERROR. MESSAGES:

PROTECTED DICTIONARY (f5H) - The address of the definition being I'forgottenrr is less than the value stored in FENCE . Change the
value in FENCE .

DECLARE VOCABULARY (tBH) -- CONTEXT and CURRENT are not aiming at the same vocabuleries when ettempting to FORGET .

FORGET is a high level colon definition.

Refer to FENCE, and VOCABULARY .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for FORGET is FORGET

Definitim: : FORGET ( - )
CURRENT |a CONTEXT @ - 18 ?ERROR ICOMPILE ] I

DUP FENCE @ < 15 ?ERROR DUP NFA DP I
LFA(0CURRENT@l i

CONTEXT Set up for @

DOCOL

la Set up for -. Pick up
the address of the top
of the CONTEXT
vocabulary.

Set up for ?ERROR .
If CONTEXT equals
CURRENT , the r?trtth
flag'r will be false and
?ERROR will not be
executed.

Set up for ?ERROR .
Place the error me$agc
number onto the steck.

@

CURRENT Set up for @ .

Set up for -. Pick up
the address of the top
of the CURRENT
vocabulary.

LIT

Place the address of
the user variable
CONTEXT onto the
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter etack with
the memory eontents
of that addre$.

their difference.

the top two
veluea on the

stack with

the literal
value l8H onto the
top of the parameter
staek.

FORGET

this definitim.

time portion of
) Save IP and

interpreting

the parameter

the address of
usr variable

onto the

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.
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?ERROR

[COMPILE]

DUP

FENCE

@

15H
LIT

?ERROR

;s

187

Issue Error Message
and QUIT if the
truth flag is true.

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDATE word.

the PaI?meter
Address for

ecified in the
t stream onto
top of the

de finition

stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the

stack.

Plece the address of
the user variable
FENCE onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the address
the top of the

meter stack with

the top two
I6-bit signed values

a true flag (1)
if the top stack

than the second;
i8 greeter

a false flag

Place the literal
value l5H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

is true.
if truth flag

Issue Emor Message
I5H (IN PROTECTED
DICTIONARY) and

Issue an error message
and QUIT if CURRENT
and CONTEXT
vocabularies ar€ not
equal.

Since'is an IMMEDIATE
word, ICOMPILE ] must
be used to compile it
into the definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of
being compiled.
ICoMPILE] is only used
at Sequence I time to
ltcompiletrI into
FORGET and does not
exist in FORGETTs
definition when
FORGET is executed
at compile time
(Sequence 2).

Get the address of the
definition to FORGET
to. A GUIT will occur
if no match is found.

Set up for ( by making
a copy of the PFA .

Set up for @ .
Definitions located
below the address in
FENCE cannot be
fongotten (i.e.,
'rprotected memory').

Set up for( . Pick up
the address in FENCE .

Set up for ?ERROR .
Set the truth flag to
true (I) if the specified
definitionrs addre ss is
below that in FENCE .

Set up for ?ERROR .
Place the error message
number onto the stack.

I$ue an error mesgage
and GUIT if trying to
forget past FENCE .

DUP

NFA

DP

Set up for NFA by
duplicating the PFA on
the top of the stack.

Set up for ! . Get the
Name Field Address of
the specified
definition.

Set up for ! . DP
contains the Dictionary
Pointer.

Store the PFA of the
specified definition
into DP thereby
'rFORGETting" the
dictionary words above
the definition.

Set up for @ . The LFA
of the trforgottent' word
must be used as the
CURRENT vocabulary
pointer.

Set up for I . Pick up
the pointer to the
CURRENT vocabulary
pointer.

Set up for @ .

Set up for I . Pick up
the address of the
CURRENT vocabulary
pointer.

Force the CURRENT
vocabulary pointer to
equal the pr€sent
CONTEXT vocabulary.

@

LFA

CURRENT

@

r stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the

meter Field
(PFA) on the

of the parameter
with the Name
Address (NFA)

lace the

the game
finition.

stack.

Place the address of
the user variable DP
onto the top of the

the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

meter Field
(PFA) on the

of the parameter
with the Link

ld Address (LFA)

the

the same
finition.

Replace the addregs
on the top of the
paremeter stack with
the memory contentg
of that address.

Place the address of
the user varieble
CURRENT onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.



FORTH
FORTH (_)

FORTH is the name of the "vocabulary, definition for the FORTH vocabulary. The FORTH vocabulary contains all of the standard
FORTH definitions. Executing FORTH sets CONTEXT to point to the FORTH vocabulary. This will cause dictionary searches to begin
with the FORTH vocabulary. Sinee CONTEXT now points to FORTH, executing DEFINITIONS would then cause new definitions to be
appended to the FORTH vocabulary.

The FORTH vocabulary is the topmost vocabulary. All other vocabularies will be appended under FORTH . At cold start initialization,
the user variable VOC-LIIIK is initialized to point to FORTH .

The FORTH definition is crcated via the word VOCABULARY . VOCABULARY is a <BUILDS DOED definition. This means that the
<BUILDS portion creates the actual FORTH definition in the dictionary at Sequence 2 time. The DOE$ portion of the VOCABULARY
definition contains the definitions that will be executed when FORTH is executed at Sequence f time. i.e., The FOR-fFIZeTil'iIlon
contains a pointer to its execution time procedure which 'rlives" in VOCABULARY and at execution time the run time code for DOES)
transfers control to that pmcedure in VOCABULARY .

A more detailed explanation of vocabularies can be found in VOCABULARY . The definition FORTH is used as an example in the
descriptions of the words(BUILDS and DOED .

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

FORTH is a high level colon definition.

Refer to VOCABULARY , CONTEXT , CURRENT , DEFINITIONS , <BUILDS , DOE$ , and VOC-LINK .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for FORTH is FORTH.

Definition: : FORTH ( -- )
VOCABULARY FORTH ; IMMEDIATE

DOCOL The following code
exists in the DOES)
portion of the
VOCABULARY
definition.

DODOES FORTH is created by
VOCABULARY which is
a (BUILDS DOES) word.

This code is defined
within the
VOCABULARY
definition execlrted
(called) when a
definition created
by vocabulifiI6-
executed.

2+

CONTEXT

The run time code for
DOES) places the
Parameter Field Address
of the definition being
executed onto the top
of the parameter stack.
In this ease, that is
the Pseudo Mme Field.
Adding two to this
gives the address of
FORTHTs Vocabulary
Link Field.

CONTEXT contains a
pointer which points to
the Vocabulary Link
Field of the vocabulary
to be searched first.

Set CONTEXT to point
to the FORTH
vocabulary.

DOVOC

FORTH

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

ES) . Transfer

de finitions
beginning at the

time port

to the

fo address.

Run time portion of
all vocabulary
definitions.

Increment the top
parameter stack
entry by 2.

T onto the

Plece the address of
the ueer variable

top of the parameter
stack.

the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.
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HERE

I-CRE (-addres)

HERE places the address of the next available dictionary location onto the parameter stack. The use of HERE is the proper way to
obtain the location of the end of the dictionary (e.g{ DP @ on some implementations will retum a wrong address).

HERE is ucd in such basic words as , (comma) and also in higher-level words such as ." (dot-quote).

* At 6ntry - M parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack containg the address of the next available dictionary location.

HERE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to DP .

FG,Tll-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for HERE is HERE.

Deftnitian: : HERE ( -- address )
DPiA .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version l.I

DOCOL

DP DP (Dictionary Pointer)
contains the address of
the next available
dictionary entry.

i.e., Pick up 'r HERE ".@

;S

HERE

Save IP and
time portim of

start interpreting
this definition.

stack

Place the address of
the user variable DP
onto the top of the

the address
on the top of the

stack with
the memory contents

that address.

lme ortim ofp
t-.) interpreStop

ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedrre.
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LIT

HEX

HD( (-)

HEX sets the user variable BASE to 16 (decimal). This causes all numeric input and output conversions to be performed in hexidecimal
(base I5).

Note thal this is not an IMMEDIATE word.

* At 6ntry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

HEX is a hiqh level colon definitim.

Refer to (NUMBER) , and BASE .

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for HEX is HEX .

Definition: : HEX ( -- )
10 BASE ! ;

DOCOL

l0H

BASE

Put the literal value
fOH (16 decimal) into
BASE.

;S

HEX

(Run time portion of
l ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

t the literal
10H onto the

top of the parameter
stack.

the meter stack

Put the address of
the user variable
BASE onto the top of

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprct-
irg this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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HLD

FI-D ( - Oata addero )

HLD (pronounced t'H-L-Dtr) is a uer variable which contains the address of the last character of text placed into PAD during
binary-to-ascii pictured rumeric output conversion. (/l initializes HLD and HOLD references HLD during conversion.

The uer variable HLD is stored as a l6-bit aingle precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending rpon the proeessor used.

* At Gntry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable HLD .

Refer to lll , lD, I'OLD , SIGN , i\UMBER , (NUMBER) , and USER .

FORTB.79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for HLD.
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HOLD
FIDLD ( mii char - )

HOLD stores an ascii character into the next available location in a pictured numeric output string. HOLD is used internally by /l to
place each converted ascii digit into memory. Numeric punctuation (characters such as commas, decimal points, signs, dollar signs, etc.)
can also be placed in output strings via HOLD .

The address of the next available location is kept in the user variable HLD . HOLD decrements HLD before each character store. HOLD
is used within a (/l /l) expression. (// is used to initialize HLD to the beginning of PAD . Therefore characters are stored into memory
from high to low memory starting from one byte before the beginning of PAD working towards the end of the dictionary.

SIGN uses HOLD to place a mirus sign into an output string. The description of lll and /l explain the operation of pictured numeric
output.

* At entry - The top of the parameter steck contains an 8-bit value (normally an ascii character) in the low order portion of
the topmost l6-bit word. The user variable HLD contains the memory location +1 where the character is to be stored.

* At exit - No parameters. l-lowever, the character is in memory and the contents of HLD has been decremented by 1.

HOLD is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ll ,1ll , #>, SIGN, PAD , and HLD .

FORT!-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for HOLD is HOLD .

Definition: : HOLD ( char -- )

-I HLD +l HLD lh Cl i

DOCOL

LIT
-1H

Set up for +! .

HLD Set up for +! .

Decrement HLD by 1.
(i.e. Aim at the next
available string
location.)

HLD Set up for @ .

Set up for C! . Get
the address to store
the character.

Store the character
into the pictured
rrumeric string.

;S

+l

(a

C

F]OLD

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the literal
value -1 onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the stack

Place the address of
the user variable
HLD onto the top of

Add the specified
16-bit value to the
specified memory
location.

the ter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
HLD onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
paremeter stack with
the memory contents
of thet address.

specified memory
location.

the specified
value into the

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedrre.tvz



HPUSH
FTRJSH (-value)

HPL,SH is strictly an 8080 fig-FORTH Version 1.1 inner interpreter routine entry point.

Entry at this entry point causes the l6-bit contents of the HL register pair to be pushed onto the top of the parameter stack before

performing NEXT .

Refer to NEXT.

t9,



I

I ( - Index vahre )

I copies the current DO LOOP (or DO +LOOP ) Index mto the top of the parameter stack.

This is analogous to the value I in a BASIC FOR-NEXT loop of the form:

IOFORI=ITOIO
20 PRINT I
]O NEXT I

In most current FORTH implementations, the loop Index is kept on the top of the return stack. Implementation wise, this makes the code
for the word I identical to that of the word R. Flowever, there are no restrictions against keeping the loop Index somewhere elee other
then the retum steek. Thercfore, ttre word I (end not R ) should alwavs be used to obtain the current loop Index for transportability.
Conversely, the action of I is undefined outside of a DO-LOOP strueture.

Note that the retum etack value is copied; not removed.

LIST is an example of a word which uses I .

* At enry - M parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit loop Index value.

I is a low level code primitive.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for I is I.

8080 fis-FoRTH
Version I.l

NEXT

I

Pick r-p retum stack
pointer.

Move top of retum
stack into r€gisters.

Push registers onto
stack.
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lD.
ID. ( t bne Field Address - )

ID. (pronounced "l-D-dotr) lists the Name Field of a definition.

ID. caleulates the physical length of the Name Field by subtracting the Link Field Address from the Name Field Address. This length is

then used to move the Name Field text, including the iength byte to PAD. The contents of the length byte (which may differ from the
actual number of characters stored in the dictionary, see WIDTH ) is then used to TYPE the definition name. This may result in the
physical Name Field being typed followed by traiting blanks (e.9, A WIDTH of I with a length of 7 would result in the first three
characters of the name being typed followed by four blanks).

VLIST is an example of a word which uses ID. .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the Name Field Address of the Name Field to be printed.

* At exit - No parameters.

ID. is a high level colon definition.

Refer to WIDTH .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for ID. .

Definitim: : D. (NFA--)
PAD 20 5F FILL DUP PFA LFA OVER -
PAD COUNT lF AND TYPE SPACE i

PAD SWAP CMOVE

PFA Get definitionrs
Parameter Field Address
to set up for LFA .

DOCOL

LIT
20H

PAD

5FH

FILL

Set up beginning
address for FILL .

Set up for FILL . Fill
l2 (decimal) bypes of
PAD with blanks.

Set up for FILL . Make
ascii "dash" ttp fill
charac ter.

Fill PAD with dashes

Duplicate the specified
Name Field Address. Set
up for PFA .

Get Link Field Address.
The first byte of the
Link Field occurs
immediately after the
last byte of the Name
Field.

Put Name Field Address
onto the top of the
stack.

Link Field Address -
Name Field Address =
physical length of the
name stored in the
dictionary.

Get PAD address as
destination for CMOVE .

Set up parameters in
order expected by
CMOVE.

8rr.'^" 
name text int]

LFA

OVER

PAD

LIT

Galcutate trre ptrysicJl
{ lenqth of the Name I
[rieta. )

ID.

(Run time portion of
:) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the address of
the lext output
buffer onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Place the literal
value 20H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Place the literal
value 5FH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Fill the specified
memory area with the
specified bytes.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Field Address on the
top of the parameter
stack with the
Parameter Field
Address of the same
definition.

Replace

Replace the
Parameter Field
Address on the top
of the perameter
stack with the Link
Field Address of the
same definition.

Copy the second
stack value onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

the top

difference.

Place the address of
the text output
buffer onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

DUP
SWAP
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CMOVE

PAD

COUNT

Move the Name Field,
including its length
byte, to PAD . Note
that only the number of
characters physically
present in the
dictionary are moved. _

Set up for COUNT .

Set up for TYPE. Note
that this picks up the
lenqth byte, which may
differ from the number
of name characters
stored in the Name
Field.

Set up to strip off
MSB, precedence and
smudge bits.

Strip off unwanted
bits. All that remains
is the logical length
of the name.

ttType" the definition
name. Note: TYPE types
as many characters as
are specified in the
length byte.

LIT
1FH

AND

TYPE

SPACE

;S

the spec ified
byte string to the
specified memory
location.

Place the address of
the text output
buffer onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the arameter stack

Place the text
length and begiming
text address onto

Place the literal

top of the parameter
lue IFH onto the

AND the
top two values on

parameter stack
and replace them
with the logical
result.

text string.
tput the specified

Output an ascii
space (Z0H)
character.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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IF

IF

COn P[-E TIME (Seqrprce 2)r ( - offset address \2 )

DGCUTION TIME (Seqrrrce f): ( trutr fias - )

IF is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution time.

IF must be used within an IF-THEN or IF-ELSE-THEN structure. ( ENDIF may be used in place of THEN if desired but THEN is the
preferred usage) The format of these structurcs is:

IF rrtrue portion" THEN
OR

IF 'rtrue portion" ELSE rrfalse portionrr THEN

(Beware - This differs in form from the PASCAL IF-THEN-ELSE structure.)

IF-THEN and IF-ELSE-THEN structures must be used within a colon definition.

The compile time (Sequenee 2) action of IF is to compile a 0BRANCH into the definition and then reeerve the dictionary location
followirg for the branch offset used as an input to 0BRANCH. IF then places the address of this reserved location onto the parameter
stsck so that a following ELSE or THEN statment can calculate and store its entry point offset into the reserved location. To provide
compiler security, the value 2 is placed onto the top of the parameter stack so that ELSE or THEN (or ENDIF ) can check fon it. This
provides a somewhat secure (but not fmprmf) method of checking for un-matched IF rs and THEN rs.

is addrees of this cell
is left on the stack by IF

OFFSET points
to ENDIF
cell.

ENDIF then stores this
offset value.

ENDIF

The apparent execution time (Sequence l) action of IF is to input a boolean flag from the top of the parameter stack and take action
based on this flag. (Actually oBRANCH is executed at execution time.) If the flag is irue (non-zero), the rrtrue portionrrof the structure
will be executed.- Mte that a true flag is any non-zero value; not just a 1. If the flag is false (0), the optional ELSE ('rfalse portion"of
the gtrrptur€) will be exeqlted if it is prcsent.-l? 8n ELSE is not included in the structure, a false flag causes control to be passed to the
word immediately followirg the THEN statement.

Aften executing either the iltrue portionrr or the rtfalse portionrt of the structure, control is passed to the word immediately following the
THEN statement.

Note that lF is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its pr€cedence bit is set, and it will therefore execute at compile time.

CUIIPI-E TIME (Seqrprce 2)t

* At Entry - M parameters.

* At exit - The top of the paremeter stack contains the 16-bit single precision value 2. This value is checked by ELSE or
THEN to provide compiler security. The second stack entry contains the 16-bit address of the location reserved for the
0BRANCH offset. ELSE or THEN use this addrcss to fill in the offset.

DGClJIION TIME (Seqr:rce f)s

* At cntry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit signed boolean truth flag.

* At 6xit - M parameters.

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPTLATION ONLY (ff H) - This word may only be ued within a colon definition.

COI\DITIONALS tOT PAIRED (Ill-D - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition being
compiled.

IF is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ELSE , ENDIF , THEN , lF , and OBRANCH.

FORTBT9I The FORTH-79 equivalent for IF is IF .

IF

Definitian: : IF (-offsetaddress\2)
COMPILE OBRANCH

( compile
HERE O ,

time )
2

OBRANCH

OFFSET

; IMMEDIATE
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COMPILE TIME actim of lF (Seqrnrne 2): ( - offset address\z ) EXECUTION TIME actim of IF (Sequerne r): ( tn th flag - )

DOCOL

OBRANCH Y
COMPILE This puts OBRANCH into

the definition being
compiled at Sequence 2.

N
(0BRANCH is the run
time portion of IF )

0

OBRANCH

HERE

IMMEDIATE

OBRANCH is compiled
into the definition. It
is not executed at
compile time (Sequence
2).

This is the address of
the word following
OBRANCH . It will be
filled in with the
branch offset by ELSE
or ENDIF.

Set up for , .

Store 0 into the
dictionary as a place
holder for the branch
offset.

ELSE or ENDIF expect a
2 to be on the top of
the steck.

IF is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

Branch around the rrtrue
portion'r using the
previously calculated
and stored forward
branch offset.

This entry point may be
either the first word
following an ELSE (the
optional "false
portiont) or the first
word following a THEN .

ELSE

THEN

2

;S

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

Set up boolean trrth
flag on top of
stack.

F
Is

truth flag
=0?

Executerrtrue
portion'r of IF
statement.

Branch

IF

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Compile the Code
Field Address (CFA)
of the followirg
definition into the
dictionary.

time portion of
lF . (Conditionally

based on
tluth

the address of
the next available

onary location
to the top of the

stack.

stack.

the constant
lue 0 mto the top
the parameter

the value on
top of the

arameter stack into
next available

location.

of the parameter
stack.

the constant
2 onto the top

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprct-
ing this definition
end retum to the
calling procedrre.

FAL

Execute the optional
rrfalse portionrr of
IF statement.
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IMMEDIATE

IMMEDIATE ( _ )

IMMEDIATE sets the pnecedence bit of the most recently created definition. A definition whose pr.ecedence bit is set will be executed
'timmediately" by INTERPRET even when the system is in compile state (hence the name IMMEDIATE ).

This feature allows the compiler to bettextended". That is, definitions can be ereated to perform specific actions at compile time rather
than modifyinq the compiler itself. TNTERPRET is the word which detects that theprecedence bit is set.

It is possible to force the compilation of an IMMEDIATE definition by preceding it with [COMPILE] . (Otfrerwise the definition executes
instead of compilesl)

The precedence bit in fiq-FORTH is the 40H bit of the Name Field's lenqth byte. The system is defined as being in compilation state
when the user variable STATE contains a non-zero value.

BEGIN is an example of a compiler word (a conditional compiler in this case) which is flagged as IMMEDIATE by being followed by the
word IMMEDIATE.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

IMMEDIATE is a high level colon definition.

REfCT tO INTERPRET , ICOMPILE] , LASTEST , ANd STATE .

FORTBT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for IMMEDIATE is IMMEDIATE

Definitim: : IMMEDIATE ( -- )
LATEST 40 TOGGLE ;

DOCOL

LATEST Get the address of the
most recently created
definition.

LIT Set up for TOGGLE.
Get the bit mask for
setting prEcedence bit

Set the precedence bit.
Make the definition
IMMEDIATE.

40H

TOGGLE

;S

IMMEDIA

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

CURRENT
onto the top of the
arameter stack.

Address of the
topmost word in the

Place the literal
value 40H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Exclusive OR the
byte at the
spec ified address
with the specified
bit mask.

time portion of
; .) Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedlre.
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!N
IN ( - aata addness )

IN (pronounced "in") is a user variable that contains the byte offset from the beginning of the current input text buffer (whether using the
Terminal lnput Buffer or a disk buffer).

IN is set to 0 by OUERY (for TIB input) and by LOAD and --) (for mass storage input). WORD then references and increments IN as
words in the buffer are moved to HERE .

The user variable IN is stored as a 16-bit single precision value
depending upon the processor used.

When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable IN .

Refer to WORD , GUERY , LOAD , --> , HERE, and USER .

FORTIIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for IN is )IN (pronounced "to-in,') .
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INDD( ( UegirnirE rreen nrrrber \endrq screen nrnter - ) !NDEX
INDEX prints the first line of each screen within the specified range of screens inclusively. The index listing will be terminated if any

terminal key is pressed. See ?TERMINAL .

The basis of TNDEX is a DO-LOOp which contains the word .LINE . The loop Index ( I ) is used as an input parameter to .LINE to print
the first line of each screen within the specified range.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains an unsigned t6-bit value specifying the last screen to be indexed. The

seeond itack entry contains an unsigned l6-bit value gecifying the beginning screen number to be indexed.

* At exit - No parameters.

INDEX is a high level colon definition.

Refer to .LINE , and ?TERMINAL .

FORTIITS: INDEX is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the 'iFORTH-79 Referenced Word Setrt.

Definitim: : INDEX ( beginning screen number\ ending screen number )
0C EMIT CR l+ SWAP
DO

CR I].RSPACE OI.LINE
?TERMINAL IF LEAVE THEN

LOOP t

DOCOL

OCH

EMIT

l+

Plece an ascii formfeed
character onto the top
of the stack.

Skip the output device
to the top of the next
Page.

Set up for DO loop. The
Limit parametet must
be I greater than the
degired nurnber of
cycles through the
loop.

Set up for DO loop.
Swap beginning screen
rurnber (hitial) and
ending screen number
(Limit) to put them in
the proper order for
DO.

[-*cr, the screen I
-f number beinq listed, l-'l then the first line of I
Ith"t r..""n. )

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
IMMEDIATE's Sequence
2).

This is the entry Point
for the jump from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.

Set up for.R. Get
screen number being
printed.

Set up field width for
.R.

Print the scrcen number
being indexed.

Set up line number to
list for .LINE .

DO

(Do)

SPACE

[-s", ,, the output I
{ device for the IITDEX by}
gtputtirE a formfeed.J

CRLIT

LIT
1

CR

f::;r"m-mar:'"'J
.R

0

INDEX

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start inter?reting
this definition.

Place the literal
value OCH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Transmit the
character on the top
of the parameter
stac* to the output
device.

Ortput

to the output
device.

a camrage
and linefeed

Incr€ment the top

value by I
stack

Swap the top two
values on the
pammeter 8teck.

Move loop control
characters (Index
and Limit) to the
retum stack.

INDEXl

tput a camiege
return and linefeed
to the output
device.

Copy the loop Index
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

of the parameter
stack.

the literal
1 onto the top

Output, in ascii,
the signed I6-bit
value on the top of
the parameter stack

juatified with
ified field

OJtput an ascii
blank to the output
device.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the perameter

SWAP
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Set up for .LINE . Get
the screen number to
list.

Print the first line of
the specified screen
onto the output device.

.LINE

?TERMINAL

LEAVE

THEN

(LOOP)

LOOP

;S

f';u:*:r';:.1-1

IF Y

Set up for a possible
LEAVE. i.e., Terminate
the Index if a terminal
key has been pressed.

Branch around LEAVE.

Terminal key was
prcssed; stop indexing.

This is the entry point
for the THEN portion of
the IF-THEN structur€.

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and contirue
indexing.

If Index is = or ) than
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index end
Limit values from the
Petum steck.

N

N

Y

Copy the loop Index
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Print a line of text
from the specified
screen and line.

Leave a trtth flag
to indicate whether
or not a terminal
key has been
pressed.

INDEX2
Is

truth flag
=0?

value equal to Index
value so looping
will terminate at
next occurance of
LOOP.

Make DO loop Lim

INDEX2

Incr€ment the Index
value.

INDEXI

Is

?

Index value
=or)

Limit value

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
irq this definition
and retum to the
calling procedtre.
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INTERPRET (_) INTERPRET
INTERPRET is the FORTH text interpreter, commonly referred to as the outEr interprcter. (The address interpreter, NEXT ' is referred
to as the inner interpreter.)

The actions of NTERPRET are very straightforward. INTERPRET interprcts the text input stream. This input stream comes from the
terminal if BLK contains 0, or from mass storage if BLK contains a block number.

INTERPRET will either execute (i.e., "interprettr in the traditional sense) or compile an input stream word depending uPm the "staterrof
the system (as reflected by the value stored in the user variable STATE). STATE is set to compile mode by a compiler word such as:
and reset to interprct mode by a word such as I .

The overall logic of INTERPRET is to select the next sequential word in the input stream and search the CONTEXT then CURRENT
vocabularies for a rnatch. If no match is found, an attempt is made to convert the'rworirr to a numeric value (using the current base). If
this also fails, an error message is issued.

If -FIND cloes find a match, the definition is either executed or compiled. Tests are made to determine if the word is IMMEDIATE or if
the system is in interpret mode. The wort is EXECUTEd if either arc truei otherwise' it is compiled into the dictionary.

If a match was not found but the word was successfully converted into a numeric value, DPL is examined to determine if the value is to
be treated as double or single precision. By convention, if a decimal point is encountered anywhere within a character string
representing a valid numeric value, that value is treated as being double precision. Note that the 9n!y function the decimal point serves
isasaflaglosignifydor-rbleprecision. Noriplaceholdingt'isimpiied. (TtreuservariableDPLisusedtolooselykeeptrackof thedecimal
point lrcation. See DPL , and MJMBER .)

Then either DLITERAL or LITERAL is executed. These words test STATE internally and will either leave the value on the stack or

compile it depending rpon the state of the system.

INTERPRET examines the parameter stack pointer to determine if it is within its maximum and minimum address limits. If not, Error
Message 1 (EMPTY STACK or Emor Message 7 (FULL STAC0 is issued and a SUIT occurs.

INTERPRET is an endless BEGIN-AGAIN loop and therefore has no way to terminate execution and exit back to the definition which

'rcalled'r it. This peculiarity is solved via the word NULL (or X ).

INTERPRET is used within two definitions: OUIT and LOAD. Data stream input when executed within GTUIT comes from the terminal
input buffer (TIB). Oata stream input from LOAD comes from disk buffers.

It is mandatory (and automatic unless a bug occurs elsewhere) that both of these buffers are ended with an ascii "null" (00) c*raracter,
herrce the definition name NULL . The Name Field of NULL actually contains an ascii null, so when the end of a buffer is encountered,
-FIND searches the dietionary for NULL and executes it. NULL drops the top value from the retum stack and then retums to the

definitim following INTERPRET ; not back to INTERPRET .

The reason why the usr variable STATE contains a COH to denote compilation mode is cover€d in the decription of ] .

* At entry - No stack parameters but the text input must be formatted such that tokens (words) are separated by blanks.
Buffers must be terminated with ascii nuUs (00).

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERRM, MESSAGES:

? prcnounced ,FltJH'e (0) - The word in question cannot be found in the dictionary and is not a number.

EMPTY STACK (1) -- More values have been removed from the parameter staek than werc added.

FULL STACK (7) -- Too many values have been added to the parameter stack.

INTERPRET is a high level colon definition.

Referto WORD, -FIND, MJLL(or X)rDPL 
' 
GUIT, LOAD, and I .

FORTF{-79: INTERPRET is not explicitty defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the 'iFORTH-79 Referenced Word Setrr.

Definitim: ! INTERPRET ( _ )
BEGN

.FIND IF
STATE JA < IF

cFA ,
ELSE

CFA EXECUTE
THEN

ELSE
?STACK

HERE NUMBER IF
ICOMPILE] DLITERAL

ELSE
DROP ICOMPILE] LITERAL

THEN
?STACK

THEN
AGAIN ;

DPL lB I+

m,



Exit via MJLL.End of
line?

Search for next
word in dictionary

Found
word?

Make it into
a number

Compiling

, EXECUTE
the word

Valid?

Error

Compiling?

LIT, Leave it
on stack.

N

Y

Y

Y

Figure INTERPRET-I

High Level Flow Chart of INTERPRET .

STATE

DOCOL

BEGIN

-FIl'.lD

IF

Entry point for the
branch from the
AGAIN.

Determine if the next
input stream word
should be treated
like a defiilli-on or a
number.

Try to locate the word
in the dictionary.
Leave a true flag (I)
if found.

Branch if the word was
not found. Attempt to
treat it as a number.

The word was found in
the dictionary. Mw
determine if it should
be compiled or
executed.

6I

Set up for lE . The
contents of STATE
reflect what rrstaterr

the system is in.

For 8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1:

00 = Ingstr..g1.t
C0 = CsmP111.t

Set up for ( .

If the length byte (put
on the stack by -FIND )
of the definition is
less than STATE , the
word should be
compiled. This works
beeause a value of COH
in STATE denotes
compiling state. If the
length byte has its
precedence bit set (i.e.,
is IMMEDIATE h
it will have a value
greater than COH and
will therefore always
be executed.

Y

Place the addregs of
the user varieble
STATE onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Replace the top two
parameter stack
entries with a true
flag (l) if the
first entry is Ieas
than the second
entry; a false flag
(0), if not.

INTERPRET

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Search both the
CONTEXT and
CURRENT vocabu-
laries for a Mme
Field match with
the next word in the
input stream.

INTE2

M

N



IF

i.e., The rrprecedence

bittr and the rrbegiming

of Name Field bitrr
together equal C0H.
Since a name has a
length of at least I,
the length byte will
always be at least C1H;
therefore, it will
always be greater than
COH and its definition
will always be
executed-even w,hen
the system is in compile
state.
If STATE equals 0
(interpret state), the
rrName Field bitrrand
the length together are
always larger than 0
and every definition
will be interprcted.

Branch if the word is
to be executed and not
compiled.

Set up for ,. A word
is compiled by storing
its Code Field Addresg
(CFA) into the
dictionary.

rrCompilerr the named
definition.

Have executed the "true
potionrr of the IF
structure; now branch
around the rrfalse

portiontt.

This is the entry point
for the ilfalse portionrr
of the previora IF .

(i.e., The word is to
be rrexecutedrr; and, not
'reompiled[.)

Set up for EXECUTE .
EXECUTE expects the
CFA of the definition to
exaeute to be on the
top of the pammeter
stack.

i.e., Interpret the
command in the input
data stream.

NOTE: This is where
words entered from the
terminal are executed
as well as non-compiled
words from LOAD
screens. Also
IMMEDIATE words
are executed here.
Includino NULL
GilJ-wnicn drops the
top entry off the
retum stack thereby
causing control to
retum whene the second
retum stack entry
points and NOT to the
?STACK wtrich follows.

This is the entry point
from the ELSE portion
of the previous IF.
i.e., The word was
compiled and the
EXECUTE portion was
then branched around.

NOTE: This is the only
place during normal
execution that the
'tsystemrr checks the
stack. (The stack is
also checked if the
value is a number.) It
is possible for the
stack to get far out of
bounds before ever
reaching here.

Have executed the rrtrue
portionrrof the IF
structure because the
wori was found in the
dictionary; now, branch
around the "false
portiontr.

Entry point for the
rrfalse portion'r of the
previous IF structure
that tested to see if
-FIND found the word in
the dictionary.

HERE also points to the
length byte of the word
beirq interpreted
( WORD moved it to
PAD from the TIB ).

m5

l.-tn" *o.a is not in thJ
J di"tion".r. See if it I'l can be converted into a i)

[n,,.u"r. )

EXECUTE

THEN

?STACK

ELSE

[ih" *o.d is to J
[omoued. J

CFA

ELSE

t'Executerrthe
definitions whose
CFA is on the top of
the parameter stack.

Issue Error Message
1(EMPTY STACK)
and OUIT if stack
underflow has
occurredl Error
Message 7 (FULL
STACK and OUIT
if overflow has
occurred.

Branch. INTEs

INTE]
Is

truth flag
=o?

Replace the PFA on
the top of the
panameter stack with
the CFA of that same
definitim.

value on the top of
the parameter stack
into the next
available dictionary
Iocatim.

the 16-bit

Branch. INTE4

INTEf

Replaee the PFA on
the top of the
pammeten stack with
the CFA of that same
&finition.

INTE2

Place the addrese of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

CFA

HERE



character string
address on the top
of the parameter
stack with its
double precision
numeric value. Issue
Error Message 0 (?
pmnounced FUH?)
and GIUIT if con-
version is not
possible.

lace the

the arameter stack

Place the address of
the user variable
DPL onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory eontents
of that address.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by I.

INTE5
=0?

truth flag
Is

NUMBER

DPL

1+

tr

This will convert the
character string to a
number if possible. If
invalid numeric
characters are pnesent,
a 'r?rr will be output.
i.e., The input is
neither a valid
definition nor a valid
number.

The characters are a
numeric value.
Determine whether to
treat it as a single or
double precision value

Set up for @ . DPL is
set by number to
reflect the character
position of an
encountered decimal
point (meaning in this
case -- double
precision). It is set
to -1 if no decimal
point is encountered.

Set up for l+. Fetch
the contents of DPL .

Convert the contents of
DPL into a truth flag.
If no decimal point was
found, DPL is set to
-I. Addinq I to that
makes 0 (a false flag).
Adding 1 to a
character position
results in a non-zero
true flag.

Branch if adding I to
the contents of DPL
equaled 0. i.e., No
decimal point was
found.

ICOMPILE]

DLITERAL

ELSE

DROP

ICOMPILE]

Since DLITERAL is an
IMMEDIATE wond,
ICOMPILE I must be
used to compile it into
the definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of being
compiled.) [CoMPILE]
is only used to rrcompilerl

DLITERAL into
INTERPRET
(at Sequence 1) and
does not exist in
INTERPRETTs definition
when INTERPRET is
executed at compile
time (at Sequence 2).

@

{-rn" ,"tr" is aouure-}

Ljrecrsron. J

/in" ,"tr" is sinql;l

ur€crsron. J

Have executed the |ttrue
portionrrof the IF
structure (the value
was double precision).
Now branch around the
rrfalse portionrr.

This is the entry point
for the Ifalse portiontl
of the previous IF
structure.

Y

N

The value is only
single precision, ao
drop the high order
word.

Since LITERAL is an
IMMEDIATE word,
lcoMPILEl musr be
used to compile it into
the definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of being
compiled.) [CoMPILE]
is only used to rrcompilerr

LITERAL into
INTERPRET
(at Sequence l) and
does not exist in
INTERPRETts definition
when INTERPRET is
executed at compile
time (at Sequence 2).

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

If compiling,
compile the double
precision value on
the top of the
parameter stack into
the dictionary; if
not compiling, leave
the value on the
stack.

Branch. INTET

INTE6

Drop the top value
off the parameter
stack.

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

M



compile the single
precision value on
the top of the
paPameter stack into
the dictionary; if
not compiling, leave
the value on the
steck.

If comp f,9r

INTET

Issue Errm N4esaqe
1(EMPTY STACK)
if there is a etack
underflow or Error
Message 7 (FULL
STACK if there is
a stack overflow
and GIU1T .

INTE'

INTEI

LITERAL

THEN

?STACK

THEN

AGAIN

This is the entry point
fmm the previous IF
that tested if the
value was double or
single preclsion.

This is the
out-of-bonds check if
the word is a number.

This is the entry point
from the ELSE that
fornd the word in the
dictionary. i.e., The
word was not numeric so
contml branched around
the numeric processing
to thia entry point.

INTERPRET is an
trinfiniterr loop that is
only exited by
ernountering a null
character, executing
lrl,JLL and rrtrickingx
NEXT to cauea an exit
from the routine. (See
NULL end NEXT.)
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IP
IP

IP is a pointer usd by FORTHIs rthreading" words. It plays an important role in such words as NEXT , ;S , DOCOL (the execution time
portion of : ), etc.

IP genenally srves as a pointer to the next I'word't (actually a CFA within the Parameter Field of a definition) to execute. NEXT junps
indirectly rtthrough't this pointer to execute the Code Field procedrre.

IP is not a true FORTH word. It is not a variable. It is a logical entity and may be physically kept in registers or memory or whatever
depending rpon the exact system implementation.

In the 8080 fiq-FORTH Varsion 1.1, IP is contained in the register pair BC.

Refer to NEXT, : , ;S, DOES> , and EXECUTE.

zn



KEY

Kry ( - irput vah.re )

KEY inputs a character from the terminal and places it onto the top of the parameter stack.

I\OTE: Control is not r€turned from KEY until an input character is available. If processing must be performed while waiting for an

input chefacter, ?TERMINAL may be used to determine if input data is actually present before invokirtq KEY.

The actual operation of the word ie ins[allatim dependent.

EXPECT is an example of a word which uss KEY .

* At cntry - No parameters.

* At exit -The top of the pammeter otack contains a l6-bit value of which the low order portion is the 8-bit vslue input
fium the terminal.

KEY is a lor level code prlmitive.

Refer to ?TERMD{AL .

FORT}|T9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for KEY is KEY .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version I.L

NEXT

KEY

ilable.

Wait until an input
character is

Read charaeter and
place it onto top of
staek.

N9



LATEST

LATEST ( - addrerc)

LATEST places the Name Field Address of the bottom-most word in the CURRENT vocabulary onto the top of the parameter stack.
When compiling, this bottom-most word is also the'rlategtrr or most reeently compiled definition.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the Neme Field Address of the topmost word in the CURRENT
voeabu lary.

LATEST is a high level colon definition.

Refer to CURRENT, and VOCABULARY .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for LATEST .

Definitiorn : LATEST (-address)
CURRENT {a td i

DOCOL

CURRENT

Get the contents of
CURRENT. CURRENT
points to the vocabulary
pseudo link field.

Pick up the contents of
the vocabulary pseudo
link field. The
voeabulary pseudo link
field points to the
lllatestrr definition
added to the rrcurrentrr

vocabulary.

@

@

;S

LATEST

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

stack.

the address of
the user variable

onto the
of the parameter

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop intenpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedune.
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LEAVE
LEAI'E (_)

LEA-Vq is used. to pr€maturely exit a DO-LOOP. It forces termination of the loop by setting the Limit value equal to the current value afthe lndex which in tum eauses 8n exit at the next Bxecution qf LOOP or +LOOP . t-ne tnaei value remains vatib and unctranqea.

Note that the fact that the Index and Limit values are kept on the ne-turn stack ig an installation dependent choice. (Refer to I ).
II\DEX is an example of a word wtrich uses LEAVE to prcmeturely exit a DO-LOOP structure.

* At entry - No parameter stack entries.

* At exit - No parameter stack entries.

LEAVE is a low level code primitive.

Refer to DO , LOOP , +LOOP, (LOOP) , (+LOOP) , and t .

FORTI-i79r The FORTH-79 equivatenr for LEAVE is LEAVE .

8080 fig-FORTH
Version l.l

Which is aimirq at top
of retum staek.

ie., Aim at Limit.

NEXT

LEAVE

Pick up retum stack
pointer.

Pick 14 current
Index value.

Incrcment retum
steck bv 2.

rrent Index.
Limit with

2U



LFA
LFA ( Prarreter Field Addrero - Ur* Field Address )

LFA (pronourced uL-F-Au) converts a given Parameter Field Address of a dictionary definition into its Link Field Address.

The strrrture of the header of a FORTH definition ia:

Name Field
Link Field
Code Field
Parameter Field

Variable length
2 byte address pointer
2 byte address pointer
Variable length

An example of the use of LFA can be found in the word ID. .

r At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the Parameter Field Address of a FORTH definition.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack eontains the l6-bit Link Field Address of the specified FORTH definition.

LFA is a hiqh level colon definition.

Refer to NFA , CFA , and PFA .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for LFA .

Definitim: : LFA ( PFA -- LFA )
04- ;

DOCOL

LIT
04H

Decrement the PFA by 4
(now aiming at the Link
Field).

;S

LFA

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the literal
value 4 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

stack entry from the

and replace the two
velues with their

tract top

stack entry

differenee.

procedurc

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and Fetum to the

2t2



LIMIT (-addrec)

LIMIT is a single prccision CONSTANT value. This constant places the memory address of the next memory location p
last or highest (hence n LIMIT ') block buffer in the buffer-array onto the top of the par.m"ter stack. Refer to +BUF
the usage of LIMIT. Also see BLOCK snd BUFFER for descriptions of the buffer-array.

LIMIT

ast the end of the
for an example of

Conversely, FIRST is the constant that reflects the lowest (hence t, FIRST r) buffer-array addrcss.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At .exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed l6-bit memory address of the next memory location after the
end of the last block buffer in the buffer-array.

Refer to +BUF , BLOCK , BUFFER , and FIRST.

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for LIMIT.

2t



LIST
LIST ( Screen nrrrten - )

LIST "lists, a specified screen onto the output device. The value of the constant c/L (characters per Line) determines the rength of anediting screen line. A screen is usually divided into 16 lines of 64 characters each.

The basis of usr is a Do-LooP which uses the loop Index as an input to .LINE .

TRIAD is an example of a word wtrich uses LIST .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the unsigned 15-bit screen number to be listed.
* At exit - No parameters on the stack. However, the user variable SCR now contains the screen number that was listed.

LIST is a high level colon definition.

Refer to C/L , and B/SCR .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for LIST is LIST .

NOTE: The 8080 fiq-FORTH Version 1.1 has been changed to stop listing if a key is pressed. The following flowchart shows the mainlogic of LIST accordinq to the fig-FORTH Model.

Definition: :

DOCOL

DECIMAL

DUP

SCR

trSCR/Itr

LIST ( screen number -- )
DECIMAL CR DUP SCR r .tr scRr' .
DO

CR I ] .R SPACE I SCR A .LINE
LOOP CR ;

100

fig-FORTH
Model

Make sure system is in
base 10.

Duplicate the screen
rumber to list. Set up
for!.

SCR is used to hold the
screen number of the
last screen listed.
Editor commands then
reference SCR .

Set SCR to this screen

Print the screen number
being listed.

Set up Limit value for
DO. Loop through the
DO-LOOP 16 times (i.e.,
print 16 lines).

Set up initial value
for DO loop.

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
LIST is Sequence 2).

This is the entry point
for the jump from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.

Set up field width for
.R.

fEutput one line of teil
{ preceded by the line I
[]umber. )

Grint the line numbJ

[eine 
listed. 

J

LIT

CR

10H

(Do)

DO

CR

In this ease, the Loop
Index equala the line
to be printed.

,

top of the parameter
stack.

the literal
IOH onto the

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Move loop control
characters (Index
and Limit) to the
return stack.

LISTI

Output a carriage
retum and linefeed
to the output
device.

Copy the Loop Index
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the paremeter
stack.

LIST

lme orti on ofp
IPSave and

start interpreting
this deflnition.

BASE for decimal
eric conversion.

Output a cariage
return and linefeed
to the output

lce.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

the meter stack

Place the address of
the user variable
SCR onto the top of

Store the specified
I6-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

Ortput the specified
character string to
the output device.

Output, in ascii,
the signed l6-bit
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.
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.R

SPACE

SCR

@

.LINE

(LooP)

LOOP

CR

;s

2t5

Ouhut, in ascii,
the signed l6-bit
value oflto the top
of the parameter
stack right
justified with a
field width
specified in the
seeond

Output an ascii
blank to the output
device.

Copy the Loop Index
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
SCR onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Print a line of text
from the specified
screen and line.

Increment the Index
value.

LISTl

Is

Limit va
?

Index value
=or)

to the urtput

t a carriage
and linefeed

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
irg this definition
and retum to the
calling procefure.

Print the line number
being listed.

lFrint onr

[r.u"n.
line of

""]

Set up for .LINE . Ger
the number of the line
to print.

Set up for @ .

Set up for .LINE . Pick
up the rumber of the
screen being listed.

Print one line of the
screen.

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and contiftte
rrlisting'r Iines.
(ie ., not yet done
listing this screen.)

If Index is = or ) than
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index and
Limit values from the
retum stack.

N

Y



LIT
UT ( - Utcrat vabe )

LIT places the r5-bit contents of the next dictionary_Iocation.onto the top of the paramter stack., LIT, followed by the literal value' is

compiled inro a &finition by LITERAL and or-iitnAt-. LIT, then,'is-the execuuion time (sequence f) ection of LITERAL and

DUTERAL.

* At entry - No stack parameters although the desired literal value must reside in the next dictionary entry'

* At Exit - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit value equal to that contained in the location following LIT '

LIT is a low Ievel code Primitive.

Refer to UTERAL , and DLITERAL .

FORTIi-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for LIT '

8080 fis-FoRTH
Version I.1

The IP will have been
incremented to Point to
the next entry after
LIT's CFA . (In ttris
case, the literal
data)

Incr€ment IP PaBt the
Iiteral data to aim at
the next Code Field.

Increment IP Past the
literal data to aim at
next Code Field.

HPUSH Push literal data onto
stack.

NEXT

NOTE: In fI9-FORTH,
PUSH, RJT 

' 
and NEXT

are contained in UT .

LIT

by
da

Pick up high order
te of literal
ta.

IP at next byte.

Pick up low order
byte of literal
date.

Aim IP aL next byte.
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LITERAL
LITERAL

COMPILE nME (Seqrrrne 2)t ( value - )

D(ECUIION TIME (Seqrrrce l): ( - vahre )

LITERAL is a compiler word and therefote exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

Although UTERAL has no effect (Sequence 2) if not used within a colon definition, it does not signal an error. The compile time action
of LITERAL is to compile a ilnamically calculated l6-bit value into a definition. The end result of the compile action her€ is the same
a3 LIT . LIT is compiled into a definition rrautomaticallytr (in the Interpreter) by the presence of a 16-bit numeric value in the input
stream. However, if this rumeric value is calculated dynamically durino compilation. it will not exist in the input stream and therefore
some other method must be used to compile LIT and the value into the dictionary. UTERAL is this other method.

An example of the use of LITERAL would be calculating the length of a table to be ERASEd. This calculation will be performed only
once, at compile time instead of each time the table is erased. In this example, TABLE-LEN and /I-OF-ENTRIES , when multiplied
together, give the rumber of bytes to erase. This sample definitim would look like this:

: ERASE-TABLE BEG.TABLE.ADDR I TABLE-LEN /T.OF-ENTRIES * ] UTTCREI ERASE ;

] resumes compilation andI stops compilation, TABLE-LEN and /I-OF-ENTRIES are multiplied, and their product is left on the stack
LITERAL then compiles the value into the definition.

The execution time action of UTERAL is that of LIT .
paremeter stack.

That is, upon execution of LIT, the l5-bit value is placed on the top of the

Note that LIT is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its prccedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

C0I,|P!LE TIME (Ssqr.erce 2)r

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single pr€cision value to be compiled into the
definitim.

r At exit - M parameters.

D(rc1JTION TIME (Seqrrme f ):

r At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the signed 16-bit single precision value previously compiled into the
defi nition being executed.

LITERAL is a high level colon definition.

Refer to LIT , [, ] , and INTERPRET .

FORTIIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for LIT is LIT .

Definitian: : LITERAL ( value --) ( compile time)
STATE @ IF COMPILE LIT , THEN ; IMMEDIATE

2t7



COMPILE TIME *tim of UTERAL (Seqrcnce 2): ( value - )

DOCOL

THEN

;S

@

STATE

IF

COMPILE

LIT

Set up for O . STATE
contains a value which
indicates the state
FORTH is in at any one
time.

Set up for IF . Pick
the contents of STA

up
TE

Branch if not compiling
(skip everything and
simply exit).

This is compilation
time, so compile the
value into the
definition.

Set the pr€cedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

Entry point from the
false branch of the
previous IF . IP was
not compiling so branch
here and exit.

LITERAL is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during comPil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

Y

IMMEDIATE

D(ECUTION TIME actim of LITERAI- (Seqrsne 5): ( - value )

The EXECUTION time action of LITERAL is that of LIT .

N

Comp
word

ile ttre following
into the

definition that LITERAL
is helping build when
LITERAL is executed
later (at LITERAL 's
Sequence J).

This LIT will be
compiled into a
definition when
LITERAL is execrrted.

Compile the dynamically
calculated I6-bit value
into the definition so
the above LIT can
reference it at
execution time.

LITERAL

(Run time portion
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the address of
the user variable
STATE onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
the top of the

staek with
the memory contents
of that address.

LITEl
=0?

truth flag
Is

Put the execution
address of the
following word into
the next available
dictionary location
when the definition
wtrich is being
created now is
later executed.

When executed, p
the signed 16-bit
value in the
following dictionary
location onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Store (compile) the
value on the top of
the parameter stack
into the next
available dictionary
location and advance
the dictionary
pointer.

LITEI

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.
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LOAD
LOAD ( screen run5er - )

LOAD beqins interpretation of the source text from the screen numher specified on the top of the parameter stack. The blocks that
cornprise ihe specified screen are read from mass storage to memory (it tney are not already in the buffers) and interpceted.

LOAD starts an entirely new interpretation level, therefore LOADs may be nested. Loading terminates upon encountering a null (0) or at

;S. A null orf will pop back tp to the previous level, and resume interpretation after the word that caused LOAD to be executed.

Note: "0 LOADIT will cause a return stack overflow and a system crash!

As a matter of programming style, it is often desirable to create a "load screentr which specifically loads each screen via LOAD (with

each LOAD followed by a c6mment describinq the screen to be loaded) rather than loadinq multiple screens via --) . This makes it much

easier to keep track of what is being loaded.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a t6-bit unsigned number specifying the screen to "loadrr and

in terp ret.

* At exit - No parameters

LOAD is a hiqh leveI colon definition.

Refer to -->, WORD, and INTERPRET .

FORTIITS: The FORTH-79 equivalent for LOAD is LOAD .

Definition: 3

DOCOL

BLK

LOAD ( screen number -- )
BLK |a >R IN lA >R
INTERPRET R> IN :

O IN I B/SCR *
R)BLKI ;

BLK I

BLK contains the block
number cumently being
interpreted. A zero
denotes terminal input.

Set up for )R . Pick up
the contents of BLK .

Save the block number
cumently being
interpreted on the
retum stack. This
makes nested loed
screens possible.

Set up for lA . N
contains the offset in
the cument block of
the next word to be
interpreted.

Set up for )R . Pick up
the contents of IN .

0

IN

>R

B/SCR

Save the loeation of
the next word to be
input by WORD and
interpreted. This (plus
the previously saved
block number) makes
nested load screens
possible.

Set up for !

Initiatize IN to 0 so
interpretation will
begin with the first
character of the block.

@

>R

IN

Gatculate the blocli'l

fuumuer 
to int"te."1[

By conventim a screen
is 1024 bytes long. The
number of physical disk
blocks (or sectors)
composing a screen
varies with each
system.

Multiply the number of
physical blocks per
screen by the screen
number (which was
passed as a parameter
to LOAD ).

LOAD

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the address of
the user variable
BLK onto the top of
the parameter stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the l6-bit contente
of that address.

Remove the top value
from the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

stack.

Place the addrcss of
the user variable N
onto the top of the

Replace the addrese
on the top of the
parameter string
with the 16-bit
contents of that
address.

Remove the top value
from the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the
the user variable IN
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Store the specified
16-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

Place the constent
value of the number
of physical disk

locks per editing
screen onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

16-bit valuee on the
top of the parameter
stack and replace
them with their
r6-bit roduct.

the top

@
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IN

BLK

INTERPRET

R>

BLK

;S

Set up for ! .

Store the calculated
physical block rumber
on which to begin
interpreting.

BLK contains the block
rumber to begin
interpretation from.
INTERPRET will read in
and interpret this
block and all of the
other remaining blocks
on the specified
screen. Note:
NTERPRET can
execute other LOAD
commands thereby
trnestingtrLOAD ts.

Retrieve the previously
saved value for IN .

Set up for ! .

Restore the pointer to
the next word to be
interpreted. ie.,
ItUn-nestrt.

Retrieve previously
saved value of BLK .

Set up for ! .

Restore the block
number previor.rsly being
interpreted. i.e.,
I'lJn-negtrr.

R>

the

the address of
user variable

onto the top of
arameter stack.

it value into
the spec ified

the specified memory
location.

te or
text fmm the input

stream. Input
text data fmm mass
storage if

the top of the
stack.

Remove the top value
from the retum
stack and place it

the address of

arameter stack.

the user variable IN
onto the top of the

Store the specified
I6-bit value into
the specified memory
locatim.

Remove the top value
from the retum
stack and place it
on the top of the
parameter stack.

the stack.

Place the addr€ss of
the user variable
BLK onto the top of

on.

the specified
value into

ecified memory

lling procedlre.

lme ortion ofp
.) Stop interpret-

this definition
retum to the
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LOOP
LOOP

COIIPILE TIME (Seqmrrce 2)r ( loop address \, - )

D(ECIJTION TIME (Seqcrre r)t ( - )

LOOP is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actionsl those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

LOOP is usd to end a DO-LOOP structure in conjunction with the word DO . The compile time action of LOOP is to compile the run
time word (LOOP) into the dictionary. Secondly, it resolves the 'rloop body[ entry point addness provided by DO into a retum bnanch
offset ued by (LOOP) and stores this offset into the dictionary. LOOP must only be used within a definition. Some compiler security is
provided by checking for a J on the top of the stack. Since DO leaves a f on the stack at compile time (Sequence 2), an un-matched DO
and LOOP will probably not have a I m the top of the stack and the error will be detected.

The apparent run time action (Sequence l) of LOOP is to irrr€ment the loop Index by one and compane this new Index value with the
Limit value. NOTE: This action is actuallv performed by (LOOP) at run time. If the Index value is less than the Limit value, a branch
back to the rrloop bodyrr of the DO-LOOP structurE is executed. If the Index is equal to or greater than the Limit, then both of these
values are dropped from the retum stack and interprEtation continues with the definition following LOOP .

DO - LOOP structures must be used within a colon definition.

Note that LOOP ig an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set, and it will therefore execute at compile time.

If an irprcment value different than 1 is needed, +LOOP should be used.

VLIST is an example of a word which uses LOOP .

CO,iPILE TIME (Seqrrrne 2):

* At ontry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit single precision value J used to provide compiler security.
(The value I is left on the stack at compile time by DO .) The second stack entry contains a l6-bit address specifying the
entry point of the DO portion (i.e., the beginning of the "loop body') of the DO-LOOP structure.

* At exit - M parameters.

D(ECITTION TIME (Seqrrme J)t

i At Bntry - (LOOP) uE8 no input values from the parameter stack but does expect the Index and Limit values to be on the
return stack.

r At exit - (LOOP) drops both the Index and Limit values from the petum stack when the DO-LOOP structure is exited.
(Refer to (LooP) .)

LIKELY ERR(X' LIESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (11H) .. This word may only be used within a colon definition.

COI.DITIONALS f\loT PAIRED (frF0 - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition being
compiled.

LOOP is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (LOOP) , DO , +LOOP , and (DO) .

FDRTF?9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for LOOP is LOOP.

Deliniticr: : LOOP ( Loop address\ 1 -- ) ( compile time )
, ?PAIRS COMPILE (LOOP) BACK ; IMMEDIATE

at



t

COMPILE TIME actim of LOOP (Seqr-crrce 2): ( lop aaCress\ , - )

DOCOL

Set up for ?PAIRS .

?PAIRS A LOOP with a
corresponding DO will
result in a J on the
staek. An emor messaqe
will be issued and SUIT
will occur if not.

COMPILE This puts (LOOP) into
the definition being
compiled.

(LooP) (LOOP) is compiled into
the definition. It is
not executed at compile
time.

BACK The address left by DO
is used to calculate a
return branch offset.
This offset is then
compiled into the
definition and
rcferenced by (LOOP) at
execution time.

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
:ompile time and not
:ompiled into the
Cefinition.

LOOP is a compiler
word and thercfore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

D(ECUTION TIME ectim of LOOP (Seqwrrce l): ( - )

The execution time of LOOP is actually that of (LOOP) .

x22

LOOP

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

lue J onto the top
the constant

of the parameter
stack.

Compare the top two
values on the
parameter stack and
issue Emor Message
1'H (CONDITION-
ALS NOT PAIRED)
if they are not

ual and QUIT

ecution address of
following word
the dictionary.
word is not

ile the

at th is
time.

Execution time
of LOOP

Increment the Index
by 1 and test for
loop completion.

lative branch
ffset from HERE to

specified address
and compile it into
definition.

the

Run time portion of

retum to the
lling procedrre.

; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition



tr4* (valuel\vatue2-dq.Sleprodrct) M*

M* (pronounced trM-starr') multiplies two signed single precision values and replaces them with their signed double precision product.

The heart of M+ is U* (unsigned multiply). The first part of M* determines the eventual sign of the product, then the unsigned
multiplication of U* is performed, and lastly the sign is applied to the product.

* At entry - The top two entries on the parameter stack contain siqned 16-bit values to be multiplied together.

* At exit - The top two entries of the parameter stack eontain a 1?-bil signed double precision product. The top entry
contains the signed high order portion of the product. The second stack entry contains the low order portion of the
product.

M* is a high level colon definition.

Refer to U* .

FORT}!T9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for M*.

Definitiur: : M* ( value 1\ value 2\value 2 -- double produce )
OVER OVER XOR >R ABS SWAP ABS (J+ R) D+- i

SWAP Set the second value up
for ABS .

DOCOL

ABS Set up for
multiplication by
making both values
positive.

The logical result of
the XOR follows the
sign rules of
multiplication. [E".ro.- tn" I

[ultinlicatioJ
OVER

OVER

XOR

>R

Set up for XOR

Set up for XOR .
( ovER ovER can be
replaced by 2DUP .)

Determine the sign of
the product and save
ir.

Save the aign of the
prodtrt to be used
later.

u*

R>

D+-

Multiply the two values
leaving a double
precision r€sult.

Warning:
correctly
unsiqned
numbers.

U* does not
multiply-
l6-bir
It requires

$r'rr""rmr:rJ

positive siqned
I6-bit numbers to
multiply correctly.

Set up for D+- .
Retrieve the prev iously
calculated product
sign.

Apply the previously
calculated sign to the
product.[-vrt. tort ,.tJ

[ositive. J
Set up for
multiplication by
gettinq rid of any
negative sign bits.

M*

time portion of
: ) Save IP end
start interpreting
this definition.

Duplicate the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Duplicate the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the top two
I6-bit values on the
parameter stack with
their logical XOR
result.

Remove the top
16-bit value from
the parameter staek
and place it onto
the top of the

absolute value.
with its

Replace the l5-bit
signed value on the
top of the palameter

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Replace the l6-bit
signed value on the
top of the parameter
stack with its
absolute value.

Replace the top two
16-bit unsigned
values on the
parameter stack with
their unsigned
32-bit

move the top
I6-bit value from
the top of the

stack and
it onto the

top of the parameter
stack.

Apply the sign of
the value on the top
of the parameten
stack to the double

alue in the second
ision l2-bit

entries.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

ABS

;S

x2,



M/
W ( &rble lm\ dor.6le high \ diviror - remainder \ quotient )

M/ (pronouncedtrM-slashrr) divides ai2-bit signed double precision value by a l6-bit signed single precision value and replaces them with
a 16-bit signed remainder and a 16-bit signed quotient.

The remainder takes its sign from the dividend.

Note that M/ uses a double precision dividend while /MOD uses a single precision dividend.

The heart of M/ is U/ (unsigned divide). The first part of M/ saves the signs of the dividend and divisor, then makes the inputs to U/
positive. After the division, the signs of the quotient and rcmainder are determined.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit signed single pnecision divisor. The second and third stack
entries contain a 32-bit signed double precision dividend. The second stack entry contains the high order portion of the
dividend; the third, the low order portion.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single precision quotient. The second stack entry
contains the I6-bit signed single prEcision remainder.

M/ is a high level colon definition.

Refer to U/ .

FORT}|T9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for M/.

Definitim: :

DOCOL

OVER

>R

>R

DABS

Ml ( double low\ double high\ divisor -- remainder\quotient )
OVER >R >R DABS R ABS UI R) R.XoR +-
SWAP R) +- SWAP i

R

AB5

UI

R>

Set up for U/. Get a
copv of the divisor
from the retum stack
so can divide with it.

U/ requines an unsigned
d iv isor.Gr" ttl" dividend's anJl

'[]ivisor's siens. J
Set up for )R . Get
the high order signed
portion of the
dividend.

Save the sign of the
dividend so it can
later be used to sign
the remainder.

Save the divisor so it
can later be used to
sign the quotient.

U/ requires an unsigned
dividend.

[,,'0"]
Perform the division
leaving the unsigned
quotient on the top of
the unsigned remainden.

f-cateutate *rJ
{:uotient's 

siolf

Gonr".t the divideJ
{ and divisor into t
It'T:tt'" 

numbers ror 
I

Set up for XOR .
Retrieve the previously
saved divisor.

Set up for XOR . Mw
get a gp1 of the
sign portion of the
dividend.

R

value from the
return gtack and
place it onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the top

Replace the l6-bit
signed value on the
top of the parameter
stack with its
absolute value.

Divide the unsigned
double word in the
second and third
parameter stack
entries by the
unsigned single
precision value on
the top of the

ter stack.

Remove the top value
of the return stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Copy the value on
the top of the
retum stack onto
the tq of the
parameter stack.

MI

time portion of

is definition

: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

r stack
the second

steck.

lue onto the top
the parameter

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

Remove the top value
f the parameter

stack.

stack and place it
onto the top of the

recision value in

meter stack

the f2-bit
double

top two

with its
lute value.

t2L



Replace the top two
16-bit values on the
top of the parameter
stack with their
Iogical XOR result.

Replaee the eign of
t}le second Psrameter
stac* entry with the
sign of the toP
stack entry.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Rsmove the top value
of the retum stack
and placa it mto
th8 top of th6
parameter stack.

the ofsrgn
second pararneter

entry with the
of the top

entry.

gtack.

Swap the top two
values on the

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop intarpret-
irg this &finitim
and retum to the
calling procedtre.

xoR

+-

SWAP

.F

SWAP

;S

Determine the sign of
the quotient. The
loqical result of the
XOR follows the sign
rules of division.

Appty the calculated
sign to the quotient.

l-catcutete,tr" I
[:mainder's 

aieJ

R>

Put the remainder onto
th8 top of the stack.

Set up for +- . Get the
dividend from the
Etum rtack.

Appty the sign of the
divisor to the
remainder.

Put the sigrod quotient
on the top of the
rtack, with the eigned
remainder under it.
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M/MOD
MArq) ( fu.61e divi&nd \ diviror - remairder \ duble quotient )

M/MOD (pronounced 'rM-slash-mod') divides an unsigned double prccision value by an unsigned single precision value and replaces them
with the unsigned single precision remainder and the unsigned double precision quotient.

U/ is the basis for M/MOD; but, since the output of U/ is only a single precision quotient, some special operations are necessary. In this
caser the problem is solved in a manner similar to performing long division by hand. i.e., The high order portion of the dividend is
divided, rendering half of the quotient and a remainder. This remainder and the low order dividend ire again divided, rendering the rest
of the double precision quotient and a remainder.

The stack activity of M/MOD is confusing enough that a step by step description of the effect of each word is necessary to properly
understand its operation:

Divisor
Dividend H
Dividend L

Dividend H
Dividend L

0
Dividend H
Dividend L

Divisor
0
Dividend H
Dividend L

Parameter
Steck

Word

Retum Stack

Parameter
Stack

Word

Return Stack

Parameter
Stack

>R 0 R

Divisor Divisor Divisor

Guotient H
Remainder
Dividend L

Divisor
Ouotient H
Remainder
Dividend L

Guotient H
Divisor
Remainder
Dividend L

Divisor
Remainder
Dividend L

UI R> SWAP >R

Divisor Gluotient H

Quotient L
Remainder

Quotient H
Quotient L
Remainder l

l
l

UI R> Word

Return StackGluotient H

* At entry - The top of the parameter staek contains a 16-bit unsigned single precision divisior. The second and third stack
entries contain a l2-bit unsigned double precision dividend, with the high order portion of the dividend in the second stack
entry and the low order in the third.

* At exit - The top tw.o entries of the parameter stack contain a l2-bit unsigned double precision quotient. The top entry
contains the high order portion of the quotient. The second stack entry contains the low order portion of the quotient.
The third stack entry contains the l6-bit unsigned single precision rcmainder.

M/MOD is a high level colon definition.

Refer to U/ .

FORTIIT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for M/MOD .

Definitior: ! M/MOD ( double dividend \ divisor -- remainder \ double quotient )
>R 0RU/ R>SWAP>R Ul R> ,

xzs



;s

>R

DOCOL

SWAP

UI

Save the divisor on the
retum steck for second
ul .

Set up for U/. Make
high order dividend
into double precision.

Set up for U/ . Get a
copy of the divisor.

Divide the high order
dividend and leave a
single quotient and
remainder.

Get the divisor.

Set up for )R . Swap
the divisor with the
high order quotient.

Save the high order
quotient on the return
stack.

Now divide the
remainder and low order
dividend.

Put the high orden
quotient back onto the
parameter stack.

R

UI

R>

>R

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

M/MOD

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and plece it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

e the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the perameter
stack.

the
return stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

ide the unsigred
double word in the
second and third
parameter stack
entries by the
unsigned single
preeision value on
the top of the

stack.

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

Divide the unsigned
le word in the

single
value on

top of the
reclston

and third
r stack

by the

the top value
the retum stack

stack.

place it onto
top of the

R>

2n



DOCOL

MAX
MAX ( value \value - maximum vahre )

MAX (prcnounced "max') compares the top two l5-bit signed values on the parameter stack, drops the smaller of the two values, and
leaves the larger (m MAXimum).

MIN performs the opposite function of MAX .

SPACES is an example of a word wtrich uses MAX .

* At enhy - The top of the parameter stack contains one of the 16-bit signed single precision values to be compared. The
second stack entry contains the other l6-bit signed single precision value to be compared.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the larger of the two l6-bit values.

MAX is a high level colon definition.

Refer to MIN.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for MAX is MAX .

Definitioa: : MAX ( value\ value -- maximum value )
OVER OVER < IF SWAP THEN DROP

DROP Drop the smaller entry
from the parameter
stack, leaving the
larger entry.

;S

OVER Set up for ( .
Duplicate the values so
they can be compared.

OVER Setupfor<. (OVER
OVER can be replaced
with 2DUP.)

Set up for IF . Compare
the two values so the
smaller can be dropped.

IF Y

N
Branch around rrtrue

portionrrof IF
statement

The top stack entry is
smaller than or equal
to the second so do not
SWAP values.

SWAP Set up for DROP. The
second stack entry is
the smaller of the two
so SWAP it for DROP.

THEN This is the entry point
for the THEN portion of
the IF-THEN structure.

Z8

Drop the top entry
on the parameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

MAX

time portion o
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Duplicate the
stack entry onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

te
stack entry onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replaee the top
parameter stack
values with a true
flaq (I) if the
second stack entry
is smaller than the
top entry; else, a
false flag (0).

MAXI
Is

truth flag
=o?

Swap the top two

parameter stack.
on the

MAX2



MESSAGE
MESSAGE ( n:sqe runter - )

MESSAGE ortputs a selected message to the output device. The message can either be just a melBage number (if the contents of the
user variable WeRrunC is a 0) or it is a line ot text (if the contents of WARNING is a nm-zero value).

The message number is supplied as a siqned single precision value. When WARNING contelns a I.. this nurrrher is ttsed as a line offset
rclative to Line 0 of screen 4 in Drive 0. That is to say that a message number of +2 will car.rse l-ine 2 on Seresn 4 to be outDtlt. A value

of +I9 will cause Line J of Screen 5 to be output. A value of -l will cause Line 15 of Screen I lo be output.

Message Nlmber 0 will not output anything as Line 0 of Screen 4 is a comment. Note that an Error Message Number 0 input to ERRoR

eause a ? (r'l-luH?', to be printed.

All relative melBage text lines ere based on Line 0 of Screen 4 in Drive 0. MESSAGE adjusts its input to .LINE by wtrat is in OFFSET so

all references are always relative to Drive 0.

Note that, wtrile the FORTH system uses MESSAGE for error measages, its use is not restricted to that Purpose. Applications may use

the word to antput any manner of desired mestages stored anywherc on disk.

It is a good idea to always reserve the error message screens for error messages on all disks. -e.9, A data disk that has a data file in the

locatim where error messages are kept will causJ undetermined garbage to be diglayed if an error occurs and MESSAGE outputs a

messiage from wtrat it trconsidersrt to be valid error message text.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed 16-bit single precision message number.

* At exit - No parameters.

MESSAGE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to WARNING ' ERROR , .LINE ' OFFSET , and BLOCK .

FORTIITS: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for MESSAGE .

Definition: : MESSAGE (#-)
WARNING 

', 
IF 

-DUP IF
4 OFFSET IEI B/SCR / . .LINE

THEN
ELSE .II MSG il .
THEN ;

DOCOL

WARNING contained a
non-zero value.
Display the message
line relative to fureen
4 Line 0.

WARNING

IF

l0

Set up for @ . If
WARNING contains a
zero, only the error
message number is to be
displayed.

Set up for IF. Fetch
the contents of
WARNING.

Branch if the contentg
of WARNING is 0 (i.e,
only display the
melnage rurnber).

-DUP

IF

Set up for IF. The IF
will use the message
number as a truth flag
so duplicate it so
there will be a message
number available for
the tttrue portion" of
the IF stnucture.

Branch if message
number is 0 because
there is no error
me$age on Line 0 of
Screen 4.

Calculate the absolute
gcreen number of Screen
4 taking into account
any offset value that
may be in OFFSET .

NOTE; This does not
calculate the screen
number where the
message resides. .LINE
performs that furrction.

Y

N

Y

Duplicate the top
value on the
pammeter stack onlY
if it is non-zero.

MESS2
Is

truth flag
=0?

MESSAGE

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definitim.

the address of
user variable

ARNING onto the
the stack.

Replace the addrcss
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

MESSl

=0?

Is
truth flag

N

XE'



Branch. MESS'LIT
4

Set up for eventual - .
4 is the screen number
me$ages are referred
to.

NOTE: Message
mtmbers are always
relative to Drive 0 but
since BLOCK uses the
contents of OFFSET
f or explicit drive
selection, we must take
that into account here.
Screen 4 is adjusted
(subtracted) by the
offset value. BLOCK
can then add back the
offset vailland the
end result is still
Screen 4, Drive 0.

Set up for /. Fetch
the contents of
OFFSET.

Set up for /. e/SCn
is a constant that
reflects how many
blocks e screen
conta ins.

Set up for - . Divide
the value in OFFSET by
blocks per screen to
get how many screens
(the value in o-FFEEFis
in bloeks) to adjust
rrScreen 4rr by.

Set up for .LINE .
Adjust Screen 4 to
reflect offset.

.LINE will convert the
megsege number (i.e.,
the relative line
rumber) into an
absolute line address
rrlative to Line 0 of
Screen 4 and pnint the
appropriatB message.

This is the entry point
for the rrfalse portionrl
of the previous IF .

i.e., The message
rumben was 0 so no
message is printed.

Ge contents of -l
J wRnruINc was o. so I

1 iust output the messaqe I
[umber. )

Branch around the
rrfalse portionrr of the
IF structure.

This is the entry point
for the 'rfalse portionrr
of the previous IF that
tested WARNING.

Output the message
number.

This is the entry point
from the ELSE portion
of the previous IF
statement.

i.e., After displaying
the message, contml
skips over the rrfalse
portion[ which only
outputs the message
number.

OFFSET

@

ELSE

." MSG /I "

THEN

;S

I

Bi SCR

.LINE

THEN

MESSI

oljtput the character
string rrMSG /l I' to
the output device.

NU

on the top of
the parameter stack
to ascii and output
it to the output
device.

MESS'

time portion of
; .) Stop interprrt-
inq this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

e the literal
value 4 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the user

stack.

variable OFFSET onto
the top of the

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

the value of
the constant B/SCR
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

entry by the
top stack entry and

precision sigrEd
quotient.

them with

the second

single

Subtract the top
stack entry fmm the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their
signed single
precision
difference.

line.
scr.een and

Output a line of
text from the

MESS2

2ro



MIN
MN ( value\value - minimum vahe )

MN (pmnounced !'min') compares the top two l6-bit siqned values on the parameter stack, drops the larger of the two values, and leaves
the smaller (or MINimum).

MAX performs the oppeite function of MN .

CREATE is an example of a word what uses MIN .

* At entry - The top of the parameter staek contains one of the l6-bit signed single precision values to be compared. The

second stack entry contains the other l6-bit signed single precision value to be compared.

r At exit - The top of the paremeter stack conteins the smaller of the two 16-bit signed values.

MN is a high level colon definition.

Refer to MAX.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for MIN is MIN .

Definitian: : MIN ( value\ value -- minimum value )
OVER OVER > IF SWAP THEN

DOCOL

OVER Set up for ) .
Duplicate the values so
they cen be compared.

OVER Setupfor>. (oVER
OVER can be replaced
with 2DUP.)

Set up for IF . Compare
the two values so the
larger can be dropped.

IF Y

N Branch around trtrue
portion'r of IF
statement.

The value on the top of
the stack was smaller
on equal to the second
eo do not SWAP values.

SWAP Set up for DROP. The
second stack entry is
the larger of the two
so SWAP it for DROP .

This is the entry point
for the THEN portim of
the IF-THEN structure.

DROP ;

DROP Drop the larger entry
from the parameter
stack, leaving the
smaller entry.

;S

MIN

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

top of the parameter
entry mto the

the second

Duplicate the second
stack entry onto the
top of the paremeter
stack.

Replace the top two
parameter stack
values with a true
flaq (1) if the

stack entry
is greater than the

entry; else, a
(0).

MINI
Is

truth flag
=O?

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Drop the top entry
on the parameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

THEN

zrt



MINUS
MhiJS ( vah,re to be negated - twob conplenpnt )

MINJS ruplaces the l6-bit value on the top of the parameter atac* with its twob complement.

- is an example of a word wtrich ues MtrNUS .

r At sntry - The top of the parameter 8tack containg the 16-bit single precieion value to be eonverted.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit single procision tworg conplement of the given value.

MINUS is a low level code primitive.

FORTI-I79! The FORTH-79 equivalent for MINUS is NEGATE.

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

complement.

i.e., Make into twors
complement.

HPUSH Push complemented
rumber onto the
parameter staek.

NEXT

MINUS

Pq the nrrnber off
of the stack.

the first

Complement the
aecond byte.

the word
bv 1.

D2



MOD
L0D ( divifutd \ oinin - renrainder )

MOD (pronourred "mod,') dividee a l6-bit sigrrd single precision value by another 16-bit aigned eingle precision value and replaceo them
with their l6-bit eigned rcmainder (or modulo, hence the name MOD ). The rcmainder takes ita sign fmm the dividend.

The basie of MOD is /MOD . /MOD leavea a quotient and remainder. MOD dropa the quotient. Thie ie very aimilar to / r which drops the
remainder.

* At atry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l5-bit signed single preciaion divieor. The second atack entry
contains the L6-bit signed single precieion dividend.

* At exit - The top of the parameter rtsck contE ins the l6-bit aigned singla preciaion remainder.

MOD is a high level colon definition.

Refer to /vOo .

FORTII-7IL The FORTH-79 equivalent for lvOD is MOD .

Definitisu : MOD ( aiviaena \ divisor .- remainder )
/MoD DRoP i

DOCOL

/MOD PErform the division
and leave a remainder
and quotient.

DROP Drop the quotient.
Leave the r=mainder.

;5

MOD

time portion of

this

: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

Divide a sigrEd
precislm
by the eigned
precisim
on the top of

parameter stack
a remainder

the top value
the pammeter

.) Stop interpret-
this *finitim

(Run time poftim of

retum to the
procedrru.

B'



MON
tvlON ( - )

MON (pronourred rimon') exits to the system monitor (hence "MON') of the system FORTH is running on (or under). The word may have
other names (e.g., the 8080 I.I CP/M Versisr uses BYE ) but the function is always the seme.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - Nlo parameters.

MON may be a high or low level definition depending upon the specific installation.

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for MON .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.1

Jump to the CP/M warm
start vector.

MON

JMP O

DT



NEXT
ND(T

NEXT is the FORTH inner interprcter. (Actually NEXT is the entry point label of the inner interpreter procedure.) This procedure is not
a pert of the FORTH dictionary. Its purpose is to sequentially execute the rrnextt' Code Field Address contained within the Parameter
Field of a compiled definition.

NEXT only sequentially'rexecutes Code Field Addresses'r; it does not of itsetf perform any nesting or un-nesting. Nestinq is performed
via a word such as : ( OOCOL actually); un-nestinq is performed via a word such as ;S .

All definitions must eventually be terminated with a junp to NEXT . Code definitions must end by directly jumping to NEXT or by
performing the same furetion as NEXT (e.9., EXECUTE ).

The action of NEXT can be symbolically described in high level terms as follows:

IP @ Fetch the contents of Ip . ( Ip points to the next CFA , i.e., "word'r, to execute.)

@ W ! Fetch the CFA IP is pointing to and store it into W .

2lP +t Irnrement IP to point to the next "word'r to execute.

W 10 Fetch the contents of W . ( W now points to the Code Fietd of the defintion to be executed.)

@ rc : Fetch the contents of this definition's Code Field (i.e., the address to execute) and put it into the CPU's
pDogram counter.

Refer to W, IP, :, 1S, and DOES).

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

Entny point for NEXTI.

t. .*l

f,,:.,'J

W now aiming at Code
Field Address of word
to be executed. (i.e.,
aiming at'rY').

i.e., Pick up rrYrrso

program counter will be
aiming at'rZrr.

IP now aiming at next
dictionary entry.

DRJSH

Push contents of DE
onto the parameter
stack.

HPL'SH

Pustr contents of Fll-
onto the parameter
stack.

NEXT

Pick up low order
address of W .

IP = 1P*1

Pick up high order
addrcss of W .

IP = IP+l

NEXTI

Pick up low order
byte of address of
code to execute.

Aim at next byte.

Pick up high order
byte of address of
code to execute.

Go execute that
code.

2t5



NFA
tfA ( Pmanpter Field Address - lrlanp Field Address )

NFA (pmnounced ttN-F-A") converts a given Parameter Field Address ( PFA ) of a dictionary definition into its Name Field Address
( NFA ).

The structurc of the header of a FORTH definition is:

Mme Field
Link Field
Code Field
Parameter Field

Variable length
2 byte address pointer
2 byte address pointer
Variable length

LIT

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit Paremeter Field Address of a FORTH definition.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit Name Field Address of the specified FORTH definition.

CREATE is an example of a word that uses l\FA .

NOTE: Sirne the fig-FORTH Name Field is a variable length, a simple subtraction cannot be uged to directly calculate its beginning
address. TRAVERSE must be used instead. The exact nature of NFA may vary from system to system because of differing word sizes,
etc.

NFA is a high level colon definition.

Refer to PFA , LFA , and CFA .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for NFA . A FORTH-79 pmgram may not address into a definition's Name Field.

Definition: : NFA ( PFA -- NFA )
5 - -1 TRAVERSE ;

DOCOL

Set r.p for subtraction.
05H

Aim at the last
character of the Name
Field. Set up for
TRAVERSE.

Set up for TRAVERSE.
This ia the direction
indicator for
TRAVERSE. The
-l causes e search
direction from high to
low memory.

TRAVERSE This will reeult in the
beginning addr€ss of
the Name Field being
left on the top of the
par?meter gteck.

LIT
-t

NFA

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the literal
value 5 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Subtract the value
on the top of the
parameter stack from
the second stack
value.

Place the literal
value -l onto the
top of the paremeter
stack.

Locate the opposite
end of a Name Field
by [traversingtt
accnoss that Name
Field.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling pmcedure.

2X



NULL
I.IJII (.)

MJLL (pronounced rtnullt and sometimes called rtltr ) is the word that causes an exit from the endless loop in the INTERPRET procedure.
n;q-111ti is a pseudonym for an ascii null char*ter (00). Tfre actual Name Field of MJLL consists of one ascii null cheracter.

Despite its rather non-standard name, I{-JLL is a perfectly valid definition. That is to say that as NTERPRET sequentially moves
through a buffer, compiling and interpreting as it goes, the end of the buffer will eventually be reached. By convention, all buffers must
end with a null character. When NTERPR.ET encounters this null character, it searches the dictionary for a Name Field match. A
match occurs when the rull definition is errountered. Since NULL is a valid definition and is also IMMEDIATE 

' 
it is executed.

NUI L causs an exit from INTERPRET by dropping the top addresg of the retum stack. Then, when lriJLL returns, it exits not to the
Ievel it was at (i.e., back to INTERPRET) but instead exits to one Ievel of nesting higher (i.e., back to the definition that contained
INTERPRET - more specifically to the definition immediately following INTERRET .) For example, the word STATE in QUIT , or R) in
LOAD.

A large portion of the coding in lriJLL is devoted to checking to ensur€ that the system is not in compilation state if the.null chsracter
encountered is at the end ofan editing screen. (It must be dltermined if the currlnt buffer is the lasi buffer in a screen.) This cheek is
performed because it is illegal to extend compilation across editing scDeens. Emor message 12H (EXECUION ONLY) is issued if this
conditim is detected.

Note that lrtJLL is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit ie set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

EXECUTION ONLY (f2H) - This word must not be used while the system is in compile mode.

lrlJLL is a high level colon definition.

Refer to INTERPRET , OUIT, and LOAD .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for MJLL .

Definitim: ! NULL ( -- )
BLK la IF

I BLK
Af\D

+'. 0INI BLKlB B/SCRL-
O= IF ?EXEC R> DROP THEN

DROP
IMMEDIATE

ELSE
THEN

R>
,

N

Y

N

;S

Figure ITLJLL-I

High Level Flowchart of |.[JLL

Retum to next higher
level. i.e., Level that
rrcalledrr INTERPRET.

NULL

At
scleen end

?

ABORT
?

compiling
srill

Dr'op top of retum
stack.

2t7



DOCOL

BLK

IF

BLK

lEetermine if I
'[rterrretino from ai{

BLK

B/SCR

AND

Set IN to 0. Set up to
begin interpreting from
the beginning of the
next block.

Set up for @

Set up for AND. Pick
up the cument block
number + 1.

Set up for - .

Set up for - .

Set up for AND. The
purpose of subtracting
1 from the bytes per
screen i3 to make a
mask for the following
AND.

This determines if the
block number was the
end of a screen.

In this example, the
numbers not enclosed in
parenthesis are in
decimal while the
enclosed numbers are
binary.
If the block rumber was
11 (10II), incrementing
it by I gives 12
(f100). If there were 4
blocks per screen
(0100), subtracting I
gives a mask of ,
(0011) and ANDing 12
and I (1100 and 0011)
I
b

ives 0. Therefor€ no
its coincide, which

{a

@

Set up for [d . BLK
contains the block
rumber currently being
interpreted. 0 denotes
terminal input.

Pick up the contents of
BLK to determine where
the input stream is
coming from.

Branch if interpreting
from the terminal.

Set up for +1.

Set up for +! .

Set up for AND .
Irrcrement the current
block rumber by I
(i.e., if it is the
last block rumber in a
screen, irrcr€ment it to
the beginning of the
next screen.)

Set up for l.

Set up for ! . IN
contains a pointen to
the character location
being interpreted
(relative to the
begiming of the
block).

1

Y

N

[-Inte rpretat ion input il
J from disk. Now I

1 determine if at the end I
[3r "'".""n. )

I

+l

0

IN

means the bloek number
was at the end of the
screen.
(This may not be the
best way to do this,
but it worksJ

Set up for IF . If it
was at the end of a
screen, we want to
execute the rrtrue

portionrr of the IF .
Therefore, the truth
flag must be reversed
via 0= .

specified memory
location.

Store the spec
value into the

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BLK onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Place the constant
value B/SCR (blocks
per screen) onto the
top of the parameter
staek.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

tract the top

difference.

stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

Logically AND the
top two values on
the parameter stack
and replace them
with the logical
result.

Replace the value on
e top of the

tnue flag (1) if
value is zero;

(0).
athe value

stack with

NULL

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the address of

the ter stack

the user variable
BLK onto the top of

Replace the address
on Bhe top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

NULLl
=0?

truth flag
Is

Place the constant
value I mto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the arameter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
BLK onto the top of

Add the specified
16-bit value to the
contents of the
specified memory
location.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

stack.

Place the address of
the user variable IN
onto the top of the

zra

0=



IF

?EXEC

R>

DROP

THEN

ELSE

Y

Branch if not at end of
a screen when
encountered null.

The whole purpose of
the above decisions was
to ensure that
compilation does not
extend across screen
boundaries.

Set up for DROP . Get
the top retum address
fnom the return stack.

Drop this address
(wtrich is the address
of ?STACK ), following
EXECUTE in
INTERPRET.

This is the entry point
for the "false portionrt
of the IF that checked
to see if the block
rumber was at the end
of a screen.

Branch around the
rrfalse portiontt of the
IF that checked to see
if interpreting from
terminal.

This is the entry point
for the rfalse portionrl
of the IF that check if
interpretirg from
terminal.

This is identical to
the pr€vious R> DROP.
Actually NULL would be
more understandable if
the R) DROP's wer€
factored together.

THEN

;S

IMMEDIATE

This is the entry point
for the ELSE branch
around the rrfalse

portionrrof the IF that
checked if the system
was in interpretaion
state.

N

fiow 
test ir comnirinof[

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

Ga. not at end of 
.l

.l screen when L

[Sncurntered 
the nullrf

R>

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

Is
truth flag

=o?

Y) and GUIT
the system is

not in EXECUTION

Error
2H

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the

stack.

the top
stack

entny from the
parameter stack.

Branch.

Remove the top value

parameter stack.

the retum stack
and place it onto

top of the

Drop the top
parameter stack
entry.

DROP

2r9



NUMBER
hUMBER ( ddress of text strirg - durble precbion value )

NUMBER uses the current base to convert a character string into a siqned double precision number. The character string must begin
with a length byte (e.g., standard IWORD" format). The position of the last decimal point errcountered (if any are present) will be left in
DPL.

Error Message 0 ("?") is issued if a non-convertible character is encountered.

The ascii character blank (20H) terminates the conversion process.

Note that there are only two valid non-convertible characters:

I. Decimal points, that are effectively ignored.

2. A minus sign in the first cheracter, that is used to set the sign bit to negative.

A high level logic flowchart of NUMBER is provided as Figure NUMBER-I so that the overall logic of the word can be more easily
grasped.

INTERPRET is an example of a word that uses NUMBER .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit address which points to the text string to be converted. The
first byte of the text string contains the length of the following string. A decimal point may be present anywhere in the
text. The first character of the text string may be a minus sign signifying a negative number. The user variable BASE
contains the numeric conversion base.

t At exit - The signed l2-bit double pr€cision numeric conversion value is on the top of the parameter stack with the most
significant word on the top of the stack and the least significant word as the second entry. The user variable DPL
contains a rumber rcflecting the rumber of digits occurring to the right of the last encountered decimal point. A value of
-l indicates no decimal point was encountered.

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGET:

? pronounced trHuH?rr (0) -- The word in question is not a number

NUMBER is a high level colon definition.

Refer to (NUMBER) , DPL, BASE, and WORD .

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for NUMBER is CONVERT .

Definitian: : NUMBER ( address of text string -- double value )
0 0 ROT DUP 1+ C@ 2D = DUP >R
+ -1 BEGIN

DPL : (NUMBER) DUP C@
WHILE

DUP Cfa 2E - 0 ?ERROR 0
REPEAT

DROP R> IF DMINUS THEN .

BL-

2&



NUMBER

Setrp to perform
converslon.

Determine if number
should be negative.

Convert the char
string until a
non{onvertible char
is encountered.

Is
char a blank

?

ERROR
Is

int ?

N

N

Y

Set DPL to 0.

Make it negative.
ShouId

number be
negative ?

DOCOL

ROT

DUP

1+

LIT
2DH

f::xr"r'"'-B
BEGN

WHILE Y

Figure ITf,JMBER-1

High Level Logic of NUMBER

The logic boxeg in this flowchart correspmd roughly
to the curly brackets in the low level flowchart.

0

0

REPEAT

Place a double
precision number with
the value of zeno onto
the stack. Set up for
DIGIT within
(NUMBER).

Bring the address of
the character string to
the top of the stack.

Duplicate the character
string addrcss.

Aim past the character
string length byte.

Pick up the first
character in the
string.

Test to see if the
number should be
negative. Set a truth
flag reflecting the
sign.

Put an ascii minus sign
onto the top of the
stack. Set up to
determine if the
character string
repr€sent8 a negative
number.

Test if the characten
string is a negative
nurnber.

Y

c{a

NUMBER

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Rotate the top three
parameter stack
entries, bringing
the third entry to
the top of the
stack.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by I.

the address
on the top of the

stack with
the 8$it memory
contents of that
addrees.

Place the literal
value 2DH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

lace the top two

true flag (1) if
are equal or a
flag (0) if
are not equal.

on the
stack with

24t



DUP Duplicate the truth
flag.

Terrporarily save truth
flag so can tell later
on if the nrmber is
negative.

Add the truth flag to
the charecter string
address. If there was a
mirus sign, this will
advence the address
past it.

Normal default value to
be stored into DPL on
first pass through
loop.

Now convert the
character string. The
portion of code between
BEGIN and WHILE
converts the number and
tests for the
terminator character,
an ascii blank (20F0.

This is the entry point
for the following
BEGIN-WHILE.REPEAT
struc tur€.

DPL contains the
number of digits
encountered to the right
of the decimal point.

Store rumber of digits
to right of decimal
point ( DPL will be
irnremented by
(NUMBER) ).

Duplicate the address
of the first
unconvBrtible
charac ter.

Pick up the character
that could not be
converted.

BL

WHILE

DUP

2EH

Set up space character
to determine if at end
of string.

Character-blank=0
(false) if the
character is a space;
else is non-zero
(true).

Perform WHILE portion
of structure only if
the unconvertible
character is not a
blank.

Exit from loop and
BRANCH past the
REPEAT portion of this
structur€ if flag was 0
(i.e., a terminating
sPace was encountered).

At this point, the only
legal non-convertible
character is a decimal
point so test for it.
Execute ?ERROR if it
was any othen
character. EIse just
loop back and continue.

Duplicate the address
of the unconvertible
charac ter.

Pick up the character
that could not be
converted.

Put a decimal point on
the top of the staek so
can check if the
character is a decimal.

>R

+

LIT
-1 Y

N

BEGN

DPL

(NUMBER)

DUP

c@

LIT

Set
the

up for ?ERROR . Is
cherecter a decimel

clo

point?

Set up to issre Error
Measage 0 ('").

0

Place the constant
value for an ascii
blank (20H) onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the top

difference.

stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

NUMB2
Is

truth flag
=0?

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

the
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 8-bit memory
contents of that

Place the literal
value for an ascii
decimal point (2EH)
onto the top of the
panameter stack.

difference.

tract the top
stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the paremeter
stack.

the top
value on the
parameter stack.

Dup

Remove the top value
of the paremeter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
return stack.

the top two

tleir sum.

stack values and
replace them with

Place ttre literel
velue -1 mto the
top of the parameter
stack.

NUMBl

the stack.

Place the addrcss of
the user variable
DPL onto the top of

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

Convert the
eharacter string
until encountering
an unconvertible
character.

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 8-bit memory
contents of that
addres3.

the addness
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?ERROR

REPEAT

DROP

IF

Issue an error message
if the result of the
subtraction was not 0.
i.e., The character is
not a decimal point.
Note: If an error
me$age is issued, a
OUIT will also occur
and execution will stop
here.

Set up to store a 0
into DPL.

BRANCH back to do
trBEGIN portionrr of this
structur€ and continue
conversion.

This is the entry point
fr€m the WHILE portion
of the structure (i.er
exit from the
conversim loop).
Note: The converted
rumber will now occupy
the top two parameter
locations as a signed
l2-bit dorrble precision
rumber.

Drop the address of the
non-convertible
charac ter.

Retrive the is-it-a
negative-number? tnlth
flag.

BRANCH around the
rrtrue portionl of the IF
statement.

A mirus sign preceded
the character stping to
convert, so make the
number negative.

G rn" number. -l
J negative rumber? If so,L
I execute DMNUS to f

I 
nrate it nesative. )

This is the entry point
from the false branch
of the previous IF
statement which tested
to see if the number
was negative.

THEN

;S

R>

Y

N

the specified

is true.

error message and
AUIT if the truth

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Branch NUMBl

NI.JMB]

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop intenpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

NUMB2

Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

steck

Remove the top value
from the retum
stack and place it
onto the top of the

NIJMB]

rt the l2-bit
precision

on the top of
stack to its

complement
make it

DMINTJS
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OFFSET
SFSET ( - aata addrers )

OFFSET is a user variable that contains a block "offget[ to mass-storage devices. Upon entry BLOCK adds the contents of OFFSET to
the desired block ntlmber. This allows explicit selection of a specifie device. i.e., The beginning block number of that device is stored
into OFFSET. Future block re ferences are then 'toffsetrrby that value and automatically refLrence the selected device.

DRO and DRI ('tDrive 0'r and trDrive 1r) are device seleetion words that store beginning block numbers into OFFSET .

MESSAGE adjusts the block number of the messege line so that the message is always relative to physical Drive 0 irregardless to the
contents of OFFSET .

OFFSET is thoroughly covered in the descniption of BLOCK .

The uer varieble OFFSET is stored as a 16-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending r-pon the processor used.

* At entry - M parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable OFFSET .

Refer to BLOCK , DRO , DRI , MESSAGE , and USER .

F,OFITH.79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for OFFSET is OFFSET .

24



OR

G, ( vefrf \vafrZ - lqical reillt )

OR $ronounced trorrr) performs a bit-wloe logical OR function on the top two values on the parameter stack and replaces them with their
logical result.

UPDATE is an example of a word which uaas OR .

* At mtry - The first and eecond parameter stack entries both contain an absolute l6-bit aingle precision value to be ORed-

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the absolutt 16-bit eingle precision logical result.

OR is a low level code primitive.

FORTB'79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for OR is OR.

8080 fig-FoRTH
Vereion 1.I

HPUSH Pu*r r=sult onto top of
stack.

NEXT

OR

Pop first value.

Pop ecirnd value.

low order byte.

high order byte.

A'



OUT
otJT ( - aats address )

OUT is a user variable which contains a value incremented by EMIT . VLIST is the only system word that alters and references OUT .

Applications may utilize OUT for purposes of formatting lines of text but note that EMIT mly irnrements the value. No initialization or
checking of OUT is performed by the sytem.

The uger variable OUT is stored as a 16-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending rpon the processor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the paremeter stack contains the address of the user variable OUT.

Refer to EMIT, VLIST , and USER .

FORTll.79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for OUT.

?ItB



OVER ( valrcZ \ vahel - vahe2 \ valrel \ vaho2 )

OVER copies the second parameter stack entry onto the top of the parameten stack.

BEFORE AFTER

Top of parameter 6tack -> value2

valuel

vaIue2

OVER ie s very commmly used word. The definitisn WORD is an example of a word that uses OVER .

* At entry - The second parameter stack entry contains the l6-bit value to be copied onto the top of the stack.

* At exit - The value at the top of the parameter staek equals the value now at the third stack entry.

OVER is a low level code primitive.

FORTI-|-79: The FORTH-79 equivalenr for OVER is OVER .

8080 fI9-FORTH
Version l.l

DPUSH Push tbldtr top of stack
value.

HPtJSH Push what was th€
second entry onto the
top of the stack.

NEXT

OVER

valuel

value2

I

OVER

top of stack.

value to be
rrovertted (gecond
entry).

second entry

u7



PAD
PAD (-address)

pAD (named for scratch pAD) places the address of the text output buffer onto the top of the. parameter stack' PAD does not occupy a

fixed location in memoryi in.t"la it is always a fixed offset away from the curtent end of the dictionary'

The pAD buffer is not a fixed length. It occupies memory betwee.n the end of the dictionary and the beginning of the user area' How

much buffer is available at any tim-e is a factor of both the installation melnory map and the current dictionary size'

PAD is referenced two waYs:

The pictured-numeric oJtput words_ cr€ate numeric output text starting one byte before PAD and working towards low

memory. (Refer to(/I ,ll ,lls, and /I) J

Application words such as text-editor words use PAD as a text buffer; with the beginning character stored in the first byte and

the rest of the characters going towards high memory'

Low Memory High Memory

Dictionary

User

Area

* At entry - No Parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the t6-bit beginning address of the PAD area'

PAD is a high level colon definition.

FORTltTg: The FORTH-79 equivalent for PAD is PAD '
Definition: : PAD ( -- address )

HERE 44 + ;

DOCOL

HERE Set up for +. i.e.,
Get end address +1.

44H
Set up for + . 8080
fiq-FORTH uses offset
of 58 (decimal) bYtes
past the end of the
dictionary.

Calculate absolute
address of PAD .

I

,

Numeric

Conversion

P
A
D

Text

Output

LIT

+

;S

PAD

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interPreting
this definitim.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the toP of the
parameter stack.

Place the literal
value 44H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

their 8Um.

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with.

(Run time Portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedrre.

28



PFA
PFA ( lsre Field Addres - Paanpter Field Address )

PFA (pmnourned 'IP-F-A') converts a given Name Field Address ( NFA ) of a dictionary definition into its Parameter Field Address
( PFA ).

The structurE of the header of a FORTH definition is:

Mme Field Veriable length
Link Field 2 byte address Pointer
Code Field 2 bYte address Pointer
Parameter Field Variable length

An example of the use of PFA can be found in the word (;CODE) .

I At sntry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l5-bit Neme Field Address of a FORTH definition.

r At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit Parameter Field Address of the specified FORTH definition.

NOTE: Sirre the fig-FORTH Name Field is a variable length, a simple subtraction cennot be used to directly calculate the Parameter
Field Address. TRAVERSE must be used instead.

The exact nature of PFA may vary from system to system due to differing word sizes.

PFA is a high level colm definition.

Refer to NFA , CFA , and LFA .

FORT*79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for PFA . A FORTH-79 pmgram may not eddress into a definitionrs Parameter Field.

Definitisr: : PFA ( NFA -- PFA )
lTRAVERSE5+ i

8080 fi9-FORTH
Version 1.1

DOCOL

Set direction indicator
for TRAVERSE . This
will cause a search
directim from low to
high memory.

TRAVERSE This will result in the
address of the last
byte of the Name Field
being left on the top
of the parameter stack.

Set up for addition.
05H

Skip over the Link and
Code Fielda (i.e., aim
at the beginnirg of the
Parameter Field).

I

LIT

+

PFA

this defin

(Run time portion of
: ) Seve IP and
start interpreting

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Locate the opposite
end of a Name Field
by trtravemingrl

across that
definitim.

Place the literal
value 5 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

tteir 16-bit anm.
stack with

Replace the top two
I6-bit valuee m the

time potim of
; J Stop interPret-
ing this definitim
and rctum to the
callirg procedurc.

;S
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PREV
PREV (-aataaddrels)

PREV (pronounced "PREVT') is a system variable that contains the address of the most recently (PREViously) referenced disk buffer in
the buffer-array. PREV is used by buffer-referencing management routines. The use of PR.EV is explained in detail in BLOCK .

Note that PREV is a system variable and not a user variable.

PREV is normally initialized to point to FIRST (the ,first" buffer). In the fig-Model, this is done by using the "initial valuerr feature of
the wond VARIABLE (e.q., BuFl VARIABLE PREV ). This ia not good programming practice and in the 8080 fiq-FORTH Version l.I
PREV is initialized by COLD .

The system variable PREV is stored as a l6-bit eingle precision value. When in memory, the high end low order bytes may be switched
depending lpon the processor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the system variable PREV .

Refer to BLOCK, BUFFER , +EIUF, COLD , and VARIABLE.

FORTII-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for PREV .

Eto



QUERY
OUERY ( - )

OUERY inputs up to 80 (decimal) characters of terminal text. Text input is prematurely halted by encountering a camiage return.

Text is placed into the Terminal Input Buffer, as specified by the contents of the user variable TIB. After text is input, the character
pointer IN is set to 0. The camiage retum is not stored in memory. A null (0) and a blank (20H) is appended to the end of the character
string.

An example of the use of GUERY is in OUIT where OUERY is used to read in a line of text for INTERPRET .

* At enhy - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

LIKE-Y ERROR MESSAGES:

EXECUTION ON[-Y (f 2H) -- This word must not be used rvhile the system is in compile mode.

OUERY is a high level colon definition.

Refer to EXPECT, WORD , and TIB.

FORTT{'79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for GUERY is OUERY .

Definition: : GUERY ( -- )
TrB @ 50 EXPECT 0 IN I

DOCOL

Store 0 into IN so WORD
will reference the
beqinning of the
buffer.

;S

TIB Aim at the terminal
buffer pointer.

@ Set up for EXPECT.
Pick up the sddress of
the terminal buffer.

LIT Set up for EXPECT
Input a maximum of 80
(decimal) characters.

50H

EXPECT

0

Read the input text.

Set up to store 0 into

Store the contents
of the second stack
entry at the
specifed address.

(Run time portion of
;.) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

GIUERY

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interyreting
this definition.

the stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
TIB onto the top of

on the top of the
parameter stack with
the l5-bit memory
contents of that
address.

address

Place the literal
value 50H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Transfer the
specified runber of
characters frcm the
input terminal
beginning at the
specified memory
address.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

stack.

Place the addne$ of
the user variable lN
onto the top of the

IN

IN
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QU!T
AUIT (-)

GUIT stops compilation, resets_the r-etum stack pointer, and starts interpretation from the input terminal data stream. The name IOUITtr
is a rather ambiguo.rs description of the function this procedrre performs. Actually OUIT ii used to initially start up FORTH, to 'rquitrlexecution of a routine, and to be the most basic and primary loop of the FORT;{ system. OUIT is an endless loop wtrich calls the
Interp reter repeatedly.

OUIT is an endless loop that inputs a line of text from the tenminal and then calls the interpreter to process that text. After GUIT
in-itially calls the Interpreter, commands from the terminal (residing in the Terminal Input Buffer) are executed which can cause any levelof nesting. The eventual un-nesting of these levets always retur;s to QUIT. It is also por.iUl" to exit from any level of nesting by
issuing OUIT (hence the name GUIT ). Tnis resets the retum stack (i.e., absolutely erases any levels of nesting), *t'r i"pri to come fromthe terminal, and starts INTERPRET .

When control retums from INTERPRET (see NULL ), QUIT issues the prompt trOKx to the terminal.

r At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

GUIT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to INTERPRET, and lrLJLL.

FORTI-179: The FORTH-79 equivalent for QUIT is OUIT , although the FORTH-79 version does not output any message.

Definitim: :

DOCOL

BLK

ICOMPILE]

STATE Ia O=

BEGIN

RP!

I is compiled at
Sequence 2 into GIUIT 's
definition. It ig
executed later at
Sequence 1. The
Sequence I action of I
is to set the stystem
to interpret and
execute input from the
terminal.Get the svstem to -l

{ int.rp."f input fromf
[he terminat. 

J

GUrr (-)
O BLK : ICOMPILE ] [
BEGIN

RP: CR GUERY INTERPRET
IF .T OKtr THEN

AGAIN i

t

0

[-*,r,, the intemJ
{ loo of the FORTH I
[g,rt"-. )Set up for l.

Set up for :. BLK
contains the block
rumben currently being
interpreted.

Storing a zero into BLK
causes the Interpneter
to get input from the
terminal.

Sirre I is an IMMEDI-
ATE word, ICoMPILE]
must be used to
compile it into
the definition.
(Otherwise it would
ex@ute insteed of
being compiled.
ICOMPILE ] is only ued
at Sequence I time to
'rcompilerr I into
GUIT's definition when
QUIT is executed et
compile time (Sequence
2).

CR

This is the entry point
to the "loop body[ from
the AGAIN portion of
the BEGIN-AGAIN loop.

The retum stack is
re-set each trtriprr

through the main
interpret loop.

Set up the terminal for
the next input line.

Read the typed in text
from the terminal.

Sugend compilation.
Set the user
variable STATE to 0.

GUITI

hitialize the
retum stack
pointer.

end linefeed

otitput an ascii
earriage retum

Input a line of text
from the input
terminal.

AUIT

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

the parameter

Plaee the constant
value 0 onto the top

the

the address of
user variable
onto the top of

eter stack.

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

252
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INTERPRET

STATE

@

0=

IF

.il o<I

THEN

Grint "OK'if noil

fuomeirino. J

Executing some
commands can cause
compilation to occur
(e.9, : ); others can
cause compilation to
occur off of disk (e.g.t
LOAD ). M matter how
deep nesting occ{Irst
non-ABORTed proces-
sing eventually returns
here again when the last
of the original text input
is finished beinq
interpreted.

;S (Run time portion of
; J Stop interPret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

Note that this ;S is
never executed.

Y

Set up for {Q . If STATE
contains a 0, the
system is interpreting
and executirq the input
stream. A non-zem
value denotes
compilation.

Pick up the contents of
STATE.

Set up for IF . Want to
exedJte rrtrue portionrr
of IF if STATE equals
0 (i.e., if
interpretirE).

Branch if the system is
in compilation state
and not interpreting
from the input
terminal.

This is where the
friendly FORTH trOKn

comes frtm!

Entry point for the
[false portim'r of the
previous IF .

Control brancheg around
the .[ OKrr if the
system ia compiling and
not interprating.

Loop back to the BEGN
portion of this
BEGIN-AGAIN loop and
interpEt the next line
of text. This is an
infinite looP.

N

rprct and
execut€ or compile
text from the input
stream.

Place the address of
the uer variable
STATE onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that addre$.

Replace the value on
the top of the
perameter atack with
a true boolem flag
(1) if the value is

equal to 0; else,
it with a

(0).

OUIT2
ls

truth flag
=0?

the rutput device.

the ascii
t0Krronto

AUITIBranch.AGAIN
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R
R ( - vatrre m top ofretum stac* )

R copies the top of the retum-$ack to the top of the parameter stack. In this sense, it performs the same function as I (although, due toinstallation differences, I should still be used with *do-loops,' to perform this furction).

Note that R does not rrdrop'r the top ofthe retum stack end therefore cannot be used to eompensate for the use of)R.
(.") is an example of a word wtrich uses R.

* At entry - No parameter stack entries but the top of the return stack contains the 16-bit value to be copied.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the copied 16-bit value.

R is a low level code primitive.

Refer to I .

FORTF}T9: The FORTH-79 equivalenr for R is R@ .

Definitim: ! R/W ( buffer address block rumber R/W flaq - ) ( 8080 Version l.l )
USE >R SWAP SEC/BLK * ROT USE I
SEC/BLK O

DROP DROP

DO
OVER OVER T&SCAL IF

ELSE

THEN

SECRD

SECWR

l+
LOOP

R> USE !

80 USE +!

8080 fis-FORTH
Version l.l

NOTE: In 8080
fig-FORTH, this is the
identical code used in
I.

R

Piek up the retum
stack pointer.

Move the top of the
retum stack into
registerB.

Pu$ the r€gisters
onto the parameter
stack.

NEXT

2*



R#
R, ( - data addrsrl )

R/l (pronounced 'rR-sharp') is a user variable that may be used by file related functions such as editing. R# is not used in the basic

FORTH $ystem.

The u$r variable R/l is stored ae a 16-bit sirgle precieion value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending r.pon the processor used.

* At mtry - No parameters.

i At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 16-bit address of the user variable R/I .

Refer to USER .

FORTIi'79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for R# .

25'



R/W
R/W ( buffer addregr \ a"nr"a blck run$en \ R/W fiq - )

R/W (pronounced I'R-slash-Wr') is the standard fiq-FORTH mass-stonage interface word.
by this word. In general, I/o words below BLocK ar€ system dependLnt. The following
l.r mder a cP/M environment. This is, however, a very good example of an implementat-i

The word has two major furctions:

1. To convert the specified virtual block rumber into an absolute address on a physical device.

2. To perform the actual data transfer between the device ard memory.

The conversion of a blmk rumber (wtrich to the prcgrammer reprEsents data residing in memory) into a physical device address is the
heart. of the virtual aspect of FORTH I/O. Any type, or combinations of types oi mass storage devices'may be used; although for
practical purP(Res each device must be randomly accessible. The most common mass storage dlvices are floppy disk, hard disl, and
magnetic tape.

Device selection is based solely upm blmk rumber range. Each storage device in the system has an unique range
gssigned to it. This allows each block in the system to be unique. Forixample, Disk Drive 1 may contain btocts 6
Disk Dnive 2 may contain blocks 800 through Il99; and Tape Drive 1 may contain blocks 1200 hroug'h 1599.

All mass storage data transfers arc performed
descriptim is for the 8080 fi9-FORTH Version

on of R/W .

of block rumbers
through 799; while

The word BLOCK provides a mechanism where drives T9y !9 implicitly referenced by biasing the desired block number with the starting
blmk rumber of the selected device. (See BLOCK , OFFSET , DRO , and DRI .) Noie that 5y the time R/W is called, this bloak rumbei
must have been converted to an absolute block rumber.

The conversion by R/W of this absolute block rumber into a physical hardware address is obviously completely dependent on the
characteristics of the selected device.

Likewise, the actual VO driver routines will vary from system to system. R/W may contain any rumber of VO drivers for whatever
devices are connected to the system.

Note thet, since the VO drivers are installation dependent, any VO error checking routines arc also installation dependent. FORTH does
not have to perform unverified I/O. Any desired degree of error checking or retries may be put into R/W .

At enEy - The top of the parametet stack contains a Read or Write boolean flag. A zero flag indicates that a write is to(rcur; a non-zero flag, that a read is to occur. The second stack entry contains an absolute l6-bit absolute block
rymber, This value may range from 0 to 121767. The third stack entry contains the 16-bit buffer address of the beginning
of the data to be transferr€d.

T

* At exit - No parameters.

R/W is a high level colm definition.

Refer to BLOCK, +BUF, BUFFER , OFFSET, DRO , and DRI .

FOR.TH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for R/W .

Definitim: : R/W ( buffer addrcss blek rumber R/W flaq - ) ( B0B0 Vepsion I.1 )
USE >R SWAP SEC/BLK * ROT USE I
SEC/BLK O DO

OVER OVER T&SCAL IF

ELSE

THEN
I+ 80 USE +l

LOOP
DROP DROP R> USE ! ;

This is an example of a R/W implementation fon the 8080 fig-FORTH Version 1.1 in a CP/M environment.

8ffi0 fi9-FORTH
Version l.l

DOCOL

USE USE contains the
addrcsg of the next
buffer to be allocated.

SECRD

SECWR

(a Fetch the contants
of USE .

In this particular
installatim, the CP/M
I/O rortines use the
eddrEss contained in
USE ag an UO buffer
addrees.

D6

R/w

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

the stack.

Place the addrces of
the system variable
USE onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.



Remove the toP value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the toP of the
r€tum stack.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Place the constant
value SEC/BLK
(sectors per blek)
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Multiply the top two
values on the stack
and replace them
with their sirqle
precision signed

parameter stack
entries' brirlging
the third entry to
the top of the
stack.

the arEmeter stack.

Place the address of
the system varieble
USE onto the top of

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
locatim.

per blak)

Place the constant
value SEC/BLK

onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the constant

the parameter
0 mto the top

stsck.

stack.

Move loop control
chercters (Index
and Limit) to the

>R

SWAP

SEC/BLK

Temporarily save the
original contents of
USE on the retum
stack. This will be
restored when R/W is
fin ished.

Place the desined block
number onto the top of
the parameter stack.

Set up for *.

Calculate the absolute
seetor displacement of
the desired data bY

multiplying the desired
block number bY how
many sectors there are
per block.

Bring the data address
to the top of the
stack.

OVER

OVER

T&SCAL

IF

SECRD

ELSE

SECWT

THEN

These two OVERTs
perform the same action
as a ZDUP .

The absolute sector
displacement and the
read/write flag are
duplicated so theY maY
be reused as often as
necessery.

This is an extremelY
important function of
R/W . It converts the
virtual block number
into a physical
hardware address.
Obviously, the word is
completely installation
dependent.

Branch if the R/w flag
specified write.

Read one sector (not
necessarily a whole
block) into the buffer.

Branch around "false
portionfl of the IF
struc ture.

This is the entrY Point
for the trfalse Portion"
of the previous IF
(i.e., the R/W flag was
0 so write instead of
read).

Write one sector (not
necessarily a whole
block) into the buffer.

This is the entry Point
from the tttrue Portiontt
of the IF structure
(i.e., Did a read, do
not |tfall throughtr and
do a write too).

Incr€ment the absolute
sector displacement to
aim at the next sector
(i.e., transfer the
next sector of the
blockJ

*

Y

ROT

USE

SEC/BLK

(Do)

N

Set up for !. USE
contains the CP/M I/O
buffer address.

0

Store data address into
USE.

Set up Limit value for
DO (i.e., Go through
the loop, reading or
writing one sector at a

time, until a comPlete
block of data has been
transferred).

Set rp Initial value
for DO.

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
R/W 's Sequence 2).

This is the entry Point
for the jump from the
LOOP portim of this
DO-LOOP Btructurc.

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the toP
of the parameter
stack.

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the toP
of the parameter
stack.

Installation
dependent word to
convert the absolute
sector displacement
on the top of the
parameter stack into
a specific drive,
track, and sector

mber.

SLW2
Is

truth flag
=0?

Installation
dependent word to
read a physical
sector.

W'Branch

SLW2

on
dependent word to
write a physical
sector.

RSLW'

I

the top
stack

DO

l+

til



LIT

+1.

80H

USE

(LooP)

LOOP

DROP

DROP

USE

R>

;s

2ro

Place the literal
value 80H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

mmeter steck.
onto the top of

Place the address of
the system variable

Add the specified
l5$it value to the
contents of the
specified memory
lcation.

Increment the Index
value.

RSI-

Is
value

?

=or)
Limit value

Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

Remove the top value
f the retum stack

plme it onto
the top of the

meter stack.

ace the address of
sydem variable

SE onto the top of
parameter stack.

lcation.
memory

Store the specified
value into the

interprct-
&finition

tme ofportion
.) Stop

th l3
r€tum to the

ling proced.rrc.

80H (128 decimal) is
the sector length for
this particular
installation.

Aim at the buffer
addres3.

Incrcment the buffer
addrese being used by
the VO routines by the
length of one Bector.

N

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and continue
transfeming sectors
until an entire
block is trans-
ferred.

If hdex is = 6p ; g't.n
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index and
Limit values from the
Etum stack.

Drop the absolute
sector displacement.

Drop the R/W flaq.

Retrieve the original
contents of USE .

Set rp fon I .

Restor€ USE with the
buffsr addrcgs it
contained rpon entry to
R/W.

Y



RO

R0 ( - data addrers )

R0 (pmnounced ,tR-zerori) is a uger variable wtrich contains the initial address of the retum stack.

R0 is rnitialized by COLD dlring syetem start up with data from the origin parameter area.

QUIT uss the address in R0 to reset the retum stack.

The uer variable R0 is stored as a l6-bit single precision value. When in memory' the high and low order bytes may be switched

depending tpon the processor used.

* At Gntry - No Parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the 15-bit address of the user variable R0 .

Refer to OUIT, COLD , and USER .

FORT*79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for R0 .

2r9



R>
R> ( - vabe pqped from retum *aA< )

R) (pronourned t'R-from') pops a nlmber off of the retum stack and placea it onto the top of the parameter stack. It is often used in
cmjumtion with )R in order to r€store the retum Btack to its original state.

NOTE: The incorrect use of R) can caus indeterminate results. Most tikely the system would crash. Although not "illegalr" the use of
R) outside of a colon definition will probably cause a system crash.

R) differs from R in that the value is removed, or rfoppedrr, from the top of the retum stack rather than copied.

REPEAT is an example of a word wtrich uses R>.

* At cttEy - No parameter stack entries. The top of the retum stack contains the 16-bit value to be transferred.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack eontains the l6-bit value wtrich was previously on the top of the retum stack.

R) is a low level code primitive.

Refer to )R , and R .

F-ORTll-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for R) is R> .

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version 1.I

rrPoprrvalue off of
retum stack.

i.e., Increment retum
stack pointer to next
entry in stack.

R>

Pick up the retum
staek pointer.

Pick rp the top of
the retum stack.

trdroprr this
value

Save the new r€tum
stack pointer.

Put the value onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

zfr



REPEAT
REPEAT

CEi\,lPtLE TIME (Sequence 2),: ( lop addess \ I \ otfset l@atim\ 4 - )

DGC[JTION TIME (Seqr:rne ,): ( - )

REPEAT is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

REPEAT is ued to mark the end of a BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structurc in the form:

BEGIN
"Set Exit Conditionalr
WHILE
ItTrue Portion of Loop Bodyrl
REPEAT

Refer to WHILE for a descriptim of the action of a BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT loop.

At compile time (Sequence 2), REPEAT primarily does two things:

1. REPEAT compiles the unconditional branch back to BEGIN (i.e., the loop actim of the structure).

REPEAT resolves and stores the exit branch offset located in WHILE. lJpon exit, WHILE uses this branch to exit to the word
immediately following REPEAT .

The unconditional branch is compiled by executing an AGAIN , which inputs the loop address and the value I left by the BEGIN . The
processing neceslary to rcolve the exit offset in WHILE is identical to that of rcsolving the 0BRANCH in an IF I therefore, an ENDIF is
used. ENDIF expects the value 2 on the stack for compiler security. REPEAT subtracts 2 from the value on the stack and since WHILE
left the value 4, it is likely that dr unmatched WHILE and REPEAT will be detected.

The run time action (Sequence l) of REPEAT is to cause an unconditional BRANCH back to the first word after BEGIN . Then whatever
processing necessary to set the exit bmlea flag can be performed and the loop repeated.

BEGN-WI-{LE-REPEAT loop structures must be ueed within a colon definition.

Note that REPEAT is an IMMEDIATE word. Th is means that its precedence bit is set and it will theref ore execute at compile time.

NUMBER is an example of a word which useg REPEAT.

C€trPLE n],8 (Seqrree 2):

At mtry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single prEcision value 4. This value is left on the
stack by WHILE and is tested by REPEAT for compiler security to ensur€ that the BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structure does
contain a WHILE . The second stack entry contains the l6-bit address of the rcserved 0BRANCH offset location created
by the IF inside of WHILE . The third stack entry contains the l6-bit signed single prEcision value I left by the BEGIN to
ensJre that the etrteturc ie started with a BEGIN. The fourth stack entry contains the 16-bit addrcss of the first location
followirq the BEGIN statement (i.e., the loop address).

i At exit - No parameters.

D(ECUIION ilME (Seqrrrrce ,)r

r At dthy - M parameters.

r At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERRffi MESSAGES:

COMPTLATION ONLY (11H) - This word may mly be ued within a colon definition.

CONDITIONALS f\DT PAIRED (1rF0 - Therc is some sort of problem with the paining of conditionals within the definition being
compiled.

REPEAT is a high level colon definition.

Refer to BEGIN , WHILE, AGAIN , ENDIF and BRANCFT .

FOREIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for REPEAT is REPEAT.

Detinftim: ' ^*fft* ( 
ffi,itriffl\ llffli"t '?i"s\ 

o ;'- rcoMprLEr ENDrF ; TMMEDTATE

2

*

ZCL



COt,lP[-E TIME actim of REPEAT Seqtprpe 2): ( Imp address \ 1\ offset lmatim \ 4 - )

DOCOL

ICOMPILE]
Save the value 4 on the
return stack for
ENDIF.

>R Save WHILETs exit
branch offset location
for ENDIF.

[COMPILE]

>R

AGAIN will be executed
at a later comoile
time (Sequence 2) when
REPEAT is executed. It
will then use its input
parameter, address and
I.

Retrieve the previo:sly
saved exit offget
loeation.

Retrieve the previously
saved compiler security
value 4.

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
corpiled into the
definition.

Subtract 2 from the top
velue on the stack. If
there is a corresponding
WHILE the result
will be 2.

Since ENDIF is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICOMPILE ] must be
used to compile it into
REPEATTs definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of
being compiled.)
[COMPILE] is only use
at Sequence I time to
I'compile" ENDIF into
REPEAT and does not
exist in REPEAT rs

definition when REPEAT
is executed at compile
time (Sequence 2).

Set the 0BRANCH
offset in the preceding
WHILE to branch to and
execute the rfalse
portionil of the
structure (i.e., store
an offset which points
to the next definition
following the
BEGIN.WHILE-REPEAT
structure).

REPEAT is a cornpiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitims.

Sirre AGAIN is an
IMMEDIATE wond,
ICOMPILE ] must be
used to compile it into
the definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of being
compiled.) [COMPILE]
is only u*d at
Sequence I time to
"compiletrAGAIN
into REPEAT and does
not exist in REPEAT 's
definition when REPEAT
is executed at eompile
time (Sequence 2).

ENDIF

;S

IMMEDIATE

AGAIN

R>

R>

2

REPEAT

time
: ) Save IP end
stert interpr€ting
th is definition.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

Remove the top value
f the parameten

stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

Force compilation of
ttre following
IMMEDIATE word.

Compile a BRANCH
into the definition
and resolve the
supplied address
into a backwards
offset.

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

parameter stack.
top of the

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto

Place the constant
value 2 mto the top
of the parameter
stack.

tract

difference.

stack entry fmm the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

Resolve the supplled

offset and store
is offset into the

ion reserved
ir.

into a
branch

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop inter?IEt-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

232

Set up for -.



D(rcrt TION TIME actim of REPEAT (Soqr-eme r)E ( - )

Repeat is ttre loop back'i portion of a BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT loop.

t*" of BEGINl
E** "r **..]

Y

This is the entry point
for the BEGIN part of
this loop strrEtur€.

0BRANCH ie the
exeeution time portion
of WHILE.

The truth flag was
false (0) so exit the
loop.

OBRANCH

it

BEGIN

LOOP

Set tp boolean truth
flag on the top of
the parameter stack.

EXIT
0?

truth flag
Is

Execute the rrtrue

tim/loop body'r.

LOOP
R.EPEAT (i.e.,
to begiming of
loop).

G*" of REPEATl
BRANCH

BRANCH is the
execution time portion
of REPEAT.

Bnanch back to
BEGIN.

EXIT

25'



ROT
ROT ( vatrrel\ vafue2\ value J - vahre2\ vabel\vahrel )

ROT (pronounced ,'rote') rotates the top three l6-bit values on the parameter stack. The third value is placed onto the top of the stack.

BEFORE AFTER

Top of Parameter Stack ----)

NUMBER is an example of a word that uses ROT .

* At entry - The parameter stack contains three l5-bit values to be rotated.

* At exit -The 15-bit value which was previously the third stack entry is not on the top of the stack. The first and second

stack entries are each one deeper in the stack.

ROT is a high level colon definition.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for ROT is ROT.

Definition: : RoT ( valuel\ value2\ valueJ -- value2\ valuel\ valuel )
>R SWAP >R SWAP i

DOCOL

Temporarily get the
first entry out of the
way.

SWAP I'Bubble" the "third"
entry up into the
ttsecond[ entry.

Retrieve the first
entry.

SWAP "Bubble" the rrthirdrl

entry rp onto the top
of the stack.

valuel
value2
valuel

valuel
valueJ
value2

>R

R>

;S

ROT

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it
onto the top of the
retum stack.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interprct-
irg this definition
and retum to the
calling procedtre.

2A



RP!
RP! ( -)
RPI (pronounced trR-P-storet) is an installation dependent word that initializes the Etum atack pointer to the addrcss contained in the
user variable R0. This is the commonly uaed method of initializing the retum staek pointer.

RP! is ued in COLD and GUIT.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At gxit - Nlo paremeters.

RP! is a low level code primitive.

Refer to R0 .

FORTl.l79: Tharc ie no FORTH-79 equivalent for RPI .

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version 1.1

In 8080 fig-FORTH, this
ie contained in DP.
This value is located
in the Origin Parameter
Area.

In 8080 fig-FORTH this
is 8.

In 8080 fig-FORTH thie
is RPP.

RP:

Aim at begiming of
alrea.

Pick r.p offset to
RO

ofCaleulate
R0.

Pick r.tp addreso from
R0.

Store thh addreos
in tha retum gtack
pointar.

NEXT

2l.5



RP@
RP@ ( - ratum atack pointer adrires )

RP(4 (pmnounced ttR-P-fetch') is an installation dependent word that returns the rctum stack pointer address, prtsent at the time RP@

was initially invoked, to the top of the parameter stack.

* At entry - M parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit address of the top of the retum 3tack.

R@ is a low level code primitive.

FOFIT}I-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for RP@ .

8080 fi9-FORTH
Version I.l

I.{PUSH Put address on top of
stack.

NEXT

RPla

Transfer the retum
stack address to H.

?fi



s-> D
S}{) ( rnrqb preciron runter - dq.6le precbicr nrrter )

5-)D (pronounced rS-to-Dtr) extends a signed single precision number to form a signed dor.6le preeision number.

WARNING! S-)D must be ussd to convert single precion values to double precision values in order to correctly propagate the sign bits.

/MOD is an example of a word that uees S-)D .

r At mfy - The top of the parameter stack contains a signed t6-bit single prccision value.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack containg a signed l2-bit double prccision value with the high order word
(containing the extended sign) m the top ofthe stack and tht original value in the secondstack entry.

S-)D is a low level code primitive.

FORTI-i-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for S-)D .

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version I.I

PUSH l6-bit value back
onto stsck. 

...

HPUSH ruSH l6-bit extended
sign onto stack.

NEXT

s->D

Pop 16-bit value
into registers.

Set 15-bit H
register to 0.
(Positive sign)

Test high order sign
bir.

Set l6-bit H register
to all oneg (negative
sign).

?S'



s0
SO (-aataaddrera)

S0 (pronourned 'rS-zero!r) is a uer varieble that contains the initial address of the parameter atack. S0 is initialized by COLD during

ryBtem stsrt tp with data fmm the origin parameter area.

ABORT uss the addrsss in S0 to r€oet the parameter stack.

SP! fetches thB contents of 50 when it initializes the parameter stack.

The uer variable S0 is stored as a 16-bit sirgle precision valug. When in memory, the high end low order bytee may be switched

@ending rpon the processor used.

* At sntry - lrlo parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains tha address of the ue r variable S0 .

Refer to ABORT,COLD , SP! and USER .

FORTI|'79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for S0 is 50 .

?fi



scR
SR (-ateadeaa)

SCR (pmnounced trS-C-Rn) is a user variable that contains the screen nurnber most recently refercnced by LIST . This value can then be
rcfererrced by other words--especially editor commands--so that the desired screen rumber does not have to be explicitly stated every
time a command ie issued.

The uer variable SCR is stored as a 16-bit single preciaion value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switehed
depending rpon the proceasor used.

* At cnEy - Nlo pamrneters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the addreas of the upr variable SCR .

Refer to UST , and USER .

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for SCR is SCR .

?39



SIGN
SIGN ( sign flq \ dor.bte precbim vehre - dorble precbim vahre )

SIGN is normally usd within a pictured numeric output exprcssion to place a sign immediately to the left of a converted numeric
character string.

SIGN will place an ascii mirus sign in the next available character string location if the sign of the third paremeter stack entry (i.e., a
trsign flag") is negative. The magnitude of the sign flag entry is ignored. The top two entries contain a double precision value.

The sign flag parameter is normally set up before the (/I /IS SIGN /I> expnession is executed. Generally the sign flag is the same sign as
the double precisim value to be converted. To set up for (/I /lS SIGN /l> , the words SWAP OVER DABS will leave a copy of the high
order signed portion of the value in the third stack entry. This is what is done in D.R which uses SIGN for siqned pictured numeric
output. The description of (/l and /I explains more about pictured numeric conversion.

* At entry - The third entry of the parameter stack must contain a signed 16-bit value which acts as a sign flag. The top
two entries contain a l2-bit double precision value.

r At exit - The original third entry, the sign flag, in the parameter stack is dropped. The finst and second stack entries
remain untouched.

SIGN is a high level colon definition.

Refer to tl , <tl , tl> , lls, l-lOLD , FLD , PAD , and DABS .

FORTI-I79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for SIGN is SIGN .

Definiticr: : SIGN ( flaq\ double precision value -- double precision value )
ROT IX IF 2D HOLD THEN

THEN This is the entry point
for the THEN portion of
the previous IF .

DOCOL

ROT

IF

20H

HOLD

Gh" ,"1r" was not -.)

{ negative so a minus L

fon 
*"r not in memorlf

Set up for (K . Bring
the signed value to the
top of the stack.

Test if the sign of the
value is negative.

Value is negative so
put an ascii mirus sign
on the top of the stack
to eet up for HOLD .

Store the ascii minug
sign into the character
string.

Gtu" i, not negativll
{ so do not insert a t
[irus sion. J

;S

(x

Y

LIT

SIGNI

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

SIGN

time portion of
: ) Save IP end
start interpreting
this definition.

the ter stack.

Bring the third
parameter stack
entry to the top of

Replace the value on
the top of the
parameter stack with
a true flag (1) if
it is less than 0.

SIGNl

')

Is
truth flag

=0

Place the literal
value 2DH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Decrcment the
pointer F{-D and
store the character
on the top of the
pammeter stack into
the memory locetion

nted to by HLD.

no



SMUDGE
S0"i.DGE ( - )

SMUDGE is ued during word definition to toggle the trsmudge'r bit (binary mask value 20H) in the length byte of the Name Field of a

definition so that the word csnnot be rrfoundrr (via the wora (fIND) ) until the word is co$ectly compiled. The length byte is smudged at
the beginning of compilation and is again smudged (toggled back) upon successful completion (uulally by ; ).

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

SMUDGE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to ; .

FORTBT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for SMUDGE .

Elefinitim: : SMUDGE ( _)
LATEST 20 TOGGLE

DOCOL

LATEST Set up for TOGGLE .
i.e., Aim at the length
byte of the definition
being compiled.

20H
Set up for TOGGLE .
Put the smudge mask
(20H) qrto the steck.

TOGGLE XOR i.e., Toggle the
smudge bit on or off
depending on its
pr€sent etate.

;S (Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling pmcedure.

LIT

StvltJDGE

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

CURRENT v
onto the top of the

stack.

Address of the
topmost word in the

lue 20H onto the
the literal

top of the parameter
stack.

sive OR the
ecified memory

leation with the
ecified bit mask.

nt



sP!
sP: (-)
SPl (pronounced 'rS-P-storet) is an installation dependent word that initializes the parameter stack pointer to the address contained in the
user variable S0. This is the commonly used method of initializing the stack pointer.

ABORT and ERROR are examples of words that ue SP! .

* At 6nry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

SP! is a low level code primitive.

Refer to S0 , ABORT , and ERROR .

FORT!'|-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for SPI .

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version 1.1

In 8080 fig-FORTH, this
is eontained in the
variable UP. This
value ia located in the
Origin Parameter Area.

In 8080 fiq-FORTH, this
offset is 6.

sP!

Aim at the begiming
of the user area.

Pick r-p the offaet
toS0.

Caleulate the
addrees of S0 .

Pick tp the contents
ofs0.

Tranefer the address
to the stack
pointBr.

NEXT
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sP@
SPe ( - pmn:ter rtd< pointer addrels )

SP@ (pronounced irS-P-fetch') ia an installation dependent word that r€turns the parameter steck pointer address, present et the time
SP@ was initially invoked, to the top of the stack.

ICSP is a word that u€s SP@ .

* At atqf - No parametera.

r Af, exit - The top of the steck contains the 16-bit stack pointar addrcss.

SP@ is a low level code primitive.

FORTII-79: SP@ is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it iB Iisted in the [FORTH-79 Referenced Word Setrr.

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version 1.1

Put address onto top of
stack.

NEXT

SH

sP@

Tranefer the stack
pointe. address to H.

n



BL

SPACE
sPAcE ( - )

SPACE transmits an ascii blank (20H) to the output device.

D. is an example of a word that uses SPACE .

* At 6ntry - No parameters.

* At exit J.,lo parameters.

SPACE ia a high level colon definitim.

FORTFIZT: The FORTH-79 equivalent for SPACE is SPACE

Definition: : SPACE ( -- )
BL EMIT i

DOCOL

EMTT

;S

SPACE

t portirr
: ) Save IP and
start intetpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value 20H (an ascii
blanld onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Trangmit the
character on the top
of the parameter
atack to the output
device.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interprct-
ing this definition
and retum to the
callirg procedurc.

n1



SPACES
S,PACES (cqrnt-)

SPACES outputs a specified number of ascii blanks (20H) to the output device.

D.R is an example of a word that uses SPACES .

* At entry - The top of the perameter stack contains a signed l5-bit single precision value indicating the number of blanks
to output.

NOTE: Negative values are changed to zero.

* At exit - No parameters.

SPACES is a high level colon definition.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for SPACES is SPACES.

Definition: : SPACES ( count -- )
O MAX .DUP IF O DO SPACE THEN i

DOCOL

MAX

-DUP

Set up for MAX

Replace a negative
count with 0.

Set up truth flag for
IF.

Branch if the count is
zero; do not output any
blanks.

Set up initial Index
value of 0 for DO loop.
Go through loop rrcountrl

times. (rtcountrr was
already on the stack
when SPACES was
executedJ

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
SPACES's Sequence 2).

G"t rp for DO-LOOP anI.|
{ output the specified }
[umber 

of blanks. )

This is the entry point
for the jump fmm the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and continue
outputting spaces.

If Index is = or ) than
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the index and
limit values from the
retum stack.

This is the entry point
from false branch of
previous IF statement.
i.e., rrCountrr was zero
so no blenks wer€ to be
output.

LOOP

DO

SPACE

(LOOP)

LOOP

THEN

N

Y

IF

;S0

SPACES

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Replaee the top two
values on the
parameter stack with
the greater of the
two values.

Duplicate the top
value on the stack
only if it is
non-zero.

SPAXI
Is

truth flag
=0?

Place the constant
value 0 mto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Move loop
characters (Index
and Limit) to the
rctum stack.

SPAX2

Output 1 ascii blank
to the output
deviee.

Increment the Index
value.

SPAX2

ls
value

,|

=or)
Limit value

SPAXI

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

(Do)

n5



STATE
STATE ( - aata ad&eo )

STATE is a user variable which contains a value that reflects the compilation I'state[ of the system.

A 0 value indicates that the system is compiling. A non-zero value (C0H for the 8080 fig-FORTH Version 1.1) indicates that the system
is interpreting.

INTERPRET refers to the value in STATE to determine how to pmcess the input data stream.

I sets STATE to interpr€t mode.

I eets STATE to compile mode.

Durirg eystem start up, STATE is originally initialized by OUIT .

The uer variable STATE is stored as a 16-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending rpon the processor used.

* At entry - M poameters.

* At exit - The top of the paremeter stack contains the addr€ss of the user variable STATE.

Refer to [, ] , D.ITERPRET , OUIT , and USER .

Fffi,TH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for STATE is STATE.
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SWAP
STAP ( Yehsa \afrd - vafuel\vatra2 )

SWAP excharqes the top two 16 bit values on the parameter atack.

Before

Top of Parameter Stack --) valuel
value2

After

value2
velual

SWAP is a very commmly used word. ROT is an example of a word that uses SWAP .

* At sntry - The top of the parametgr stack and the second entry contain the l6-bit velues to be exchangad.

* At exit -The top of the stack conteins the value previously in the second entry. Ths sacond entry will contain the value
pEviorsly on tho top of the stack.

SWAP ie a lour level code primitive.

Fffi,Tll-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for SWAP is SWAP .

8080 fis-FoRTH
Version I.l

HPUSH Rrah what was the
second entry oflto the
top of the stack.

NEXT

SWAP

Pop the top of the
parameter stack.

Exehange thig with
the value now on the
top of the stack.

m



TASK
TASK (_)
TASK is a no-op (no operation) definition that is used as a rtboundary marker, between applications or program segments. The word
simply consists of a colon, a name, and a semicolon. For example:

: TASK ;

TASK is normally compiled as the first word of an application,
FORGET TASK will then forget all of the applieation up to (and

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

TASK is a high level colon definition.

Refer to FORGET.

FORTFI-79: There ie no FORTH-79 equivalent for TASK .

with all other application worde following it in the dictionary. A future
including) the boundary defined by TASK .
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THEN
TI-fN

COMPU-E TIME (Seqrrrrce I): ( offget address\ 2 - )

EXECUTION TIME (Seqrrrce l): ( - )

THEN is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actionsl those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

THEN is used to make the end of an IF-THEN or IF-ELSE-THEN structure. ( ENDIF may be used in place of THEN but THEN is the
preferred word.) THEN must be used in the form:

IF rrtrue portion" THEN

IF rttrue portion'r ELSE 'tfalse portion" THEN

An IF-THEN structure must be used within a colon definition.

THEN is actually a Sequence I compiling word. That is THEN compiles (during Sequence I) another compiling word, ENDIF , into its
definition. Then, at Sequence 2, when THEN is executed the word ENDIF does the actual compiling into the definition being created.

The apparent Sequence 2 compile time action of THEN is to compute a forward branch offset, calculated from the supplied input
p8rameter address to the next available memory location following THEN (supptied by HERE ) and to store that offset in the location
reserved by the previous IF or ELSE statement. (Actually this is performed at Sequence 2 via the ENDIF which was compiled by THEN at
Sequence 1.)

Some compiler security is provided by checking for a 2 on the top of the stack. A THEN without a corresponding IF or ELSE will
probably not encounter a 2 on the top of the stack during compilation. (NOTE: During compilation, IF and ELSE leave a 2 on the top of
the stack.)

The execution time action (Sequence l) of THEN is to simply serve as the destination of a forward branch from a previous IF or ELSE
statement. THEN compiles no run time code.

Note that THEN is an IMMEDIATE word. This means thet its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

C0MP[-E TIME (Seqr.eme 2):

+ At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single precision value 2 used for compiler security.
The second stack entry contains a I6-bit address specifvinq both the branch offset address of a previous IF or ELSE and
also the memory location that offset is to be stored into.

r At exit - No parameters.

EXEC1JTION TIME (Sequerce l):
r At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (f fH) -- This word may only be used within a colon definition.

CONDITIONALS NOT PAIRED (IrH) - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition being
compiled.

THEN is a high level colon definition.

Refer to IF , ELSE , and ENDIF .

FORTBT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for THEN ie THEN.

Deftnitim: : THEN ( offset address\ 2 -- ) ( compile time )
ICOMPILE] ENDIF ; IMMEDTATE
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COMPI-E TIME *tim of THEN (Sequeme I): ( offset aadress\ 2 - )

DOCOL

[COMPILE] Since ENDIF is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICOMPILEI must be
used to compile it into
the definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of being
compiled.) [COMPILE]
is only used to "compile"
ENDIF into THEN (at
Sequence I) and does
not exist in THEN 's
definition when THEN is
executed at compile
time (at Sequence 2).

ENDIF ENDIF will be executed
at a later compile
time (Sequence 2) when
THEN is executed.

;S

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

THEN is a compiler
word end therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

IMMEDIATE

DGCUTION TIME actim of TlfN (Seqr-erce ,): ( - )

THEN simply serves as the destination of a forward branch from a previous IF or ELSE statement.

THEN

this definition

time portion of
) Save IP and

interpreting

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

a
reference branch
into a previous IF
or ELSE definition

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

zilJ



TIB
TIB (-Oataaddrer)

TIB (pronouneed trT-I-Btr for Terminal hrput Buffer) is e ussr variable that contains the addreas of the Terminal Input Buffer.

The Terminal Input Buffer is en area of memory reserved as a buffer area for the data stream coming from the terminal. The buffer is
normally located in memory between the return stack and the parameter stack. The rctum stack "gnows downwardrr into the buffen.

The length of the buffer ia usually 82 (decimal) bytes long, 80 characters + 2 terminatora. The length is determined by a literal value in
OUERY.

TIB ig initialized by COLD during system start up with data from the origin parameter area.

The user variable TIB is etored eg a l6-bit aingle precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upon the processor used.

* At cntsy - No parameters.

t At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable TIB .

Refer to OUERY , and USER .

FOflTlIT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for TIB .
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TOGGLE
TOGGLE ( address\ bit ma* - )

TOGGLE Exclusive-ORts the contents of the memory location pointed to by the second stack location with the value on the top of the
stack. Note: This is opposite rrnormal'r usage (i.e., the address is usually on the top of the stack and the data is in the second stack
entry).

This word is named TOGGLE because of the effect of the Exclusive-OR. "Toggling" a specific bit once, changes the state of the bit.
"Toqgling" that same bit again chanqes the bit back to its original state. (Usinq the same bit mask both times, of course.)

Note that the word operates on one byte in memory.

Also rrote that word addressing machines may behave differently.

SMUDGE is an example of a word that uses TOGGLE .

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit value. The low orden 8 bits of this value are an Exclusive-OR
bit mask. THe high order 8 bits are ignored. The second stack entry contains the memory address of the location to be
tttoggledtt.

* At exit - No parameters. The specified memory location contains the logical result of the Exclusive-OR.

TOGGLE is a low level code primitive.

FORTF}.79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for TOGGLE.

8080 fiq-FORTH
Version 1.1

NEXT

TOGGLE

Pop the mad<.

Pop the memory
address.

ck up the memory
te.

mask.
sive-OR it with

Store the logical
result back into
memory.

n2



TRAVERSE ( beqirninq address \ dircctior - endirq address ) TRAVERSE
TRAVERSE caleulates the address of the opposite end of a fig-FORTH variable length Name Field. Given either the address of the
length byte or the address of the last letter of a Name Field, TRAVERSE moves across("traverses') that Mme Field. Note this means
TRAVERSE moves across a Name Field in either direction. See the rrAt entry'r section.

TRAVERSE makes use of the fact that the 'tterminator flag't for both ends of the Name Field is the most significant bit (the 80H bit). By
moving across tl'e Name Field looking for a byte whose value is greater than 7FH.

The words NFA and PFA are examples of words which use TRAVERSE .

* At enhy - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit direction indicator value.

If this direction indicator is a I, motion is toward high memory and the second stack entry must be the address of the
Name Field's length byte.

If the direction indicator is a -1, motion is toward low memory and the second stack entry must be the address of the last
Ietter of the Name Field.

* At exit - The top of the parameter staek contains the address of the opposite end of the Name Field. The direction
indicator is dropped.

TRAVERSE is a high level colon definition.

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for TRAVERSE.

Definition: : TRAVERSE ( beginning address\direction -- ending address )
SWAP BEGIN

UNTIL
SWAP DROP ;

OVER Set up for C@ . Get the
previously calculated
address.

DOCOL

c@ This sequentially picks
up each character in
the Name Field.

Set truth flag for
UNTIL . Since both the
length byte and the
last character of the
Name Field are flagged
with a 80H, all other
characters will be no
greater than 7FH.

Not at end of Name
Field. Continue
looping.

Have now reached one
end of the Name Field.
The top of the
parameter stack now
contains the address of
the gelected last
character. The second
stack entry contains
the direction
indicator.

[:l:'tor 
aecrN-urrr{

SWAP

BEGIN

OVER

+

Put the address on the
top of the stack and
the direction indicator
second.

Entry point for the
branch from the UNTIL.

Put the direction
indicator onto the top
of the parameter stack

Aim at the next
character in the Name
Field (i.e., address +
direction indicator).
Note that if the
direction indicator is
a I, the address will
advance; but if it is a
-I, the address will
decrcment.

This will be used to
detect the beginning
or end characters.

UNTIL Y

N

LIT
1FH

Put the direetion -'l
indicator onto the top I

of the stack. 
I
I

n,

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 8-bit memory
contents of that
address.

Replace the top two
parameter stack
entries with a true
flag (1) if the
first entry ( second
entry or a false
flag (0) if not.

TRAVl
Is

truth flag
=0?

Exchange the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

TRAVERSE

time portion
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Exchange the top two
values on the
parameter stack.

Copy the second
parameter stack
value onto the top
of the perameter
stack.

ned value.their

Add the top two
stack values and
replace them with

Put the literal
value 7FH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

SWAP



Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

DROP Drop the direction
indicator, leaving the
final address on the
parameter stack.

;S

M



TRIAD
TRIAD ( Screon runter - )

TRIAD output8 three scr€ens to the output device, i.e ., one page. The page will bogin with a screen whose number is divisible by three'

One of the'gcreens on the Page will be the sereen specified'

Amessage,takenfromLine15ofScreen4,islistedonthebottomofthepage.

In the 8080 fiq-FoRTH Version 1.I, prcssing any terminal key will terminate the listing'

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a t6-bit unsigned number specifying one of the screens to be listed'

* At exit - No Parameters.

TRIAD is a high level colon definition.

FORf*79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for TRIAD '
Definitim: : TRIAD (#-) (8080Vercion1'I)

OCEMIT 
'I'* 'OVER+SWAPDO

CR I LIST ?TERMINAL IF LEAVE
LOOP
CR 0F MESSAGE CR i

THEN

DOCOL

0cH

EMIT

Set up to EMIT a
formfeed character.

Output a formfeed
character.

Set up to loop ) times.

Set up for + . Get
number of times to
loop.

Add I to the initial
screen number, creatinq
the DO-LOOP'rl-imit"
parameter.

Set up for DO. Put the
initial and Limit
parameters into their
proper order.

ftr*:$

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into the
definition bY DO (at
TRIAD 's Sequence 2).

,

LIT OVER

SWAP

(Do)

DO

+

G, uo the Indexl
{ parameter for the }
L:o-LooP. )

t Set up to round down to
the nearest screen
divisible bY ) bY

dividing, and then
multiplying bY 3.

Initial screen rumber
divided by 1 equals
integral rumber of
triada. (Remainder is
dropped by / .)

Set up for * .

Round down to the
nearegt integral screen
for this triad. Create
the I'initial" DO-LOOP

I
This is the entrY Point
for the jurnP from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.
Print I screens on one

Page.

Skip a line

Get the gcreen number
to [lST .

3

*

CR

TRIAD

time portion of
: ) Save IP end
start interpretinq
this definition.

Place the literal
value OCH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Transmit the
character on the top
of the parameter
stack to the oItPUt
device.

the constant
value I mto the toP
of the parameter
stack.

Divide the second
stack entry by the
finst and replace
them with their
quotient.

Plaee the congtant J
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Replace the toP two
stack entrieg with
their prodtrct.

Place the constant,
onto the toP of the
parameter stack.

Copy the second
stack entry onto the
top of the Parameter
stack.

Replace the toP two
stack entries with
their total.

Swap the toP two
values on the toP of
the parameter stack.

Move loop control
characters (Index
and Limit) to the
retum stack.

TRIAI

Ortput a carriage
return and linefeed
to the output
device.

Copy the looP Index
onto the top of the
parameter steck.

O.rtput e screen to
the output device.

parameter.

usT

a,



Leave a truth flag
to indicate whether
or not a terminal
key has been
p ressed.

TRIA2
=o?

truth flag
Is

Lim
value equal to Index

so looping
will terminate at
the next occurrence
of LOOP .

TRIA2

Increment the Index
value.

TRIAl

Is

,|

Index value
=or)

Limit value

a carriage
retum and linefeed
to the output
device.

Place the literal
value OFH onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

This test is found in
the 8080 fiq-FORTH
Version l.l.

Set up for a possible
LEAVE. i.e., Terminate
the listing if a
terminal key is
pressed.

Terminal key was
pressed. Stop listinq.

Entry point for the
THEN portion of the
IF-THEN structure.

MESSAGE

;S

CR

PrintrrFORTH
INTEREST GROUP -
MAY I, I979rr on the
bottom of the page
(8080 fig-FoRTH
example).

Skip a line.

IF

?TERMINAL

LEAVE

THEN

(LOOP)

LOOP

Y

N

lierminal k., *." ,,or)

[res"ea. J

N

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition by LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and continue
looping until all l
scPeens are listed.

If Index is = or ) than
Limit, do not loop.
Drop the Index and
Limit values from the
retum stack.

Skip a line.

Set up to print message
r5.

$:t"'mrffi:;l,J

Y

CR

LIT
OFH

the e scteen.

Print the specified
line of text from

Output a carriage
retum and linefeed
to the output device.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and return to the
calling procedure.

m



TYPE ( besirnirq addreo \ rur5er of ctraracbrs - ) f!/PE

TYPE outputs a cheracter string to the output device. No output takes place if the supplied length is zero'

D.R is an example of a word that uses TYPE .

* At entry - The top of the parameter staek eontains an absolute 16-bit single precision rumber of characters to be output'

The second 
"nt.y 

lont"inr tn" tg-uit beginning address of the characters to be typed'

* At exit - No Parameters.

TYPE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to COUNT.

FOR.TFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for TYPE is TYPE '
Definition: TYPE ( beginninq address\ number of characters -- )

-DUP IF
OVER + SWAP DO

I
LOOP

Cla EMIT

ELSE
THEN

DROP

:

8**;, 
ttre cnaractJ

IF

DOCOL

-DUP

OVER

+

SWAP

(DO)

Y

Duplicate only a rrtrue

flagrr.

Branch if no outPut;
count is zero.

Set up DO-LOOP
parameters.

Set up for +. CoPY
beginning address onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Set up limits for DO .
Calculate the ending
address of the text
string by adding the
beginning address and
the count.

Set up for DO . Place
beginning address on
the top of the staek as
Index and end address
as Limit

This execution time
portion of DO is
compiled into this
definition by DO (at
TYPE's Sequence 2).

This is the entry Point
for the jurnp from the
LOOP portion of this
DO-LOOP structure.

c@

EMIT

(LooP)

LOOP

Set up for C@ . Get
the address of the
cha[acter to outPut.

Pick up the character
to outPut.

This execution time
portion of LOOP is
compiled into the
definition bY LOOP .

Loop back to the DO if
Index does not equal
Limit and continue
emitting characters.

If Index is = or ) than
Limit, do not looP.
Drop the Index and
Limit values from the
return stack.

Branch around ttfalse

portion'r (ELSE) of IF
statement. Count equal
to zero; no outPut.
(This was compiled bY

the ELSE ).

N

N

Y

Copy the looP Index
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Replace the eddress
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the 8-bit contents
of that address.

the device.

O:tput the character
on the top of the
parameter etack to

the Index
value.

Is

Limit
,)

Index value
=or)

TYPE'Branch.

TYPE

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Duplicate the toP
value on the stack
if it is non-zero.

TYPEI
Is

truth flag
=0?

Copy the second
stack value onto the
top of the stack.

Replace the toP two
16-bit parameter
stack values with
their l5-bit total.

Swap the top two
values on the
parameter staek.

retum

Move loop control
characters (lndex
and Limit) to the

TYPE2

DO

n7



ELSE

DROP

THEN

rg

file count wr" r."o. No-'l

{rst*::l';[!l;,ff', I
[address 

pointer. 
)

This is the entry point
from the false branch
of the previous IF .

Drop the beginning
addrees.

This is the entry point
fmm the I'true portionrl
of the IF statement.

Drop the top value
from the parameter
stack.

time portion of
.) Stop interpret-

this definition
and retum to the
ealling procedure.

N



u*
U* ( unsigrrd sirgl,e m.rltiplier\ rnsigrcd drgle m.rltiplicand - dorble unrigrrd pmArct )

U* (pronounced "U-star') is an unsigned multiplier. It inputs two unsigned 16-bit values and retums an unsigned 12-bit product.

The heart of U* (on a pmcessor without a multiply instruction) is a multiply routine which works on the standard rrshift and add
algorithm". Two partial products are derived wtrich are then added together to obtain a 12$iL unsigned product. Note that U* is
unsigned. M* should be used if a signed product is desired.

M* is an example of a word which uses U* .

WARNING -- fiq-FORTH U* actually does not multiply unsigned 16-bit values. It only correctly multiplies siqned positive l6-bit values.

* At enry - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit unsigned single precision multiplier. The second stack entry
contains a 16-bit unsigned single precision multiplicand.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the high order 16-bits of an unsigned 12-bit double precision product.
The second stack entry contains the low order l6-bits of the l2-bit product.

U* is a low level code primitive.

Refer to M* .

FORTII'79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for U* is U*

8080 fig-FORTH
Version 1.1

NOTE: U* is extremely
processor dependent so
actual 8080
instructions ar€
referenced.

Put the multiplier into
DE.

Put the multiplicand
into HL.

Save the Interpreter
pointer (IP).

Temporarily save the
high order portion of
the multiplicand.

Put the low order
multiplicand into the
acanmulator.

trfultiply the low order
portion of the
multiplicand by the
multiplier. Get a
24-bit lst partial
product.

Temporarily save the
low 16-bits of the let
partial product.

Temporarily save the
high order byte of the
1st partial product.

Put the high order
multiplicand into the
accumulator.

Move the temporarily
saved high order lst
partial into Reg B.

Multiply the high order
portion of the
multiplicand by the
multiplier. Get a
24-bit Znd partial
product.

Pop the low order
I6-bits of the lst
partial product.

Make BC contain the
high order l6-bits of
the Ist partial
product.

Now add the two partial
products together.

NOTE this has the
result of adding:

HI MID LO (Ist)
+ HI MID LO (2nd)

l2-bit Total Product

Note that the low order
I bits of the lst
partial (now in Reg E)
are not added to
anything.

Add low order l6-bits
of 2nd partial to high
order l5-bits of lst
partial product.

u*

POP D

POP H

PTJSH B

MOV B,H

MOV A,L

CALL MPYX

H

H,A

MOV B,A

MOV B,H

CALL MPYX

POP D

MOV C,D

DAD B

a9



ACI O

MOV D,L

MOV L,H

MOV H,A

B

SHD

Add any carry to the
high order 8 bits of
the 2nd pantial, ie .,
the high order I bits
of the 2nd partial (now
in the accumulator)
only have the carty bit
added to them.

Move the high order
byte of the low order
word to D. (Req E
already contains the
lowest order byte).

Move the low order byte
of the high order word
to L.

Move the high order
byte of the high order
word to H. NOTE: DE
now contains the low
order product; HL, the
high order product.

Restore IP

Push the low order
product onto the stack.

i rltbly i.bruttire MPXY ucd bY tF.

Given: A - Multiplier
DE - Multiplicand

Produet returned in: A - High order I bits
HL - Low order 15 bits

Initialize HL with 0.

Set loop counter for I
times through the loop.

Shift left 1 bit. Use
add to self to cause
15-bit shift left.

Rotate carry bit from
above "shift" into
accumulator. i.e.t
24-bit shift.

Branch if next
multiplier bit is not l.

Else add multiplicand.

Add carry into the
accumulator, i.e.t
accumulate high order I
bits.

Decrement loop cannter,
i.e., last multiplier
bir?

Loop if not.

Elaa, retum.

c

!t

NZ

HPUSH

NEXT

Push the high order
product onto the stack.

MPYX

LXI H,0

MVI C,8

MPYXl

DAD H

RAL

MPYX2Jt{c

DAD D

ACI O

MPYX2

C

MPYXIJNZ

RET

4n



0

D.

U.
ll (Yarrc-)

U. (pmnorrred "(J-dotr) performs an unsigrrd binary-to-ascii convareion on the 16-bit value on the top of the stack and prints the result
on the output device followed by one space.

The current value in BASE is used as the conversion radix.

U. has the same effect as . buL the output is not signed. This is beneficial when displayinq 15-bit eddresses which have their high order
bit set, sirrce . prints all addresses above TFFFH as negative numbers.

r At ontry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit value to be converted and printed.

* At exit - No parameters.

U. is a high level eolon definition.

Refer to . (dot).

FORT*79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for U. is U. .

Deffnitisr: : U. ( value -- )
oD. i

DOCOL

Set up for D. by making
the single precision
value into a positive
double prec ision value.

;S

U.

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start intBI?I?ting
this definition.

Place the eonstant
value 0 on the top
of the parameter
stack.

Perform a binary-
to-ascii conyereion
on the f2-bit value
on the top of the
parameter staek and
print it on the
output device.

.) Stop interprrt-
this &finition

time portion of

retum to the
procedrr-e.

art



UI
Ul ( rnsiqpd dorSle precbim dividend \rmigr:d divisor - unsigrcd rernainder \ rngigred quotient )

U/ (pronounced 'tU-slash') performs unsigned division upon a double precision dividend using a single precision divisor. U/ is the primitive
division word used by all of the other division words such as M/ , MOD , and M/MOD . Note that U/ performs unsigned division.

U/ is a low level primitive that executes in the machine code of the host processor. For those processorc which heve a divide instruction,
U/ is very straightforward. For pFocessors without a divide instruction, implementing a divide is not a trivial task.

Division on processors which do not have a divide instructim is usually performed via the rrshift and subtractrr algorithm. This algorithm
is conceptually very similiar to performing long division by hand. An attempt is made to divide the divisor into the highest order dividend
column. If the dividend is larger than the divisor, division takes place and a value (I-9 for decimal long division, I for binary division) is
placed in the comespondinq quotient column. If division cannot take place, a 0 is placed in the corresponding quotient column. Division
of the next dividend column then takes place including any remainder from the previous columnrs division. This continues until all
columns have been divided.

The 8080 implementation of this algorithm can most easily be understood by first looking at the following simplified example.

In the example in Figure U/-I,4l (the dividend) is divided by I (the divisor).

Let us envision that the division is taking place on a simplistic pnoce$or that has only two registers. At the start, the high order portion
of the binary 4I is in Register X and the low order portion is in Register Y.

Sihce our pFocesrlor only has two regkters, we will develop the quotient in the low order register as the dividend is shifted out. This is
perfectly acceptable sirrce a dividend column (bit) is shifted out to the left while a corresponding quotient column is shifted in from the
right.

When the division is complete, Register Y contains the quotient and Register X contains any remainder.

Our processor can stbtract 4 bits at a time from the high order portion of the dividend (Register X). Therefore, in order to divide the
whole dividend, we will have to shift and subtract both registers 4 times to completely divide both the high and low portions of the
dividend.

The dividend is 4t (decimal) or 29 (hex) or 0010100I (Uinary). At the start, Register X contains the high order portion of 'binary 4I"
(0010) and Register Y, the low order portion (f00f).

After the first shift left, Register X contains a 5 (0f01) and a 0 quotient bit has been shifted into the least siqnificant bit (LSB) of
Register Y. The divisor, l, (0011) is then sr-btracted from Registen X, leaving a remainder of 2 (0010). Since a subtraction was possible,
the quotient bit is changed from 0 to I.

Ater the second shift left, Register X contains a 4 (0100) and a 0 quotient bit has been shifted into the LSB of Register Y. The divisior,3
(0011), is then sr-btracted from Register X, leaving a remainder of I (0001). Since a subtraction was possible, the quotient bit is changed
from 0 to l.

After the third shift left, Register X contains a 2 (0010) and another 0 quotient bit has been shifted into the LSB of Register Y. An
atternpt is then made to sr-btract the divisior, I (00lI), from Register X; but since I is larger than 2, a subtraction cannot be made.
(NOTE: In the actual algorithm, the subtraction is always performed and if underflow is detected, the divisor value is added back to the
dividend.) The value 2 (0010) is left in Register X and the corresponding quotient bit in Register Y remains a 0.

After the fourth *rift left, Register X contains a 5 (0I0I) and another 0 quotient bit has been shifted into the LSB of Register Y. The
divisior, , (0011) is again subtracted from Register X, leaving a remainder of 2 (0010). Since a subtraction was possible, the quotient bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

Since four shifts have occurred, the division is complete. Register Y contains the quotient, ll decimal (1I0f); and Register X contains
the remainder 2 decimal (0010) -- wtrich is the corr€ct answer obtained by dividing decimal 41 by 3.

REG X REG Y

START 0010 r00l 4l lt = Il rem 2

1 0010

00lr
0110

0r11

00r0
I1

IIlO

0t0l
ll

00r0
0100

l1
000r

0101

2

t

4
I1

00r0

r100
1t0l

Figure U/-l

Example of "Shift-Subtract" Division Algorithmt2



Once the example is understood, the aetual 8080 implementation of the algorithm is also understandable. Registers DE contain the low
order dividend. This corresponds to Register Y in the example. Registers HL contain the high order portion of the dividend. This
correspmds to Register X. As in the example, registers DE will contain the quotient and registers HL will contain the remainder. The
divisor is kept in registers BC.

The register pair DE is l6-bits wide, therefore 16 shifts will be performed.

When the routine is first entered, a check is made to determine if the divisor is larger than the dividend. If so, both remainder and
quotient are set to FF (hex) and the routine is exited.

Otherwise, a loop cornter is initialized to shift 15 times and the shift-subtract sequence begins. A lz-bit dorble precision shift is
performed between registers DE and HL. If a cerry bit is shifted out, it is known absolutely that a subtraction could occur without true
underflow so the divisor (BC) is subtracted from the high order dividend (nl). (nny underflow in this case would simply be a remainder
with a borrow occurrirg from the carry.) If a cerry bit is not strifted out, an underflow occurrence would mean that subtraction could not
take plaee, so a separate subtraction routine is executed (although the identical function is performed, i.e, the divisor is subtracted from
the high order dividend). The difference with this routine is that it checks for underflow and if detected adds the previously subtracted
divisor back to the dividend. The quotient value is decremented by I so that when the automatic quotient increment is executed it will
be the same as if no irrrement were performed. (NOTE: This decnement is just a programming "tricktr and has nothing really to do with
the algorithm. The intent is to set the quotient bit to I for a successful subtraction or to 0 for an un-successful subtraction.)

This strift-sr-btract is performed 16 times. At that time, the quotient is in register DE and the remainder is in HL.

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains an unsigned l6-bit single precision divisor. The second and third stack
entries eontain an unsigned l2-bit double precision dividend. (Note that some fig-FORTH implementations require a

)l-bit positive signed vlaue.) The second stack entry contains the high order portion of the dividend; the third, the low
order portion.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains an unsigned l6-bit single precision quotient. The second atack entry
contains the unsigrrd 16-bit nemainder from the division.

U/ is a low level code primitive.

FORTFIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for U/ is U/MOD .

Note that this is an extremely processor-dependent routine and therefore the flowchart often references the 8080 instruction set.

[E", ,n" operands frol
1 the stack and put them I
[-into registers. )

[-Now determine if thrll
{ diuiro. is larger than I
[_1he 

dividend. )

8080 fig-FoRTH
Version l.l

Individual instructions
may be placed together
in gome instances so
that the logic of the
algorithm may be more
easily conveyed.

Irrcrementing the stack
pointer by 4 aims at
the low order portion
of the dividend.

Put the 16-bit divisor
into BC.

Put the high order
portion of the dividend
into HL.

NOTE:
DE = Low Dividend
l-{L = High Dividend
BC = Divisor

Branch if the divisior
is not gr€ater than the
dividend.

c

NC

UI

LXI HF
DAD SP

Swap the IP
memory) with the low
order portion of the
dividend (DD.

POP B

POP H

Subtract the divisor
from the high order
dividend.

FFts

Set the remainder
(HL) and the
quotient (DE) to all

JMP USLAT

Exit. E''



USLAl

Initialize loop
counter for 16
shifts.

DAD H

RAL

XCFG
DAD H

JNIC

INX D

XCF.IG

RAR

USLA4JNC

Now perform a double
precision ,2+it shift
of HL and DE. Shift the
highest order dividend
bit into the camy.

Temporarily save the
carry bit for future
srbtrect. NOTE: If
carry is one, no
underflow can occur.

Now shift the low order
portion of the dividend
one bit left too.

Branch if no camy bit
$ifted out.

Else, rrshiftrr the carry
bit into the high order
portion of the
dividend.

Swap high and low
portions of dividend
back. i.e.,

DE = Low
HL = High

Restore previtxlsly
saved carry.

Examine the carry bit.
If it is I, then
sLbtracting the
divisior from the
dividend cannot cause
underflow. (Even if
underflow occurs, it
would not be true
underflow because a
ttborrowtt could heve
occurred from the set
carry bit).

Branch if no carry. The
subtraction muet take
into account that
underflow can occur.
Else, simply s.rbtract.

NC

Any underflow is simply
a remainder.

Branch if no underflow.
(i.e., If no carry.)

Add the divisor value
back to the dividend it
was subtracted from.

'rTricktr the routine
into not setting the
quotient bit since
subtraction was not
successful.

Set the quotient bit.

Continue looping and
shifting until all
l5-bits have been
shifted.

Done so exit.

Restore IP.

Add the contents "f F;l
to itself to effect " I
I6-bit wide shift I bit I
to the left. )

c

NC

HPTJSH

DPUSH

Put the remainder on
the second stack entry.

Put tha quotient on the
top of the stack.

Subtract the divisor
from the high order
dividend.

USLA5JMP

Subtract the divisor
from the high order
dividend.

USLA5JNC

B

D

USLA5

D

the

Done?

B

4A

c

t{c NEXT



UNTIL
tIIL
COtvlP[-E TIME (Seqrsre 2)e ( @ eddrea\ 1 - )

D(ECIJTION TIME (Sequeme lh ( trutn flaS - )

UNTIL is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of ectionsi those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.

UNTIL is usd to mark the end of an indefinite, conditional loop structure where repetition continues'runtillr the boolean input to UNTIL
is true.

UNTIL is used in the form:

BEGIN 'rl-oop Body" UNTIL

( END may be used in place of UNTIL but UNTIL is the prcfemed word.)

BEGIN-UNTIL structures must always be used within a colon definition.

It is important to note that in using a BEGIN-UNTIL structure, the I'loop body" willglygpbe executed at leest once. This isbecause the
exit condition is not tested 'trntil" after the "loop bodyrrhas been executed. This is known as a fpost-testrr loop. If the exit condition
must be tested before 'rloop body" executicr, the BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structure $ould be used instead.

The compile time action of UNTIL is to cornpile a OBRANCH into the dictionary. Secondly, it resolves the rrloop body'r entry point
address provided by BEGIN into a retum branch offset used by the OBRANCH and stores this offset into the definition.

Some compiler security is pmvided by checking fon a I on the top of the stack. An UNTIL withor:t a preceding BEGIN will probably not
encounter a I on the t6p of the stack. (During compilatim, BEGIN leaves a I on the top of the stack.)

The execution time action (Sequence l) of UNTIL is to provide a conditional repetitive branch back to the loop's eorresponding BEGIN
(i.e., the beginning of the "loop bodyt). The input parameter to BEGIN is a boolean flag. If this flag is false (0), control returns to the
first word in the 'iloop body" (iust after BEGIN ). If ttre boolean flag is true (not 0), no branch occurs and the loop is exited. That is,
repetitive looping eontinues "untilrthe exit conditional ig true.

The 0BRANCH, compiled into the definition at compile time, is what controls the looping.

Note that UNTIL is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precederce bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

BLOCK is an example of a word which uss UNTIL .

Cot.iP[-E TIME (Seqneme 2)t

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single precision value I used for compiler security.
The second stack entry contains the l6-bit entry point address of the "Ioop bodyrtportion of the BEGIN-UNTIL structure.

* At exit - No parameters.

D(EL1JTION TIME (Sequerrce I):

* At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit signed single precision boolean flag used to control the
conditional looping of the structur€.

* At exit - M parameters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAIGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (UH) - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

CONDITIONALS NOT PAIRED (IrF| - There is some sort of problem with the pairing of conditionals within the definition being
compiled.

UNTIL is a high level colon definition.

Refer to BEGIN , 0BRANICH , and END .

FORTII-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for UNTIL is UNTIL .

UNTIL ( loop address\ f - ) ( compile time )
I ?PAIRS COMPILE OBRANCH BACK

Definitian: !
; IMMEDIATE

t,



COMPILE TIME actim of UIITIL : ( loop address\ f - )
(Sequerne 2)

D(ECUTION TIME actim of UNTIL: ( truttr flag - )
(Sequerrcel)

BEGIN

1

DOCOL

?PAIRS

COMPILE

OBRANCH

BACK

;S

IMMEDIATE

Entry point to
beginning of rrloop

body".

Do whatever processing
is needed for the "loop
bodyrr and then set up
boolean truth flag on
the top of the stack.Set up for ?PAIRS

A preceding BEGIN will
have left a 1 on the
stack. If the UNTIL is
missing (i.e., the I is
missing) igsue an error

messege and OUIT.

This puts 0BRANCH into
the definition being
compiled (Sequence 2).

OBRANCH executes at
Sequence 3, not at
compile time (Sequence
2).

The address left by
BEGIN is used to
calculate a return
branch offset. This
offset is then eompiled
into the definition and
referenced by
OBRANCH at execution
time (Sequence 3).

UNTIL is a compiler
word and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

OBRANCH 0BRANCH is the run
time portion of UNTIL .

Branch back to
beginning of "Ioop
body" using the
previously calculated
and stored backward
offset.

N

Y

Exit from the loop
and continue to the
next definition.

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

UNTIL

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value I onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

ssage

are not

1]H (CONDITIONALS
NOT PAIRED) and
OUIT if the top
two stack velues

Compile the Code
Field Address (CFA)
of the following
definition into the
dictionary.

input truth

Run time portion of
IF . Conditionally
branch based on

Calculate the
relative branch
offset from HERE
to the specified
address and compile
it into the
definition.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

BEGLOOP

rrLoop Bodyrr.

BEGLOOPtruth flag
=0?

Is

t6



UPDATE
IJPDATE ( _ )

UPDATE flags the most-recently-accessed buffen so that the bufferb data will be written to mass storage when that buffer is
re-allocated or the word FLUSH is executed. The update bit (or flaq) is the most significant bit (MSB) of the header. (i.e., The block
number portion of a buffer.) Refer to +BUF for a detailed description of the buffers and their organization.

The intent of UPDATE is to flag the data contained within a buffer as being changed or modified. Note, however, that it is perfectly
Iegal to UPDATE a buffer that has not been modified although this action may cause en unnecessery write of information that is
identical to that already on the disk.

It is extremely important to note, thet the simple act of modifying data in a buffer will not cause it to be written back to disk. The
update flag must be set in order for this to occur.

It is also equally important to note that setting the update flag does not absolutely guarantee that data will be written to disk. This
write mly occurs when a buffer is allocated. If the system is restarted, or powered off, or the desired disk is removed from the drive;
the data will not be written to the desired location. This problem is easily solved by using the word FLUSH to force all updated buffers
to be written to disk before allowing any of the conditions mentioned above to occur.

UPDATE should always be executed at the end of a sequence which modifies data in a buffer. ItUpdatingrr a buffer more than once does
no harm and takes very little execution time; especially in comparison to writing the data to disk each time a change takes place.

* At enhy - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

UPDATE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to +EIUF , BLOCK, USE, EMPTY-BUFFERS, and FLUSH.

FORTI'I-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for UPDATE is UPDATE .

Definitim: : UPDATE ( -- )
PREV la la 8000 OR PREV rA I

PREV

DOCOL

PREV

@

@

8000H

@

Set up for @ . PREV
contains the address of
the most recently
accessed buffer.

Set up for I . Again
get the address of the
buffer just flagged as
updated.

Store the header
portion, including the
set update bit, back
into the buffer.

Set up for @ . PREV
conteins the addr€ss of
the most necently
accessed buffer.

Pick up the address of
the most recently
accessed buffer.

Set up for OR . Pick up
the header portion of
the buffer.

Set up for OR . 8000H
is a logical mask which
will turn on the update
flag if it ie not
already on.

Set the rpdate bit to a
I. i.e., Tum it on.

;S

LIT

the stack.

the system variable
PREV onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Store the specified
I6-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

UPDATE

rh

(Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting

the

the

the address of

onto
me

variable
the top of
ter stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
psrsmeter stack with
the memory contentg
of that address.

Replace the addresg
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that eddreas.

Place the literal
value 8000H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Logically OR the top
two values on the
parametor stack and
replace them with
the logical reatlt.

OR

4n



USE
USE (-aataeddreea)

USE is a system variable wtrich contains the addrees of the buffer to rruserrnext. USE is referenced by buffer allocation routines.

USE is described in detail in the description of BUFFER and +BUF . (Note that USE is a system variable and not a ueer variable.)

In the fig-Model, USE is normally initialized to point to FIRST (the first buffer). ilhis is done by using the rrinitial valuen feature of the
word VARIABLE (e.g, B{JFI VARIABLE USE ). Although this technirlue wofks, it is not good programmirg practice and in the 8080
fig-FORTH Version 1.1 USE is initialized by COLD .

The system variable USE is stored as a l6-bit sirqle precieion value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
dependirg r4on the proeessor uaed.

* At 
'rtry - Nb parametelB.

* At exit - The top of the parameter Btack containg the address ofthe sygtem varlable USE .

Refer to BUFFER , +BUF , BLOCK , and VARIABLE.

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for USE .

4n



usER usER
COMPILE TIME (SeqrHEe 2): ( offset - )

EXEC:IJTION TIME (Seqrnrrce f): ( - addrccs )

USER is a defininq word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those at compile time and those at run time.

IJSERrs compite time (Sequence 2) action is to define a user variable. A user variable is a l5-bit fixed offset (relative to the user
pointer, UP ) for this user variable. (The value of the offsetGEy-not be greaten than 255 decimal.)

The form of a defined user variable is:

n USER cccc

where n is the variablers offset from the beginning of the user area and cccc is the name of the variable.

The compile time result of USER is a definition structured like this:

USER variables play a very important role in multitasking FORTH systems; however, in non-multitasking systems they could simply be
replaced by variables.

Every task in a multitasking environment has functions that are common with other tasks. That is, the system must keep treck of each
taskrs base (BASE), its input text buffer pointers (IN), its compilation state (STATE), etc. The simplest way to solve this problem is to:

Write routines which perform specifie functions for any task.

Make these routines access task specific data via a name (i.e., a user vaniable).

Make the execution time code (Sequence l) for a user variable use the contents of the user area pointer (Up) as a base to which
the user variable offset is added.

4 Assign each task a separate user variable area and simply "aim" the user area pointer at the user ar€a of whatever task is
active.

TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 
'

1.

,

t.

Name Field
Link Field
Code Field
Parameter Field -

User
Variable

Area
I

Run Time Code of USER
Offset Value

User
Variable

Area
2

User
Variable

Area
,

UP is changed to point to the active taskrs user area.

User variables are usually initialized at system start up time by COLD with initialization data stored in the Origin Parameter Area.
(Refer to COLD ).

The execution time (Sequence J) action, when the named varieble is referenced, is to place the absolute address (offset + beginning
address) of the l6-bit variable loeation onto the top of the parameter stack.

C![t PILE TIME (Seqrnnce 2):

r At entry - The top of the parameter stack contains a 16-bit offset value.

* At exit - M panameters.

D(ECIJTION TIME (Seqrnrrce l):
* At entry - M parameters.

* At cxit - The top of the parameter stack contains the absolute address of the user vaniable location.

UKELY ERRM MESSAGES:

DICTIONARY FULL (2) -- The dictionary has grown into the Terminal Input Buffer.

DEFINITION NOT FIMSHED (f4FD - The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

USER is a high level colon definition.

Fffi,T}l-79: USER is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the "FORTH-79 Referenced Word Set".

Definitim: : USER (offset-) (compiletime)
CONSTANT ;CODE

Note: The assembly language exeeution time code follows the ;CODE . 4,!,



COMPILE TIME rctim of USER (Sequerpe 2): ( offset - )

DOCOL

CONSTANT

D(ECUTION TIME actim of USER (Sequerce r): ( - addrpar )

Note: This code physically follows ;CODE in the source code for
USER.

8080 fig-FORTH
Version I.1

Aim at USER variable
offset.

Get contents of UP
(Ueer Pointer).

Pu*r absolute address
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

NEXT

In compiling, USER
actually cr€ates a
CONSTANT and then
overlays the CONSTANT
run time CFA with the
run time code for
USER.

Now overlay the CFA
for the run time code of
CONSTANT.

(;CODE) was compiled
into USER by;CODE
when USER was
compiled.

(;CoDE)

SH

USER

Run time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

variable.

Create a CONSTANT
definition for this

Place the address of
the following run
time code portion of

into the Code
ld (CFA) of the

return to calling

most
Then

USER

Aim at Perameter
Field (PFA) of
definition being
executed.

Pick up variable
offset value.

Zero high order byte
of offeet.

Pick up base address
of user area.

Add offset to base
address.
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VARIABLE
VARIA,H-E

OOiv|P!LE nME (Seqrgne 2)r ( n - )

D(ECUflON TIME (Sequeme l): ( - address )

VARIABLE is a defining word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those at compile time and those at execution time.

A VARIABLE in FORTH has the same effect as a variable in most other computer languages. That is, a label is assigned to a gecific
memory location. Any future referenceg to that location can then be performed via the assigned name. VARIABLE does differ from
other languages in that it is active. The equating of a name to an address is not just an action of a compilen or assembler during compile
time. Instead, the execution tirne code for VARIABLE actively places the address of the variable onto the top of the parameter stack.

The compile time action (Sequence 2) for VARIABLE is to create a definition containirg the variable name' a pointer to the execution
time code for variable, and the 16-bit location. One definition is created per variable name. VARIABLE is used in the form:

n VARIABLE cccc

where n is the variablers initial value end cccc is its assigned name.

Note: Although it is pmible to specify et compile time (Sequence 2) the initial value of a variable, it is a much safer prognamming
practice to always initialize variables during program initialization.

The execution time (Sequence l) action of VARIABLE, when the variable name is refercnced, is to place the address of the named 15-bit
Iocation onto the top of the parameter stack.

C0iVIPILE IIME (Sequerce 2):

r At 6ntry - The top of the perameter steck contains a l6-bit value.

* At exit - M parameters.

DGC1JTION TIME (Seqr.prce l):
* At mtr, - No parametene.

+ At oxit - The top of the parameter stack containg the address of the variable locetion.

LIKELY ERROR },ESAGES:

DICTIONARY ruLL (2) - The dictionary has grcwn into the Terminal Input Buffer.

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED (f4F0 - The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the seme as it was when this definition started
beirg compiled. Something ia wrong with the definition.

VARIABLE is a high level colon definition.

FORTIIZ} The FORTH-79 equivalent for VARIABLE is VARIABLE , although in FORTH-79 no initial value may be specified at compile
time.

Definitim: : VARIABLE (n-) (compiletime)
CONSTANT ;CODE

Note: The assernbly language execution time code follows the ;CODE .

,{ll



VARIABLE

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start inter?r€ting
this definition.

Create a CONSTANT
definition.

execution time code
into the CFA of the
most recently
created definition.

Place the addness
the following

COMPI-E TIME etim of VARIA,BI-E : ( n - )
(Seqrprpe 2)

DOCOL

CONSTANT

(;CoDE)

In compiling, VARIABLE
actually creates a
CONSTANT.
CONSTANT then
inputs the initial
variable value and
compiles it into the
definition.

The only difference
between a CONSTANT
definition and a
VARIABLE definition is
the address of the
execution time
(Sequence f) code. This
changes the CFA from
CONSTANT to
VARIABLE.

EXEC1JTION TIME actim of VARIABI-E: ( - addres)
(Sequerne r)

NOTE: The execution time (Sequence I) code for VARIABLE
physically follows the ;CODE in the source code for VARIABLE .

Aim at variable
location.

HPUSH Push the address onto
the top of the
psrameter stack.

NEXT

VARIABLE

Aim at the Parameter
Field (PFA) of
definition being
executed.

frz



vlrsr ( -) VLIST
VLIST (pronounced "V-list') lists the names of all of the definitions in the CONTEXT vocabulary onto the output device.
Pressing eny terminal key wilt terminate the listing. Basically VLIST works by finding the end definition in the CONTEXT vocabulary andthen chaining completely. _through the vocabulary via a BEGiN-UNTIL toop. Inside lhir loop, ID. is used to print each definition name.
The output format of a VLIST generally varies between specific FORTH implementations.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

VLIST is a high level colon definition.
FORTBT9: VLIST is not explicitly defined by FORTH-79 but it is listed in the ,'FORTH-79 Refereneed Word Setr.
Note that although this flowchart for VLIST is long, no high level flowchart accompanies it becauae its logic is straightforward.
Definitiar: : VLIST ( -- )

80 ouT: CoNTEXT @ @
BEGIN

OUT @ CIt > IF CR O OUT : THEN
DUP ID. SPACE SPACE PFA LFA |a
DUP O= ?TERMINAL OR

UNTIL DROP ;

Initialize OUT to ensure
that a rrnew linerrwill
be output the first
time through.

Set up for l. Put line
length of I28 onto top
of stack.

Set up for ! . OUT is a
cherecter counter wtrich
is incremented by I
each time EMIT is
executed. ( EMIT in
this case is inside of
ID..)

Store 128 into OUT .
Arbitrarily initialize
CIJT to 128. Thig sets
OUT as if 128
charecters had already
been output.

CONTEXT contains an
indirect pointer to the
top of the CONTEXT
vocabulary.

Aim at a location
inside the CONTEXT
VOCABULARY defini-
tion ufiieh points to the
top definition in that
vocabulary.

[:::ri:.':rt[': 1

Aim at the top of the
CONTEXT vocabulary.
Set up to VLIST down
from the top of the
CONTEXT vocabulary.

This is the entry point
for BEGIN portion of
BEGIN-UNTIL
Siructure.

Start VLISTing.
Note: One definition
name is output pen loop
through the
BEGIN-UNTIL loop.

Set up for @ .

Set up for ) . Pick up
the charaeter count of
characters output 80
far.

Set up for ) to
determine if at the end
of output device line
yet.

Set up for IF and start
another lire if past
end of the pr€sent one.

@

DOCOL

LIT
80H

OUT

CONTEXT

l aina ,n" end definitionl
{ in the coNTExr }
[ocabulav. )

BEGIN

OUT

@

C/L

@

Replace the l6-bit
addr€ss on the top
of the parameter
stack with the
l6-bit contents of
that memory
location.

VLISI

the stack.

Place the addre$ of
the user variable
OUT onto the top of

Replace the l6-bit
address on the top
of the parameter
stack with the
l6-bit contents of
that memory

cmstant

atack.

value of the
terminal output
device line length
onto the top of the

the top two
eigned values

a true flag (l)
the eecond entry

ig ) than the
else

top
false

VUST

lme portion
IPSeve and

start interpreting
this definition.

lace the literal
value 80H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the parameter stec*.

ace the
user variable

onto the top of

Store the specified
I6-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

Place the address of
the user varibble
CONTEXT onto the
top of the
parameter stack.

Replace the ]6-bit
addrcss on the top
of the paremeter
stack with the
l6-bit contents of
that memory
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0

IF

OUT

THEN

DUP

ID.

SPACE
SPACE

PFA

Y

Determine if ane at end
of line.

Branch aroundrrtrue
portionrr of IF
statement (i.e., are
not at end of line).

Else set up for another
line.

Start a new line on the
output device.

Set up for ! .

Set tp for I

Reset OUT to 0. i.e.,
The beginning of e new
line.

This is the entry point
for the THEN portion of
the prcvious IF .

LFA

DUP

?TERMINAL

OR

UNTIL

DROP

Set up for (0 . (Tne
Link Field Address
connot be directly
computed from the
NFA.)

Piek up the link to the
next definition in the
CONTEXT vocabulary.
i.e., Its Name Field
Address.

Set up for UNTIL . Exit
if are not at end of
vocabulary or if a
terminal key was
Pressed.

Set up for 0= .

Set up for UNTIL . Exit
loop if are at end of
chain. i.e., If link is
a0.

Set up for UNTIL .
Also exit loop if any
terminal key is
pressed.

Set up for UNTIL. OR
the two truth flags and
cause an exit if either
one is true (1).

Continue looping.
i.e., Branch back to
the beginning of the
ttloop bodytr and
continue printing a
VUST.

Drop the Mme Field
Address that has been
carried on the top of
the stack.

N

@

CR

Granched here if nJ
["t "t end of line. 

J
Set up for ID. .
Duplicate the Name
Field Address presently
on the top of the
stack.

Print the name of the
definition at which
pr€sently aiming.
This actually is what
does the printingl

Space two spaces
between names.

Y

N

Gn",n ro *re neJ
f:"tiniti-. J ;S

Set up for LFA. Use
the Name Field Addrees
presently on the top of
the stack to get the
Parameter Field
Address.

,04

Parameter Field
Address on the top
of the parameter
stack to the Link
Field Address of the
same definition.

address on the top
of the parameter
stack with the
16-bit contents of
that memory
location.

the 16-bit

Duplicate the top
value on the
parameter stack.

on
top of the

stack with

(0).

trte flag (1) if
is 0, else a

Leave a truth flag
to indicate whether
or not a terminal
key has been
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the top two
values with

result of their
OR

VLISI
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truth flag
=O?

Drop the top value
from the top of the
parameter stack.

calling

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpr€t-
irg this definition
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VLI52
Is

truth flag
=0?

tput a carriage
retum and linefeed
to the output
device.

Place the constant 0
onto the top of the
perameter stack.

parameter 8tack.

the
user variable

onto the top of

the specified
16-bit value into
the specified memory
location.

VLI52

Duplicate the top
16-bit value on the
parameter stack.

Output the name of a
definition from the
specified address.

device.

Ou t an ascii
to the output
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top of the parameter

Address of the seme
definition.
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VOG.LINK
VOC-Ui{< ( - aata addrer )

VOC-UNK (pmnourrced rrvoke-linkrr for vocabulary link) is a user variable that contains an addrcss that points to a field in the vocabulary
definition of the last voaabulary ereated. Do not confuge VOC-LINK with the vocabulary pseudo link field. This voc-link field in the
vocabulary definition in tum points to the voc-link field in the next previouely crcated vmabulary definition. This is to eay that all
vocabulary definitions are lir*ed together in chronologieal order via this pointer. The FORTH vocabulary is always the end of the
voc-link chain.

VOC-UNK is described in more detail in the deacnlption of VOCABULARY .

VOC-LINK ie initialized by COLD dtring system startup with data from the origin Parameter area.

The user variable VOC-UNK is stored as a l6-bit aingle preeision value. When in memoryr the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending upon the processor used.

* At entV - No parameters.

I At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable VOC-LINK .

Refer to VOCABULARY , FORTH 
' 

and USER .

FORT}I-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for VOC-LINK .

mt



VOCABULARY
VOCABIJLARY

DEFINITION TlME(Sequrce f): ( - )

COMPI-E TIME (Seqrrrne 2): ( - )

D(ECUTION TIME(Se+rerne l)r ( - )

VOCABULARY is a defining word and therefore exhibits three different sets of actions; those ections at definition time, those actions at
compile time, and those at execution time.

The definition time action of VOCABULARY is to create the word VOCABULARY (a i'parent" definition).

The compile time action of VOCABULARY is to create a vocabulary definition ("child" definitions). These definitions then serves as the
head or first entny of a new vcabulary.

The execution time action of VOCABULARY is to stope the address of that vocabulary's I'Vocabulary Link Pointerrr into the user variable
CONTEXT . The effect of this is to cause the named vocabulary to be searched first whenever a dictionary search is performed. (Refer
to -FIND J

The purpose of VOCABULARY is best understood by first understanding the use of vocabularies by FORTH in general.

A 'rvocabulary" is the mechanism used by FORTH to limit the scope of a name by restricting dictionary searches to a specified subset of
the dictionary. This ability to make names non-global is common among high level languages as can be seen in the rtscopingrt rules in
ALGOL, PASCAL, and PL/I, where a routiners internal variables are inaccessible to higher-level routines. In FORTH, however the
pmgrammer must explicitly rrhiderr wordg using vocabulary names in conjunction with the word DEFINITIONS .

Each word in the dictionary is actually identified by two names:

I. The word's vocabulary name/branch name (analogous to its surname or family name).

2. The word's definition name (analogous to its given name).

If a definition name is unique throughout the entire dictionary, only the dafinition name is necesssry to identify the word. However, if
there is more than one definition with the same name, the vocabulary name must also be used.

Vocabularies in FORTH ean be best envisioned as two-dimensional branches of a tree structure with the main trunk being the FORTH
voeabulary. (Refer to Figure VOC-IJ Any single vocabulary branch may be the 'rparentl to any number of nehildil branchee. A new
definition may be appended at any time to the end of any vocabulary.

These branches are what make scoping possible. Vocabularies ceuse the one-dimensional dictionary to be searched in a logically
two-dimensional order. This vocabulary "tree" is searched inwardly (traversed) in one direction from the lest definition of the specified
vocabulary inward toward the main trunk of the tree (the FORTH vocabulary). The search proceeds in a direc! Iine from tichild'r to
'rparent" to I'grandparentf. Vocabularies not in this direct lineage ar? not searched; therefore, names contEiiiiilw-min them ane not
within the scope of the search. (Refer to Figure VOC-IJ

The role of the VOCABULARY definition starts to become apparent when one attempts to implement this two-dimensional tree structure
into the FORTH dictionary. The dictionary is a one-dimensional stack, allocated with one dictionary pointer (DP). Therefore, this
two-dimensional tree structure must be logically built and maintained within a one-dimensional environment (the dictionary).

Tte logical vocabulary tr€e structure must support several fumtions:

l. A mechanism must exist to allow a rrchildtr vocabulany to be created and appended to its trparenttr vocabulary.

2. It must be possible to logically append a new definition to the end of any vocabulary while actually phyeically appending the
definition to the end of the dictionary rrstackrt.

3. Vocabularies must be chained so thet a dictionary search proceeda inwardly through the rrchild[ to the rrparent'r vocabularies.

4. It must be possible to specify (i.e., name) both the vocabulary to wtrlch a new definition i8 to be appended gggl a poaaibly
lEparate vocabulary which containa the words to be used in creating the new definition.

All of thia is made possible through the u8e of the 'iVocabulary Link Field'r pointer contained in thc VOCABULARY dafinition. (Refer to
Figure VOC-2.) ttris pointer serves exactly the aame purpose as the Link Field in other definitions. Mt6, however, that this Vocabulary
Link Field is contained in the Parameter Field of the VOCAzuLARY definition. It is not to be confused with the normal Link Field
contained in all definition headers.

When the VOCABULARY definition b er€ated (refer to Figure VOC-)), thie pointer is initially linked to the Peeudo trhme Field in its
parentilB VOCAzuLARY definition. (Remember that Link Fielda always point to Name Fielde.) This satisfies the requirement that a
'rchildl be logically linked to its rlarentrr.

When a definition is first appended to this newly created vocabulary (refer to Figure VOC-4), CREATE copies the pointer from the
Vocabulary Link Field into the new definitionig normal header Link Field. The Vocabulary Link Field ig then set to point to the Mme
Field of the new definition thereby linking the new definition into the vocabulary chain. As new words are physically added to the end of
the dictionary; they, too, art logically linked into the end of this (the 'rcurrentrt vocabulary) chain and the Vocabulary Link Field ia
re-linked to them. In other words, as new definitions are appended to the vocabulary, the vocebulery link pointer ia eltered to alwayr
point to the last (lates0 word in tte vocabulary. This satisfies the requirement that definitions be physically added to the
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one-dimensional dictionary while being logically linked in a two-dimensional tree structure. The link between rrchildrrand "parent', is still
preserved. Note that the normal header linkages are used to link the newly created vocabulary definition into the one-dimensional
dictionary rrstackrr.

Another requirement is that searches must proceed inwardly through the trchildrt to the trparent" vocabularies. When searching, -FIND
first examinee the Name Field of a definition for a character strirg match- If there is no match, thet definition's Link Field ii used to
obtein the Mme Field Address of the next definition "up" the chain where the comparison is performed again. The vocabulary definition
is structured such that it takes advantage of -FIND 's charecteristic of continuing the search if a name match is not found. The rrPseudo
Name Fieldl is actually a perfectly legal and valid but impoosible name. (Refer to Figure VOC-5.) This Name Field is followed by a validrrLink Field'r which points to the last definition in that vocabulary. If a rrchild'r vocabulary is searched for a word which it does not
contain, the search will continue until the topmost definition is reached. The Link Field of this definition, as previously stated, points to
the Pseudo Name Field of the rrparentrr vocabulary. Since there is no match, -FIND then examines the Pseudo Name Field of the I'parentrl
vocabulary definition. Since this Name Field containg an ascii blank, which by definition is an impossible name; no metch is found and
the contenh of the following Vocabulary Link Field is then fetched. -FIND has been 'rtrickedrr and never "realizes't that the Pseudo Name
Field and the Vocabulary Link Fields are not common header Name Fields and Link Fields. Since the Vocabulary Link Field always points
to the latest definition in the vocabulary, the search is continued at the 'tbottomrt of the rrparenttr vocabulary. This means that the search
has proceeded inwardly from the rrchildrt to the 'tparentrt. This chaining through vocabularies will continue until a eharacter match or null
Link Field is encountered.

The Vocabulary Link Fietd is slso the means by which it is possible to specify to which vocabulary a definition is to be appended and
wttich vocabulary is to be searched first when creating a definition. To do this, two additional pointers are used: the user variables
CURRENT and aONTEXT. TEGE6Tvariablee contain-pointers to Vocabulary Li;k Fields.

The CURRENT pointer is used by CREATE and is set to point to the vocabulary into wtrich definitions are "currently" being appended.
The CONTEXT pointer is set to point to the vocabulary which should be searched first. ( -FIND first picks up the contents of COUfgXf
wtticfi is aiming at a Vocabulary Link Field that in tum is always aiming at the 'rlatest" word of that vocabulary. If -FIND has not found a
match by the time it encounters a null link, usually the end of the FORTH vocabulary; theh the address in the CURRENT pointer is
fetched and the search is repeated starting at the bottom of the CURRENT vocabulary.)

CONTEXT is set by naming a prcviously defined vocabulary thereby executing the run time portion of VOCABULARY.

The execution time action (Sequence l) of VOCABULARY is to store the address of that vocabularyts "Vocabulary Link Pointerr into the
user variable CONTEXT . This causes the named vocabulary to be searched first whenever a dictionary search is performed.

This makes for very readable FORTH progr:ams because simply steting the neme of a vocabulary rrautomaticallyrt makes it the vocabulary
to be searched first.

It should be noted that CONTEXT simply denotes which vocabulary is to be searched first (i.e., sets the search scope). This means that
its use is not limited to only specifying wtrich vocabulary is search first when creating new definitions. It can also be used to specify
whieh defi-niHons are to be executed. for example, the EDITOR vocabulary contains w-ords used for editing. Stating EDITOR causes the
EDITOR vocabulary to be searched, thereby allowing editing commandg to be found and executed.

CURRENT is set via the word DEFINITIONS. DEFINITIONS copies the contents of CONTEXT into CURRENT. This then is what
determines onto wtrich vocabulary 'rdefinitions'r are to be appended. The compile time action of : is to copy the contents of CURRENT
into CONTEXT . This makes the vocabulary to which definitions are being apprended also the first vocabulary to be searched. There is
no special reason why colon does this except that it is common practice tolpi6nd to and search from the same vocabulany.

For example: VOCABULARY TOAD creates a linked vocabulary definition named TOAD. Later execution of TOAD causes CONTEXT
to be set 8o that dictionary searching will begin with TOAD . Execution of the word DEFINITIONS would then copy CONTEXT into
CURRENT . i.e.' TOAD will have definitions appended to it as well as being searched finst. Execution of : when compiling a definition
causes CURRENT to be set to CONTEXT. Naming another vocabulary within the definition, such ag FROG, would cause FROG to be
searched first but definitions would still be appended to TOAD (because of-the previous DEFINiTIONS ).

One additional rrpointerrr, a definition named LATEST , also makes use of the fact that the Vocabulary Link Field always points to the
last, i.e., rrlatestrr, definition added to a vocabulary. (See LATEST .) LATEST is used to obtain the address of the last definition
compiled. It does this by performing an indirect fetch through CURRENT .

Note that CURRENT end CONTEXT are indirect pointers (i.e., to obtain a definition address, two fetches must be performed). The
contents of the variable must be fetched to point to the Vocabulary Link Field. Then secondly, the contenB of the Link Field must be
fetched to point to the definition itself.

As shown in Figure VOC-I' there is one other pointer contained within the vocabulary definition: the I'Chronological Link Pointerrr.
When a vocabulary definition is compiled (Sequence 2), the 'rChronological Link Pointer'r is aimed at its corresponding location in the
previously created vocabulary definition. This causes all vocabularies to be chronologically linked together in the order they were
created. The rrChronological Link Pointerfi of the definition being created is filled with the contenb of the user variable VOC-LINK.
VOC-UNK is then stuffed with the address of the rrchronological link pointerrr of the definition being created where it can then be used to
lir* the next vocabulary definition into the chain.

Some.versions of fig-FORTH use this pointer to allow forgetting thrcugh multiple vocabularies. WARNINGI When multiple vocabularies
have been created, the use of the normal fig-Mcdel FORGET produces indeterminable results and will probably cause en eventual system
crash. Refer to FORGET .
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Figure VOC-1

The rcwly crcated thildtr vcabulary definitim is tinked to its larentr vcabulary definition.
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PNF
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CLF

1. The 'tchild's" Vocabulary Link Field is copied into the Link Field of the new definition. This links the "child'sr definition to the
rrparentrsrr.

2. The "child's" Vocabulary Link Field is then aimed at the new definition's Name Field. This links the "child" to its definitions.

Figure VOC4

Addirg a Definitim to a Vcabulary.

End of Name Field Flag # gO 80 €- Start of Name Field Flag

+ 0I Name Field is I Char LongData Byte (Hex 20)
i.e., a blank

+20

81AO

This is an "impossible't Name Field since the Interpreter ignoresblanks, therefore ablank cannot normally be the name of a definition.

NOTE: Bytes are swapped in the 8080 wtren stored in memory. A08l will be 810A when in memory.

Figure VOC-5

Structure of tlp Praudo tlare Field,10



DEFIMTION TIME (Seqrrcrce I) - t{hen VOCAzuLARY is created:

r At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

COMPTLE TIME (Seqrrcrrce 2) - When VOCABULARY is ued to creete a vc$ulary definition:

* At entry - No parameters on the parameter stack; however, the word VOCABULARY must be followed by a character
string specifying the name of the vocabulary to be created.

* At exit - No parameters.

EXECTJTION TIME (Sequence l) - tf,hen the definition crcated via VOCABULARY executes:

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters on the parameter stack; however, the user variable CONTEXT will be pointing to the Voeabulary
Link Field in the named vocabulary's definition.

LIKELY ERROR MESSAGES:

DICflONARY FULL (2) -- The dictionary has grown into the Terminal lnput Buffer.

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED (I4H) -- The position of the parameter stack pointer is not the same as it was when this definition started
being compiled. Something is wrong with the definition.

VOCABULARY is a high level colon definition.

Refer to CONTEXT, CURRENT, DEFINITIONS, LATEST , FORTH, VOC-LINK . -FIND , and FORGET .

FOR.TFI79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for VOCABULARY is VOCABULARY . Note, however, that the structure of vocabularies differs
from the fiq-FORTH Model. Refer to the FORTH-79 Standard.

Definition: : VOCABULARY ( --)
<BUILDS

AO81 , CURRENT ,ra CFA ,
HERE VOC-LINK ra , VOC-LINK :

DOES>
2+CONTEXTI ; IMMEDIATE

DEFINITION/COMPILE TIME actim of VOCABULARY (Sequence UZ): ( - )

NOTE: The act of compiling all of the words in VOCABULARY rs flowchart is the definition time (Sequence 1) activity of
VOCABULARY . The words between (BUILDS and DOES) are the compile time (Sequence . 2) activity of VOCABULARY . The words
between DOED and ;S are the execution time (Sequence l) action of VOCABULARY.

G.""t" the Pseudo NaJ
[i"ra. J

DOCOL

<BUILDS (BUILDS will be
executed when
VOCABULARY is
executed. This will be
during a future
compilation time when
VOCABULARY is
cneating a new
vocabulary definition.
All words following (up
to DOE$ ) will be
executed at this future
compilation time in
order to create
the vocabulary
definition.

Set up for , . This is
the Pseudo Name Field
value.

Create a Pseudo Name
Field entry as the
first entry in the
Parameter Field.

CURRENT contains the
address of the parentrs
rrVocabulary Link
Fieldrr.

[;tn"'nt.'vocauurar]

LIT
AOSIH

VOCABULARY

time ofortionp
Sav andIP

start interpreting
this definition.

reate a onary
and execute

the following words,
at compile time,
until DOE$ is
encountered.

value A08IH onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Store (compile) the
value on the top of
the parameter stack
into the next
available dictionary
location and advance
the dictionary

the addre$ of
the user variable

onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

CURRENT

,ll



Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

Subtract 2 from the
address ori the top
of the parameter
stack.

(compile) the
lue on the top of

parameter stack

le dictionary
and advance

the next

dictionary

Place the address of
the next available
dicionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
VOC-LINK onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that eddress.

on the top of
parameter stack

into the next avail-
able dictionary
ocetion and advance

ter.

Store the

dictionary

Place the addre$ of
the user variable
VOC-UNK onto the
top of the parameter
atack.

@ Fetch the address of
the parentrs Vocabulary
Link Field.

This is an incorrect
usage of CFA . The
intent her€ is to
calculate the address
of the Pseudo Name
Field given the address
of the Vocabulary Link
Field. Since the Pseudo
Name Field is two bytes
long, CFA works;
although, it is
misleading.

Create the Vocabulary
Link Field. This field
is initialized to point
to the Pseudo Name
Field of the parent
vocabulary.

CFA

HERE

VOC-LINK

VOC-UNK

[-c"..t" the ChronJ

flsi."r Linr< Field.J

@

Set up for !. Get the
address of the Chaining
Link Field of the
definition being
created so it can be
used to update
VOC-LINK.

Set up for @ .
VOC-LINK eontains the
address of the
previously created
vocabulary Chrono-
logical Link Field.

Set up for ,. Get the
contents of VOC-LINK .

Create the Chrono-
logical Link Field by
storing the contents of
VOC-LINK into the
dictionary/defi nition.

,t2

Set up for I .

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.

Cease compile time
activity of the
above words. Compile
the following words
into the definition

being created
while compil-

ing the definition
VOCABULARY ) so
that definitions
created by VOCABU-
LARY may use them
as their run time

now
(-i.e.,

Stuff VOC-LINK with
the address of the
Chronological Link Field
just creatdd.

f-C.""t" the run tirnll
J code for the word t
[:ocneur-n*". J

DOES> OnIy one copy of the
following code will
exist in the system.
It is compiled into the
VOCABULARY
definition after the
DOES>.
Any definitions
subsequently created
via VOCABULARY will
contain a pointer uhich
points to this code.

D(ECUTION TIME actiar of \TOCABIJLARY (Sequerrce r): ( - )

NOTE: Since VOCABULARY uses (BUILDS and DOES) to create
a definition, the execution time portion of VOCABULARY is
simply the code followinq DOE$ .

2+ Aim at the Vocabulary
Link Field. The
execution time portion
of DOE$ places the
Parameter Field Addrees
(PFA) of the vocabularY
definition being
executed onto the top
of the parameter stack.
i.e., It points to the
Pseudo Name Field.
Adding 2 aims at the
Vocabulary Link Field.

CONTEXT Set up for ! .

The run time action of
VOCABULARY is to
stuff CONTEXT with
the address of the
Vocabulary Link Field
of the named
vocabulary.

value on the top of
stack

t the

Place the address of
the user variable
CONTEXT onto the
of the parameter
stack.

Store the specified
value into the
specified memory
location.



(Run time portion of
; J Stop interprBt-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling pmcedurc.

;5

IMMEDTATE VOCABULARY ie a
defining word and
therrfore must execute
during compilation
(Sequerrce 2) r that it
can compile other
definitions.

the precedence
of the prcced-

ing definition 80 it
will be executed at

time and not

&finition beirg
into the

,r:,



w
w

W is a pointer used by FoRTHrs rthreading'r words. It plays an important role in zuch words as NEXT, ;5, DOCOL (the execution time
portion of:), etc.

W generally serves as a pointer to the code Fteld of the definition currently being executed. NEXT Jumpo indirectly "throughrr this
pointar to execute the Code Field procedrre.

w is not a true FORTH word. It is not a variable. It is a logical entity and may be physically kept in registers or memory or whatever

depending rpon the exact system implementation.

In 8080 fig-FORTH Version I.l, W is contained in register pair DE.

Refer to NEXT , : , and 1S .

,14



WARNING
WARNIT€ ( - Aata address )

V/ARNING is a user variable that contains a value used in determining the following:

l. Whether the system ABORT 's or GIUIT 's via the word ERROR .

2. The format of messages output via the word MESSAGE .

When ERROR exeeutes and WARNING contains a negative value, (ABORT) will occur and execution will stop. (ABORT) is intended to be
a user defined error handling procedtre.

When ERROR executes and WARNING contains a non-negative value (i.e., zero or positive value), MESSAGE wilt execute and then a
SIJIT will stop execution.

When MESSAGE executes and WARNING contains a zero, only the message number will be output. (This allows the system to operate
withor:t a diskJ

When MESSAGE executes and WARNING is non-zero, text messages will be output usinq Line 0 of Scrren 4 of Drive 0 as a base location.

WARNING is initialized by COLD drring system startr+ with data from the origin parameter area.

The uer variable WARNING is stored as a l6-bit single precision value. When in memory, the high and low order bytes may be switched
depending rpon the processor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the address of the user variable WARNING .

Refer to MESSAGE , ERROR , and USER .

FORTH-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for WARNING .

ERROR

Y

N

MESSAGE

Y

(ABORT)
negative

?

Print message /1.

Is
WARNING

=0?

Print message.

OUIT

t$w WARNllrlG b tbcd

tts



WHILE
WHLE

COMPILE TIME (Seqrcrne 2): ( loop addreas\ I - loop address\ l\ offset location\ 4 )

EXECUTION TIME (Sequence l): ( truEr flaq - )

WHILE is a compiler word and therefore exhibits two different sets of actions; those actions at compile time and those at execution
time.
WHILE is used as the beginning of the "true portion/loop body't of a BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structure in the form:

BEGIN rrset exit conditional"

WHILE 'ttrue portion/loop body'r

REPEAT

This is known as a rrpre-testtr loop.

It is important to note that when using this structur€ it is possible for the loop to terminate before the rrloop bodyrr is executed even
once. This is because the exit condition is tested before executing the rrloop bodyrr. i.e., The loop will continue xwhiletr the boolean flag
is true.

If the "loop bodyrr must always be executed at least once (a post-test loop), the structure BEGIN-UNTIL should be used instead.

The compile time (Sequence 2) action of WHILE is almost identical to that of IF . So close, in fact, that an IF is executed within WHILE
at compile time. (This IF is executed when compiling a definition containinq WHILE , at Sequence 2; not during compilation of WHILE ,
which would have been at Sequence I.) A 0BRANCH is compiled into thC definition and the location immediately following is reserved
for the 0BRANCH 's forward branch offset. The address of that location is placed on the stack so that the following REPEAT can
calculate and store the appropriate branch offset into the reserved location.

To provide compiler security, the value 4 is left on the stack. (The 2 left by IF is incremented by 2.) REPEAT can then check for the
pnesence of this value 4. This provides a somewhat secure (but not foolproof) method of checking for an unmatched WHILE and
REPEAT.

The execution time (Sequence f ) aetion of WHILE is to control exit from the loop. This is accomplished via the compiled 0BRANCH . A
boolean flag is its input and action is taken based on this flag. If the flag is true (non-zero), the true portion of the structure is executed
(i.e., just as in IF ). If the flag is false (0), the loop will be exited and control will be passed to the word immediately following
REPEAT.

BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structures must be used within a colon definition.

Any amount of processing may be performed between the BEGIN and the WHILE as long as the final result is a boolean flag.

Note that WHILE is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set, and it will therefore execute at compile time.

(NUMBER) is an example of a word uhich uses WHILE .

COMPTLE TIME (Seqrpnce 2):

At enhy - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single precision value I used for compiler security.
The second stack entry contains the l6-bit entry point address of the first word followinq BEGIN. These parameters are
provided by BEGIN .

At exit - The top of the parameter stack contains the l6-bit signed single pr€cision value 4. This value is used by REPEAT
for compiler security to ensure that the BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT structure contains a WHILE . The second stack entry
contains the 16-bit eddress of the reserved OBRANCH offset location created by the IF inside of WHILE . The third stack
entry contains the l6-bit signed single precision value I left by the BEGIN to ensure that the structure is started with a
BEGIN . The fourth stack entry contains the l6-bit address of the first location following the BEGIN statement (i.e., the
loop address). These parameters are used by REPEAT.

D(ECUTION TIME (Sequence l):
* At €ntry - The top of the parameter stack contains a l6-bit signed boolean truth flag.

* At exit - No parameters.

LIKELY ERRM. MESSAGES:

COMPILATION ONLY (flH) -- This word may only be used within a colon definition.

WHILE is a high level colon definition.

Refer to BEGIN , REPEAT , 0BRANCH, and UNTIL .

FORTFIT9: The FORTH-79 equivalent for WHILE is WHILE.

t

*

Definitian:

,t6
WHILE ( loop address\ I -- toop address \f \ ortset\ a )

[COMPILE] IF 2+ ; IMMEDIATE
( compile time )



Cot\,lPtLE TIME *tim of WHLE (SqrtefEe 2):
( loop ad&ec \ f - loop addre!! \ I \- offret tcaUm \ 4 )

D(rcUTION TIME actim of Wl'ilLE (Sequerce f):
( trutsr fiag - )

BEGIN

DOCOL

[COMPILE]

2+

;S

IMMEDIATE

This is the entry point
for the BEGIN part of
this loop structure.

Since IF is an
IMMEDIATE word,
ICoMPILE] must be
used to compile it into
the definition.
(Otherwise it would
execute instead of being
compiled.) ICOMPILE]
is only used to "compile"
IF into WHILE (at
Sequence 1) and does
not exist in WHILETs
definition when WHILE
is executed at compile
time (Sequence 2).

IF will be executed at
ile time
when

WHILE is executed.

This increments the 2

left by IF to provide
compiler security for
the following REPEAT

WHILE is a compiler
word and therefore must
execlrte during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) eo

that it can compile
other definitiona.

Y
OBRANCH

N
OBRANCH is the
execution time portion
of WHILE.

The truth flag was
false (0) so exit the
loop.

IF
a later comD
(Sequence 2)

BRANCH

ANCH is the
execution time portion
of REPEAT.

Branch back to
BEGIN.

LOOP

Set up boolean trtth
flag on the top of
the parameter stack.

EXIT
=o?

Is
truth flag

Execute the rrtrue

portion/loop body".

LOOP
REPEAT (i.e., BRANCH
to beginning of

WHILE

time portion
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this deflnition.

Force compilation of
the following
IMMEDIATE word.

Compile a OBRANCH
rleserve an offset
locatim, place the
addrcss of this
location and the
value 2 mto the

stack.

Increment the value
on the top of the
parameter stack by
2.

(Run time portion of
; J Stop intelpret-
ing this definition
and rcturn to the
calling prncedurc. EXIT

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
de

,17



WIDTH
WDTH ( - asta addreae )

WDTH is a user variable that contains the maximum number of charaeters,_saved in the compilation of a definition name (i.e., thenwidthtr of the Name Field). This value.may range from I to fl characters (lr is tlre Jeraurt'falue). CREATE references wIDTH rodetermine how manv characters to cornpile inlo ttre'Name Field. n" r"nq*r byie is nor inctuaeJ inl["'ii"rJ ;ijdh ,p;:;ii;iuy wnru .
WIDTH is initialized by COLD during system startLp with data fiom the opigin parameter area.

The user variable WDTH is stored as a 16-bit single precision value. when in memory, the high and low order bytes may be swltcheddepending upon the proeessor used.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - The top of the parameter stack conteins the address of the user variable WIDTH.

Refer to CREATE , and USER .

FORTFI-79: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for WIDTH.

,18



WG,D ( &fimiter vatue - )
WORD

WORD parses one word from the input stream. For example, WORD reads text characters from the input stream until the
specified delimiter character is encountered.

Text eharacters are transferred from the input stream to memory starting at the next available dictionary location ( HERE ).

WORD leaves the character count of the text string in the first byte of the stning. The string is terminated with one or more
blanks.

Leadinq delimiter characters are igrnred and not transferred to memory. Trailing delimiters are not transferred to memory.

Ascii "rulls" (00H) are treated as unconditional delimiters. Refer to ENCLOSE for specific conditions and their results.

The source of the input stream is determined by the value of the user variable BLK. If BLK is zero, text is input from the
terminal buffer. If BLK is non-zeDo, the value specifies the disk block to be used as input.

* At enby - The top of the parameter stack contains a 15-bit value, The low order 8-bits contains an 8-bit ascii character
to be urd as a delimiter. The high o.der 8-bits should be zero. BLK contains a value used in determining input stream
source.

* At exit - No parameters on the stack. However, HERE points to the beginning of the parsed word.

WORD is a high level colon definition.
Refer to ENCLOSE , BLK , and N .

FORTFLTS: The FORTH-79 equivalent for WORD is WORD . Note that FORTH-79 requires that WORD return the beqinning address of
the parsed string.

Definitim: : WORD ( delimiter -- )
BLK la IF

BLK @ BLOCK
ELSE

TIB ,'a
THEN

IN td + SWAP ENCLOSE HERE 22 BLANKS
N +l OVER - >R R HERE C!
+ HERE t+ R) CMOVE ;

BLK Set up for @ .

DOCOL

Set up for BLOCK. Pick
up the block number.

BLK Set up for @ .

@

@ Pick up the contents of
BLK and use as truth
flag to determine where
to get input. A zero
value causes the ttfalse
portionrr of IF to
execute.

BLK is zero, go execute
"false portion'r of IF
statement.

BLK is non-zero. Use
mass storage as input
stneem souree.

BLOCK

ELSE

Use disk data as source
for the text input
stream. Buffer address
is placed onto the top
of stack.

Branch aroundrrfalse
portionrrof IF
statement.

This is the entry point
for the rrfalse portion"
of the previous IF
statement.

[-t""t *n"m"r to use ttll
I terminal or mass L
I storage as the input I

I stream source. )

IF Y

G,-^ *", zero, therefoll
.( use the terminal as the I
[.1,put 

rt.""- source. )

setuPfor@' 

,J

WORD

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

ace
user variable

parameter stack.
onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

WORDI
Is

truth flag
=0?

the address of

the ter stack.

the user variable
BLK onto the top of

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

data from disk to
the disk buffer and

the beginning
address on the

of the paremeter

ofTransfer a

WORD2

WORDl

the address of

ter stack.

the user variable
TIB onto the top of

it

TIB



Replaee the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

WORD2

Place the address

stack

the user variable IN
onto the top of the

Replace the address
on the top of the
parameter stack with
the memory contents
of that address.

lace the top two
parameter stack
values with their
total.

Swap the top two
valueg on the
Parsmeter stack.

Scan text and
determine offsets to

and offset to first

lnn and end of
string,

arsed

Place the address of
the next availeble
dictionary location
on the top of the
parameter stack.

@ Pick up the address of
the terminal buffer
area.

Entry point from the
rrtrue portionrr of the
previous IF (branched
around ELSE portion).

Now have an address on
the stack which points
to the input stream
data.

Now calculate the
beginning addre$ of
the next token (i.e.,
IN + buffer address).

Set up for @ . IN is
used as a character
pointer into the
buffer. N is set to 0
by GUERY or LOAD
or --) (all of which
eventually use
woRD ).

Pick up the current
offset into the input
text buffer.

Buffer address + offset
= beginning address of
string to be rrreadrr in.

Set up delimiter and
text address for
ENCLOSE.

LIT Set up for
Blank )4 bytes.

BLANKS.

THEN

IN

SWAP

ENELOSE

HERE

t**. t'k.!

22H

BLANKS

OVER

>R

[n"."-"nt the charactJ
{ pointer, IN to the t
I beginning of the next I

I toten. )

Initialize destination
area with l4 blanks.
This is how the rrstring

is terminated with one
or more blankstt.

Set up for +! .

Add the total string
length up to the first
non-parsed character
(left on stack from
ENCLOSE ) to IN. Aim
IN at the next string to
be parsed in the input
buffer.

Set up for - . Place
offset to beqinning of
parsed word onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

End of parsed word -
beginning of parsed
word = length of parsed
word.

Temporarily save parsed
word length.

Set up for C! . Get
word length so can
store it in length
byte.

Set up for C: . HERE
aims at length byte
now.

IN

+!

@

+

Gabulate 
"nd ".""tJl

[he lenoth bvte. J

Parse one token (i.e.,
find one word) out of
the input buffer.

R

Gitt aestination '."]l
lvitn utant<s. J

Set up for BLANKS. Set
up to fill the parsed
word's destination area
with blanks.

value 22H onto the
top of the parameter
stack.

the literal

Fill memory with the
specified rumber of
ascii blanks
starting at the
specified address.

the

stack

the user variable IN
on the top of the

ment
eontents of the
specified memory
address by the
specified signed
16-bit value.

Copy the second
parameten stack
value onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

differerrce.

stack entry from the
second stack entry
and replace the two
values with their

of theonto

Remove the top value
of the parameter
stack and place it

Copy the value on
the top of the
return stack onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Place the addr€ss of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter stack.

tm

HERE



Store the specified
8-bit value into the
specified memory
location.

Add the top two
stack velues and
replace them with
their signed sum.

Place the address of
the next available
dictionary location
onto the top of the
parameter steck.

Increment the top
parameter stack
value by l.

Remove the top value
of the retum stack
and place it onto
the top of the
parameter stack.

Move character
string of specified
length from the
specified memory
Iocation to the
specified

(Run time portion of
; J Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

+

HERE

CMOVE

;S

I-vove tne oarsed *ord tll
[he 

dictionarv. J

Store word length in
length byte.

Set up for CMOVE .
Top of stack contains
offset to first char-
acter, second entry
is beginning address of
searched string.
Calculate beginning
address of parsed word.

Set r.p for I+ .

Aim past length byte.
Set up destination
address for CMOVE .

Set up for CMOVE .
Transfer parsed word
length from return
stack.

Move the parsed word
from the input buffer
to the end of the
dictionary.

1+

R>
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x
X ( - aata ad&era )

X is a pseudonym for NIJLL .

Refer to NIULL .

FORTFIT9: There is no FORTH-79 equivalent for X .
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xoR
Xm, ( vahrel \ vahre2 - logical reanlt )

XOR (pmnounced ltExclusive-ORrr or trX-ORtr or 'tX-O-R'r) performs a bit-wise logical Exclusive-OR function on the two values on the top
of the stack; and reptaces them with their logical result.

TOGGLE is an example of a word which uses XOR .

I At sntry - The top two stack values contain l6-bit logical values to be Exclusive-ORed.

* At exit - The top of the steek contains the 16-bit logical result.

XOR is a low level code primitive.

FORTI'L79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for XOR is XOR.

HPTJSH Push result onto top of
stack.

NEXT

xoR

Pop first value.

Pop second value.

Exclugive-OR low
order byte.

Exclusive-OR high
order byte.

,D



t
t (-)
[ (pronounced "left-bracket") is used to suspend compilation within a colon definition. The words that follow I are executed, not
compiled. Compilation is resumed via the ] (resume compilation) command.

An example of the use of I can be found in ;CODE where the assembly language code followinq ;CODE must be executed and not
compiled. I is used within ;CODE to set STATE to 0 (i.e., stop compiling and start interpreting). The assembly lanquage rnnemonics
following ;CODE are then interpreted which then causes machine code to be compiled into the definition being created.

QUIT uses I to set the system back into interpretation state.

The effect of I is to put a 0 into the user variable STATE.

Note that I is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit - No parameters.

I is a high level colon definition.

RCfET tO ] , INTERPRET, ;CODE , ANd LITERAL .

FORTH-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for I is [.
Definitim: : I (-)

O STATE ! ; IMMEDIATE

DOCOL

Set up for I .

STATE Set up for ! . STATE
is referenced by
INTERPRET to
determine whether to
compile or execute
a word.

Store 0 into STATE.
Set system to interpret
mode.

;S

IMMEDIATE Set the pnecedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

I is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during compil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

0

t

tlme p on
: ) Save IP and
start interpreting
this definition.

Place the constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

Place the address of
the user variable
STATE onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

lue into the
the specified

specified memory
location.

.) Stop interpret-
this definition

calling procedure.

time portion of

retum to tl
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lcoMPlLEI
tCOfvfPLEI ( - ) (Wora b corrpile nru& be the next word in the inPut rtream)

[COMpILE] (pronounced,bracket-compile') forces the compilation of the immediate word followinq [COMPILEl in the input stream.

ICOMPILE ] forces the next input stream word to always be compiled. (i.e., The input stream word immediately following [COMPILE ] is

compiled into the dictionary and is not executed.) This is the only way immediate words can be compiled (during Sequence 2) so that they

can execute at a later time (their Sequence J).

QUIT is an example of a word wttich uses ICOMPILE] .

[CoMPILE] is the tunctional equivalent of:

t Stop comPiling.

Iname Locate the specified definition in the dictionary.

CFA Get the definition's CFA .

, Store the CFA into the dictionarY.

I Start compiling.

* At entry - No parameters. The name of the definition to be compiled must immediately follow [COMPILE] in the input
stream.

+ At exit - No parbmeters.

UKELY ERROR MESSAGS:

? pronounced rHUH?il (0) - The word in guestion cannot be found in the dictionary.

COMPILATION ONLY (IIF0 - This word may only be used within a colon definition.

Note that ICOMPILE ] is an IMMEDIATE word. This means that its precedence bit is set and it will therefore execute at compile time.

ICOMPILE] is a high level colon definition.

Refer to [, COMPILE , ] , and INTERPRET .

FORTIITS: The FoRTH-79 equivalent for [COMPILE] is ICoMPILE] .

Definitim: : ICOMPILE]
-FIND 0= 0 ?ERROR DROP CFA , ; IMMEDIATE

rrFindrr the dictionary
address of the wond
that foltows ICOMPILE ]
(in the input strsam).

Set 14 for ?ERROR .
Complement the truth
flag left by -FIND so
that it is in the
format ?ERROR
expectg.

Grr" 
"n "."o. -""r"nJl{ it -rIuo could not find }

[re word. )

Set up for ?ERROR .

Issue Emor Message 0
(il?[) if the word corld
not be found.

The word was found in
the dictionary. ComPile
it into the definition
currently being
compiled (Sequence 2).

Drop the Name Field
length byte of the word
found by -FIND .
( -FIND left this on
the stack).

0

DOCOL

.FIND

?ERROR

: ) Save IP and
start interpr€ting
this definition.

for a Mme
match with the

str€am word.

first the
T, then if

the

input

the value m

meter etack with

value with a

top of the

(0).

, replace

constant
value 0 onto the top
of the parameter
stack.

the specified

truth is true.

error megsage number
and OUIT if the

Drop the top
perameter steck
entry.

0=

DROP

,25



fied Parameter
ld Addre$ (PFA)

the Code Field
Address (CFA) of

finition.
same

meter stack into
next available

dictionary location
( HERE ) and
increment DP .

on
top of the

intenpret-
definition

Ru rime lonort ofn p
.) Stop

l9thing
and retum to the
calling procedure.

;S

CFA

IMMEDIATE Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not
compiled into the
definition.

Convert the PFA left by
-FIND into the CFA of
the word.

Compile this address
into the dictionary.

lcoupte] is a
compiler word and
therefore must exeeute
during compilation
(Sequence 2) so that it
can compile other
definitions.

,iu



I (-)
J (pronounced'rright-bracket') places the system into the compilation state. This word is normally used to resume compilation after I
was used to halt compilation. The effect of 1 is to place a non-zero value into the user variable STATE .

Note that STATE is set to COH and not just 01. This is done to save processinq time in INTERPRET . Setting STATE to a non-zero value
puts the system into compilation mods but, even in compilation mode, IMMEDIATE words must be executed and not compiled (e.g.,
compiler words). The purpose of using COH, then, is to cause compilation of all but IMMEDIATE words.

In fig-FORTH this works very simply. A definition is flagged as IMMEDIATE when the 40H bit (the "precedence'r bit) in the length byte is
set to I. The most significant bit in the length byte is always set to I (me SOtl bit). Additionally, the actual length of a name is always
greater than 0. Just the logical combination of the precedence bit and the 'beginning of Name Field bit" equals C0H. Adding the name
length always makes this value greater than COH because nemes cannot be 0 characters long.

What INTERPRET does then, is compare the value of the length byte with the contents of STATE . Whether compilation or
interpretation takes place is based on the following:

MODE

Interpret

Compile

Compile

STATE
CONTAINS ACTION

COH

In this way, IMMEDIATE words will be executed and non-IMMEDIATE words will be compiled.

An example of a use of ] would be to resume compilation after stopping compilation with [ , then calculating some value and leaving it
on the staek for LITERAL:

: AWORD ----- [ calculate value ] LITERAL

: uses ] to set the system to eompilation mode so the defined word ean be compiled.

* At entry - No parameters.

* At exit -No parameters.

1 is a high level colon definition.

FORTFI-79: The FORTH-79 equivalent for I is I .

Definition: : I (--)
CO STATE ! ; IMMEDIATE

DOCOL

0 All words will have length bytes greater than 0
and INTERPRET will execute the word.

IMMEDIATE words will have Iength bytes greater
than COH and will be executed.

Words whose precedence bits are not set will be
less than COH and will be compiled.

COH

Set up for l.

Set up for:. STATE
is rcferenced by
INTERPRET to
determine whether to
compile or execute
a word.

Set STATE to compile

IMMEDIATE

;S

LIT

I is a compiler word
and therefore must
execute during comPil-
ation (Sequence 2) so
that it can compile
other definitions.

COH

l

time portion of
: ) Save IP and
start interpr€tinq
this definition.

the literal
value COH onto the
top of the parameten
stack.

user variable
the addness of

ATE onto the top
the paEmeter

memory
leation.

the specified
into the

(Run time portion of
; .) Stop interpret-
ing this definition
and retum to the
calling procedure.

Set the precedence
bit of this
definition so it
will be executed at
compile time and not

into the
definition.

STATE

stete.

,in



FEX

T6

t7

18

DECIMAL

FORTH SYSTEM MESSAGES

(Relative to Drive 0 Screen 4 Lire 0)

MESSAGE

(pronounced 'rFluH"')

EMPTY STACK

DICTIONARY FULL

ISN'T UNIOUE

DISK RANGE?

FULL STACK

DISK ERROR:

COMPILATION ONLY

EXECUTION ONLY

CONDITIONALS NOT PAIRED

DEFINITION NOT FINISHED

PROTECTED DICTIONARY

USE ONLY WHEN LOADING

OFF CURRENT EDITING SCREEN

DECLARE VOCABULARY

DESCRIPTION

The word in question cannot be found in the
dictionary.

Morc values have been removed from the parameter
stack than were added. The stack pointer has
backed r-p beyond the initial stack pointer location.

The dictionary has qrown into the Terminal Input
Buffer.

The name of this definition already exists elsewhere
in the dictionary.

A disk access to a physically non-existent bloek
number was requested. (Make sure you are not in
base hex when you think you are in base decimal.)

Too many values have been added to the parameter
stack. The stack pointer has gone beyond its upper
limit.

An I/O error occured while attempting to read or
write to virtual I/O. (Make sure diskette is in the
drive and the door is shut)

This word must only be used within e colon
definition.

The word must not be used while the system is in
compile mode.

0

I

0 ?

I

2

4

6

7

I

2

4

6

7

I

t7

L8

l9

20

2l

?2

2t

24

II

t2

ll

14

l5

There is some sort of problem with the pa
conditionals within the definition beinq cornp

iring of
iled.

The positim of the parameter stack pointer differs
from what it was when this definition beqan
compiling. Something is wrong wtih the definition.

The address of the definition being "forgottenrr is
less than the value stored in FENCE . Change the
velue in FENCE.

This definition should only be used when loading.

Occurs when using fig-FORTH editor.

CONTEXT and CURRENT are not aiming at the
same vocabulary when atternpting to FORGET
(The purpose of vocabularies is to limit the scope of
a definition, so forcing both CONTEXT and
CURRENT to be equal prevents inadvertently
forqetting a defi nition.)
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ASCII CHARACTER SET O.BIT Cq)E

OODE CFIAR, COOE CHA,R CODE CI{AII CODE CHAR,

a
b
c
d
e
f
I
h
i
t
k
I
m
n
o
p
q
r
I
t
u

w
x
v
z
t
I

)

DEL

60
61
62
6'
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
7t
72
7'
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7A
7C
7D
7E
7F

@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
o
R
s
T
U
V
w
x

z
t

l

40
4l
42
4'
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
5I
52
5t
54
55
56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C

'D5E
5F

b
!
il

#
$
%
&
I

(

)
*
+

:

i
0
1

2
5
4
5
6
7
I
9

;

?

20
2L
22
2'
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
28
2C
20
2E
2F
,0
,I
,2
,,
34
,5
,6
,7
,8
,9
,A
,B
,C
]D
,E
,F

NT.JL
SOH
sTx
ETX
EOT
ENGI
ACK
BEL
BS
TAB
LF
VT
FF
CR
so
ST

DLE
DCI
Dc.2
DC'
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESC
FS
GS
RS
US

00
0l
02
ot
04
05
06
07
u8
09
OA
OB
0c
OD
OE
OF
m
II
t2
1'
14
I5
l6
t7
l8
19
1A
IB
IC
ID
]E
IF

,4,



LIMIT _>

FIRST +

STAIDARD figfORTH MEMORY MAP

DISC BUFFERS

+ USE

+ PREV

uP --->
USER AREA

?,9 
-->

RP -+
sg --+
sP +

D P --+

STACK ./
- {enutNel/ BUFFER

TD$ BUF FER

"WORD' BUFFER

DICTIONARY

BOOT{'P LITERAIS

TIB

IN

PAD

STACK

tfi

*- O t ORIGIN



ALPHABETICAL II\DD(

:
ICSP
#
#>
/ls
I

(
(.')
(+LOOP)
(;CoDE)
(ABORT)
(Do)
(FIND)
(LINE)
(LOOP)
(NUMBER)
*
*l
*/MOD
+
+l
+-
+EIIJF
+LOOP
+ORIGIN
,

-DUP
-FIND
-TRAILING

.UNE

.R
I
/MOD
0
(x
0=
OBRANCH
I
1+
2

2+
,

,
;CODE
.c

<tt
<BUILDS

>R
?
?COMP
?CSP
?ERROR
?EXEC
?LOADING
?PAIRS
?STACK
?TERMINAL
@
ABORT
AB5
AGAIN
ALLOT
AND
B/BUF
B/SCR
BACK
BASE
BEGN

BL
BLANKS
BLK
BLOCK
BRANCH
BUFFER
C!
C,
CIL
c@
CFA
CMOVE
COLD
COMPILE
CONSTANT
CONTEXT
COUNT
CR
CREATE
CSP
CURRENT
D+
D+-
D.
D.R
DABS
DECIMAL
DEFINITIONS
DIGIT
DLITERAL
DMINUS
DO
DOES>
DP
DPL
DPUSH
DRO
DRI
DROP
DUP
ELSE
EMIT
EMPTY.BUFFERS
ENCLOSE
END
ENDIF
ERASE
ERROR
EXECUTE
EXPECT
FENCE
FILL
FIRST
FLD
FLUSH
FORGET
FORTH
HERE
HEX
l-{_D
HOLD
HPUSH
I
ID.
IF
IMMEDIATE
IN
INDEX
INTERPRET
IP
KEY
LATEST
LEAVE
LFA
LIMIT
LIST

LIT
LITERAL
LOAD
LOOP
M*
MI
M/MOD
MAX
MESSAGE
MIN
MINUS
MOD
MON
NEXT
NFA
r{JLL
NUMBER
OFFSET
OR
OUT
OVER
PAD
PFA
PREV
OUERY
OUIT
R
R'T
R/W
RO
R>
REPEAT
ROT
RPI
RP@
s->D
s0
SCR
SIGN
SMUDGE
sPl
sP@
SPACE
SPACES
STATE
SWAP
TASK
THEN
TIB
TOGGLE
TRAVERSE
TRIAD
TYPE
u*
U.
UI
UNTIL
UPDATE
USE
USER
VARIABLE
VLIST
VOC-LINK
VOCABULARY
w
WARNING
WHILE
WIDTH
WORD
x
XOR
t
ICOMPILE]
l

I
2
,
5
6
7
9

10
12
ll
r4
I5
l6
I9
2L
22
25
26
27
28
29
l0
,L
,,
35
t7
,8
,9
4I
42
44
46
47
49
50
5I
,2
,,
54
5'
56
57
58
59
50
61
62
65
67
70
7I
72
7'
76
77
78
79
80
8I
87
8'
84
85
85
88
89
90
91
92
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

r02
10,
104
105
109
I10
I14
lr5
116
117
II8
r19
I20
L22
t24
t26
r27
t28
t29
t2
t35
tt4
t5
rt6
t7
t9
140
14l
r42
L44
t46
t47
t49
L5t
154
$5
L56
t56
L57
158
L59
t62
t6,
t64
168
170
t72
t7t
175
L76
r80
181
182
18,
184
t86
188
189
r90
191
t92
T9'
t94
L95
t97
L99
200
201
20,
208
209
210
2rl
2r2
2t
2L4

216
Zt'l
2t9
22L
22'
224
226
228
229
2'L
252
2r,
2t4
2t5
2t6
2t7
240
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
25r
252
254
255
256
259
260
261
264
269
266
261
268
269
270
27L
272
27t
274
275
276
277
278
279
28r
282
28'
285
?87
289
29r
292
295
297
298
299
101
to,
,05
,o6
tt4
tt5
tt6
,18
,19
,22
,2'
,24
,2'
527

,rt



STACX MAIIIR'LATION

rurcTIONAL II\DD(

TERMINAL hIRJT/OIJTRJT

(.")
(LINE)

WARNING

DICTIONARY

tL5

7
l6
t5
42
94

118
t26
L"
14t
L5'
180
186
r88
t95
210
2t2
236
249
271
28t
,o,
305
118

2'
26
27
28
29
,0
38
5I
52
58
60
9I

tt4
L'5
Lt9
2?t
224
226
228
2tl
2r,
267
289
292

-DUP
0
I
2

,
>R
?STACK
BL
DROP
DUP
OVER
R
RO
R>
ROT
RPI
RP@
SO

sPl
sP@
SWAP

(+LooP)
(DO)
(LOoP)
+LOOP
OBRANCH
AGAIN
BEGIN
BRANCH
DO
ELSE
EtD
ENDIF
I
IF
LEAVE
LOOP
REPEAT
THEN
UNTIL
WHILE

,r2

4l
5t
,7
59
51
78
86

102
T'7
158
247
254
2r9
260
264
265
266
268
272
27t
27'l

99
r40
190

54
55
1r
76
77

I
29
79
89

101
ll4
117
I19
t72
l8t

12
I5
2L
,5
56.
92

100
109
t47
t59
r68
r70
194
t97
2ll
2?l
26r
279
29'
,16

.R

.LINE

?TERMINAL

I

(FIND)
+ORIGIN
-FIND
ALLOT
CFA
CONTEXT
CURRENT
DEFINITIONS
DP
FENCE
FORGET
FORTH
ID.
LATEST
LFA
NFA
PFA
SMUDGE
TRAVERSE
VLIST
VOC-LIN[<
WIDTH

l0
19
46
47
49
50
88

t15
L27
t28
Lt6
L'7
162
t76
200
209
229
251
274
275
281
285
287
29L
,ot
tL9

t
5

6
22
44
72

127
128
t42
154
t64
I8'
19r
L9?
240
?46
248
255
270

NIJMBER BASES

BASE
DECIMAL
HEX

COMPARISONI

MElvlffi,Y

I
+l
?

@
BLANKS
C:
c@
CMOVE
ERASE
FILL

COAITROL STRI'C TI..R.E

INRJT-OUTRJT FORMATTITS

CIL
COUNT
CR
D.
D.R
EMIT
EXPECT
IN
KEY
MESSAGE
OUERY
SPACE
SPACES
TIB
TRIAD
TYPE
U.
VLIST
WORD

It
It>
/ls
(NUMBER)
-TRAILING
<#
COUNT
CR
DIGIT
DPL
ENCLOSE
FLD
HLD
HOLD
NUMBER
OUT
PAD
R/t
SIGN

ICSP
?COMP
?CSP
?ERROR
?EXEC
?LOADING
?PAIRS
?STACK
CSP
ERROR
SMUDGE

ARITI-{l,rETIC

(K
0=

*
*l
*/MoD
+
+l
+-

I
/voo
1+
2+
ABS
D+
D+-
DABS
M*
MI
M/MOD
MAX
MIN
MOD
S->D
u*
UI

AND
DMINUS
MAX
MIN
MINUS
OR

VOCAzuLARIES

CONTEXT
CURRENT
DEFINITIONS
FORTH
HERE
LATEST
VOC-LINK
VOCABULARY

COMPILER SECI..R.ITY

,1
t9
96
97

r04
t05

L26
L"
14r
r88
189
210
,05
to6

2

80
8I
s2
8'
84
85
85

rtz
t7,
27L

LOGICAL

95
r45
228
2'L
2r2
245
282
,2t

TOGGLE
XOR

vRruAL ITSIJT-OI'TRJT

+BUF

B/BUF
B/SCR
BLK
BLOCK



BUFFER
DRO
DRI
EMPTY-zuFFERS
FIRST
FLUSH
INDD(
LIMIT
LIST
LOAD
OFFSET
PREV
R/W
scR
UPDATE
USE

r10
156
L'6
L6t
182
1&r
201
2t
2t4
2L9
244
250
256
269
297
298

,27

OOlvlP[-ER OEFtr{IfC Wffi,DS

(
(;CoDD
,
OBRANCH

?

;CODE
;5
<zuILDS
BACK
BRANICH
c,
COMPILE

9
1'
,7
56
62
65
67
70
7'
98

109
115
122
L24
L29
144
149
L99
2t6
2L7
21L
276
,01
,06
t24
,25
,27

14
90

120
L75
208
214
248
252
278
281
299

155
L95
208
215
,t4

20,
2r7
2'L
2r2
276
,22
,2q

CONSTANT
CREATE
DIITERAL
mE$
IMMEDIATE
LTT
LTTERAL
StvflJDGE
STATE
VARIABLE
VOCABULARY
t
ICOMPILE
l

l

SYSTEMWBDS

(ABORT)
ABORT
COLD
EXECUTE
IP
MOf{
PAD
OUIT
TASK
TIB
USER

I\hER NTERPRETER

DPUSH
FPUfi
IP
NEXT
w

(I.,IERNTERPRETER

INTERPRET
N[.JLL
OUERY
OUTT
STATE
x
t

,,,










